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ABSTRACT

This thesis proposes a radical connection between femininity and orality
across a range of disciplinary fields. In particular it proposes the term 'os-
text' to describe the relationship between writing and speaking one's own
text in performance. This term takes in the meanings of the uttering mouth
(the 'os'), the kissing of text into performance (osculation), and the
oscillation between writing and speaking. The thesis involves critical
writing, performative writing, poetic text, a CD-ROM (mouthplace), an
audio CD (snow ghosts) and video documentation of a dance theatre
production (The Secret Project). This multi-disciplinary submission uses
different critical and artistic discourses to argue and perform the os-text
and the relationship between femininity and orality.

The CD-ROM mouthplace performs the relationship between femininity
and orality as theme, through my own os-textual performance practice. The
proposal of the os-text is developed in the written thesis as a model for
transgressive performance practice. It does so through my own os-textual
performance work, and through analysis of the os-textual practice of Karen
Finley, Rose English and Laurie Anderson. The important differences
between os-textual practice in live and recorded media are problematised
here. In relation to new technologies, I refine the os-text through a further
term in relation to voice – the 'loa'. I suggest that voice in relation to new
technologies can elaborate transgression in os-textual practice, even when
the medium is not live.

The broader connections between femininity and orality are examined in
the use of food in women's performance, and in the visual field in
photography and painting.

My original contributions to knowledge are (i) the category of the os-text,
(ii) the original art practice (iii) the particular combination of critical and
performative writing within the body of the written thesis.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis proposes a radical connection between femininity and orality across a

range of disciplinary fields. In particular it proposes the new term 'os-text' to

describe the relationship between writing and speaking one's own text in

performance. The thesis involves critical writing, performative writing, poetic text,

a CD-ROM (mouthplace), an audio CD (snow ghosts) and video documentation of

a dance theatre production (The Secret Project). This multi-disciplinary

submission uses different critical and artistic discourses to argue and perform the

os-text and the relationship between femininity and orality.

The proposal of the os-text is a central theoretical tenet in this work. This term

incorporates the uttering mouth (the 'os'), the kissing (osculation) of words into

being, and the oscillation between writing and speaking. Written, uttered, kissed

and oscillatory, the os-text is a challenge to the conventional authority of the

performance text. Its combination of  textual and oral economies in a single corpus

performs a resistance to and a revelling in both.

This thesis starts with the female mouth as a site of contested and contestable

meanings. Connections between femininity and orality are gathered under the new

term 'feminine/oral.' The feminine/oral incorporates and asserts the power of this

connection to define and dominate femininity. The filled, or obstructed female

mouth is a recurrent image in literature, visual art, performance and film. Hélène
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Cixous writes in 'The Laugh of the Medusa' "Our lovely mouths (are) gagged with

pollen" (Cixous 1981: 248). Caryl Churchill and David Lan have a female character

in their 1986 play A Mouthful of Birds who feels that her mouth is stuffed with

birds (Churchill & Lan 1986: 71). Women's relationship to 'mouths full of talk' is a

familiar one; they are consistently characterised as chatterers and gossips. Female

insane asylums during the nineteenth century were regularly described as more

noisy than their male equivalents (Showalter 1985: 81). And yet the symptology

of hysteria includes a loss of speech (Freud 1895 & 1905), and a lump in the

throat at one time thought to be the womb rising towards the mouth (Veith 1965).

It is at this threshold of the body that many women play out the regulation of

their self-worth through bulimic and anorexic economies (Orbach 1986). These

connections between femininity and orality are traced in this thesis, and the

particular potentialities of the os-text is proposed as a strategy for transgressing

the feminine/oral's realms of oral occlusion, silence, and garrulousness, through a

writing practice that weaves utterance in the breath of writing.

os n., pl. ora Anatomy. A mouth or opening. [Latin os, mouth]

oscillate v. 1. To swing back and forth with a steady uninterrupted rhythm. 2. To

waver

between two or more thoughts or courses of action; vacillate. 3. Physics. To vary

between alternate extremes. [Latin oscillare, from oscillum, a swing, originally a mask

of Bacchus hung from a tree in a vineyard to swing in the wind (as a charm) diminutive

of os, mouth]

osculation n. 1.a. The act of kissing b. A kiss
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The os-text is a text which is neither written nor spoken, neither is it both written

and spoken. This is a text which survives in oscillation not between but because of

the mouth and the text. Its place is on the side of the feminine. It has no secure

place in the oral or in the written, but flies instead in the face of both. This is a text

which refuses stillness. A text marked by the grain of the voice. A text written in

the mouths of writers.

What happens when the bite and taste of voicing is performed through the same

body as the body of the writer? What does it mean to have your own writing in

your mouth; your tongue in your text? The os-text describes this connection

between orality and writing. Hélène Cixous suggests that writing is writing what

you cannot know before you have written, (Cixous 1993: 38). I suggest that to

speak your own writing in performance is to speak what you cannot know before

you have spoken. In this elaboration of Cixous' phrase is a claim about the

extraordinary possibilities of voice in relation to writing, and writing in relation to

voice. The os-text resists the suggestion that a voice speaking a text is a repetition

of what has been written. I am interested in bodies which write and speak; in a

voicing body which has also written; a writing body which also voices. I conjure a

theory for the  progressive ways in which vocality and 'writality' entwine:

In the night, winds rise in her. They rush skin-close, and find the space of her. Warm

blizzards arch in her chest, and her breasts swell and turn tender. Her belly answers the

hefts of small gales - air filled with ochre leaves, turning on itself. She turns as the airs in

her move. Leaf winds curve her a belly to meet her high breasts. Small breezes trace the

surface of her skin, and when she wakes, she is plumly ripe and ready to birth. But
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before breakfast, she is tiny again. The flatness of her stomach inside her jeans. Her

breasts are two handfuls again. And tenderless. This is an air haunting. She is nightly

flooded with gusts that curve her from inside out.

wind ghost.

Do such voices /such writing entwine or oscillate? Neither will quite do. Weaving

and shivering between text and voice is the os-text:

(finding the breath of writing)

I write a text called 'wind ghost' for our work The Secret Project. I write it in the fall of

1998 in Northern Ontario. Leaves are blowing about me on my morning walks. And they

are scarlet. I have been working on two ideas for the text of this work, one to do with

falling, the other with ghosts. Another of the texts for the piece is called 'snow ghost.' In

1999, I try out some preliminary ideas for performing wind ghost, in Limerick1 and in

Cork.2 Strangely, my first idea is the one that makes it into the finished piece. The idea

is to move from stage right to stage left, speaking the text and moving as if being swept

internally by the winds and breezes and sudden gusts the text evokes. Finding the force

of the text again in rehearsal is like digging for a precious thing I remember being there.

I bury flesh in the blood of words so that I can return to them months / years later and

find it there, pulsing. In performance, in the saying and moving of these words before an

audience, I find the sinew of the text again. When I wrote wind ghost I placed something

in it that I knew I could return to, without knowing what it was. Such a text oscillates in

my os (my mouth); I send it  curving flesh to text; font to voice. I kiss it to life. This is

the os-text. I let the breath of flesh and voicing arch in my chest. As I develop the piece,

so I compose a score for the rhythms and intonations of the text. This is not anything I

write down, but a musical pattern in my ear and mouth and body. I hear it resounding in

my blood even as I write this. It rides on the waves of my moving longing flesh. It is one

of the patterns on the turning cord of the performance. Listen. I hear my writing as I

speak it; as I move in its tangled swept spaces; breathing in light's blush. In music's coil I

conjure wind ghost into being, before you.

I bring you with me, slowly, from stage right to stage left.

Here we move. All of us. In breeze's arms.

wind ghost.
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The written part of this thesis submission is structured into six chapters. A CD-

ROM is inserted after Chapter One, an audio CD in Chapter Six, and a video of

performance is located inside the back cover. There are also three Appendices:

Appendix A contains all the texts from the CD-ROM mouthplace; Appendix B

contains all the texts from the dance theatre production The Secret Project; and

Appendix C is the full text of an interview with Rose English. The following

section introduces each chapter / artwork in more detail.

Chapter One, Biting Writing, contextualises the os-text with reference to feminist

critical writers who theorise vocal energies in their description of progressive

writing practices. These include Ruth Salvaggio, Luce Irigaray and Hélène Cixous.

None of these writers consider actual voicing in relation to their progressive texts;

I argue that the category of the os-text challenges this omission by suggesting that

literal voice can invigorate the writing of texts (and vice versa) in an oscillatory and

oral economy. I use examples from my own os-textual performance practice to

extend this argument.

At the end of this chapter is the CD-ROM mouthplace.3  This is an os-textual art

work which takes the connection between femininity and orality as its theme.

mouthplace was published in 1997, and has been exhibited internationally. It

comprises over sixty sites grouped into eight sections, using video, animation,

poetic text and performance. The texts written for mouthplace are collected at the

end of the written thesis as Appendix A. This work rehearses many of the issues
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raised elsewhere in the thesis; in particular sections on speech, sex, motherhood,

madness and food.

Chapter Two, Dramatic Text: Hysteria and Femininity's Mouth, analyses three

plays which depict orality and femininity strikingly; Cherrie  Moraga's Heroes

and Saints, Samuel Beckett's Not I, and Hélène Cixous' Portrait of Dora. Freud's

case history of Dora operates as counter-text to this analysis and subject in

Cixous' Portait of Dora. This chapter does not focus on os-textual practice, since

none of these writers are involved directly in the performance of their texts.

Rather, this chapter examines the nature of transgressive feminine orality in the

form in which writing most often finds its way into performance; the play text.

Chapter Three, The Faminine, extends the analysis of Chapters One and Two into

an examination of food and women's performance practice. This chapter suggests

that femininity's powerful connection to food and nutrition, troubles orality's

transgressive possibilities. Work analysed in the first part of the chapter is not os-

textual; these comprise - plays by Marsha Norman and Tina Howe, as well as

performance and installation work by Judy Chicago, Jill Orr and Bobby Baker.

The chapter goes on to give an extended reading of the os-textual practice of Karen

Finley, focussing on her use of foodstuffs during the 1980s. I use Julia Kristeva's

theorisation of the semiotic and the abject to propose that a nutritive semiotic is

performed through Finley's os-textual practice.
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Chapter Four, Pretty Mouth, focuses on the visual representation of femininity and

orality in painting and photography. Hysterical discourse is used as a critical

practice and counter-text to give extended readings of the work of Cindy Sherman

and Joel-Peter Witkin. Other artists analysed include Francisco Goya, Eric Kroll,

Amelia Stein, Carolee Schneeman, David Salle, and Karen Finley. This Chapter

builds on earlier analysis by examining images which reify and transgress

conventional meanings associated with feminine mouths.

Chapter Five, The Carnival Oral, is an extended analysis of the os-textual

performance practice of  Rose English. The chapter analyses Rose English's trilogy

of performance work The Beginning of Love (Walks on Water 1988, The Double

Wedding 1991 and Tantamount Esperance 1994). I suggest a theoretical strategy

which combines elements of the carnivalesque from Mikhail Bakhtin and Mary

Russo, with Pamela Robertson's proposal of feminist camp. I use this to give a

reading of English's extravagant os-textual and ensemble performances.

Chapter Six, Loa and Behold, focuses on Laurie Anderson's os-textual practice. I

adapt Sue-Ellen Case's use of the voudou vever to motivate this analysis. I argue

that femininity and voice, woven in lively discourse through the orality / writing of

the os-text, can produce progressive space in the new technoculture. I give

examples of what I mean by this from Anderson's live and recorded performance

work, and from my own os-textual performance practice involving new
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technologies. This chapter includes an audio CD of the os-text 'snow ghosts' from

our dance theatre production The Secret Project.

Also included in this thesis submission is edited video documentation from The

Secret Project. This provides a document which traces some of the choreographies,

texts and images from this performance. In Chapter Six I discuss the particular

limitations of such documentation, given that much of the practice in The Secret

Project involves weaving live and recorded voices before an audience. Live

performance practice might constitute much of the subject and the means of this

doctoral thesis, but I cannot include it in this bound thing you hold in your hands.

I performed extracts from The Secret Project the evening before my Viva Voce

examination4; but if you weren't there, I have nothing to give you. But here is the

writing of my sweat on that night, the sound of my breath above silence,  flurries

of movement - text-in-mouth. Here is the speaking / moving / writing that

comprises my choreographic os-textual practice.



My original contributions to knowledge are (i) the categories of the os-text and the

feminine/oral, (ii) the original art practice submitted as part of this thesis, and (iii)

the particular combination of critical and performative writing within the body of

the written thesis. What this means is that this work is original in terms of critical

categories and creative work, but also in performing the contradictions, similarities
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and slippages between these two modes of knowledge (critical language and art

practice) as a writing strategy within the written thesis. In this sense, this thesis

offers itself as a new model for practice-based doctoral submissions.



The term 'performativity' was coined by J. L. Austin in his work How To Do

Things With Words (1976). The notion of an utterance that was also an action has

tantalised critics ever since – when is saying something doing something? And how

is saying something doing something? In this thesis I want to do something as well

as describe or analyse something. Performative writing describes this writing that

'does.' For example, at the end of Chapter Three – The Faminine, I write a

performative text. In a context of crisis, when so many young women have a

traumatic relationship to eating, what I want to do is to feed them. This is a

symbolic feeding in which analytical language slowly turns to food itself. A literal

feeding would fail because these are not crises about food but about the symbolic

meanings that food carries. In imagining other symbolic possibilities, and

interlacing them within the critical text, I engage performative writing in a process

of 'lively doing' across language tenors designed to achieve different ends. These

veins are sometimes fragments of autobiography, at other times definitions or

poetry. Performative sections of the thesis are indicated by a change of font and

right justification. But there are other times when I don't indicate the shift at all,

and twist into another tenor with the ease of turning to face you.
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Theory is not necessarily art, and art not quite theory. But both can

constitute 'artistically' critical practices whose function is to upset rooted

ideologies, invalidating the established canon of artistic works and

modifying the borderlines between theoretical and non-theoretical work.

Trinh T. Minh-ha, When The Moon Waxes Red (1991): 226

(cited by Salvaggio 1999: 45)



In this next section I provide a survey of relevant literature. Since my subject as

well as the manner of submission is inter-disciplinary, what this might constitute

is not always obvious. What I have tried to do is survey the areas of discourse

highlighted in the thesis and artwork in relation to the os-text  and the

feminine/oral.

One of the most important bodies of literature in relation to this thesis is

psychoanalysis. Psychoanalysis offers a theorisation of the psyche, most

generally in relation to conscious and subconscious selves. For this thesis, Freud's

case histories of hysteria provide some of the most provocative material in relation

to femininity and orality; particularly the Studies on Hysteria (1895) and the

Fragment of an Analysis of a Case of Hysteria (1905). The figure of the hysteric

has been variously championed and denigrated5 in relation to contemporary

political and psychoanalytic feminist agendas. In both tenors it is clear that the

hysteric remains an evocative figure, and a rich source of material for critical
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analysis, particularly in relation to her oral crises. In a broader sense the proposal

of 'the oral phase'6 as a stage of early development inflects several of my

arguments. Feminism and psychoanalysis have produced a range of important

writings in this area.7 This area has also produced some provocative re-workings

of Freud's case studies, and the figure of the hysteric, in dramatic form. I analyse

one of these in Chapter Two; Hélène Cixous' Portrait of Dora (1979).

The work of Luce Irigaray is central to my proposal of the feminine/oral. This

French Feminist critic is most relevant here on two counts; firstly in her radical

proposal of a woman's language – something she calls parler femme, and secondly

in her use of the gesture of mimicry. Irigaray suggests parler femme is not available

to us under contemporary patriarchal structures, nor can we know what it is. In

such a state of un-knowing what strategies might be best to provoke the

possibilities of  a feminine language, without engaging in a recidivist project of

essentialising8 such a language? A major part of Irigaray's project is to connect

feminine pleasure and language. What all this might mean in terms of material and

symbolic realms of femininity and orality is difficult, not least because Irigaray

works in both realms, often without indicating clearly in which tenor she is

operating.

(she'll not change her font

or right-justify her texts

for the easy delineation

of her levels

of playfulness)
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I take from Irigaray the gesture of not only describing in critical language what the

possibilities of parler femme might be, but enacting such a possibility. This thesis

shifts between critical and poetic tenors and includes art practice which

necessarily has a different kind of intelligence than critical theory. In Irigaray's

provocative analysis of the powerful masculine disavowal of alterity,9 this work

also becomes about strategies for performing such an alterity, particularly in

relation to the feminine / oral. As parler-femme is located within spoken

discourse, I suggest that it has a particular relationship to performance, and to

performers who use their voices. Artists who are both writers and performers of

that writing confound dualisms of mind / body and writing / orality. The

combination of using voices and texts in live performance10 (i.e. the engagement of

the os-text), skims close to both the lack of a meta - linguistic discourse on the

speaking scene, and the haunting of authoritative discourse that characterises

parler-femme.

In this thesis I use Irigaray as a practitioner of a performative praxis, through

which she argues for such unsung alterity. Irigaray's project focuses largely on

language in general; her engagement with experimental processes of writing is

enacted rather than described in her theoretical project. She is not a theorist who

engages with performance, although she certainly engages with the performative. I

make use of her work for these reasons and also because her category of the

parler-femme purports to be a 'woman's language', but not as an essentialist or an

essentialising project.
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The work of Hélène Cixous is also central to this project. Cixous writes directly

about feminine voices, orality and writing in a way that contrasts with Irigaray's

broader philosophical engagement with 'women's language.' My main argument in

relation to Cixous is that her  fiction and theory develop a radical vision of the

possibilities of the feminine / oral, and yet when she comes to write for

performance, so much of her progressive tactics seem to shift into a relatively

conventional approach to the writing of dramatic texts.

In her well-known essay 'The Laugh of the Medusa' (1981) Cixous calls for

women to write, and yet her metaphors for doing so are often related to speaking;

"And I too, said nothing, showed nothing; I didn't open my mouth" (Cixous 1981:

246). This is a common trope in inspirational texts - to call for a speaking out

through writing. My point here, is that such a gesture is inflected differently in

these texts which conjure revolutionary bodies, shot through with "luminous

torrents" (Cixous 1981: 246),11 that have their say not in crying out and speaking,

but in writing. It is important to say in relation to this that Cixous' gesture is

couched in a Western discourse which has associated writing with masculinity and

orality with femininity. Calling for a writing which is informed by bodily drives is

a revolutionary stance, and seeks to bring the feminine into writing in a different

way. However, my point is that these gestures of articulating such a bodily

femininity, are communicated only through writing, as if writing alone would

somehow 'save' us. This thesis proposes that such a writing can also inform the
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speaking of "luminous torrents"; that it isn't just writing that might be altered

through such bodily poetics, but speaking and performing itself. Cixous' primary

object of study is the text; writing the feminine is theorised here as a radical

political strategy. I plunder this discourse with good reason; it is noisy with

conjured feminine voices, even as it writes itself into textuality.



Ginka Steinwachs' short manifesto 'The Theater as Oral Institution' (Steinwachs

1994) brings together orality and theatre directly. Texts which focus directly on

orality and performance are rare. Steinwachs proposes a concept of 'theatorality'

which challenges traditional notions of gender and theatre and assaults them

through a radical performance of the feminine. Steinwach's notion of orality draws

on psychoanalytic theory and écriture féminine12 to re-vision Schiller's eighteenth

century text 'The Stage as a Moral Institution' (Schiller 1974). Steinwachs links

Freudian and Lacanian theorisations of the 'oral stage' to theatrical performance, in

an assertion of the progressive potential of apparently regressive tropes:

Articulatory relishing of words. In every instance, wallowing precedes

swallowing. Babblebanquets, speechfeasts. Open your eyes. Open your

mouths. Curtain up. The play begins behind the fences of the teeth under

the hard palate. The stage is soft as wool. The tongue-rug is wet and cool.

An open-air-festival in dewey grass. Mash the moist wordmush. . . Behind

the fleshy curtain of the lips, the actors and spect - a[c]tors live and let

live, chitter and chatter.
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(Steinwachs 1994: 183)

Ginka Steinwach's performance text George Sand (1992) is an attempt to put 'the

theatre as oral institution' into practice. This play text is a cacophonous

integration of feminist theory, psychoanalysis and deconstruction through the life

of George Sand.13 It disregards the written protocol of dramatic text, and instead

produces a 'play' which troubles the delineations between stage directions and

prose, and between character and character.

Dianne Chisholm's essay '"The Cunning Lingua" of Desire: Bodies-language and

Perverse Performativity' (Chisholm 1995) proposes a cunning lingual strategy for

reading Mary Fallon's erotic lesbian text Working Hot (Fallon 1995). Chisholm's

essay proposes an elision between fucking and writing: " 'mouthing' desire, the

cunning lingamist talks with her mouth full. Her speech, like her mouth, is full of

the sex of her interlocutor - in word and in deed. . . . " (Chisholm 1995: 30 -1).

This essay is important because it puts the notion of the performative into

provocative practice. Since this is a thesis concerned centrally with feminine

orality, and in particular with the relation between writing and utterance,

Chisholm's embrace of a practice of writing that is also a practice of sexuality

provides a moist model for how such a relation might be imagined. The os-text

might perform similar sex through its kiss of text and tongue. Orality and 'cunt-

ality' are key wet tropes in Chisholm's litclit. Instead of writing and sex, there is a

single 'bodies-language' made awkwardly out of two words because language
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stumbles at such progressive tactics. Such 'cliterature' also recalls Steinwachs'

erotic depiction of the lesbian affair between George Sand and Marie Dorval

(Steinwachs 1992: 311 - 4).



And so to lunch, and the troubled realm of femininity and nutrition. The feminine

mouth is important as a symbolic and literal site of ingestion; a place to negotiate

borders. The functional use of the mouth in eating affects literal and figurative

crises for women, whose bodies are often confused with food, and for whom food

frequently functions as a metaphor of self-worth. A mouth filled in other ways

links with these dilemmas.

In Loaves & Wishes (Till 1992), twenty writers contribute their response to the

request to write anything about food. The collection includes autobiography,

fiction, poetry, and political argument, and is an important contribution to

writings on food as well as to Oxfam's literacy projects around the world. This

small book also quietly enacts a political standpoint by having all of its

contributors as women, and never mentioning the fact in flyleaf or introduction.

Loaves & Wishes dares to call twenty women 'writers' instead of 'women writers.'

The collection touches on many of the dominant issues in relation to women and

food. Susie Orbach in 'A Language All of its Own' (91 - 5) summarises the crises

of eating disorders for women, and how food is used symbolically to metre out

meaning and self-worth. Orbach addresses these issues in more detail in her
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important book Hunger Strike (1986). In another section, the novelist Sara

Maitland weaves together her love of breast feeding with her hatred of cooking

(123 - 8). Marina Warner contributes a fictional piece which is a contemporary re-

working of the biblical 'fall'; the serpent tempting Eve to eat an apple. In Warner's

'The First Time' (131 - 7) a woman demonstrating exotic fruit in a supermarket,

converses with a teenager who has (rather brutally) just lost her virginity. Both the

Maitland and Warner pieces entwine two narratives; each has something important

to say about the contradictory relationship of women and food in the realms of

maternity and sexuality.

Susie Orbach's extraordinary book Hunger Strike (1986), is one of the key texts in

this area. Orbach is a feminist psychotherapist and writer. Hunger Strike explains

the psychic logic of the anorexic, connecting it to twentieth century cultural

demands on the feminine. Hunger Strike is important for two reasons; firstly

because it bridges the gap between medical and popular texts, and secondly

because Orbach is clearly of the view that eating disorders have very little to do

with food, and everything to do with women's complex and culturally specific

relation to helplessness. Orbach is an advocate of therapy rather than invasive

medical treatment in relation to these disorders. This makes her a key ally in any

analysis which connects food and femininity, since she understands the

powerfully symbolic meanings of food for women.
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Rosalind Coward's Female Desires: How They Are Sought, Bought and Packaged

(1985), analyses femininity in relation to cultural representations in visual, aural

and narrative fields. Coward describes her book as a "collection of essays about

pleasure: about things women are said to enjoy; and about things women are meant

to enjoy and don't" (Coward 1985: 13). Female Desires contains a major section

on 'The Mouth' (Coward 1985: 83 - 122) and this includes an essay called

'Naughty But Nice: Food Pornography' (Coward 1985: 99 - 106) - an examination

of food, representation and femininity. Coward's chapter on 'The Mouth' (Coward

1985: 115 - 22) (one of five essays in 'The Mouth' section) summarises some of

the most important meanings associated with feminine orality; (i) the connection

of the female mouth with the female genitals; (ii) the dominant trope of femininity

as provider rather than partaker of nourishment; and (iii) the troubled relationship

between the female mouth and speaking.

Maud Ellman's extraordinary book The Hunger Artists (1993), analyses the trope

of hunger and starvation in  literature and revolutionary politics. This is an

important book in relation to this thesis because it connects political agency to

processes of eating. Perhaps its starkest point is the way in which a female IRA14

prisoner engaged in political language through her hunger strike, sustains another

hunger after she is released through her anorexia, and subsequent death (Ellman

1993:1) Ellman writes largely of the novel, but includes an analysis of notes

smuggled out of the H-blocks in Northern Ireland, during the period of the hunger

strikes, in bodily orifices. Such writing, she suggests, is a sublimation of hunger
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into text. This text suggests that for femininity, food functions overwhelmingly as

a symbolic trope, whereas for masculinity it frequently functions as an object of

pleasure in itself. This text is relevant to a thesis on the feminine / oral and the os-

text because it theorises hunger in relation to gender and writing.

In Laura Esquivel's novel Like Water for Chocolate (1994) the main character Tita

is a young cook whose physical and emotional states magically affect the food she

makes. Tita lives an oppressive life in her family home. Tita sees ghosts, elicits

passions and poisonings through her cooking without planning them. This

passionate young woman weeps into the wedding cake she is preparing for her

sister, who is marrying the man she (Tita) loves. At the wedding feast, guests are

overcome with longing when they eat the cake, before succumbing to vomiting.

Later when Pedro, her new brother-in-law, gives her roses, Tita's mother demands

she destroy them, instead she makes quails in rose petal sauce. Tita's younger

sister, overcome with the love Tita has put into the food, is overwhelmed with

desire, and is carried off naked by a soldier. When Tita's nephew is born, and his

mother has no milk, and the wet nurse cries, Tita magically feeds him from her

breast. In this novel, Tita is a magical medium for food, or food is a magical

medium for Tita, as she unwittingly sends her emotional state out into the world

in the food she prepares.

Texts which critically and imaginatively engage with processes of nourishment and

loss in relation to food, witness the broad range of metaphorical meanings food has
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for women and femininity; from crisis to pleasure, from the suckling child to the

kitchen, from eroticism to anorexia, these meanings are powerfully constitutive of

femininity.



Another theorist whose work is important in this thesis is the Russian literary

critic Mikhail Bakhtin. Bakhtin's work on dialogism, particularly in relation to the

carnivalesque / grotesque15 has been highly influential in contemporary literary

criticism. My use of him in this thesis relates to the possibilities of dialogic

discourses for the feminine / oral in general and the os-text in particular. Such

dialogic relation is also relevant to my engagement with various critical and poetic /

autobiographical voices in the writing of this thesis. Bakhtin's dialogism also has

important resonance within Irigaray's work since both seek to theorise radical

transgression in the playful dialectic between official forms and their provocative

'other.' Bakhtin's work remains, however, limited in its analysis of gender. More

recent scholarship has engaged Bakhtin's ideas with a critique of gender. Some of

the most interesting, and most relevant to this thesis is work which proposes an

alliance between pyschoanalytic theory and Bakhtinian dialiogism. Judith

Henderson (1993), Clare Wills (1989), Peter Stallybrass & Allon White (1986) and

Mary Russo (1995) have all written in this area.

Henderson's essay 'Speaking in Tongues' (Henderson 1993) proposes a re-working

of Bakhtin's dialectics / dialogics in relation to black women writers' literary
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tradition. Henderson uses the term glossolalia in relation to its partner term

heteroglossia to propose a dialogism particular to a black women's tradition:

. . . perhaps we can say that speaking in tongues connotes both the

semiotic, presymbolic babble (baby talk), as between mother and child -

which Julia Kristeva postulates as the "mother tongue" - as well as the

diversity of voices, discourses, and languages described by Mikhail

Bakhtin. . . polyphony, multivocality, and plurality of voices, and . . .

intimate private, inspired utterances.

(Henderson 1993: 149 - 50)

Henderson uses the trope of public and private languages in relation to black

women writers and proposes an "enabling critical fiction" (Henderson 1993: 151)

to suggest that black women writers are modern day apostles "empowered by

experience to speak as poets and prophets in many tongues" (Henderson 1993:

151). Henderson's use of Bakhtin is instructive in relation to race, gender, writing,

and tropes of voicing. What is interesting here is that Henderson uses tropes of

navigating different languages in actual vocal/social contexts as a way to enervate /

validate / provoke black women writing. Such glossolalia, noisy as it is, is

rambunctious only in the curl and space of print.

In her article 'Upsetting the Public: Carnival, Hysteria and Women's Texts,' Wills

(Wills 1989) makes the link between hysteria and Bakhtin's notion of the

carnivalesque. Wills asks whether some women's texts might have a more

productive relationship to carnival, and be able to effect a connection between
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literary transgression and cultural transformation. Whilst this question is

tantalising, Wills' article doesn't get very far in answering it. Her brief analysis of

the work of poet Medbh McGuckian suggests that a progressive engagement with

private and public worlds, and timeliness, might produce differently engaged forms

of literature. This analysis is something of an anti-climax, after the scope of her

introduction. In this sense I think Wills' question is more interesting than her

answer. In the context of this thesis, I am interested in 'some women's texts''

relationship to carnival, specifically through the category of the os-text. For

Bakhtin, the 'opening up' of the carnivalesque is ultimately achieved through

literature; my contention is that the os-text might achieve this more radically,

because textual energies are negotiated through the mouth.

Stallybrass and White's The Politics and Poetics of Transgression (1986) is a

critical / historical work bringing together social and psychoanalytic history in

relation to Bakhtinian theory. This work is important because it connects social

history with the private crises of bourgeois women in the form of hysteria. This is

an insightful reading of dialogic politics within cultural and corporeal life. Its

relevance to a thesis on femininity and orality lies in the connection of public and

private forms of dialogic play, especially in relation to utterance and textuality.

This is well-illustrated by Stallybrass and White's analysis of Marie Cardinal's The

Words to Say It (Cardinal 1984) analysed in Chapter Five of their book

(Stallybrass & White 1986: 186 - 7).
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Mary Russo's The Female Grotesque (1995) focuses on aspects of femininity as

spectacle / masquerade through an engagement with Bakhtinian thought and

contemporary movements in literary and feminist theory. Russo's work

(particularly Chapter Two), meticulously traces the implications of grotesquerie in

relation to the feminine, and is relevant to this thesis as a framework for the

deployment of the os-text. Russo reads the female grotesque as a 'site of

insurgency' because 'its multivalent, oppositional play . . . refuses to surrender the

critical and cultural tools of the dominant class' (Russo 1995: 62).

All of this has particular relevance to my critique of the performance / writing

practice of Rose English (Chapter Five). English's performance practice displays a

passion for the carnivalesque; magic, acrobatics, flying, juggling and dance, staged

in relation to philosophical questions over the nature of performance, memory,

being and loss. This combined with the oscillatory / oral dynamics of her os-text

suggests that English engages provocatively in a carnivalesque practice. Pamela

Robertson's Guilty Pleasures (1996) proposes the category of 'feminist camp' as

an analytical tool for examining certain kinds of film. I make use of her argument in

my analysis of English, to suggest that feminist camp (as a form of female

carnivalesque) might be the most productive way to read this vaudevillean os-

textual practice.



In Chapter Six I take an extended look at art practice in the new technoculture,

specifically in relation to voice and writing. Taking the trope of the ventriloquist
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puppet as material example and analytical tool, I analyse Laurie Anderson's os-

textual practice in live performance and in the recorded media of CD-ROM. In this

chapter I develop Sue-Ellen Case's use of the term voudou vever to discuss the

transgressive possibilities of space and femininity in the new technoculture (Case

1996). I refine this term to suggest that it is voice, the very grain of the audible

body, which might conjure new kinds of spaces in digital realms. And if such

voices are os-textual, well-then, there might we find the quietly radical amidst the

digital hype.



Art practice necessarily has a different kind of intelligence than critical theory;

critical and artistic practices 'trouble' their meanings in different kinds of languages.

I propose that by engaging in a lively discourse of art practice and theory,

something richer than either might be made. I want to knit critical, performative,

poetic and visual forms of writing. I want to place knot beside weave. I will hold it

up to the light and view my work, and find, not knitting after all, but a woven

thing, intricate but orderly. This thing I have made is both a knot and a weave; the

tangling of threads upside down and switched back, and an orderly laying of yarn

ninety degrees to ninety degrees. Here I enact a plurality characteristic of

femininity, a plurality that is progressively playful. Knitting and weaving are

women's activities. I know this to be true; listen to the clacks of needles, and the

hushed swoosh of the shuttle. Somewhere in there, you will hear the sound of

possibility, in the glint of a giggle seen between threads.
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And when they sat down in the evening to knit and weave, they did so with an odd

eagerness. As they set about it, needle to needle or in front of the small looms, they

started, slowly, to laugh. They began with small gurgles, and sudden little snorts. As they

got up to speed however, so their laughter turned into shrieks and howls, until all of them

wept with hilarity, rocking with the rhythms of their thread entrancing. The noise was

deafening - needles clacking furiously, the stamp of loom pedals, the bang of the over-

rod, and above all this whoops and cackles and flesh shaking at the wild game of it all.

After half an hour or so, the women were exhausted and ceased their weaving and

knitting, collapsing one by one in various piles before the fire. They slept soon after, a

sleep strangely quiet after the outrage of their laughter. And in all of this, none of them

spoke a word, although she could see how they looked at each other, with a blazing in

their eyes.

[one knot equals one nautical mile per hour]

because we could not speak through the convulsions of sobs; because we shook at every

attempt to speak; because when we did find steadiness enough to begin a sentence,

sudden in-gasps shuddered us; because of this, we wrote. we wrote because even as our

chests shook with grief, we could hold steady a pen; still our fingers enough to push these

lettered squares. we made waterproof inks, late into the night - resistant to tears, and

the dribblings of weeping. (these inks were noisy - little cries and sighs could be heard

when you bent close to them). we wrote through these fires to return to them again, in

steadiness. to graze again a grief caught in knowledge, uttered this time instead of

written. our way to knowledge is a tricky one. grief to pen to voice-grief again, even to

laughter.

Come weep with me, pen in hand.

Come write with me giggling, here in the amber-light.

Come sing with me.
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1 At a lunchtime concert in the Irish World Music Centre, at the University of
Limerick, Ireland 15th April 1999.

2 At the Triskel Arts Centre, Cork, Ireland for the opening of the Intermedia
Festival, 1st May 1999.

3 mouthplace was authored by Richard Povall and I. We have worked together
since 1995 as the performance production company half/angel. I am
choreographer, writer and performer in our projects, and Povall is composer and
digital artist. However, we work closely on all aspects of production.

4 The examination for this Doctoral Submission involved a performance and a Viva
Vice examination. This examination took place over two days; the performance on
Monday 4th September, 2000 and the Viva Voce the following morning on
Tuesday 5th September, 2000, both at the University of Surrey, UK.

5 See Cixous & Clément (1986) for a provocative portayal of the figure of the
hysteric as a liberatory figure. See Moi (1985) for a criticism of this position.

6 The 'oral stage' is a psychoanalytic category originally proposed by Freud
(Freud 1931: 221 – 46). It is a stage of psycho-sexual development, during which
the child is orally-fixated; milk, nipples and other objects are explored via the
mouth. This stage is linked to the pre-Oedipal period which is a stage of psycho-
sexual development preceding the Oedipus complex in which the attachment to the
mother is predominant. In passing from the pre-Oedipal to the Oedipal stage, oral
fixations with objects are transferred to an initiation into language.

7 See particularly Anzieu (1990), Hunter (1985) and Kahane (1995).

8 Essentialism in this context refers to a movement in feminism, particularly
prevalent in the late 1960s / 70s, in which a range of characteristics were assigned
to biological women as innate, e.g. nurturing abilities, gentleness, ability to share
co-operative power. Such a position has been criticised extensively in more recent
scholarship and practice, since it reifies what it means to be female, in a
prescriptive and traditional way. Such a position is unlikely to be able to
accommodate a broad play of difference, or engage productively with race or
sexuality. See Fuss (1989).

9 The term 'alterity' refers to a radical sense of difference. In relation to Irigaray's
work, the term is used in relation to sexual difference. Irigaray suggests that sexual
difference under patriarchy is unable to engage with radical difference – i.e.
'alterity' and instead subsumes the feminine in symbolic negative to the masculine.
See Irigaray (1986) for a good introduction to these ideas.

10 The os-text does not operate in the same way in recorded media, since spoken
text is not performed live. This means that the os-textual dynamic cannot engage
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so productively with Irigaray's parler femme, since speaking about recorded voice
while you listen to it (i.e. producing metatext on the 'speaking scene' of the
recorded voice), cannot alter the production of such a voice, as it might were the
voice live (this is why there can be no metatext on parler femme). See Chapter Six
for an extended discussion of the differences between live and recorded speech,
and a development of os-textual practice through of voice and space.

11 Cixous uses this phrase (and many others) to suggest a bringing of passionate
corporeality into the realm of writing. See Cixous (1981).

12 Écriture féminine is experimental writing, initially French, whose gesture is to
inscribe femininity. The term has been used to describe an invigorated 'writing
through the body' such as Cixous calls for in her revolutionary text 'The Laugh of
the Medusa' (Cixous 1981). See Guild (1992) for a summary introduction to the
term.

13 Katrin Sieg describes this strategy as follows; "Steinwachs, a postmodern
maverick, navigates between identity politics and its deconstruction . . . Crossing
gender as well as genres, the writer commits tactical acts of critical piracy by
raiding diverse theoretical systems and theatrical traditions for their subversive
potential, rather than committing to a stable political or aesthetic strategy" (Sieg
1994: 175).

14 Irish Republican Army.

15 Bakhtinian 'carnival' refers to celebrations of excess in opposition to official
forms. Such 'carnivalesque' celebrations are characterised by plurality and
multivocality. The 'grotesque body' is a a component of the 'carnivalesque,' and is
associated with the lower parts of the body –  those parts associated with sex,
birth, urination and defecation. The 'grotesque body' is associated with processes
which trouble the clarity of discrete forms; sexual intercourse, birth, eating,
defecation, vomiting. Such forms are associated with drunkenness, feasting,
obesity, laughter and other forms of secular excess. Bakhtin's contention is that the
'carnivalesque' and the 'grotesque' achieve their cultural power not in and of
themselves but through dialogic relation to official, church and government forms.
See Bakhtin (1984) and Stallybrass & White (1986). See Chapter Five.
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CHAPTER ONE

Biting Writing: The Female Mouth in Utterance

This chapter examines in more detail, feminist approaches to orality and writing.

In this introductory section I will examine Ruth Salvaggio's The Sounds of

Feminist Theory (1999) in relation to my proposal of the os-text. I use analyses

of my own practise as a way to extend these discussions. This will lead into an

examination of the work of Luce Irigaray and Hélène Cixous. It is the aim of this

first chapter to develop a productive understanding of the relationship between

femininity, the body, writing and utterance in relation to a practice of women

writing and performing their own texts (the os-text).1

Salvaggio's recent book The Sounds of Feminist Theory is a dynamic engagement

with orality, sounding and listening in relation to feminist critical writing. Salvaggio

examines a range of contemporary feminist critical writing and identifies an

enervating and motivating force within it which she identifies as inflected by the

energies of oral language; something she calls "hearing the O" (Salvaggio 1999: 7).

Although Salvaggio's analysis is always (finally) of writing, her argument is one of

the most compelling in a development of the categories of the feminine / oral and

the os-text, because she proposes a revolutionary potential for the meeting of

orality and writing. In the following analysis of Salvaggio's book, I pay particular

attention to her work on aurality / listening, and motion.
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Salvaggio is interested in "the way in which much feminist writing infuses the

energies of oral language into a vibrant critical literacy" (Salvaggio 1999: 7). She is

careful to side-step an uncritical revelling in the liberatory possibilities of voice

and orality; "I stress both the distinctly oral and literate properties of the O

because I do not want to seem as though I'm uncritically embracing a return to oral

language and aligning it with feminine or feminist expression" (Salvaggio 1999: 8).

Salvaggio, like myself, is interested in the combination of oral and written energies;

the difference between us is that Salvaggio is always speaking of a textual product,

whereas I am proposing something which oscillates between writing and literal

orality (the os-text). Why is Salvaggio careful to avoid an uncritical association of

oral language with femininity? The main reason is likely to be that such a 'return'

as Salvaggio calls it, risks excluding femininity from the culture of writing itself,

and reifying notions of femininity. Nonetheless, Salvaggio's oft-repeated defenses

against the dangers of oralities suggest something of the apparently recidivist

power of orality itself. The dangers Salvaggio describe lie in an "uncritical

celebration of co-called feminine modes of language that emphasise the personal,

subjective, emotive and potentially liberatory dimensions of voice" (Salvaggio

1999: 4). Whilst Salvaggio's reservations clearly refer to an early period of

feminism,2 it seems to me (and putting historical precedent, for the moment, aside)

as possible to engage with the "personal, subjective, emotive" and "liberatory" in

vocal as well as written language. I think the dangers of consciousness-raising

groups defining feminine language / orality and the voicing of one's

autobiographical truth3 have passed long enough for contemporary feminist
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thought to engage more rigorously and bravely in the possibilities of the oral. Any

political project undertaken uncritically is likely to fail. The proposal of the os-text

is a proposal of an active engagement in the dynamics of writing and speaking, in

which each is enervated by the other. The os-text links with Salvaggio's work on

two levels; firstly because it connects writing and orality and secondly because it

brings bodily poetics into writing and performance.

I want here to clarify how Salvaggio's work informs os-textual practice, and in

what ways it exceeds it. I am aware that the work Salvaggio identifies as

resounding with the 'O' is part of a discourse on the nature of critical / poetic /

autobiographical writing. Therefore, any discussion of bodily practice in relation

to this work is always a transformation of writing and reading. In relation to my

proposal of the os-text; writing text and speaking it in performance does not in

itself guarantee progressive os-textual practice. Just as a too uncritical embrace of

orality in writing can fail ("Not some chaotic outburst, but a working and kneading

of sound into written language and critical thought for the very purposes of

expanding and multiplying possible meanings" Salvaggio 1999: 132). I want to

suggest that progressive os-textual practice is best enabled through both an

engagement with orality / aurality in the writing of these texts, and an oscillatory

economy between voicing and writing in performance. It is my contention that

something particular occurs when the writer is also the performer of such texts.

This is not to say that someone other than the writer performing these texts is

necessarily of less value, this is simply a different engagement with text and

performance.
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One of Salvaggio's strands in her argument is the importance of sound / listening in

relation to 'hearing the O' in feminist critical writing. This is of particular relevance

to the os-text firstly because it may contain such 'sonorous energy' in terms of the

written text itself, and secondly because the os-text is doubly heard – by the

performance writer herself as well as by the audience. Salvaggio is interested in

"the effects produced by the oral and aural reverberations of language as they

infuse writing and thought" (Salvaggio 1999: 14). I too am interested in such

reverberations, but I am equally interested in the ways in which the oral / aural are

affected by writing. Salvaggio writes of voices haunting written language (Salvaggio

1999: 20), I want to ask how writing haunts voice; of writerly ghosts in mouths.

Salvaggio extends this discussion of the aural in contrasting the realm of sound to

the realm of vision. She does this " . . . by turning (her) sensory antennae to what

is audible rather than purely visible in critical language and thought" (Salvaggio

1999: 22). Salvaggio cites Murray Schafer's work on 'soundscapes'4 in which he

explains how "the advent of writing and especially print in the west elevated

vision over sound, resulting in our increasing lack of sensitivity not only to the

sounds that surround us, but our very abilities to know the world through listening

to its sounds as voices" (Schafer 1980: 11, cited by Salvaggio 1999: 137). In this

scenario print replaces orality, steals its particular charge. In this process

femininity is associated with the immersion of sound, and masculinity with the

distance of vision. I want to associate femininity with a skilled heteroglossia5 –

with an ability to weave both the sound of voicing and the vision of writing.
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Salvaggio's engagement with these ideas take her into an analysis of certain critical /

narrative strategies in which she identifies 'meaning on the move' – a resistance to

dénouement in favour of troubling resonances, odd endings / cyclical structures.

Salvaggio suggests that this is the consequence of sound / orality inflecting this

writing; "that the feminist engagement with bodies in writing works to sustain the

effects of sound, meanings that resound beyond definitions and final

determinations" (Salvaggio 1999: 64). This is a well-made argument, but I am still

struck by the actual silence of all this vocally-inflected writing. No one speaks

before me. No one moves before me. I understand Salvaggio's point that such

writing conjures a kind of listening / reading, and an engagement with physicality,

but if I heard this writing spoken, if these writers were present here on the cliffs at

Cill Rialaig6 performing their texts before me, grounds would shift significantly.

yarn n. 1. A continuous strand of twisted threads of natural or synthetic

material, such as wool, cotton, flax or nylon, used in weaving or knitting.

2. Informal. A long complicated story or a tale of real or fictitious

adventures, often elaborated upon by the teller during the telling.

How does 'meaning on the move' become moved again by the exigencies of a

performing speaking body before an audience? What is the connection between

hearing a voice and moveable meaning? Michel de Certeau in The Practice of

Everyday Life says that voice "alters a place (it disturbs), but it does not establish

a place" (de Certeau 1984: 155). I don't want to install meaning. I want to set it

running. The os-text has the potential to engage Salvaggio's 'hearing the O' with the

vivid presence of performance; to set meaning on the move:
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 (inbreath) (inbreath) trip, shift to side. over slow, down. (breathe) runs, slipping up

over. over down. (outbreath). fall (breath). down and wide. singing out over wide, to

the left. wide. ocean. I have you. I'm falling. (outbreath) (two small sighs overlapping)

sings, root of her, (outbreath). touchlight, falling, waterlight, over. ache. high, falling

and over (escapes) (small breath). seeming. shift and echo to the side. twice turning. fly

lightful, air wards, cleanly (breathe), small flicks passionful. keep sky, out over down.

aches two. light folding over. small secrets, up over down. twice turning. stop

(outbreath) (outbreath)

I write a text for The Secret Project called twice turning. We are working with

technologies which connect movement with sound (by 'we' I mean Richard Povall

and I). The sound we use most often is samples of my voice speaking my text.

When I write twice turning, I write it with the taste of this technology in my

flesh.7 The text attempts to write physicality; it is characterised by verbs, action,

movement, and a parenthetical breathing. We design an intelligent environment8 for

the text to be triggered in; we are interested in making something that you have to

move vigorously within in order to trigger the text. Richard fragments the recording

of the text, into short phrases. He programmes an environment we design together;

it operates like a little window over the text; early in the performance of the piece

it is only possible to trigger the first phrase, and later a middle sentence, and so on.

The texts' fragmented quality is performed through the moving body of the dancer:

She plays the text like an instrument. It is as if there are textual ghosts in the space

which will speak their words if dynamic movement wakes them. And this is a text

itself about dynamic movement. As a writer and performer, it feels as if this

technology enables me to make my text three-dimensional. In the environment for

twice turning it is possible to layer phrases of the text, as well as to slowly trigger

the internal sound of a single word. Tumbles of text move with this fragmentation.
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Such cacophany and stillness engages with the moving dynamics of the text itself.

Unlike many of the interactive environments designed for The Secret Project, twice

turning does not involve the speaking of text in real time in relation to samples of

text triggered by movement. This is not an os-textual piece because no one speaks

before you in performance. But there is a voice, and it is mine, and I am speaking

my writing. What does it mean then for another body to perform this piece? What

does it mean when Cindy9 performs this piece in the final version of The Secret

Project? Does she, in some sense 'speak' my writing? Does she, in another sense

'choreograph' my writing, as she controls its ebb and flow by her leaps, curves and

stillnesses? What kind of 'O' would Ruth Salvaggio hear in such a piece? In the

performance of twice turning, Cindy's working flesh - her breathing, arching,

sweating body grazes and tangles the writing / voicing she triggers. In what sense is

she the writer of this text? And in what sense am I its choreographer? The process

of making this piece 'work' is one in which Richard develops the environment as

Cindy works, as I watch, giving them both feedback. Cindy develops an

improvisation which is structured in response to the environment. The

environment becomes her dancing partner. This is neither completely open

improvisation, nor set choreography. The ways in which Cindy triggers the

environment will always be different (the movement / text score is always

different). She (we)10 must listen in a way dancers are not used to listening because

the soundtrack is usually the same. If she (we) does not really listen and let the

phrasing and phrases she triggers affect her improvisation, then the piece fails.

Such a failure is a failure of the connection between fleshly and writerly longing. If
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there is a loop between this movement, that phrase and this movement, then such

writing resounds with the 'O' put forth by Salvaggio. It becomes impossible to

speak of this text and that body, it becomes instead a single thing, something like

the 'bodies-language' proposed by Dianne Chisholm (1995), in a context of

performance. Such a listening is always a double listening; a heightened fleshly

hearing by the performer herself, that enables the audience to listen themselves

through the heat of blood. This is meaning on the move.

I choreograph writing; I leave it flickering with the beat of blood;

I write dancing - I flesh it into loving speech –

muscular sayings of consonant to vowel to inbreath.



Amongst feminist critical theorists writing about femininity and writing, one of the

distinctions regularly seen as definitive of their work is whether they develop their

ideas in relation to women or femininity. These arguments are intimately connected

to critiques of essentialism weighed fairly regularly against such writers.11 Such

arguments turn on a fear of prescribing and reifying what it means to be a woman,

and what femininity in turn might constitute. The two extremes (rarely seen so

simply) either suggest femininity as clearly and directly connected to biological

femaleness, or played out though a kind of liberal pluralism where any kind of

difference is (apparently) 'OK.' In this fourth decade of feminism, feminist critical

theory engages with a broad and complex spectrum of meaning. What constitutes

biological femaleness is up for debate in the discourses of Queer and Transsexual

theory and practice,12 just as much as liberal pluralism has been criticised in favour
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of a "powerful infidel heteroglossia" (Haraway 1991: 181).13 Early readings of

French Feminist texts as essentialist and therefore philosophically recidivist have

been re-thought in favour of readings which emphasise the importance of

playfulness, mimicry and 'tactical essentialism' (see later). Feminist thought

remains a powerfully dissonant discourse, however, even as its occasional

polyvocal playfulness suggests intelligent irreverence might be the way forward

for such infidels.

In relation to this discourse within feminist theory about the relationship between

femininities and femaleness, I am proposing that the os-text is not exclusively

linked to women and their texts / performances. The os-text is certainly on the side

of the feminine, and it is also the case that the majority of the work I analyse in

this thesis is made by women. Such a choice is motivated not by a desire to claim

os-textual practice for women alone, but to suggest that women (on the whole) are

the artists making this kind of work; that women are more likely to engage with

writing and performance in this way. This is not to say that men are unable to

make this kind of work, rather that if they do so, they engage in the dynamics and

energies of femininity. Whilst this particular distinction is not the focus of my

argument in this thesis, it seems to me that contemporary women artists make this

kind of work because they are often in a political, social and sexual position to

engage with writerly and oral energies in performance transgressively:

Symbolically they have little to lose from disturbing settled philosophical and

artistic categories with an os-textual practice.
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Before moving on to analyses of Irigaray and Cixous, I want to examine the

relationship between vision and sound from another perspective; the perspective

of being seen to speak. In an os-textual practice, part of the scenario of writing and

performing one's text, is that one is seen to speak. I first became interested in this

'witnessed' speaking of text during the making of a screenic work; the CD-ROM

mouthplace (Gilson-Ellis & Povall 1997), included here for your viewing at the end

of this chapter. I was interested in the consequences of a particular dissonance

between visual images (sometimes animated video stills / sometimes just stills),

and the utterance of my writing. By an accident of design, and despite forty sites

of text (see Appendix A) and performance – I was never seen to speak in this

work. There were technical reasons why it was difficult to synchronise video and

audio on a CD-ROM in 1995,14 but such limitations still impact on meaning, even

productively so. In a CD-ROM which was entirely focused on the feminine / oral,

and which contained a plethora of images of my mouth, and many spoken texts

focused on feminine orality, none included mouths which were seen to speak: In

mouthplace I am not seen to speak, but I speak incessantly nonetheless, and I am

in almost every image. I came to this CD-ROM project interested in women

writing and then speaking that writing, and yet we made something that wasn't

able to witness this in any image of a female body that was a speaking female

body. Although this characteristic started its life as a technical difficulty, it

becomes resonant of the cultural, political and psychic context of women writing

and speaking their writing in performance.15
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In The Secret Project which we premiered in Cork, Ireland16 a few people at the

rear of the audience said that they couldn't see when we were speaking, and when

we were triggering pre-recorded texts by our movement. Because of this,

something failed for them. Re-reading the website text written about mouthplace in

1996,17 I realise how this echoes with my concerns then about not being seen to

speak. The Secret Project is a dance-theatre production. This means that our

bodies are breathlessly before an audience. We speak; it's unmistakable. But

because we have our voices amplified through headset microphones, and play with

environments which enable us to trigger pre-recorded samples of voice with our

movements, and then to improvise vocally in relation to them, who is speaking,

and when becomes intentionally confused. If you are not close enough to see me

speaking, something fails. I speak a text in counterpoint to a text I trigger with my

movement. This is a loop which an audience needs to be able to witness in order to

engage with. Unlike the CD-ROM, if the audience is unable to bring the realm of

vision (the seeing of speaking) into play with the realm of sound (the hearing of

speaking) then something particular about live performance is lost for them.

What is the nature of this difference between speaking / performing in a recorded

medium (CD-ROM) and speaking / performing in a live medium? The dissonance

between voices and images in our CD-ROM mouthplace, produces a work in

which her (my) voice is lost in the darkness, or a counterpoint to a visual image.

Such a work performs the troubled relationship between being seen and being

heard for femininity, and it uses a writerly strategy to do this. These are ghosted,
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difficult connections between this body and this voicing, through this writing. It

makes a resonant sense that we have made a work which never witnesses a

speaking female body. Instead this is a work of mourning and wickedness, in

which voices are wrested from bodies, only to be lain beside them in careful canon.

This powerful difference between mouthplace and The Secret Project lies in the

unmitigated presence of live performance. Such a difference performs itself

through the trope of the feminine body speaking text, and being seen to do so, or

not. In conjuring 'meaning on the move' within The Secret Project, it is dancing

bodies which speak; a fleshly articulateness bringing the bite of text into utterance.

This is no coincidence of skill. In the CD-ROM mouthplace, 'meaning on the

move' is choreographed in the way we design navigation from this site to that, so

that the user's movements construct the patterns of viewing. In The Secret Project,

we wanted to bring the muscular knowledge of dancing bodies, into a speaking

presence. In itself this is an interleaving of the discipline of watching (dance) and

the discipline of listening (theatre). So that speaking as much as writing the 'O'

would be a bodily thing. To see her (me / us) speak, is to assert the utterance of

blood; such is the charge of performance. The ghosts we set running here, are half-

seen things in the darkness; the recorded story snow ghosts,18 woven in the

textures of my voice, the haikus that repeat themselves,19 the two performances of

lingua (one by Mary20 and one by me) that graze English against French, Irish

against Irish. This is meaning on the move.
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Luce Irigaray

Irigaray's radical and far reaching critique of the symbolic structuration of Western

philosophy has produced a troubled response amongst critics. One such response

has been the regular dismissal of her as an essentialist. Margaret Whitford (1991)

argues that Irigaray has often been mis-read on this count, suggesting instead that

what has been read as essentialism is part of a tactical 'double-gesture', an

'intervention' setting change in motion; not the theoretical 'answer', but a process

enabling of dynamic cultural shifts. Irigaray's expulsion from the Department of

Psychoanalysis at Vincennes after the publication of Speculum in 1974 was the

result of censure for being politically committed. This aspect of Irigaray's work

makes her writing both tantalising and difficult because it engages with both

material and symbolic realms.

Irigaray  suggests that the 'feminine' is not available under present masculinist

hegemony, as well as arguing for the importance of women's symbolic

representation. This aspect of her theory is often regarded as utopian in its

willingness to imagine a post-patriarchal future. Such imaginative zeal is tempered

by her regular assertion that such a female symbolic is unknowable under

patriarchy. Nonetheless she scratches at its possibilities. Part of this project is to

attempt to collapse the division between feminine pleasure and language. She

enacts as well as calls for such a collapse. She characterises the un-knowable

possibility of this female symbolic as fluid and plural, and defines it by refusing,

in a radical and playful gesture, the underpinnings of what it means to define.
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Whatever it might be, and it is (literally) unimaginable, such a symbolic will be

multiple and resistant to categorisation. Understandably then, under such a

philosophical conundrum, Irigaray has been read as suggesting a feminine symbolic

that is essentialist; one that is to do with the determinism of female bodies, rather

than a profoundly alternative symbolic, achievable (perhaps) through provocation,

and by playing at such positionality.21 Some clusters (cultural, geographic,

temporal) of women do have significant shared experience, but it is possible to

think of such experience as culturally produced rather than ensuing from the flesh

of femaleness. It is at this juncture where feigning at essentialism for a political

project and essentialism itself become confused.

The relationship of femininity, bodies and language is a troubled one. The thrall of

Irigaray's project is that she engages in the grand gesture of trying to imagine the

impossible. She teases methodically, ruthlessly and playfully at the edifice of

Western Thought, its foundational implications, preoccupations and exclusions.

Although Irigaray is regularly clumped in the trio including Julia Kristeva and

Hélène Cixous and labelled with them as a theorist of écriture féminine, she never

uses this term in her work (Whitford 1991: 38). Instead she uses the term parler-

femme (speaking (as) woman). This has been variously interpreted as a regression

to the pre-Oedipal moment, hysterical / incoherent / irrational / a direct connection

between women's bodies and a 'woman's language'. Whitford suggests: "we might

understand the idea of a woman's language as the articulation of  the unconscious

which cannot speak about itself, but which can nonetheless make itself heard  if

the listener is attentive enough." (Whitford 1991: 39) This resistance to the
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authority of metalanguage's explanatory zeal is an important characteristic of

parler-femme. It is a basic presupposition of psychoanalysis that the unconscious

makes itself heard through speech. The concern of Irigaray is how such utterance

is gendered. I am interested in the negotiation of such speech through writing and

performance. Is the work of Irigaray productive in relation to the feminine / oral

and the os-text?

Perhaps the most important and distinctive aspect of Irigaray's term parler-femme

is that her concern with both the material and symbolic realms means that she

argues for the possibility of a female symbolic which would result in a different

kind of language for real women, as opposed to a notion of a femininity within

language achievable by men or women (see for example, Cixous 1981). This has

been a regular site of stumbling in the response to Irigaray; since she is not an

advocate of a pregiven identity / essence, and yet talks about the possibility of

women's accession to a different language. Again, the response to this aspect of

Irigaray's work is located in the elision of essentialism and sexual difference.22

Margaret Whitford suggests that Irigaray uses pyschoanalysis as a model in her

writing. Just as the parole of the psychoanalyst provokes change in the analysand,

so Irigaray's writings also act as a provocation for change. It is important to note

that such change (within the psychoanalytic scene and within the intervention of

Irigaray's writing) is never programmatic, static or conclusive, but contextually

dynamic and contingent. Within this context, Whitford's suggestion is a compelling

one because it links Irigaray's written texts with a speaking scene. In a variation on
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the idea of the os-text, Irigaray's written texts engage with readers to provoke the

cultural possibility of parler femme; of a feminine speaking. Irigaray's texts

operate in an oscillatory and troubling relationship to dominant culture and

language. Their irritant playfulness, have their power in their very shiftiness, in

their refusal to prescribe what might constitute parler-femme, at the same time as

their insistence on its possibility.

It is within language that one becomes a subject. According to Irigaray, therefore,

the subject is male. Whitford terms this "the monosexual structuration of

subjectivity" (Whitford 1991: 38). In her early work on senile dementia (Le

Langage de déments 1973), and later work on the language of the schizophrenic,

hysteria and obsession, it became clear that Irigaray was attempting to establish a

connection between pyschic and linguistic phenomena. The term enunciation

(énonciation) is used within these writings to refer to the position of the speaking

subject in the discourse or statement. Whitford suggests that parler-femme must

refer to enunciation in this sense. (Whitford 1991: 41) She goes on to elaborate

that:

This would also explain why parler-femme has no meta-language, since in

the moment of enunciation the enunciation is directed towards an

interlocutor (even if this direction is in the mode of avoidance), and cannot

speak about itself.

(Whitford 1991: 41)
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In this scenario speaking (as) woman is always spoken to someone, in a way that

precludes meta-linguistic discourse on the speaking scene. What is interesting to

note here is that parler-femme is seen to refer to the act of speaking rather than

writing. Certainly Whitford's point about meta-linguistic resistance of the parler-

femme only makes sense if the language is spoken, i.e. is positioned within

discourse in  'real time' in relation to an interlocutor. She can't speak two languages

at once (although she might try). Such contingent acts of utterance suggest this

moment of enunciation. It is also such kinds of utterance which constitute

performances involving the spoken voice.

It is important to distinguish between parler-femme within patriarchy in which

the voice is not heard / listened to and parler-femme within a different symbolic

order which does not yet exist. Because women are used to construct language, it

is not available to them. Irigaray uses the metaphor of the mirror in this regard,

suggesting that women are the tain, and function as reflective material with no

possibility of seeing themselves. Irigaray wants women to enter the symbolic as

female subjects, and in this way forge the beginning of a different symbolic order.

In this yet un-signified female symbolic, grounded not in the destinies of

anatomies, but in the material processes of cultural operation, Irigaray calls for a

different kind of difference, not the 'minus A' to man's 'A', but a 'B'. Elizabeth

Grosz suggests that Irigaray's insights regarding the primacy of the phallus

indicate "not a truth about men and women, but the investments masculinity has

in disavowing alterity" (Grosz 1990: 172).
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To elaborate on the ways in which women are used to construct language, one can

think of 'Woman' as a 'universal predicate' (Whitford 1991: 46) i.e. just as the

predicate within grammar expresses something about the subject, so women

function to elaborate something about men within language. However, if 'Woman'

is configured as a universal predicate, it suggests that the price of bringing 'Woman'

to language is the end of signifying itself. Another tack would be to shift the

enunciatory position. Irigaray suggests that there could be a two-way predication,

or an enunciation not yet qualified by a predicate (Whitford 1991: 46). Perhaps

another way to 'shift the enunciatory position' would be to engage in the

grammatic and oscillatory trouble of writing as well as speaking one's own text

(os-textual practice), without recourse to a beginning and ending for such a

scenario. Will she predicate nonetheless?

In Lingua from The Secret Project, I speak the etymologies and dictionary

definitions of the words 'secrecy,' 'secret,' and 'secretive.'23 This is a text adapted

from that definitive of all texts; the Oxford English Dictionary. This is a text

characterised by its attempts to install meaning; to capture the sense of words. I

work with such a text for that very reason; I want to set meaning running within

its definitive phrases. We design an environment in which I can trigger samples of

my voice speaking French. The French words and phrases are all associated with

secrecy; mysteries and hidden things. And then I move. I nudge French text, and

counterpoint it with my English definitions. I use physical phrases which suggest

hidden things, but with an assurance, that whatever secrecies I conjure here, they
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are on the move. This is a pleasure in metonymy. I want to tell you that this skill

of interlacing text to text to physical effort is an un-thought thing, a thing enabled

by much rehearsal and discussion, but that is finally – if it listens aurally,

physically and vocally, a forgotten thing. In rehearsals when we are working on

our structured improvisations in these environments, when the work is good, we

finish performing and have little sense of what we did. Cindy expects this. I finish

a rehearsal of Lingua, with Mary and Cindy watching; they both say the work is

hugely better than earlier, but I can't remember what I did. Cindy says 'Of course!

That's the sign of good improvisation.' What does this mean? And what does it

mean for an audience as well as the performer? Mary and Cindy help me recall

what I did, not so that I can reproduce it, but so that I can find the taste of the

possibilities of the piece, the kinds of gesture pools, the spatial dynamics, the

particular playfulness with layering and repetition. In performance, when this

works, when we are listening, speaking, moving alive things, then the complexity

of our endeavour becomes a clear and single thing, wrought from our steady

attentiveness to each moment. There is something I struggle to tell you which is to

do with this attentiveness, which results in a radical forgetting. I want to say it is

the operations of the unconscious in performance, except that is not quite it, or

not quite possible. Let me leave it then, that I want to say it nonetheless. I want to

suggest that this is why the work is forgotten, because it is both vividly present in

the moment yet engaged with a particular level of consciousness. I recall Whitford

on Irigaray's parler-femme; "we might understand the idea of a woman's language

as the articulation of  the unconscious which cannot speak about itself, but which
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can nonetheless make itself heard if the listener is attentive enough." (Whitford

1991: 39) I stumble in text to articulate something, which by its very resistance

suggests something of Irigaray's parler-femme. I want to suggest that within such

os-textual practice, what is heard is the consequence of a skilled performative

listening which facilitates the attentive listening of the audience. I re-read Irigaray's

essay This Sex Which is Not One (1986), and find this:

She steps ever so slightly aside from herself with a murmur, an

exclamation, a whisper, a sentence left unfinished . . . When she returns, it

is to set off again from elsewhere. From another point of pleasure or of

pain. One would have to listen with another ear, as if hearing an "other

meaning" always in the process of weaving itself, of embracing itself with

words, but also of getting rid of words in order not to become fixed

congealed in them.

(Irigaray 1986: 29)

[Irigaray's emphasis]

Strangely, this reads like a description of our work on The Secret Project ("She

steps ever so slightly aside from herself with a murmur, an exclamation, a whisper,

a sentence left unfinished . . . When she returns, it is to set off again from

elsewhere"). One of the effects of weaving text with text through physicality is

both a claiming of and a moving-through language worlds ("embracing itself with

words, but also of getting rid of words"). In this work "listening with another ear"

becomes a collaborative discourse, played out between performers and audience.

This ear which is not one.
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Irigarayan philosophy has radical implications for language, utterance and

signification. Irigaray never discusses performance or concrete strategies for

bringing about her vision of such a powerfully alternative symbolic. She does,

however, perform a strategy in her mimesis24 of the critical voices of philosophy

and criticism. I take this gesture, that of mimesis, and place it here. Just as parler-

femme has no meta-language, so Irigaray's strategies are performative rather than

descriptive. I will not tell you what you should do, because I do not know. You

must find your own ways. But I do it here. In my voice. Inflected through my

knowledges, and acted like the wise actresses, feminine things can be.

In her essay 'When our Lips Speak Together' (Irigaray 1986: 205 - 218), Luce

Irigaray writes a performative text conjuring the relations and possibilities of

feminine sexuality and orality. Her title purposely elides oral and genital feminine

lips, mirroring the symbolic slippage common in Western discourse. In this

revolutionary text, Irigaray suggests a feminine orality characterised by plurality:

it isn't possible for simply one word to pass here:

Open your lips; don't open them simply. I don't open them simply. We -

you/I - are neither open nor closed. We never separate simply: a single

word cannot be pronounced, produced, uttered by our mouths. Between

our lips, yours and mine, several voices, several ways of speaking resound

endlessly, back and forth. One is never separable from the other. You/I: we

are always several at once. And how could one dominate the other? Impose

her voice, her tone, her meaning?

(Irigaray 1986: 209)
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Here Irigaray evokes a multiple feminine orality in text. She does not speak it; I

read this rather than listen to it. Tenors of textuality and orality playfully mingle

here in a provocation of the possibilities of a feminine language. Irigaray writes to

me, she doesn't kiss me, though perhaps she might if she were here. I write / kiss

to you, here again, as I visit this kissing loving text. Irigaray's text of plural voices,

of unceasing layering, repetition and reworkings is made concretely and

productively possible in the engagement of writing, technologies and performance.

Our work is an example of this. None of our mouths open simply; we speak and

move to call-up another speaking. Such voices might be our own, or one of the

other two, or both of them. We always play anew in the thrall of them; "several

ways of speaking resound endlessly." None of us can dominate the meaning

because we don't have it – we make it every time we perform, differently.
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lip n. 1. Anatomy. Either of two fleshy, muscular folds that together surround the

opening of the mouth.

2. Any structure or part that similarly encircles or bounds an orifice: as Anatomy. A

labium.

3. Slang. Insolent talk. - bite one's lip. (i) To hold back one's anger or other feeling. (ii)

To show vexation. - button one's lip. Slang. To stop talking. - smack one's lips. To

relish or gloat over something anticipated or remembered.



Hélène Cixous

Hélène Cixous is among those theorists commonly included under the rubric

'French Feminism' and associated with écriture féminine (feminine writing).25

Although widely known outside of France as a theorist, the majority of Cixous'

publications have been fiction. Importantly for this study, Cixous' recent fiction

includes play texts written for a context of live performance. Much of Cixous'

work is concerned with writing and sexual difference. Whilst Irigaray is also

concerned with the possibilities of articulating sexual difference, she does so in

terms of a specifically female language. Cixous in contrast to this articulates her

terms of sexual difference in relation to a femininity which can be enacted by men

or women. Cixous has also been accused of ahistorical essentialism, and in a similar

movement to the critical response to Irigaray, recent commentators have re-

thought this relationship between theories of sexual difference and essentialism in

relation to her work.26
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For Cixous, writing is a revolutionary practice. One of the main reasons for this is

its potential to undo binary structures. Writing is also powerfully corporeal for

Cixous. The combination of these two gestures - the bodily undoing of binary

opposition within writing results in a practice of fiction / theory concerned with

destabilising narrative / lived subjectivity, and re-inscribing somatic experience.

Cixous' association with écriture féminine may seem contradictory to a practice

concerned with undoing the opposition feminine / masculine.27 For Cixous,

however, écriture féminine is 'feminine' in two senses. Firstly she believes women

are presently closer to a feminine economy than men. Consequently she sees in

women's writing both the possibility of including other experience and the

subversion of existing structures. The relationship to the mother's body is also

important in this context. For Cixous the rhythms and articulations of the maternal

body continue to affect the subject into adult life, and this provides a connection

to the pre-symbolic union between the self and m/other. The subject's relation to

the self, the other, language and the world is affected by this connection. Secondly,

(according to Cixous) a feminine subject position is not constructed around

mastery, and does not, therefore, appropriate the other's difference. Because of

this, Cixous suggests that feminine writing will bring into being alternative forms

of perception, relation and expression.

Cixous' most well-known work is the essay 'The Laugh of the Medusa' (Cixous

1981) first published in 1975 / 6. In this essay Cixous calls for a feminine writing

that will be powerfully physically located, radically transgressive and pleasured /

pleasurable. Elin Diamond suggests that the writing called for in this essay is as
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much revolutionary myth as practice. This seems to me a useful way to think

about this essay and Cixous' work in general.

I am particularly interested in Cixous' use of the feminine voice as a trope /

referent within her fiction and theory.  This is not always a use of the term 'voice'

as a metaphor for a writing practice. Feminine vocality also functions as an

'inspiration' in these texts, a lived / imagined experience 'to be brought' to such

writing, something like Salvaggio's 'O'. Interestingly, the opposition between

speaking and writing is one of the binaries Cixous lists at the beginning of 'Sorties'

(Cixous & Clément 1986). How then, can an undoing of such opposition only be

sought in writing itself? It is as if Cixous uses the extraordinary possibilities of the

feminine voice to inscribe such vocality in her writing, but never approaches what

the possibilities of using such writing to inscribe vocality in literal voices, might

be.

In the following quotation from 'Sorties' Cixous weaves such a writing practice

from vocal and textual femininity:

First I sense femininity in writing by: a privilege of voice: writing and voice

are entwined and interwoven and writing's continuity / voice's rhythm

take each other's breath away through interchanging, make the text

gasp or form it out of suspenses and silences, make it lose its breath or

rend it with cries.

(Cixous 'Sorties' in Cixous & Clément 1986: 92)
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In this extract, writing and voice exchange breath and rhythm. Cixous writes of a

text which has vocality - it gasps and cries. Yet I hear nothing. There is no body

before me breathing into writing, moving rhythmically flesh to text. Cixous

powerfully theorises and practices a feminine writing which calls up feminine

vocality / corporeality. Implicitly Cixous' work invites the theorisation and

practice of the os-text, a practice which inscribes the transgressive possibilities of

writing within vocality / performance. A site in which she can breath into text

before me / beside me / inside me.

What does it mean for an os-textual practice that women (according to Cixous) are

closer to the pre-symbolic connection with the mother? Here the maternal voice

figures undifferentiated plenitude. There are certainly dangers of essentialism

ghosted in this terrain; ghosts that promise priveleged access (for women) to a site

where the 'other' is not yet separate from the subject. If this connection is only

figured in this way then it is a philosophical and political failure. For this realm to

be productive, it must operate as a half-truth. It must figure as a 'revolutionary

myth' (Diamond 1997: 83) inciting radical departure from the patriarchal

structurations of language, whilst at the same time opening up the possibilities of

difference for subjects figured as feminine in relation to the maternal. Women have

a different relation to the maternal because they have the potential for maternity

themselves, as well as being closer (according to Cixous) to the 'equivoice' - a voice

that brings into being / is processual in opposition to the subject / object

monoliths:28
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Text, my body: traversed by lilting flows; listen to me, it is not a

captivating, clinging "mother"; it is the equivoice that, touching you, affects

you, pushes you away from your breast to come to language, that

summons your strength; it is the rhyth-me that laughs you; . . . Voice: milk

that could go on forever. . . Eternity: is voice mixed with milk.

(Cixous 'Sorties' in Cixous & Clément 1986: 93)

Cixous' imagery of a 'voice mixed with milk' powerfully inscribes the maternal

agency in the subject's shift from pre-symbolic to symbolic realms. Later in the

same essay Cixous writes "She writes with white ink." (Cixous 'Sorties' in Cixous

& Clément 1986: 94) suggesting that such bodily and fluid agency is a writerly as

well as vocal influence. In these revolutionary scenarios, the maternal body (her

voice and milk in particular) figures a practice of writing which mixes up oralities -

the suckling of milk and utterance, and confuses who it is that utters, the mother

or her child. Such fluid tectonics find their way into textuality in the metaphor of

the woman writing in milk.



take a moment out of reading this chapter to look at the CD-ROM mouthplace (found at

the chapters' end – directions for launching are also here). The insanity section can be

found under an icon of cut stitches. When you click it says 'Special Mark' in my

handwriting. At the opening of the insanity section, there is a video loop of my face

moving, milk slowly dripping from my mouth. As you move the cursor over the surface of

this moving image, so quiet whispered texts can be heard:

I’m bruised

I’ve got bruises

they’re deep and slow

like drugged hornets

I’m body-stuck
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and hurt in slow motion

your little kisses

little half-kisses

ached-for breaths of skin to skin

I am half-surprised

you ever came to me

woman.

and when you click, you hear the following words in a clear voice:

I jumped in with my lips clenched, gasped at the cold,

and a swarm of hummingbirds flew out of my mouth.

As milk moves from my lips in the field of vision, so flowing visions move from my mouth

here in the realm of sound. I write this to nudge you towards witnessing this seeing and

hearing spun from milky trajectories of mouths and writing.



In the extract from Cixous'  'Sorties' quoted above, the maternal and the child's

voice, suckling / maternal voice, suckling / speaking and suckling / writing  are

webbed together in non-hierarchical connection. This could be figured as a

Deleuzian29 assemblage in which subject and object are understood not as discrete

opposites but as a series of flows and intensities, linked in heterogenous ways.30

This is a useful way of thinking these relations, since it resists staging any of these

scenes as necessarily productive of any others. This is important because Cixous

is not only interested in describing a psychoanalytic scene but in provoking a

writing practice. The following quote is from 'Breaths' (1975):
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The voice says: "I am there." And everything is there. If I had such a voice,

I would not write, I would laugh. . . . (it) rises from the greatest dilation of

her breast, without listening to herself. Does not assume airs . . . If I had

such a voice, I would not write, I would fight.

(Cixous 'Breaths' in Sellars 1994: 50 - 51)

Here Cixous again inscribes maternal plenitude as voice. This is a voice which

suggests a circumvention of writing - a kind of imaginary pure access to jouissance

and revolution. What is important here is that Cixous' fictional voice is inscribed

here in writing, in a writing pleasured and motivated by such a voice. It is not

voiced.

Elizabeth Grosz in her study of corporeality, Volatile Bodies (Grosz 1994)

analyses orality and sexuality in relation to a range of theorists.  According to

psychoanalysis, during the development of the sexual drive, the sensuality of

sucking milk, shifts to other bodily parts (Grosz 1994: 54 - 5). However, the

mouth remains especially priveleged in terms of its sensitivity to sensations -

introceptively & extroceptively - "a primordial link . . . connecting perceptions

from inside to the outside of the body" (Grosz 1994: 93). In the following quote,

Grosz refigures oral sexuality as a kind of connective zest:

oral sexuality can be re-transcribed in corporeal terms. Instead of describing

the oral drive in terms of what it feels like, as an endogenously originating

psychical representation striving for an external, absent or lost object (the

fantasmatic and ultimately impossible object of desire), orality can be

understood in terms of what it does: creating linkages with other surfaces,

other places, other objects or assemblages. The child's lips, for example,
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form connections (or in Deleuzian terms, machines, assemblages) with the

breast or bottle.

(Grosz 94: 116)

It seems to me that whilst the participants of such assemblages might change, the

essential structure of their connective operations does not. In adult life and in the

context of the performance artists I examine in this thesis, such connections /

machines / assemblages involving orality matrix writing, utterance, performance

instead of breasts or bottles.

In 'To Live the Orange' (1979) Cixous elaborates her experience of the voice as a

trace of the articulate body:

I can adore a voice: I am a woman: the love of the voice: nothing is more

powerful than the intimate touch of a veiled voice, profound but reserved

coming to awaken my blood; the first ray of a voice that comes to meet the

newly-born heart. My heart is in the belongingness with a voice fashioned

out of shining darkness, a nearness infinitely tender and reserved.

(Cixous 'To Live the Orange' in Sellars 1994: 84)

In this extract, Cixous speaks simply of her love of the voice. This is not the

maternal voice, yet her description certainly recalls her writings on the maternal.

Such a voice (part of a prelude to a tribute to the Brazilian writer Clarice

Lispector) is marked by its nearness and tenderness. She goes on:

There are those of whom I cannot speak outside with words that come out

making noise. Out of love for the infinite delicateness of their voices. Out

of respect for the delicateness of the nearness. Those whose speaking is so
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profound, so intense, whose voices pass gently behind things and lift them

and gently bathe them, and take the words in their hands and lay them with

infinite delicateness close by things, to call them and lull them without

pulling them and rushing them. There are women who speak to watch over

and save, not to catch, with voices almost invisible, attentive and precise

like virtuoso fingers, and swift as bird's beaks, but not to seize and mean,

voices to remain near by things, as their luminous shadow, to reflect and

protect the things that are ever as delicate as the newly-born.

(Cixous 'To Live the Orange' in Sellars 1994: 84)

In this second passsage, it is quite clear that Cixous uses the maternal metaphor to

figure her love of this voice, as if such moving voicing were an uttered act of

mothering. Certainly there are dangers here in reifying a romanticised version of

the maternal (a site of material oppression for women, as well as pleasure), but of

importance here, is that once again the maternal is figured in webbed relation to the

voice and writing. This extract also recalls Irigaray's This Sex Which is Not One,

cited earlier; "And how could one dominate the other? Impose her voice, her tone,

her meaning?" (Irigaray 1986: 209). And here is Cixous; "There are women who

speak . . . not to seize and mean, (these are) voices to remain near by things"

(Cixous 'To Live the Orange' in Sellars 1994: 84). Both suggest a voicing that sets

meaning in motion.



In the second part of my discussion of Cixous, I want to analyse her sense of

'writing the other' in relation to her fiction / theory and her work written for

performance. Cixous' interest in a writing of the 'other' seems to operate in two
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ways, firstly as a dissolution in writing of the opposition between subject and

object, (a version of which is the opposition between feminine and masculine), and

secondly as a writing less located around 'self' (as in Hélène Cixous herself). Whilst

these two processes are clearly connected, Cixous seems to distinguish between

these levels especially in relation to her work in theatre and her work in fiction. In

the following quotation Cixous outlines the 'no one' / 'more than one' who function

(for her) as representatives of the 'other' within écriture féminine:

It is no one, always more than one . . .  a subject capable of being all those

which it will be, desiring infinity, put at risk far from a central ego, and

irrepressible. In every place that it passes through, structures burst open,

the affective or social economy changes form, unknown possibilities for

desire and life surge out;

exchange loses its privileged position, and the gift takes it away.31

(Cixous 'First names of No One' in Sellars 1994: 28 - 29)

For Cixous, her shift to writing for the theatre was accompanied by a major shift

in her writing from the personal 'other' of Promethea (Cixous 1991) to the

historical others in her two major historical plays.32 This shift was an important

one for Cixous in relation to the 'other':

I have only been able to resolve the question  . . . which consists in making

the author I am fade to the point of disappearing. I, the author, have to

disappear so that you, so other, can appear. My answer has come through

writing for the theatre.

On the stage, I, the author, am no longer there, but there is the other.

(Cixous "Conversations" in Sellers 1988: 141 - 54,
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cited by Sellers 1994: 141)

To clarify then, these two operations of the 'other' within her texts, seem to be

located firstly within the text itself and secondly in the genre structure of theatre.

In the second instance, Cixous' shift to writing for the theatre also heralded a shift

in her writing style. The performance writers I discuss in this thesis all perform

their own texts. In this sense they, as authors, are very much 'there' in the liveness

of performance. It may be that for Cixous, these writer / performers intensified by

their presence have the effect of making the author (themselves) more present at

the cost of the 'other' being able to appear. Such an argument rests partly on the

genre differences between printed writing, theatre and writer-performers. The

relationship between corporeal presence and the presence of the 'other' in writing

is not a simple one, and in this sense Cixous' position is problematic. Her criticism

of a masculine approach to writing which appropriates the other, could be present

in printed writing, theatre or in the practice of writer / perfomers; there is nothing

inherently more radical about any of these genres in relation to the 'other' in

writing. What I would argue is that for female subjects, writing and speaking ones'

own texts in live performance have different meanings than for male subjects.

Cixous seems to elide the difference between a significant shift in her writing

practice with the practical physicalities of theatre, to suggest that the one is

necessarily productive of the other. In fact, her vision of theatre is quite a

traditional one, and her plays written in conventional dialogue with separate

characters, seem to me (ironically) to reify certain ideas about subjectivity and

character, which she seeks to trouble elsewhere.
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I'm at the University of Colorado at Boulder. It's 1989, and I'm at graduate school. I've

just read Hélène Cixous' 'The Laugh of the Medusa' for the first time. My overwhelming

response to the essay is that it should be spoken. Within months it is part of a devised

performance I make about women and writing, for the main stage. I use it at the end; I

give it to all the cast, who begin speaking phrases from the essay one by one, until they

overlap in gentle cacophany. I hear the six of them now, speaking quietly in the growing

darkness.

In 'The Book of Promethea'33  Cixous experiments with a split writing position 'I'

and 'H' in writing the book to Promethea. It is a playfully experimental text, which

takes the process and possibility of its own writing as subject. Writing itself is

negotiated between Promethea and her two writers. Warning her heroine to run

away because her writing might hurt her, Promethea takes a running leap and dives

into the book, splashing water and laughter about the room. One of the author's

voices is silent:

I want to avoid tricks. I am certainly aware that I frighten Promethea when

I let myself go on talking in two voices (actually only one of the two

speaks audibly, the other is unheard-of).

(Cixous 'The Book of Promethea' in Sellers 1994: 123)

What is striking about this text, and much of Cixous' theory and fiction is its

conjuring of physicality; its persistant haunting of the viscerality of bodiliness in

relation to writing; its articulation of fleshly femininity through text. That this

kind of writing is not the work which Cixous chooses to stage is certainly curious.

Whilst this is not the focus of this thesis, the whole context of Cixous'

collaboration with Ariane Mnouchkine of the Théâtre du Soleil34 has certainly
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influenced Cixous' engagement with theatre. Nevertheless, I mourn the turbulent

exuberance of Cixous' fiction and theory within this performance work.



Hélène Cixous' radical textual practice has been enormously influential in re-

thinking writing in relation to the body, and the female body in particular. Yet it is

in performance that writing's transgressive possibilities might be staged in an

altogether different paradigm. It is my contention that the choreographer / writer /

performer has the potential to bring into being alternative forms of perception,

relation and expression; a particular access to making " the text gasp . . . make it

lose its breath or rend it with cries" (Cixous 'Sorties' in Cixous & Clément 1986:

92). With the addition of technology, this relation of physicality and vocality in

choreography / performance can be textured in new ways, troubled into unlikely

alliances.

Most structures of contemporary performance training separate voice / text work

from physical / choreographic work. Dancers, in my experience, often stumble at

voice work, despite their articulate bodies. Yet it is precisely this detailed physical

knowledge, which, with training, also makes them extraordinary performers of

vocality. Such physical knowledge also brings something particular to digital

technology. Perhaps our epistemologies are more likely to refuse a separation

between the technologies that become our tools and our dancing / uttering bodies.
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In the work of weaving bodies, writing, utterance, sound and technology, it is the

troublings of improvisational grazes that most profoundly recall Cixous' work. Her

crying out for a plural writing, one marked with bodies and their voices35 seems to

me to lie here in the playful entanglement of digital technology and the voice /

body / writing / sound. Here in the linear lines of theory, I must place my elements

one after the other, in different orders divided by slashes, to evoke a sense of their

mingling. There is much in performance which resists analysis, but I continue to

try and articulate what happens in sweat and light. I too want to write a writing

that will antagonise resistance.

The Banff Centre for the Arts, Canada

Out of the Box: The Future of interface

September 1998

Air Canada is on strike. The Sample Cell and BigEye have not arrived from Ohio. It's

Saturday, and I'm performing this evening. This is the first time I've performed without

Richard setting up the environments. Nothing on the 8am bus, or the 9am. At 9.30 Bill

walks into the studio with a grin on his face and a parcel in his hand. Scott and I set to

work. It takes us all day, a move of studios and several borrowed lamps to get set.

'Chorda' is the last one. It's nearly 6 and the performance is at 8. We run the

choreography and tweak the settings. My knowledge of the piece is a corporeal one. I

know clearly how it feels to perform when the settings are right, but light levels, camera

proximity, and what I'm wearing affect these settings. I try to guide Scott with my

physical understanding of the piece, but I struggle for a language - "It felt much richer"

"It needs to have a clear threshold here that I can move beneath" "I need to be able to

build up the layers more." Between us we weave a space for me to perform in conjured

from the memory of flesh and the pressure of fingers on keys.

In this work, we make spaces for entanglement. These are precisely designed to be

imprecise. Their textures are composed from choreographic fragments, made to

conjure sound / text from its motion in particular ways. This practice demands
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that I am alive to every moment of performance; I weave with pools of

choreography, utterance, and recorded text / sound. What I trigger with my motion

affects what I say / sound / how I move again. Listening, speaking and moving

become a related series of energies. I push at language to tell you what this is.

The movement of air in bodies variously occluded to produce sound, is not

profoundly different to the movement of information within digital technologies.

Exchanges between these two (the uttering body and technology) is not a radical

conceptual leap, especially if the relation between writing, utterance and

physicality is already one of connective flows and intensities. Perhaps the most

productive body of theory in relation to these ideas is Deleuze and Guattari's

'assemblages' in which one element is never dominant over another, but are

combined in terms of energies, processes, durations, corporeal substances and

incorporeal events (Deleuze & Guattari 1987).

Elizabeth Grosz suggests that Deleuze and Guattari's  reconception of

corporeality in these terms is key to re-thinking bodies, the body is:

 understood more in terms of what it can do, the things it can perform, the

linkages it establishes, the transformations and becomings it undergoes, and

the machinic connections it forms with other bodies. . . In place of

plenitude, being, fullness or self-identity is not lack, absence, rupture, but

rather becoming.

 (Grosz 1994: 165)
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Such 'becoming' is a productive way of thinking what happens in the physical -

vocal – written - digital performance I am describing here; a processual matrix, in

which the performer, her writing, her live voice, her recorded voice, the digital

tools, the programmer and composer comprise a webbed series of liaisons, which

shift and mark each other with durational pulses. Such liaisons are;

composed of lines, movements, speeds, and intensities, rather than of

things and their relations. Assemblages or multiplicities , then, because

they are essentially in movement, in action, are always made not found.

They are the consequences of a practice.

(Grosz 1994: 167)

Thinking corporeality in discourse has pressing implications for a choreographic

practice which involves bodies which write, dance and speak. Cartesian dualisms

of mind and body (read writing and dancing / writing and speaking), are simply not

productive in relation to these practices. Women's troubled relationship to bodily

symbolics means that she is positioned differently to men in these economies; her

body has been represented / constructed as "frail, imperfect, unruly, unreliable"

(Grosz 1994: 13) and is symbolically associated with the body in the mind / body

pair. For femininity then, re-working such weary dualisms becomes a necessary

tenet. The os-text does this with noisy texts in its arms. In the trouble, mess and

grubbiness of performance, with technology and theory as partners, such re-

thinking, such thinking again seems to me to make possible the kinds of

perception, relation and expression Cixous has so often cried out for, and

femininity's unruliness is a twinkling skill for such a troubling.
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mouthplace CD-ROM

Jools Gilson-Ellis & Richard Povall

(New Hampshire: Frog Peak Music 1997)

Invitation

Take some time to look at mouthplace now. The work is divided into eight sections, and

comprises over forty different sites. The most comfortable way to view the work is

through a series of 'sittings.' You are unlikely to be able to see all of the work in a single

viewing.

Introduction

mouthplace is an artists' CD-ROM which takes the female mouth as its poetic focus,

examining through visual, written and uttered texts the ways in which the female mouth

is a site of contested and contestable meanings. The work does not use computer-

generated imagery, and instead conjures traceries of the feminine body and works with

painted text, hand-drawn animation, hand-writing, laughter, poetic text, the speaking

and singing voice, video and rich sonic environments.

Technical Information

mouthplace was published in Apple Macintosh format only. In order to hear the sound

clearly, you will need exterior speakers or headphones. Internal computer speakers will

not allow you to hear all of the text / music. An erratum in final production means that

you need to do the following before running mouthplace:

• Find the folder called mplacefastxs on the CD-ROM in the mouthplace f folder.

• Copy it to your hard drive. Don't place it inside any other folders.

If you leave these files on your computer, you will only have to do this once. If you erase

them, you will have to do it each time you launch mouthplace.

Directions

Navigation of mouthplace is designed as oblique rather than obvious. Buttons are often

hidden, and will only appear when you draw the cursor over them. There are usually two

concealed buttons at the bottom right and bottom left of each screen; 'home' will take

you to the beginning of the section you are in, 'exit' will take you back to the beginning of

mouthplace. Pressing the apple key and the full-stop / period key together will close the

CD-ROM. Be playful; don't always click away hectically before you have caressed the

screen with movement of a different kind.

                                                

1 A version of this chapter will be published as 'The Feminine / Oral in
Contemporary Art Practice' (Gilson-Ellis 2000) (forthcoming).
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2 During the first ten years of contemporary feminism (approx. 1965 – 1975),
there was a movement both within grass roots and theoretical feminism that did
exactly what Salvaggio describes herself as avoiding here; it engaged in an uncritical
celebration of 'feminine' modes of language, that emphasised the personal,
subjective, emotive and liberatory dimensions of voice. In relation to performance
practise this manifested itself as a staging of 'positive' voices of women. This is
Lynda Hart on this period of feminism in relation to performance practice:

"The optimism of the 1970s, in which feminist theatre companies were
operating with the idea that presenting 'positive' images of women would
counteract the misogyny of masculinist representations of women, gave
way to the realisation that differences between, among, and within women
precluded any direct access to what constitutes 'positivity.' . . . In the
histories of these collectives we can observe the process of feminists
wrestling with what Derrida has called 'women as truth' and 'women as
untruth,' both remaining 'within the economy of truth's system, in the
phallogocentric space.' (Derrida 1978b: 97) Such oscillation between
competing claims for a definition of 'woman,' raises the problem of
essentialism and the necessity of performing gender and sexuality in a
register that disrupts a metaphysics of presence" (Hart in Hart & Phelan
1993: 6-7).

3 During the early years of feminism, particularly in the United States, there was a
'consciousness raising' (CR) movement. This consisted of groups which
encouraged and validated the telling of personal histories / stories and fantasies as a
way toward 'women's liberation.' This is not to denigrate the importance of
speaking one's experience in a supportive context, but such groups tended to do so
uncritically, and validate anything that was said because it was uttered by a
woman. Part of the consequence of this was (i) that the tenets of CR became
powerfully associated with the broader meanings of feminism, and (ii) that in
trying to dislodge and problematise these meanings, contemporary feminism has
become overly sensitive to being accused of essentialism. The pleasures and
possibilities of the oral operate within this historical context within feminist
history. "In the 1960s and 1970s, 'consciousness raising' stressed the importance
of women sharing their experiences in order to understand that these experiences
were not only personal and individual but were political, produced and affected by
the prevailing social and cultural structure and systems" (Harris 1999: 145 -   6).

4 This is work which focuses on the ways in which the cultural primacy given to
sound, is a nonwestern phenomenon, in contrast to the primacy given to vision in
most western cultures. See Schafer (1980).

5 Heteroglossia is a term used by Bakhtin (1984), to describe the mixing of
discourses within carnival. I use it here to suggest the uttered and written nature of
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what I want to associate with femininity, and the contingent, politically-inflected
meanings that might be wrought from such apparently dispersed discourses.

6 The Cill Rialaig Project, Ballinskelligs, Co. Kerry, Ireland is an International
Artist and Writers Retreat. Cill Rialaig was a pre-famine village, circa 1790. The
village was abandoned over fifty years ago and re-built during the 1990s. Cill
Rialaig is situated high on the edge of Bolus Head, Ballinskelligs. I was resident
here during the final writing phase of this thesis.

7 half/angel spent several years developing expertise in motion-sensing systems in
relation to text and choreography. This work took place largely during residencies
at STEIM, Amsterdam (July & September 1996), Firkin Crane, Cork, Ireland
(November 1997) and The Banff Centre for the Arts, Canada (April & September
1998 / August & September 1999).

8 These 'intelligent environments' are made using a software programme called
'BigEye.' Performers are not required to wear any identifying costumes / nodes, or
to 'hit' particular triggers in the space. Instead movement information is fed into
the computer through a simple video camera which surveys the space. This means
that performers are physically unemcumbered by the technology. This also means
that it is possible to have a fluid relationship with each environment because it is
sensitive to qualities of movements, in ways that all of us (performers and
programmers) design and navigate together.

9 Cindy Cummings, performer in The Secret Project.

10 This profoundly corporeal listening became a key process for all of us (Cindy
Cummings, Jools Gilson-Ellis and Mary Nunan) performing within the intelligent
environments designed for The Secret Project.

11 See discussion of Luce Irigaray and Hélène Cixous later in this chapter as
examples of this tendency.

12 See Judith Butler, Gender Trouble (1990) and Bodies That Matter (1993), and
Kate Bornstein Gender Outlaw (1994).

13 Salvaggio cites Haraway on this; "Complexity, heterogeneity, specific
positioning, and power-charged difference are not the same thing as liberal
pluralism . . . The politics of difference that feminists need to articulate must be
rooted in a politics of experience that searches for specificity, heterogeneity, and
connection through struggle, not through psychologistic, liberal appeals to each
her own endless difference . . . Experience, like difference is about contradictory
and necessary connection" (Haraway 1991: 109, cited by Salvaggio 1999: 53).
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14 In the production of our CD-ROM work mouthplace, we found that files which
contained audio as well as visual information were prohibitively large, and would
take overly long to load when viewing the work. It was difficult as a consequence
to video me speaking and then use the audio and the visual information on screen.
Instead we made a decision to counterpoint visual and aural worlds by design. A
consequence of this is that the CD-ROM contains no sound that was recorded at
the same time as the images were filmed. Most of the video loops in the CD-ROM
are animated stills: we reduced the amount of 'frames per second' in order that they
might load more easily. This gives these loops a distinctive staccato quality that
contrasts with the high quality of the sonic worlds that accompany them.

15 See Laurie Anderson's performance from 'For Instants' discussed in Chapter Six,
for another example of performance practice in which seeing and speaking are
dissonant.

16 The Secret Project, a dance theatre production by half/angel, European Premiere,
Firkin Crane, Cork, Ireland 4th November, 1999.

17 This text was written as part of the mouthplace website:
http://www.adpa.mdx.ac.uk/rescen/rp/mouthplace/front.html

18 The audio recording of 'snow ghosts' from The Secret Project is included in this
thesis as part of Chapter Six.

19 These were heart, palm and echo:
heart

my small heart
flying towards
the finish line

without me

palm
if you're falling
so is the snow

perhaps
you will also

melt
in my palm

echo
I have

your echo
in me

(see Appendix B for all texts from The Secret Project)

20 Mary Nunan, performer in The Secret Project.

21 See Moi 1985: 127 - 149 for an example of critical dismissal of Irigaray as an
essentialist who pays no attention to the material conditions of women's lives.
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22 Such 'difference' is not a difference from a pregiven norm, but 'pure difference' -
difference in itself, difference with no identity. Such 'pure difference' refuses to
privilege either term. See Grosz 1995: 53

23 See Appendix B.

24 Irigarayan use of the term 'mimesis' refers to a process of miming dominant
discourses, as a way of engaging with and troubling such dominance. Its most
contentious manifestation, is as a mimicry of dominant discourses of the feminine,
a process intended to puncture their descriptive force. Critics of Irigaray's tactics
usually profess unease at the possibility of negotiating traditional realms of
femininity with resistant flair. Such discussions have been developed further in the
discourse on camp, cross-dressing and Queer theory. See Meyer (1994), Garber
(1992) and Case (1996).

25 See Introduction, note 19.

26 See introduction to Sellers (1994) re: Cixous, and Whitford (1991) re: Irigaray.

27 Sometimes termed the 'other bisexuality' by Cixous, see 'Sorties' in Cixous &
Clément 1986: 84 – 5.

28 Importantly, this is partly through their material exclusion from cultures.

29 See Deleuze and Guattari (1987).

30 See Grosz (1994) 'Intensities and Flows' for a discussion of the work of
Deleuze & Guattari in relation to feminist theory.

31 Such 'unknown possiblities' are not entirely at odds with Irigaray's theorising of
a female symbolic.

32 The two plays are L'Histoire terrible mais inachevée de Norodom Sihanouk Roi
du Cambodge ("The Terrible But Unfinished Story of Norodom Sihanouk King of
Cambodia") and L'Indiade ou l'Inde de leurs reves ("Indiada or the India of their
Dreams.") Excerpts from both of these texts are collected in Sellers (1994).

33 See Sellars 1994: 121 - 128, for an extract from this text.

34 Hélène Cixous began her association with Ariane Mnouchkine and the
experimental Théâtre de Soleil (Sun Theatre) in the early 1980s.

35 The Laugh of the Medusa (Cixous 1981) is Cixous' most well-known essay
describing such a writing practice.
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CHAPTER TWO

Dramatic Text: Hysteria and Femininity's Mouth

This chapter examines dramatic text and the subject of hysteria / orality. The focus

of this analysis is not on os-textual practice since none of the writers here are

involved in uttering their words in performance. Instead this chapter comprises a

thematic segue between theory and the os-text. I examine three plays – Cherrie

Moraga's Heroes and Saints, Samuel Beckett's Not I and Hélène Cixous' Portrait of

Dora. My analysis remains with these plays as blueprints for performance, rather

than on specific productions; but I conjure damp troubled mouths before you,

even as I wind words in the place of speaking bodies.



Hysteria as a psychoanalytic, poetic and political category, began its

contemporary history with Freud's case-study of Dora (Freud 1905). In this

remarkable fragment of analysis, Freud develops his theories about the repressed

sexuality analysed as productive of Dora's symptoms and suggested that these

kinds of symptoms were definitive of the psychic category of the hysteric. Dora's

symptoms are almost all connected to orality. One of the most important primary

oral symptom of the hysteric, is that she is unable to tell her own story

coherently. For Dora, her narrative failure is accompanied by other symptoms

associated with the mouth; dyspnoea (difficulty with breathing), aphonia (loss of

voice), and tussis nervosa (nervous cough). In addition, Freud describes Dora as "a
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poor eater" (Freud 1905: 60). For Freud, Dora's irritation of her throat and oral

cavity are symptoms that arise from a repressed fantasy of Frau K performing

fellatio on her father, and of herself performing fellatio on Herr K. Since for Freud

the "sexual object proper" (Freud 1905: 86) is always the penis, the oral sex

imagined here is always fellatio, and never cunnilingus. Freud justifies this version

of Dora's unconscious desires by drawing connections between  Dora being a

thumb-sucker as a child, and the fact that Dora remembers sucking at her nurse's

breast. This shift between the childhood oral stage, in which the primary

erotogenic zone is the mouth and the excitation of the oral zone through

unconscious fantasies of filling her mouth with either her father's or Herr K's

penis, sustains Dora and by implication the category of the hysteric at the oral

stage, since it is Dora's oral zone which is excited, not genital excitation "which

would certainly have been felt by a healthy girl . . ." (Freud 1905: 59). Freud

conceives here of an oral feminine sexuality which produces an unhealthy body,

one plagued by coughs, vocal and narrative failure, and breathlessness.



In Cherrie Moraga's play Heroes and Saints (1996),  the character of Cerezita is an

extraordinary depiction of feminine orality. Set in the San Joaquin Valley,

California in 1988 the play depicts  a community poisoned by pesticides and a

contaminated water supply. Cerezita's surreal bodily deformity is part of a cluster

of birth defects, cancers and miscarriages in the town of McLaughlin. Largely

realistic in form, the figure of Cerezita ("little cherry" in Spanish) is a woman
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whose birth defect is so profound that she is only a head. Cerezita like Dora

recalls being breast-fed. Cerezita remembers stopping suckling her mother because

she tastes fear in the milk. Towards the end of the play, after Cerezita's sister has

lost her baby daughter and is crying out from the pain of her heavy breasts,

Cerezita offers the only corporeal comfort she can, which is to suckle her;  "Let

me take the pain away. Your breasts, they're so heavy." (Moraga 1996: 258)

Without a body, Cerezita's mouth functions in the text as an articulate organ in

speech and action.1 Moraga challenges our categories of the oral in this

characterisation. With no 'body' beyond a head, and no lower half of a

conventional body to repress, Cerezita has no hysterical symptoms. Her oratorial

skills, extend to seduction. In a remarkable scene in which Cerezita flirts skilfully

with the priest Juan, orality is the content and vehicle of their exchange. Cerezita

insists Juan looks up 'tongue' in the dictionary;

Cerezita: (With Juan) 4. a: Language, especially a spoken language."

Juan: "b: ecstatic usually unintelligible utterance accompanying

religious excitation. c: the charismatic gift -"

Cerezita: (Overlapping) "Of ecstatic speech."

Juan: The gift of tongues!

Cerezita: "d: the cry of a hound in sight of game-used especially in

the phrase," italicised . . . (suggestively) "to give tongue" (She

pants l ike the hound.)

Juan: C'mon now.

(Moraga 1996: 242)

In this exchange it is Cerezita who initiates and leads the lingual play. She lets Juan

read the definitions and joins with / interrupts him with her recitation of them
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from memory. This invokes an oral partnering. Cerezita is active, assertive and

sexually suggestive. Juan is unsettled. Moraga locates in this woman's mouth a

sexuality wrought in language and play-acting. In a later scene in which the two

begin to make love, their passionate kisses turn quickly to Juan losing

consciousness of her as a desiring partner, and using her and her raite2 instead to

violently masturbate against. As this happens, Cerezita tries desperately to get her

own pleasure by telling him she wants him in her mouth, "I want to taste you

Juan" and  "I want the ocean in my mouth" (Moraga 1996: 257) and tries to bring

him back around from behind her with her teeth. Here she fails, and Juan climaxes

and runs out. In this chilling scene, Moraga dramatises a failure of a sexual

exchange which also constitutes a political failure, since subsequent to this

encounter Juan fails to proceed with the planned political action. For Cerezita,

unlike Dora, sexuality is not repressed, only thwarted, and the consequence of this

encounter with Juan is fury and political zeal, "You're a waste of a body" (Moraga

1996: 259) she says to Juan, before going ahead with being dressed up as La

Virgen de Guadalupe, and sacrificing her life for the cause of the valley.  Cerezita's

disgust, like Dora's is oral, but it is gives rise not to coughs and breathlessness but

political action.

Cerezita is described as "strikingly beautiful"; but she has no body.3 In a play

which largely operates as realism the surreal living head is uncanny. As a gendered

body, Cerezita somatically assaults the association of the feminine with 'the body'

since her body is only a head. What kind of virgin is she? With no body and no

genitals is she a virgin? Does Moraga conjure a character who has a vagina for a
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mouth? Is this, perhaps, always symbolically so for women? For Lacan, the cause

of hysteria is the inadequacy of gender identity to support the anatomical

differences between the sexes (Lacan 1975: 74).4 For Cerezita her corporeality

fails to produce conventional anatomical difference, and consequently her gender

identity does not have to support it, (at least not in a conventional sense). Her

corporeality assaults the association of femininity with orality and passivation,

since Cerezita's mouth is both an orifice of political oration/action as well as

sexuality.5 For Cerezita, having Juan's penis in her mouth has a powerfully

different meaning than Freud's interpretation of Dora's scenario as a fantasy of

fellatio on her father and Herr K.

This comparison of hysterical orality in Freud's analysis of Dora and in the

character of Cerezita in Moraga's Heroes and Saints, suggests that as written texts

they produce meanings which hinge on the same symbolic connection / separation

of the feminine, and the hysterical body via a symptomatic mouth. In Freud's text,

Dora never speaks directly. Freud always reports Dora's speech in the third

person, he never quotes her actual words. As a largely realistic play, Moraga's

Heroes and Saints is written as dialogue; the fictional Cerezita speaks her text

directly. Dora and not Cerezita is the hysteric, but only, the play suggests, at the

cost of her body. For the hysteric, the "uncontrollable communication . . . between

body and mind" (Anzieu 1990: 123) cannot take place in the character of Cerezita,

and she emerges as the most sexually and politically cohesive character in the play

despite her bodily fragmentation.
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During Freud's written version of the analysis of Dora, he recalls that during his

time working with Charcot in Paris (1885 - 6) he saw and heard how "in cases of

hysterical mutism writing operated vicariously in the place of speech" (Freud

1905: 71) and that these patients were often able to write more fluently, quicker

and better than had previously been the case. Claire Kahane in her book on

hysteria and narrative Passions of the Voice (1995) says: "Writing, of course,

inscribes the absence of the speaking voice, whose place is represented by the

words of the text" (Kahane 1995: xiii). Kahane's comment refers specifically to the

speaking voice within the novel, which is always a written-speaking voice.

Nonetheless, in comparison to Freud's comment about writing as a behaviour

exhibited by hysterics, Kahane's depiction of writing as an antithesis of speaking,

or as an act somehow enabled by aphonia, accords with Kahane's thesis in her

book in which she analyses various novels as hysterical narratives. If the novels

Kahane analyses are part of the symptology of hysteria, then their written rather

than verbal status might be attributed to more than the demands of the genre.

Unlike Freud's suggestion in his comment about Charcot's patients, Kahane finds

written language organised into novels which sustain the characteristics of the

hysteric; This is a discourse "riven by contradictory passions, digressive,

fragmentary, inconsistent in voice and subject position" (Kahane 1995: 47). For

Anna O, the hysteric analysed by Breuer and credited with inventing 'the talking

cure' speaking and writing are both disrupted by hysterical symptoms. Anna O

has bouts of aphasia in which she cannot speak or understand her native German,

but converses in French or Italian. When asked to read aloud from French or
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Italian, she performs an instantaneous translation into English. During her bouts of

aphasia, Anna O's attempts at both speaking and writing were sometimes put

together from four or five different languages. Anzieu in her essay 'The Hysterical

Envelope' says that: "Oral eroticism is both the earliest eroticism and the one most

sublimated by the process of language" (Anzieu 1990: 143). She goes on to suggest

that the hysteric's difficulties with linguistic expression is due to a failure of this

sublimation from oral eroticism to language. Why Anna O writes in multi-language

fragments and the patients Freud saw at the Salpetriere wrote cohesive texts is

difficult to say, especially since Freud does not elaborate his comment. For Anna

O however, it is clear that her symptology is frequently linguistic, and clearly

suggests a resistance to grammatical, and syntactical cohesion.

In Beckett's Not I, Mouth inscribes a feminine body which has belatedly come to

speech. This is a body which, like Cerezita's, is fragmented. Disturbances of voice,

vision and hearing, the earliest bodily zones connecting inside and outside, are

characteristic symptoms of the hysteric, and these are Mouth's disturbances; her

endless stream of fragmented language, sudden flashes of light " . . . and the beam .

. . flickering on and off . . . " (Beckett 1984: 221) and the constant buzzing.6 This

text suggests like Cerezita in Heroes and Saints that the symbolic absence of a

large part of the female body (in particular its' lower zones) enables certain kinds

of speaking feminine. For Mouth in Not I, the title of the piece re-inscribes her

'coming to speech' as a separation from a lived bodily identity. This staged excess

of language, this reduction of the female body to a 'mouth full of talk' is somehow

'Not I.' This is a linguistic as well as a corporeal negative. The pronoun which
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supports psychic identity 'I' is never used in the text itself. And the image of the

body (beyond the speaking mouth) which also supports psychic identity is

absent. Both Anna O (during her illness) and Mouth are unable to form complete

sentences. During her illness, Anna O stopped conjugating verbs, and eventually

used only participles and infinitives. Dianne Hunter notes in her essay on Anna O

that what is significant about this as symptom is that neither infinitives nor

participles specify a person (Hunter 1985: 93), in an analogous way to Mouth

failing to signify the first person. In Not I, the figure of the Auditor, recalls the

listening figure of the psychoanalyst. Just as Breuer tries to return Anna O to

grammatical and psychic orthodoxy, by listening to her speaking, so the Auditor

listens to Mouth's speech. Although the Auditor7 never speaks, Mouth marks his

gazing and interrogative presence by interrupting her already fragmented speech

by questions, as if she were answering his; " . . . very foolish really but -  . . .

what? . . . the buzzing? . . yes . . . all the time the buzzing . . ." (Beckett 1984: 217

- 8). Her connection with the Auditor is orchestrated most distinctly in four

moments during the piece when Mouth interrupts a phrase with " . . .what? . . .

who? . . . no! . . . she! . . ."8 after each of these "vehement refusal(s) to relinquish

the third person" (Beckett 1984: 215)9 the Auditor shrugs. Mouth's insistence on

sustaining the third person to describe herself, places linguistic space between the

one who speaks, and the one who is spoken. Such a space is noisy with utterance,

it is as if, Mouth's unending tumbling speech is simply a different version of her

habitual silence in her earlier life. The Auditor's shrugs suggest a failed analysis - a

gradually defeated attempt to get the hysteric to say 'I'.
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In Hélène Cixous' play Portrait of Dora (Cixous 1979), the hysteric speaks a

language different again from Cerezita's political fervour or Mouth's frenzied vocal

excess. Here Cixous portrays Dora as a young woman subject to powerful

practical, emotional and sexual contradictions. Her language appears initially to

make no 'sense'; fractured and abrupt as it is. The play's structure is quite unlike

the realism and surreality which characterise both Heroes & Saints and Not I.

Instead Cixous weaves a text which engages with the structures of memory by

inter-leaving different levels of temporality and consciousness. In this way, Dora

makes more and more 'sense' as the spiral of the play uncurls. Cixous' play depicts

the brutality of Dora's crisis directly. It gives her voices, which come to cohere as

the momentum of desires and rejections clarify the intensity of Dora's position; "If

I weren't there to fall, how would they walk?" (Dora in Cixous 1979: 59).

Cixous' re-writing of Freud's case history of Dora in Portait, portrays the hysteric

making her troubled sense, in particular, through a re-working of orality (voice),

femininity and social context. Dora's voice does not erupt from a fractured body

(as with Cerezita and Mouth), but from a context of fractured familial and social

demands, rejections and betrayals. In Cixous' play, the fractured psyche

characteristic of the hysteric is contextualised within an intolerable familial and

social milieu.
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In Portrait of Dora, the fact that we hear Dora speak at all is a radical departure

from Freud's case history. Cixous' play was originally written as a radio play;10 a

genre of listening to dramatise that arch listening scene, the psychoanalytic

session. The importance of listening draws focus to what it is that is heard; upon

orality in the realm of voice. For Cixous, as discussed in Chapter One, the voice

has a particular potential for revolution. Portait of Dora and Cixous' revolutionary

essay 'The Laugh of the Medusa' (Cixous 1981) were both written in the mid

1970s. Yet their take on orality, and on voice in particular, are quite different.

Whilst Portrait offers a sensitive re-visioning of Dora's case, it has little of

Medusa's zeal for transgression. Certainly, Cixous gives Dora a voice, but it is

nothing like the poetic passion so characteristic of Medusa;

I, too, overflow; my desires have invented new desires, my body knows

unheard-of songs. Time and again I, too, have felt so full of luminous

torrents that I could burst – burst with forms much more beautiful than

those which are put up in frames and sold for a stinking fortune. And I,

too, said nothing, showed nothing; I didn't open my mouth, I didn't repaint

my half of the world.

(Cixous 1981: 246)

Read alongside such leaping prose, Portrait can seem tame in form and content.

Dora's 'unheard-of songs' remain largely 'unheard'. As I have argued in Chapter

One, something happens in Cixous' shift from essays and fiction into dramatic

form. However, I am not going to pursue this line of argument here, I want instead

to concentrate on the content and form of Portrait as it is.
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Cixous' play evokes Dora's crisis though staging the figures important in her life as

characters: Freud, her father Herr B, and the family friends Herr & Frau K. Cixous

thus shifts the focus of Dora's crisis from the scene of speaking to Freud, and onto

the events that lead to her distress. In this way, Cixous evokes the logic of

memory and presence, as she purposely confuses the delineation between present

and past as well as between literal event and fantasy.

Cixous' Portrait reproduces the narrative of Freud's case study with important

points of resistance and revision. The smell of smoke is recurrent in Freud's and

Cixous' version of Dora's tale. Its presence in both is metonymic of masculine

orality: Herr K's kiss tasted of smoke,11 and his abusive kiss of the fourteen year

old Dora produces an oral disgust in the young girl.  Dora does not speak of this

scene until years later in Freud's consulting room. The scene she does report; Herr

K's sexual approach to her by the lake, is denied by Herr K, with assistance from

Dora's former confidante (and Herr K's wife) Frau K, and powerfully doubted by

her father and Freud. Dora's crisis is a combination of desire, rejection and simple

betrayal.

HERR B: You must have imagined it! A man like Herr K is incapable of

such intentions!

DORA: (beside herself) I must have 'imagined' it! He said "You know, my

wife means nothing to me." As soon as I understood what he was after, I

slapped him and ran away.

(Cixous 1979: 31)

In Cixous' Portait, Dora's fury at her treatment by Herr K is staged as a fantasy of

murder. This bringer of smoky breath to the mouths of girls, this 'ladies man', this
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simple liar, has his throat cut by Dora, to relieve him of smoking, kissing and

lying. We hear this story from the mouth of Dora herself. Dora mingles her own

and Freud's version of the scene between herself and Herr K. Both of these are

subsumed to the telling story of Herr K's steady death in her arms:

She performs this to one side.

DORA:  . . . While I'm holding him against me, I

turn him halfway round and I grab his head from

the rear, my arm encircles his forehead and his

skull presses against my chest; I hold him tight

and slit his throat. The knife has become one with

my hand. How hard it is to cut his throat. I

don't push very hard, because I'm holding him

close to me. I slit his throat, I pull the knife across

the width of his neck; but I don't cut all the way

through to the back. For a long time afterward I

still feel the resistance of his throat. As though I

were still doing it, I feel the density of that

resistance, I was using my left hand, and I pulled

straight across from left to right, in a single stroke.

It takes a lot of pressure, it's like opening a tin.

His suffering makes me ill. I had a terrible

pain in my throat. It's hard for me to speak.

FREUD: No doubt Herr K travelled a good deal?

DORA: I don't know. I haven't the slightest

interest in what Herr K does.

(Cixous 1979: 37)

(Cixous' emphasis)
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In this scene, Dora tenaciously occupies the moment of drawing the knife across

Herr K's throat, but ends with saying his suffering makes her ill; "I had a terrible

pain in my throat. It's hard for me to speak." Such transference of somatic violence

suggests the oscillatory crisis of fury and self-blame characteristic of victims of

sexual abuse. From smoky kisses, to coughs, to cut and pained throats, these

crises shift backwards from lips to throat. Such a movement suggests the oral

dynamic of Dora's trauma. In the clarity of this scene of throat cutting, we glimpse

something of Dora's fury. At its end, however, Dora rescinds the symbolic

gesture, and tells Freud she hasn't "the slightest interest in what Herr K does."

Such a scene reinforces the contradiction of attempting such psychic healing with a

man of similar age and smoking habits as one Herr K. In this sense, Dora's

contradictory statements appear as one more oral symptom alongside coughs,

throat pain and retching. And Freud's questioning, another version of a smoky

kiss.

Cixous' Portrait of Dora (like Freud's original case history), includes no 'mother'

within its coil of familial, social and sexual liaisons. This is curious because Cixous

uses maternal metaphors a great deal in her writings on femininity and voice (see

Chapter One). Freud's version of the case dismisses Dora's mother from any

serious analysis without having met her; "I was led to imagine her as an

uncultivated woman and above all as a foolish one, who had concentrated all her

interests on domestic affairs . . ." (Freud 1905: 49). In Portait of Dora, Cixous

examines Dora's relationship to the operations of the maternal without direct

recourse to her literal mother. In doing so, Cixous elucidates the psychic confusion
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that produces Dora's crisis. Dora is profoundly disoriented about her symbolic

position in the web of family and 'friends' that surround her. Her father and Herr

K both note how 'good' a mother Dora is to the two K children. This fact is telling

in its operations of maternity in relation to Herr K; if she is mother to his children,

then she is symbolically his sexual partner (something he clearly desires). In

relation to her father, if Dora is mothering his lover's children, then Frau K is

released to tend to the business of their affair. Neither of these scenarios – her

partnering Herr K, or the affair between her father and Frau K accord with Dora's

desires. In this sense, maternity operates within the play as something that

produces psychic chaos. Dora's absent mother, and the assertion by Herr B that

his wife is not his intellectual equal, make room for the close relationship between

Dora and her father. Cixous' depiction of Dora's bewilderment in relation to the

roles of daughter and wife portrays a powerful connection between father and

daughter. Such closeness suggests a relationship bordering on, or actually,

incestous: "I liked to keep him company in the dark. He would hold me in his arms

and kiss me. I myself took charge of seeing that the curtains were always drawn."

(Dora in Cixous 1979: 34). In the following extract, Dora lets slip how Frau K and

her father operate as symbolically the same coupling as herself and Herr K.12 Dora

wants to have (or has) a love affair with her father, and Frau K is both her

competitor in this and the object of another desire. In this extract, Dora's father

has just told her that she must have imagined the scene by the lake with Herr K

(see above). Dora is furious; in her rage she re-tells the scene by the lake, but

replaces her own and Herr K's names, with Frau K and Papa:
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The next event is performed on the side.

DORA: . . . As soon as Frau K had understood what Papa wanted, she

shut him up, slapped him and ran away. She slapped him. And you, you,

you say that I "imagined" it! Now choose! Choose!

HERR B: (shouts) Stop shouting!

DORA: Her or me!

(Cixous 1979: 31- 2)

This extract stages the fervour of Dora's adoration of her father as a sexual

relationship (whether it actually is or not). Like a wife, Dora demands that her

father choose between his lover and her. Dora both wants the symbolic position of

her mother (beside her father), and wants to be mothered. Who is there to mother

one as sensitive as Dora? Is there anyone? Does Frau K relate to Dora only within

this context of maternal and oral confusion?

Cixous' Portait of Dora is most often recalled for its staging of Dora's desire for

Frau K. Such desire is suggested in Freud's case history, but not pursued.13 Cixous

chooses to depict this relationship as a one-sided, obsessional, sexual longing

(Dora for Frau K). Frau K never once voices any sexual desire for Dora, but

chooses to sustain her young friend at a point of yearning, rather than rejecting

her. To reject Dora overtly would be to risk her relationship with Dora's father. In

Portait, Dora's vocalised adoration of Frau K is spoken in the language of idol

worship:

DORA: You are absolutely everything. And I am nothing, nothing. No

one. Listen to me: I love you as though you were God.

Someone for whom I don't exist.
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For whom I am living. For no one.

In adoration in front of Frau K, who, seated in front of her mirror looks

back at her with a long smile and an enigmatic and sinister serenity.

(Cixous 1979: 40)

Frau K's long (and sinister) smile in response to Dora's declaration of love is a

gesture intended to sustain Dora in her position of adoration, and one signaling her

resistance to any statement of her own feelings. What is enigmatic about this smile

is precisely this veiled double-gesture. What is sinister, is the pleasure Frau K

takes in Dora's words, not for their content, but for the power it affords her. That

a gesture of the mouth is able to sustain such complex meanings, suggests

something of the pang of orality redolent in Dora's crisis. Female smiles have a

particular power over Dora, as we see in her long gaze at the 'Sistine Madonna' in

Dresden:

DORA: . . . I stood alone for a long time. In front of that painting. It was

the "Sistine Madonna". I stood alone. Completely absorbed. In that

painting. For two hours. In its radiance. A very faint smile. You can't see

her teeth. But a pearly lustre, between her lips.

(Cixous 1979: 40)

Freud asks Dora what it was that so held her attention. Dora stumbles to answer,

and the following filmed sequence makes her response:

Suddenly the evidence that perhaps no one is aware of: the child Jesus in

the Madonna's arms is none other than a miniature DORA..

Filmed sequence, in three shots: The Sistine Madonna,

substitution of the Madonna and FRAU K, DORA mirrored
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behind the Madonna. It's not clear which woman Mary or

FRAU K is speaking.

(Cixous 1979: 41)

What is the nature of these images, framed successively, and cross-faded one into

the other? Dora is entranced by an image of perfect maternity – the Madonna.14

The motherless girl is portrayed as Mary's child; Frau K appears beside this

Madonna, and then another Dora behind her. This is a family in which there are

two mothers and a doubled child. When the image speaks, stage directions indicate

that "It's not clear which woman – Mary or Frau K is speaking" (Cixous 1979:

41). And yet, the text gives the words to Frau K: "(with infinite tenderness) You

must live, you must make a life for yourself" (Cixous 1979: 41). This is Dora's

fantasy – she is mothered by the ideal mother – and nurtured by Frau K, who

speaks to her with 'infinite tenderness', something she never manages outside of

Dora's imagination.15 Dora conjures mothers for herself; ones who speak 'with

infinite tenderness' and provide her with a radiant smiling nurture.

Something about the operations of the maternal have failed for Dora. Dora's literal

mother is absent, and yet much of Cixous' play is concerned with the working

through of maternal and oral drives. The vulnerable Dora is traditionally 'stuck' at

the 'oral stage' (according to Freud). She remembers (again in Freud's scenario),

sucking at her nurse's, and not her mother's, breast. For Cixous, the rhythms and

articulations of the maternal body continue to affect the subject into adult life, and

this provides a connection to the pre-symbolic union between the self and m/other

(see Chapter One). For Dora, these articulations are confused. The play suggests
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that pre-Symbolic dynamics operate for Dora within her adult life. Whilst Cixous

is interested in the drives of the maternal body (metonymic of the pre-Oedipal

period) affecting adult life, I think her dramatisation of Dora in Portrait suggests

that such a body, in fact, dominates her adult life. This is most clearly played out

in her relationship with Frau K. Like the all-powerful mother in relation to the

pre-Oedipal child, Frau K is utterly adored. When it is clear that Dora's father is a

competitor for Frau K's affection, and indeed, has it, Dora's response is a desire

for Frau K's death. Such intense responses are redolent of the pre-Oedipal child.

Dora's constant depiction of Frau K in terms of whiteness, reinforces this link with

the maternal. This is clearly erotic for Dora; Frau K's body has a "ravishing

whiteness" (Cixous 1979: 41), but it also links directly with maternity.16 The

painting of the 'Sistine Madonna', like Frau K, is adored. Two hours of entranced

gazing at this image suggests that Dora loses herself in a fantasy of

undifferentiated plenitude; this is a painting of that mythic of all mothers - Mary.

But the key to the connection between this maternal image and Frau K, is in

Dora's language; in her 'voice mixed with milk'.17

DORA: Always in white. Milky tulles. Crepe. I saw HER . The whiteness

of her body, especially her back. A faint lustre: pearly.

(Cixous 1979: 39)

Dora's description of Frau K's skirts as 'milky' suggest a maternal metaphor. This

is made explicit through the use of the same phrase to describe the Madonna's

mouth and Frau K's back: There is a "pearly lustre" between the Madonna's lips;

Frau K's back has "(a) faint lustre: pearly". What is in the Madonna's mouth? And
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why is this symbolically the same as Frau K's body? Why and how does Dora

(Cixous) make these connections? I want to suggest that in such a confusion of

maternal, sexual and milky exchange, the Madonna is a mother, a sexual partner

(she has a 'pearly lustre' between her 'lips') and a suckling child (she has something

milky in her mouth). Frau K is symbolised in these scenarios with a similar

confusion; she is milk itself (and therefore a mother), but she is also experienced

sexually by Dora. Such a mixing up of tenors of relation through milky oralities

comprises Dora's pleasure and distress. It  evokes the homoerotic mother-daughter

bond of the pre-Oedipal phase overlooked by Freud (see note 16). Frau K is

complicit in this distress, because she feigns the role of all-powerful mother

without any sense of acknowledgement or responsibility for the intensity of

Dora's lesbian desire. Frau K is not a participant in this milky oral chaos; she is an

observer.

The only time Frau K touches Dora during the course of the play, she calls her a

child, and covers up her mouth:

DORA: Everything you know. Everything I don't know. Let me give you

this love. Her body, its ravishing whiteness. Her tiny breasts, the smooth

skin of her belly.

FRAU K: (her hand over DORA's mouth) Oh! It's impossible, impossible

my mad little child!

(Cixous 1979: 41)

Frau K's gesture belies her failure to take Dora seriously. Yet the placing of her

hand over Dora's mouth, suggests she senses something of the oral chaos driving

Dora's passions. Towards the end of the play, Dora tells Frau K how she would
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like to see her  dead. Up to this point, much of the imagery relating to Frau K is

related to whiteness. In the scene of her death, such palour is replaced with blood.

Whilst Dora fantasises the act of killing Herr K, she imagines the scene of Frau K's

death:

DORA: One day, I would like to be lying beside you. Not sitting – I want

to lie against your body. I close my eyes, and I see. There would be blood

all over. I would have blood all over my face.

FRAU K: How gory! I see you standing, quite alive, preparing for a

journey . .

DORA: And I see you dead. I would like to see you dead. And no one

allowed to touch you. To see you.

FRAU K: A ten-year-old has thoughts like that.

DORA: A person too much in love has thoughts like that.

(Cixous 1979: 56 – 7)

The violence of this scene is extraordinary. Dora's passion for Frau K is

unrequited, and in addition, Dora suspects she has lost her father's affection to this

same woman. The two people she loves most intensely have found each other.

Such a bloody necrophiliac embrace as Dora depicts here, suggests a strange birth;

a still birth, in which Dora is born at the cost of her symbolic mother. Such a scene

mixes up tenors of birthing and sexuality; Is Dora a lover or a daughter? A

murderer or a menstrual cunnilinguist? Or is she just plain furious?
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When speaking makes writing corporeal, as it always does in the realm of theatre

which uses playtexts; how does this affect the writing process? For Cixous, it

seems to make flushing writing with the beat of flesh somehow less necessary.

What kind of play would Portrait of Dora be, if Cixous had written it with 'The

Laugh of the Medusa' in her mouth? Would Dora become a writer rather than a

hysteric? Would there be revolution beyond the structures of Dora's unconscious?

Is it enough simply to re-tell Freud's story, to locate it within her world, and

include a disastrous lust for Frau K? What if Frau K fell in love with Dora? What

if Papa and Herr K were the ones to taste exclusion, jealousy and betrayal, instead

of Dora? What if the two of them mothered the K children? What if Dora and Frau

K had blood on their faces? What, oh what, would happen, if Dora laughed?
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1 Moraga's staging of this sisterly act grazes close to several powerful taboos.
Whilst there is nothing within the text to suggest that Cerezita's act of suckling is
anything other than an attempt to relieve her sister from physical and emotional
distress, it is nonetheless performed through an act which is normally kept within
the realms of motherhood or sex. This makes Cerezita's suckling of her sister very
troubling, since it is not an act of motherhood per se, but is an act of familial
nurturing; part of the relief for Cerezita's sister, may be not just the removal of
milk from her breasts, but the process of being suckled itself. For Cerezita also,
profoundly and magically disabled as she is, such assistance is amongst few
physical tasks she can offer in help. It isn't possible to completely remove any
sexual, lesbian and indeed, incestuous overtones from this act, and it seems to me
that this is why Cerezita's act is profoundly a brave one, since she is on
symbolically slippery ground. The exchange of milk between the two sisters in
this way also recalls Cixous' metaphorical use of milk as ink; as a way to enter
culture (see Chapter One). This resonates provocatively here in this context.

2 A rolling, table-like platform, upon which Cerezita is positioned.

3 I use the term 'body' here to refer to that part of corporeality that is not the head.
I am aware that the term 'body' would normally refer to the total corpus and
include the head.

4 Parveen Adams phrases this in a different way, when she says, "(h)ysterical
identification is characterised . . . by oscillation" (Adams 1996: 14). Cerezita's
relationships with her sister, her brother and Juan do not appear as stages in a
journey towards a sexual preference, but instead as constitutive of an identity
which has no need of such conclusions: As if Cerezita, in such oscillation, was
figured as a progressive hysteric.

5 Certainly the mouth is also an important site of sexuality within conventional
bodies; my point here is that for Cerezita, without a genital parallel to her facial
orifice, her mouth and its talking and performing of politics, is differently
associated with her sexuality. Moraga suggests (in the figure of Cerezita) that a
radical politics of engagement might be more fully progressive if sexuality were not
depicted as the grubby underside of political change, but were instead its partner.

6 Anna O's symptoms included deafness, blurred vision and, as already discussed,
a language fragmented grammatically / syntactically and across language groups.

7 Beckett says that the sex should be 'undeterminable' but I think the organisation
of their dialogue genders the figure as male.

8 Beckett 1984: 217, 219, 221 & 222

9 Beckett's note to Not I.
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10 The play was originally published in French as a novel called Portrait du Soleil
(Cixous 1974), then adapted as a radio play, and later adapted again as a stage
play. It was published in French as Portait de Dora (Cixous 1976) and in English
three years later (Cixous 1979). Is this a reluctant movement towards the hearing
of writing, and a hesitancy at seeing such heard writing in the realm of theatre? I
wonder.

11 Dora's father and Freud are also heavy smokers; a fact not lost on Freud or
Cixous.

12 Freud makes this connection in his extrapolation of the repressed fantasy of
fellatio, and elsewhere (see Freud 1905).

13 In fact what Freud describes as Dora's 'homosexual inclination' is not explored
because Dora leaves her analysis; "Dora's analysis came to an end before it could
throw any light on this side of her mental life" (Freud 1905: 95).

14 Like the Madonna, Dora is also a virgin mother (to the K children and as her
father's partner).

15 It is also clear from this image of Madonna, child and standing figure, that Frau
K occupies the position of the father. The parallels between Dora's relationship
with her father and with Frau K are important. Dora makes both these comments
at different points in the play: (to her father) "You have no idea how much I
despise that woman! When she's dead, I'll marry you" (Cixous 1979: 38), (to Frau
K) "You can't imagine how much I love you – If I were a man, I'd marry you, I'd
take you away and marry you, and I'd know how to make you happy" (Cixous
1979: 42).

16 The homoerotic mother-daughter bond of the pre-Oedipal phase was
overlooked by Freud, but has been theorised to some extent in more recent work.
See Chisholm 1992 for an overview of lesbianism in relation to psychoanalysis.

17 Cixous in 'Sorties' in Cixous & Clément 1986: 93, see Chapter One.
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CHAPTER THREE

The Faminine: Food and Women's Performance

Upon being presented with a relic (of Orlan's body fat removed during

liposcution) by Orlan herself, Madonna commented publicly, "It looks like

caviar."

Tanya Augsburg, Orlan's Performative Transformations of Subjectivity.

(Augsburg 1998: 313)

This chapter examines food in relation to women's performance practice. It

follows the travels of the metaphor of food in relation to femininity by asking how

food operates symbolically, as textual / uttered imagery and as literal object in

women's plays and performances. It asks in what ways the pleasures and terrors

associated with food and femininity play themselves out, and how performance

intervenes in these production of meanings. This chapter examines the work of

Julia Kristeva in relation to the semiotic and the abject, and Maud Ellmann's work

on starvation and literature. This analysis provides a theoretical framework for the

art practice under discussion. I go on to examine plays by Marsha Norman and

Tina Howe and performance work by Judy Chicago, Jill Orr, Bobby Baker and

Karen Finley. The focus of this chapter is largely on the feminine / oral in relation

to women's performance / art practice. Most of this work is not os-textual.

However, at the chapter's end, I examine Karen Finley's os-textual practice at some

length. Finley made use of foodstuffs extensively in her work during the 1980s

until the weight of popular critical baggage undermined her ability to transgress the

trope of nutrition.
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How is an analysis of food relevant to a thesis on the feminine / oral in

contemporary art practice? Its relevance lies both in the obvious connections

between orality and food, and in the particular association of femininity and food.

There are a range of meanings related to food that are powerfully constitutive of

femininity. These lie largely in the areas of maternity and sexuality, and in the

complex meanings which arise from these sites of discourse. I want to extend these

discussions into the areas of writing and performance.

Look at the food section of the CD-ROM mouthplace.

Texts for this section are collected in Appendix A.

Why has femininity got so much to do with food? One of the reasons is

femininity's particular relationship to maternity. One of the founding principles of

identity is that we were all born to a female body. The majority of us would also

have been breast-fed and nurtured by a woman. In these scenarios, the unborn and

new-born child are fed directly from the body of the mother. Our first food is the

body of the mother. The pre-Oedipal period, so widely written about within the

annals of psychoanalytic and feminist thought, is the period when the child does

not distinguish between itself and its mother. The processes of pregnancy and

early feeding, sustain the child in an undifferentiated plenitude. With the rude

awakening of the Oedipal crisis, the child realises it is separate from its mother, is

initiated into the Symbolic (language and all of culture), and represses its

knowledge of the pre-Symbolic union by developing sub-conscious and conscious

selves. But let us, for a moment return to the pre-Oedipal period in respect to the

meanings tangled in the meeting of femininity and food. The pre-Oedipal period
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was the crucial psychoanalytic discovery which enabled feminist theory to

examine what is specific to the daughter's relationship to her mother.1 In this

scene, milk, the food of the female body, is the currency of exchange between

mother and infant. The umbilical, intra-uterine feeding from mother to child is

replaced by an oral feeding. The child receives pleasure both from the milk it

sucks, and from the stimulation of mouth and tongue.2 The child is at the 'oral

stage.' What stage, I want to ask, is the mother at? And what has this to do with

her symbolic relation to food? Within psychoanalysis, the significance of the fact

that it is women who mother, has not been fully analysed. The majority of

psychoanalytic writings on motherhood elaborate psychic identities from the

perspective of the child. Margaret Whitford in her important summary of feminist

psychoanalytic work in this area suggests that

. . . existing psychoanalytic theories of the ego (are) inadequate to describe

the particularity of women's experience and women's psyche: women's ego

boundaries tend to be more fluid than men's, their sense of separateness

more precarious and their sense of self more relational.

(Whitford 1992b: 264)

She goes on to say that whilst feminist psychoanalysts / theorists might disagree

on the details of the relationship between mother and daughter, most agree on the

clinical symptoms of its failures; "women's tendency toward merged or fusional

relationships which indicate a failure to separate from the mother at an

unconscious level, or to develop a defined sense of self-identity" (Whitford 1992b:

264).
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I want to make a connection between the way food as a literal and symbolic object

circulates in the economy of maternal care and women's tendency towards a

precarious sense of separateness. In the psychoanalytic scene boys must

differentiate themselves from the mother in order to establish gender identity, and

girls perceive themselves as the same as their mother and as a result often have

difficulty in achieving a separate identity at all. For mothers and daughters, food is

constitutive of both their bodies. The little girl symbolically accrues the body of

one whose corpus is nutrition itself. For the mother, participating again in the

pre-Oedipal period of her daughter, enables her to engage in what has (partially)

been repressed in her own psyche. She does this through a psycho-physical

becoming, in which she re-enacts the scene of 'being' sustenance itself, through a

return to her primal sense of oneness with her own mother. This underscores the

literally and psychically performed scene of bringing food from her body into the

mouth of her child. If the child is a girl, this cycle will repeat itself. It makes every

kind of sense that women's psychic characteristics are likened to fluidity. How

else would it be possible to negotiate the messy terrains of motherhood? All that

is omitted here is the fact that such symbolic fluidity manifests itself through the

literal nutritive substance of breast milk.

These are familiar territories for feminist theory; the particular intonation I give

here, is a recasting of these scenarios through the dominant trope of the food /

body confusion particular to femininity. Importantly the pre-Oedipal period can

refer to (i) a period of psycho-sexual development preceding the Oedipus complex

(see above), or (ii) an unconscious psycho-sexual structure.3 These two meanings
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are importantly connected, but not in a way that it is possible to map one directly

onto the other, or clearly delineate them. If the pre-Oedipal period were only a

period of psycho-sexual development, then it would cease to have an impact on

subsequent identity. Since it is also an unconscious psycho-sexual structure, it has

the potential to have an impact within adult life. This, of course, is the basis for

Julia Kristeva's proposal of the semiotic (see later). For mother, daughter and

femininity, the circulation of breast milk becomes the trope par-excellence of a

fluid connectedness, that characterises both a particular period of development and

an unconscious structure. Such scenarios symbolically construct their feminine

participants as food itself. Since she is food, and also poised psychically to be

pleasured in the providing of it, she is unable to partake of her own fleshly

nourishment.4 In the entwining of mother and child during the pre-Oedipal period

there is food. The bliss of its corporeal acquisition, and the rage at its absence,

become in some sense, the same thing. Accession to the Symbolic wounds the

daughter into a (repressed) acknowledgement that it was given. In this way, food

as femininity, and femininity as corporeal provider of food is sustained.

In a thesis on the feminine / oral and the os-text, and a chapter on femininity and

food, the work of Julia Kristeva is of particular importance. One of the most basic

reasons for this is that Kristeva's writings focus on the notion of the speaking

subject through an analysis of pre-Oedipal and Oedipal realms. Kristeva's notion

of the semiotic theorises the pre-Oedipal period, in particular the ways in which it

might make itself felt within writing. I want to examine the ways in which such

scenarios are inflected with the trope of food.
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Kristeva terms the pre-Oedipal period the 'semiotic.'5 She takes this term from the

Greek sémeion meaning a "a mark, trace . . . a distinctiveness admitting of an

uncertain and indeterminate articulation . . ." (Kristeva 1980: 133). Kristeva

suggests that the semiotic makes itself felt within poetic language, by the

dislocations and troublings of meaning characteristic of such texts. Such energies

can only make themselves heard within poetic language through the Symbolic.

'Pure' access to the semiotic is only available to the pre-Oedipal infant.6 For

Kristeva the semiotic is heterogenous, characterised by rhythms, intonations,

elisions and undecideablity; something Kristeva terms a "sonorous distinctiveness"

(Kristeva 1980: 135).

The circulation of breast milk during the semiotic is not something Kristeva

discusses. Her conjuring of this pre-Oedipal realm is through sonic worlds of

rhythmical, vocally-inflected energies (but not speech) and impulses / drives which

circulate chaotically within the body of the child. I want to suggest that the drive

to feed is powerfully constitutive of the pre-Oedipal stage. In a re-working of the

Kristevan semiotic, I propose a site inflected through the energies of a nutritive

drive; the 'oral stage' focused as it is on the acquisition of milk. Kristeva focuses

her theorisation of the pre-Oedipal period from the perspective of the child. This

is one of the reasons milk does not figure in her discussions. Milk functions in

these scenarios as a literal and symbolic communication between mother and child,

except that to say such a thing makes no sense, since the child does not conceive

of such a separation. There is milk, and it drives to pulls it toward itself.7 The
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daughter, who has more trouble with separateness than the son, sustains a

particular sense of the nutritive force within the semiotic. For femininity,

eruptions / pulsations of the semiotic into the Symbolic are composed, in part,

from the unconscious memories of being fed, and that one has the potential to feed

in the same way. Kristeva says: "It is probably necessary to be a woman . . . not

to renounce theoretical reason but to compel it to increase its power by giving it an

object beyond its limits" (Kristeva 1980: 146). Kristeva doesn't elaborate on this

point within this essay ("From One Identity to Another" Kristeva 1980: 124 –

147). Since women's accession to the Symbolic is characterised by a differently

troubled separation from the mother, she has a different kind of access to the

semiotic within language. This might not be 'women' exactly; only the ghostly

relation between femininity's energies and the apparently practical fact of 'women.'

I do not want to say that this is always and only true for women (Kristeva says

'probably'), but for femininity? Yes, I want to say that. Kristeva's comment ("not

to renounce theoretical reason but to compel it to increase its power by giving it an

object beyond its limits") might describe the primal feeding scene. The object

beyond femininity's limits is food itself, through the terrible irony that she is

herself constituted of it. Such a nutritive economy precedes and exceeds meaning

in milky exuberance and mourning.

The essentialism guards patrolled the thesis by night with several dogs and a powerful

searchlight. They sometimes heard the giggles of feminine things behind bushes, or

caught glimpses of them running down alleys with suspiciously large bags. Trickiest were

the younger things, who played games with representation, even with the guards

themselves. They would laugh more than the guards thought necessary. Often they would
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engage them in earnest discussions about philosophy, only to run off guffawing down

another impossible path, too stuck with gorse for even the dogs to follow.

Kristeva develops her sense of the semiotic through sound ("a music, a rhythm"

[Kristeva 1980: 142]). She mines poetic texts for semiotic eruptions. She does not

engage in the possibilities of literal sound in relation to such texts. Such a position

recalls both Salvaggio and Cixous in relation to 'voice' (see Chapter One). I want

(as you know) to mine texts and orality for their oscillatory prowess; for their

extensions of the semiotic into the oral, via the textual (and back again); for eaterly

trouble inside the mouths of women.

The most disturbing thing was their cooking. It erupted suddenly like a kiss. One of them

would be running down the middle of a side road, turn to face the guards, crouch down,

whip out her tiny gaz stove, whisk something into frothy being, conjure delicate crepes

above the damp tarmac, drizzle them with maple syrup, eat them in three careful

mouthfuls, throw all her equipment into the large bag, and be off. The guards would

arrive breathless at the spot, a wisp of freshly-cooked crepe hanging in the air. They

turn in its pleasure,

and miss the sight of a woman running into the night.



Kristeva's well-known theorisation of abjection in Powers of Horror (Kristeva

1982) extends the work of Mary Douglas (Douglas 1966) to develop a sense of the

abject as a powerfully disavowed category which nonetheless constitutes identity.

This work is relevant here because it is a theorisation of psychic borderlands; of

the ways in which the abject appals and heralds being itself. The relationship of

the individual to food and eating is always a process of transgressing the psychic

and physical borders of the body. Douglas' important early study of concepts of

pollution and taboo, argued that such meanings were culturally produced.
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Discourses of dirt and filth became for Douglas, matter out of place, rather than

filth in itself. Kristeva takes this into a psychoanalytic reading of the abject. Like

the semiotic, the abject is both precondition and occasional accompaniment of

subjectivity and the functioning of the Symbolic. It is an impossible object because

it is part of the subject: an object the subject strives to be rid of, but which is

ineliminable:

Not me. Not that. But not nothing, either. A "something'' that I do not

recognise as a thing. A weight of meaninglessness, about which there is

nothing insignificant, and which crushes me.

(Kristeva 1982: 2)

Kristeva's writings on abjection are an analysis of disgust; an investigation of the

violence of corporeal and psychic revulsion. Why is such a category relevant to a

discussion of femininity and food? The underside of blissful early feeding (for

both participants) is a violent and violating abjection in relation to the femininity /

food knot. Why might this be so? These two sites of meaning differ powerfully

both in relation to pleasure / disgust, as well as in the rhythms of their presence;

undifferentiated plenitude and an assaulting violence.

In the early pages of Kristeva's theorisation of the abject, she uses a personal

example of the experience of abjection. What is interesting, is that her story is

about milk:

Food loathing is perhaps the most elementary and most archaic form of

abjection. When the eyes see or the lips touch that skin on the surface of

milk – harmless, thin as a sheet of cigarette paper, pitiful as a nail paring –
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I experience a gagging sensation and, still farther down, spasms in the

stomach, the belly; and all the organs shrivel up the body, provoke tears

and bile, increase heartbeat, cause forehead and hands to perspire. Along

with sight-clouding dizziness, nausea makes me balk at that milk cream,

separates me from the mother and father who proffer it. "I" want none of

that element, sign of their desire, I expel myself, I spit myself out, I abject

myself within the same motion through which "I" claim to establish

myself.

(Kristeva 1982: 2/3)

So: Julia doesn't like her milk. In this description, Kristeva depicts a childhood

scene in which her parents offer her warm milk. The skin on its surface somehow

violates her very being. The crisis of abjection is that try as she might to rid herself

of its atrocity, she cannot, because it is constitutive of the very self in crisis. As

argued earlier, for femininity the semiotic is structured around nutritive drives. In

the scene Kristeva describes here, such dynamics return in a different guise. In an

antithesis of the bliss of milky pre-Oedipal exchange, the skin of this milk turns

the subject 'inside out' ("nausea makes me balk"). The skin of milk, warmed in this

way signifies metonymically a departure from the pre-Oedipal period. Skins, by

their very nature, suggest thresholds. At this threshold, between female lips and

the skin of milk, violence ensues. Such corporeal and psychic trauma occurs

precisely because the apprehension of the abject puts the very possibility of such

boundaries in jeopardy.

Femininity's relation to abjection is a disturbing one. Kristeva argues that abjection

is on the side of the feminine, situated in opposition to the law-bound order of the

Symbolic. For Kristeva, the state of pregnancy is the corporeal condition most
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likened to abjection itself. This is key to my argument here. For Kristeva, the

pregnant body's orientation towards abjection is through its confusion of

categories; the distinctions between life and death, self and other. The pregnant

body operates as a liminally troubled corpus through its confusion of who and

how many eat with the mother's ingestion of food. In material realms such

symbolic trouble is exacerbated by the appetite of pregnant women. These are

popularly depicted as characterised by cravings and a powerfully increased

hunger. Such material operations of food and bodies, combine with psychic

structures to reinforce an association of food and femininity through abjection.

Femininity and abjection find their commonest nadir in a femininity of excess – in

pregnancy, obesity, food cravings, vomit, faeces, saliva; all areas of meaning

powerfully associated with maternity. Kristeva's use of the term 'clean and proper

body' refers to the yearned-for bodily state sought through our attempts to expel

the abject. Such a term rings tellingly in the realm of material maternity. Such

maternal care is constantly engaged in 'cleaning-up' vomit, faeces, saliva, urine and

spilt food, in order to present the 'clean and proper body' of the child. Such

processes succeed the messy business of birthing children in the first place:

I've borne two children, Milk trickling out of my breasts, blood trickling

from between my legs. You don't want to hear about it.

Nancy Mairs, Carnal Acts

(Mairs 1997: 304)
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In a book written in 1993, Maud Ellmann explores the relationship between

starving, writing and imprisonment (The Hunger Artists, Ellmann 1993). Ellmann's

book proposes a connection between  material and literary processes of starvation

and the production of texts. Through an analysis of literary and historical

starvation, Ellmann suggests that the production of writing replaces the in-take of

food. Ellmann's analysis is not concerned primarily with gendered differences in

these scenarios. Her work is, nonetheless, important because it theorises hunger in

relation to writing.

Ellmann's argument rests on an oppositional relation between bodies and writing;

as bodies starve, so writing is produced; wasting flesh counterpoints swelling

texts.  Similarly, Ellmann depicts speaking as ephemerality in opposition to the

clear cultural intervention of writing: "Pain without marks is like speech without

writing, doomed to pass into oblivion" (Ellmann 1993: 85). In these scenarios,

Ellmann is not interested in theorising a more complex relation either between

bodies and writing, or between speaking and writing. For Ellmann bodies and

writing engage in a war of attrition in which one grows at the cost of the others'

diminishment. In developing this argument, she details how speaking replaces the

pleasures of eating; "As we acquire speech we sacrifice the pleasures of ingestion

for the thrill of sculpting vocables in the mouth"  (Ellmann 1993: 47).  Such a

scene of engaging speaking at the cost of eating is compelling for my argument

here. Ellmann, however, does not pursue this. Instead she focuses on writing, and

the ways in which writing replaces the pleasures of eating. According to Ellmann,

it is easier to write than speak, with your mouth full. But I want to speak with my
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mouth full. Clarissa, the heroine of Samuel Richardson's eighteenth century novel

of the same name (Richardson 1985) disavows the oralities of eating and speaking

for the permanence of writing, and dies in the process.8 I want to conjure a

different relation to literal and figurative food through the processes of writing and

speaking. Ellmann badmouths the transgressive possibilities of the oral in her

writerly engagement with starvation.

It is revealing that we devour books not speech, and that we read rather

than hear "voraciously": these expressions hint that the written word can

actually take the place of food, whereas the spoken word is too ethereal for

nourishment.

(Ellmann 1993: 47)

It seems telling that the metaphor of  food is used for writing and reading in this

way. Listening and speaking are more resistant to the dynamics of consumption

characteristic of ingestion. The immersion of sound attendant upon listening and

speaking is quite different from the distanced seeing of writing. We don't hear

voraciously because listening (to our own or others' voices) is not a taking into the

body in the same way that the seeing of reading is. We speak of finishing a book,

but not of finishing listening. Listening, seems somehow to exceed our

apprehension. For these reasons, speech could be said to be more resistant to the

kinds of digestive incorporation which fire Ellmann's argument. I want to propose

a radical connection between the orality of speaking and the orality of eating. I

want to propose a femininity played out through eating, speaking and writing, in

pleasure through the twinkling shifts between literality, metaphor and the half-

glance of metonym. Os-textual practice proposes a writing that implicates the
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body; a writing glad to be jostled on the tongue; a writing mingled with supper and

speaking itself.

These were women who made eloquent food – iridescent and hearty. They dined to speak

well – ringing their pleasure through the taste of feasting. The food was an odd

combination of nutrition and frivolity. Their hunger shifted gear into speaking as they

ate. Stunning discourses mingled with flurries of poetry. What was extraordinary was

that they all spoke with their mouths full of food – it twinkled with the energy of their

voices; seemed somehow to make them possible. In the furthest room, seven of the taller

ones sat planning menus. She could see that they only spoke after taking a mouthful. This

food, was for speaking through. Strange shafts of light escaped from the women's mouths

as they spoke. She watched them eating and weaving their voices in the half-light.



I'm starting with my female body, so let's do the same.

 [1. measure 4 oz margarine]

Contemporary cultural associations of the classical body / mind split sustain the

feminine in association with the body, and masculinity with the mind.9 This is no

idle, gentle association, but a deeply ingrained cultural phenomenon. It hasn't 'gone

away' on the heels of feminism, or become an irrelevance for the enlightened among

us. Rather it remains structured into the ways we are able to look, make value-

judgements, perceive the body we inhabit. The female body is a site of particular

crisis. The most politically sensitive legislation, legislates over this symbolic and

literal body. The State decides who has or has not entered this body forcibly, in

rape trials. It decides whether a pregnant body and a female subject has the right to

request termination, in abortion laws. In such laws a State or Nation decides

whether the entering of a female body with her medical consent is a legal act or
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not.10 Young women perform their confusion about how much space they may

take up in the world, by eating nothing, or bingeing and vomiting. The slimming

industry, a multi-billion pound business, focuses its marketing on the bodies of

women,11 and food, long-associated with women, remains a consistent

preoccupation; from breast-feeding, to packed lunches to the measuring out of

calorie-detailed portions, to the imaginative tea-time idea, to the obsessional cycles

of dieting and bingeing; nurture can sometimes turn to terror. Anorexia nervosa and

bulimia take this preoccupation to its extremes, and use food as a way to negotiate

power. Here, who legislates what may enter the female body, is the woman

herself. The borders are guarded; sometimes to the death:

We've been in Canada for two months finishing The Secret Project. I fly back via Dublin.

In flight I read a passing comment about the death of Lena Zavaroni in an English

newspaper. Over breakfast at a friend's house, I ask how she died. Lena Zavaroni was a

child-star when I was growing up. She seemed so extraordinary to a little girl like me,

who felt so full of un-focused longings to perform. I began to make the work I know is my

own in my thirties, by this time, Lena's career had failed and she was dying. Lena was an

entertainer; she sang and danced in sequined costumes, she smiled, kicked and sang

impossibly. And she died. At 34. After years of struggling with anorexia. In this knot of

memory, starvation, West End entertainment and death is something important about

femininity, performance and food. This is something about the connection between

popular and personal failures, about the performance of femininity in public and private

worlds, about the trade in emotional and fleshly loss.

On the day after Karen Carpenter dies she comes in walking fast, sits

down, and leans toward me. "Now they know," she says. "Now they'll

have to take it seriously. It's all over now, we can't pretend anymore. Last

night I ripped her picture out of the paper and put it up on my bathroom

door. And I promised myself. No matter what it takes. No more laxatives.

No more vomiting. It's up to us now. We're the ones who still have a

chance. If a hundred of us or even ten of us or even I just manage to stop
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now before it's too late . . ." She shakes her head. "The waste. The awful

waste."

Kate Chernin The Hungry Self

(Chernin 1986: 10 - 1)

I'm teaching at an experimental college of performing arts. It's 1994. A group of students

are showing their work. One young woman makes a performance in the male toilets.

There is a mirror placed above the cistern, so the audience can see the woman's face

even though she kneels before the toilet. The audience is male, except for the tutors. She

eats six Mars bars and then swallows handfuls of laxatives. She's 18, a first year.

Concerned tutors ask her gently, and in private if the pills were real. She assures them

they were fake. Months later, she sits in my office weeping. This performance had been

an enactment of her quotidian existence; she is bulimic. Such raw, angry declamation of

her eating disorder performed in this way, inflected her illness through the beginnings of

a critique. This young woman had insisted on a male audience. Many of the young men

who witnessed this performance were profoundly disturbed by it. Others were angry,

calling it 'sick.' In making this performance, this woman student confronted them with

the private and feminine terror of a disordered relationship to food. She placed it

physically and performatively in a male domain. She assaulted this private male space

with feminine oscillatory confusion. Trouble indeed.



In 1979, Judy Chicago made an installation called The Dinner Party. It consisted

of a triangular table, set with thirty nine place settings, each commemorating a

woman from history / mythology. Each woman was depicted through her place

setting which consisted of a plate, a goblet, cutlery and an embroidered runner.

The most striking aspect of the work was that each plate was designed around

vaginal / vulvic imagery. This work has produced a significant feminist critical

response, much of it oriented around the reductive essentialism of representing

women through such forms.12 What I want to do here is read this work through

the tropes of food and eating which drive its composition. The Dinner Party

whilst clearly designed as a "monumental work of herstory" (Nead 1992: 65),
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nonetheless elided sexual and nutritive realms in a  troubling mesh of meanings that

were in danger of reifying dominant alignments of femininity and food. Its

representation of women through place-settings; plates, cups and beautifully

embroidered runners, metonymically suggested the food and drink that were

clearly absent. Femininity is depicted in this work as the bearer of nourishment,

rather than the partaker of it. She is the plate, the goblet, even the place-mat itself,

but not the eater. Lucy Lippard's comment on women's body art is interesting in

this context; "A woman using her own face and body has a right to do what she

will with them, but it is a subtle abyss that separates men's use of women for

sexual titillation from women's use of women to expose that insult" (Lippard

1976: 125, cited in Nead 1992: 67). The Dinner Party was not a performance, but

the use of vaginal imagery in the crafting of its thirty nine plates were still in

danger of careering down Lippard's 'subtle abyss.' By locating exceptional

femininity as a series of table settings, Chicago reinforced a dynamics of

consumption in the apprehension of femininity itself. Because we dine at plates

presented in this way, its staging suggested an alarming cunnilingual banquet: Her

cunt is served up for supper. Additionally, the representation of female genitals

presented in this work as dinner itself structures the viewer in a masculine

position. This is a position in which it is possible to consume meals and

femininity alike, since they are symbolically the same thing. A misogynist cliché

of the ideal woman, is that she should be good at cooking and fucking.13 The

Dinner Party sails very close to providing such a caricature, whilst intending to

commemorate women's achievement. A subtle abyss indeed.14
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Virginia Woolf is one of the women depicted in The Dinner Party. Woolf's work

was represented as "a genital sculpture in deep relief . . . resting on a runner of pale

lemon gauze with the odd blue wave embroidered on it" (Barrett 1982: 45, cited in

Nead 1992: 65). Such a depiction is particularly startling given Woolf's difficult

relationship to both food and sexuality. Woolf was regularly subjected to 'rest

cures' as palliative to her nervous breakdowns. These consisted of intensive

feeding in a darkened room, during which she was forbidden to read or write. Her

relationship to sexuality was similarly troubled; she ceased to have sex with her

husband after her first breakdown during her marriage, and had a close relationship

with Vita Sackville West, which may or may not have been consummated.

Depressed and weary, Woolf drowned herself, only to be resurrected in Chicago's

installation as an erotic supper.

Also in 1979, the Australian performance artist Jill Orr made a piece called Lunch

with the Birds. This was performed on St. Kilda Beach, Melbourne. Orr lay prone

on the beach dressed in a tightly bodiced, full-length white dress. Her body was

covered with loaves and small fish. Two small fish lay on the lenses of her

sunglasses. The audience watched at some distance, whilst a flock of seagulls

approached and began to feed on the food arranged on Orr's body. Made in the

same year as Chicago's Dinner Party, Lunch With the Birds also engaged with

discourses of femininity and food. Chicago's work conjured absent bodies through

the feminine metonymy of dinner settings, Orr's performance staged femininity

through the iconic prone figure of the virgin bride. Both works portray femininity

as the bearer rather than the partaker of nourishment. Orr's piece, like Chicago's,
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was interested in a historical inflection to the portrayal of femininity. In Lunch

with the Birds, such inflection was portrayed through Orr's period dress. Ann

Marsh suggests that Orr stages "woman (become) vessel, a myth to feed from."

(Marsh 1993: 122) Orr represents the female condition here by placing an image of

the virgin bride on this beach as if she were an altar, or a sacrifice. The use of bread

and fish re-calls the biblical providing for the five thousand, but here the woman's

body is nutrition enough. Her body is both classical and close to carrion.



sugar, honey, sweetie, treacle

sugar-candy, pumpkin pie,

sweetheart, sweetie, popcorn-Jeanie,

you're the cookie in my eye,

wanna eatcha, wanna eatcha,

let me munch your nougat sky,

tutti-frutti, syrup-Sue,

wind me in, I'm comin' through!

Whilst it is clear that women are often confused with food, it is sugary things that

become associated with femininity and feminine sexuality in particular. Why might

this be so? Might it be that the symbolic location of sweetness, is similar to the

positioning of femininity within Western culture? Sweet things are a frippery, a

treat, they constitute desert, or a tiny something with coffee. They are never the

main course. They're not nutritionally wholesome; they are not, in fact, real food

at all. Terms of endearment are redolent with sugary reference; 'honey', 'sugar',

'sweet pea', 'cookie', 'treacle'. Rosalind Coward in her book Female Desires,

suggests that such sugar namings are most often used by mothers for their children
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and by heterosexual men for their female partners (Coward 1984: 87 – 8). There is

something chilling about this alignment of feminine sexuality and children with

sweet food. It suggests a projection of innocence and sweetness onto feminine

sexuality through the use of sugary reference. Coward suggests that there is much

less a division between food and sexuality for men than for women (Coward 1984:

88). This makes every kind of sense when femininity is poised symbolically for

his consumption. For masculinity then, food is often a metaphor for women and

sex. For femininity, more chillingly, food is often a metaphor of self-worth.

In the 1983 play 'night Mother by Marsha Norman, a daughter explains to her

mother why she is going to commit suicide. There is lots of sugar in this play, and

no real food. Jessie (the daughter) fills up candy jars as she explains the emptiness

of her life. There is sugar, but there is no reason to live. These are Mama's opening

lines;

Mama (Unwrapping the cupcake): Jessie, it's the last snowball, sugar. Put

it on the list, OK? And we're out of Hershey bars, and where's that peanut

brittle? I think Dawson's been in it again. I ought to put a big mirror on the

refrigerator door. That'll keep him out of my treats, won't it? You hear me

honey? (Then more to herself) I hate it when the coconut falls off. Why

does the coconut fall off?

(Norman 1983: 5)

The cloying nature of the sugar in this text is overwhelming. There is nothing here

to survive on either nutritionally or culturally. Immediately after this speech Jessie

enters the scene asking for old towels. Innocent enough as the request seems at the

time, we quickly learn that this is so she won't make too much mess when she
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shoots herself in the head at the end of the play. Cleaning up for mother, extends

to the clearing up of her own body in pieces. In this traditionally constructed play

text, the abject body is off-stage, but imminent. Abjection is depicted on-stage by

sugary excess. Such excess, exceeds the conventional mimicry of realistic theatre,

by requiring that the actress playing Mama eat as well as perform obsession with,

sugar. Such sweetness becomes a metaphor for cultural starvation.

 [2. measure 4oz sugar]

In 1975, Bobby Baker presented an installation called An Edible Family in a

Mobile Home. The interior of a pre-fab15 was covered in newsprint, linked to the

person in each room. The Father was made of light fruit cake, and his walls were

covered with the tabloid press. The Mother in a different room, had drawers in her

torso, which contained fresh food, and tea was served from her head. The teenage

daughter was made of meringues, the son was garibaldi biscuits and chocolate cake,

and a baby in a cot, was made of coconut cake. When describing the figure of the

baby, Baker speaks of the sugar crystals on its surface glistening.16 Over the

course of the week during which the installation ran, Baker, politely served people

with slices of the family. Baker says in recollection of this work, that she only

understood it after making it; that it was important for her to work intuitively, and

analyse later. She realised subsequently that she had recreated her own family, and

that the baby, perhaps the most devastating image at the weeks' end, was Baker

herself. In this work Baker quite straightforwardly makes a family out of cakes

and biscuits, and shares slices of it out. Baker's body is here present both as

instigator and baker of the whole installation, and as a performing body amongst
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the sugar bodies. Baker's installation investigates the negotiation of bodily

boundaries; she combines her familiar 'sweet' politeness, with the macabre act of

eating bodies. Elevenses17 and cannibalism meet in a confusion over ingestion and

desecration; re-membering through dismembering. The mother figure, with her

drawers of fresh food makes literal the cultural insistence that women be the

bearers of nourishment rather than partakers of it. Baker herself, hands cake out,

but does not eat it. She identifies, lastly, with the butchered baby, lying almost

fully-eaten in its cot. She is consumed; politely offered on a tea-plate. Sugared

atrocity.

Genesis 3, 6

And when the woman saw that the tree was good for food,

and that it was pleasant to the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took

of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her husband with her; and he did

eat.

Genesis 3, 13

And the Lord God said unto the woman, What is this that thou hast done? And the woman

said, The serpent beguiled me, and I did eat.

 [3. beat margarine and sugar]

Another work by Baker which re-convened domestic ritual as art practice, was

Packed Lunch (1979). This performance involved the making of packed lunches

for all members of the audience. First performed at the Hayward Gallery in

London, Baker described this informed art audience as 'tense.'18 In subsequent

performances in Birmingham at the NEC,19 Baker felt the piece was much more

successful. Ordinary families and pensioners on a day out, watched the

performance with what Baker describes as 'great generosity.'20 In such a context,
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being given a complimentary packed lunch had a strikingly different meaning. In

this work, Baker stages the most ordinary, invisible and feminine of acts;

preparing portable food. Bearing nourishment, Baker feeds her audience.

Baker's work has become well-known for its particular engagement with

femininity, domesticity and motherhood. Her work is characterised by an

intelligently-wrought marking of 'ordinary' feminine labour. Whether this is

motherhood, cooking or shopping, Baker's work negotiates a sometimes chilling

line between humour and poignancy. Baker plays 'herself' in these performances,

in the sense that she introduces herself at their start, usually as a middle aged

mother of two. Their concern is a staging of the traditional terrains of femininity.

Baker's use of food in this work is one of their most consistent characteristics. The

fact that Baker made no work for eight years while she brought up her children, is

a telling piece of biography in work which investigates not just the realm of

domestic femininity, but the permission for femininity and women to engage in art

practice at all:

What had happened was I could not allow myself to be an artist because

there was absolutely no precedent within my family that I could carry on

acting as an individual, from that moment on I should devote myself to my

family, my children and my husband. . . . the artist is an independent

individual with the freedom of self-expression – which does not tally with

the traditional view of a mother.

(Baker in Tushingham  1994: 32)

Domestic cleaning, child-care and food preparation remain primarily female

activities. The quotidian experience of many women involves their bodies in
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processes of cleaning up and away, be this the bodies of children or the domestic

space itself. A good mother is one who successfully erases faeces, vomit, and food

from sight. In one of her most important pieces of work Drawing on a Mother's

Experience (1988). Baker works with these realms of experience, and uses food as

her medium. Mother's Experience tells the story of eight years of being a full-time

mother, during which Baker made no art work. The piece is both humorous and

moving. Baker is hilarious. She makes a terrible mess, but makes sure, like every

good mother, that there is a plastic sheet placed on the floor before she begins. In

an interview with David Tushingham, Baker says:

When I had small children I found the first few years so shocking, so

extraordinary, I couldn't believe what was happening to me, what was

actually going on. It left me unable for a while to know how to articulate

that or know how to proceed.

(Tushingham 1994: 31)

Drawing On A Mother's Experience is an attempt to articulate this experience.

Constantly and charmingly chatting to us, Baker draws on this experience by

painting with carefully selected food, on the double bed sheet she has brought for

the purpose.  She makes an articulate mess; combines the wisdoms of domestic

experience with the disruptive act of throwing food on the floor. At one point the

chatter cannot accommodate the kinds of pain she intimates towards, and she

covers everything with a layer of white flour. The final act of the piece is to lay

down in this mess of cold beef, milk, fish pies, blackberries and yoghurt, roll up in

it, and then, covered in a marvellous swirling mess of food, to dance to Nina

Simone. The chaos of caring for small children is one of the great 'unmarked' within
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culture. In this work Baker implicates us in its terrifying dynamics ("I couldn't

believe what was happening to me"). Within its hilarity, she quietly places the

abyss of post-natal depression, at the place where speaking fails. In this work,

Baker engages the abjection of maternal care into rigorous critique, by refusing to

be reified in its appalling dynamics, and marking its terrain through the medium of

its care – food.

There is a cultural insistence on food as women's especial domain. Food is

the medium through which women are addressed; in turn, food has become

the language of women's response.

(Orbach 1986: 23)

 [4. measure 4oz flour & fold in]

Tina Howe's 1979 play The Art of Dining, calls for a fully-functioning kitchen on

stage. Real gourmet food is prepared during the course of the performance, and

really eaten by the actors. I mention this because traditional theatre has a curious

relationship to food; actors aren't often allowed to eat properly on stage. Food

requirements are usually on the prop list, and conventions call for nasty mulches

of cold mashed potatoes, tinned Scotch Broth and decanters full of cold tea. In this

sense, it could be said that theatre is feminine in its relation to food; it can't eat

properly, and  feigns at ingestion. In The Art of Dining, food itself performs, as the

literal smells of skilled cooking waft over the audience. The relationship of the

characters to this food is complex. In general, the men ingest unproblematically;

they are consumers, possessing both space and food easily, whereas the women's

relationship to space and food is difficult. Ingestion is always a crisis.
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This is Elizabeth Barrow-Colt chatting over dinner:

My father bolted his food, and my mother played with hers: sculpting it

into hills and then mashing it back down through her fork. To make things

worse, before we sat down at the table she'd always put on a fresh smear

of lipstick. I still remember the shade. It was called "Fire and Ice" . . . a

dark throbbing red that rubbed off on her fork in waxy clumps that stained

her food pink, so that by the end of the first course she'd have rendered

everything into a kind of  . . . rosy puree. As my father wolfed down his

meat and vegetables, I'd watch my mother thread this puree  through the

raised acorns on her plate, fanning it out into long runny ribbons . . . I

could never eat a thing . . . "WAKE UP AMERICA !" she'd trumpet to

me.

(Howe 1979: 93)

Elizabeth won't eat a thing. She has the most trouble occupying any space in this

play. Her body is a body which confuses the negotiation of bodily borders. She

cannot eat, yet nibbles at her nails. She spills soup on her crotch, and cries over

the bass. Fluids move in the wrong direction. In the sexually-charged meeting with

David Osslow, the hot liquid in her lap suggests that her own body is unlikely to

be doing the same thing in the opposite direction. She lets tears fall on her fish like

some terrible corporeal condiment. Elizabeth's descriptions of her mother evoke an

earlier generation of bodily crisis. As Elizabeth bites her nails, so a monstrous

mother is evoked who mixes up her body with the supper, as if to suggest that it

is the mother's body itself which is consumed; not the bearer of nourishment, but

nourishment itself. Lipstick, ends of fingers and blood get mixed up with this food.

Until finally it is the mother's body itself which is cooked; in fact her head, in a
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failed attempt at suicide. After her recovery this terrible mother announces; "I

BET I WOULD HAVE TASTED DAMN GOOD" (Howe 1979: 94). Mothers,

as we have seen, are for eating.

The violence which plays itself out in both Elizabeth's and her mother's

relationship to food, seems to belie another meaning beyond the literal. Susie

Orbach argues in her book Hunger Strike, that the struggle of the anorexic is a

metaphor for the socio-cultural poverty of contemporary life (Orbach 1986). The

characters of Elizabeth and her mother are written as comedy, but there is

something dark about these fraught grapplings with food preparation and

consumption, perhaps because they are so easily recognisable as a peculiarly

feminine battleground; the very stuff which can metre out self-worth. Elizabeth

and her mother's perception of food as violent and violating is both a literal

depiction of eating disorders, and a metaphor for the violence and violation of

living as a woman in contemporary culture.

Howe's dramatisation of these two women could also be read as a depiction of

abjection. For Kristeva in Powers of Horror (1982), the most significant border is

that between the subject and the object; the distinction between the inside and the

outside of the body. Subjectivity (one's sense of oneself as a subject) is organised

around an awareness of this distinction, and the sense of the body as a unified

whole. When an individual recognises that such wholeness is only ever

provisional, (because the borders of the body are repeatedly transgressed during
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expulsion [tears, urine, faeces] and ingestion), the experience of abjection is

provoked. (See earlier).

For Elizabeth and her mother, food is a site of danger; their anxious furious

fumblings with it mark their bodies as abject because they are terrorised by the

horror of ingestion. They do not possess 'clean and proper' bodies. Instead they

possess bodies which are constantly staged as spilling onto or into food. Nor is

this food ingested,  but instead smuggled into napkins, or splashed onto its

surface.

It is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what

disturbs identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions,

rules. The in-between, the ambiguous, the composite. (Kristeva

1982: 4)

 [5. break eggs during above quote & stir in]

Played realistically, Elizabeth Barrow-Colt in The Art of Dining, needs to be

skinny. Will the actor play this role better if she has this kind of body? If her

relationship to food has sometimes been difficult? If she has experienced eating

disorders herself? Or are the skills of a trained actor comprehensive enough, or

should they be, for this performance to be just another role?



Elizabeth's mother in her ridiculous hat and messy dealings with food, and her

fury, bears more than a passing resemblance to Karen Finley, the U.S.

performance artist. Finley's performances have become renowned for their
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uncompromising investigation of taboo. Her texts / performances deal with suicide,

abortion, homophobia, racism, AIDS, dysfunctional families and addiction in

general. Her use of the language of oppression, in her performances has frequently

got her into trouble.21 A characteristic of Finley's performance work during the

mid to late eighties, and early nineties was her use of food on the surface of her

body. It is this aspect of her work that I want to focus on here.

Whilst much has been written about Karen Finley's performance practice, and

about her use of food in performance,22 none of this work examines closely the

implications of Finley's sustained use of nutritional substances. One of the major

characteristics of the way Finley uses food, is as a metaphor for an abject

substance. She has used liquid chocolate on her nude body (We Keep Our Victims

Ready [1990]), tinned yams smeared on her buttocks (Yams Up My Granny's Ass

[1986]), both to suggest faeces; alfalfa sprouts (We Keep Our Victims Ready

[1990]) as sperm; smashed eggs (The Constant State of Desire [1986]) to represent

despoiled maternity. Importantly, Finley does not use literal faeces or any other

literally abject substances in her performances.23 Instead she uses food, in a

consistent interrogation of the connection between nutritive substances, femininity

and abjection. Finley's discourse of obscenity, her "fuck and shit vocabulary"

(Carr 1986) is haunted by food – chocolate sauce, tinned yams, alfalfa sprouts,

raw eggs. In this work, amongst the most radical in feminist performance work,

Finley performs the atrocity that food symbolises for femininity. Importantly,

Finley's performances comprise not just of food actions, but of texts, written and

performed by Finley herself. This is an os-textual practice. There is an important
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symbolic difference between Finley's texts and her ritual on-stage acts involving

food. Her texts / performances are uncompromising in their scatalogical portayal of

psychic and material violence. These os-texts are full of the shit, cum and sexual

violence that her foodstuffs come to represent. This use of metaphor, unsteadily

staged between the os-textual voice, and the material spreading of foodstuffs, gives

a symbolic staging to what is barely apprehendable; the abject. I want in this

analysis of Finley's practice, to propose an eruption of a nutritive semiotic, as

suggested in the opening of this chapter, through abjection.24 Whilst Kristeva's

two categories of the semiotic and the abject are clearly delineated, I want to

suggest that in the os-textual practice of Karen Finley, they are violently merged.

And further, that this is precisely the reason that her work is so powerfully

disruptive.

Listening to Finley's voice in performance is chilling. The rhythmical, mournful,

yearning vocal style, suggests, more than many performers, Kristeva's semiotic. Its

rawness, its unrepenting onward rhythm, indeed its rage, is powerfully suggestive

of an undifferentiated realm. Finley's performances provoke violent responses,

both of riveted engagement and aversion, precisely because we subconsciously

recognise the realm she performs within. Such a realm is the unbound rage of the

pre-Oedipal period, heard through the Symbolic, and defined by Kristeva as the

semiotic. My suggestion that for femininity, the semiotic is composed through the

energies of nutritive drives find their clearest depiction in the os-textual practice of

Karen Finley, where textual and bodily atrocity become entwined through the

tropes of food desecration. Through semiotic eruptions, Finley stages abjection,
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by disrupting all possible associations with the 'clean and proper body'. Lynda

Hart suggests that "Finley uses food-loathing as a trope for boundary confusions"

( Hart 1991: 129). Finley certainly assaults boundaries, and it is through these

gestures that the experience of abjection is elicited in her audiences. However, I'm

less sure about whether the animating energy in this exchange is the loathing of

food, rather food is used simultaneously to represent abject substances and

investigate the violating association of food and femininity itself. This is not about

loathing food, but about loathing the material and psychic work it is compelled to

represent in its association with femininity.

 [6. place cases out ready to be filled]

In Carr's 1986 article, Finley speaks of her father's funeral (her father shot himself

in 1978, when Finley was 21); "People were actually having arguments over which

ham to eat. Or saying, 'Was it much of a mess? Did you clean it up?' while they

were bringing in two dozen Tollhouse cookies" (Carr 1993: 122). In this scene,

Finley recalls a violating elision between food and flesh; the atrocity of

apprehending her father's suicide in a context of food squabbles. Finley began

making performance after her father's death. She felt an "incredible yearning . . . to

get up and tell the awfullest truth in front of people" (Carr 1993: 122). Finley's

work remains located in the writhing violence of trauma, though not explicitly her

own trauma, but the contemporary and heterogenous trauma of U.S. culture.

Finley's ability to shift between the voices of the violating and the dispossessed

makes her work extraordinary. Her use of the trope of food in her early work
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articulated the keening cries of this cultural trauma, through and on the monstrous,

maternal, feminine, messy body.

I want to turn now to an analysis of a performance Finley gave in the early

eighties. I was not present at this performance, and use instead an archival video.25

This performance took place late in a crowded club on Valentines Day. Finley

ambles on stage and says, "this music's much better on poppers isn't it?" And

they laugh. She is easy and friendly towards her audience, and they are on her side.

She says "I wanna let you know, I am making a mess tonight," (there are cheers) . .

. "and I'm so excited about it . . . now I know I'm not supposed to be coming out

about it, but I'm basically going to be covering you in shit." And she goes on: "Let

me give out the gifts first." And she does. The audience is all the time calling out to

her with comments like "We love you Karen!" and "Thank you Karen, more!"

Before she begins the scripted part of the performance, she says: "OK, let me do

the little monologue thing, you know, do some sad stuff about Valentine's Day."

She dramatises this part of the performance as something a little irrelevant. She

undresses without ceremony, but nonetheless to whoops and cat calls, gets her

script out and begins. The performance is 'St. Valentine's Massacre,' a version of

which is published in Shock Treatment (Finley 1990: 116 - 121). She begins, and

carves into a different performance mode; such immediate anger and fury, and the

audience is silent. She screams: "I party to my heart's content . . . I was afraid of

being loved so I loved being hated . . . I'm nothing but shit, and I just eat to my

heart's content." Then she says "pause", and pauses, and the audience cheers. She

has a heart-shaped chocolate cake, and she covers herself in its chocolate and eats
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the rest. The audience cheer. There are male voices shouting "yeah!" at her naked

body, and "Go Karen!" and "OOOOH!" As she continues with the text she

urgently covers the chocolate in sugar sprinkles and little marshmallows. Finley's

face as she spreads the food on herself and her audience is joyful, gleeful, even on

occasion, and if I still the video, full of rapture. Finley seems to take pleasure in

this food as she applies it. It is only when she moves into her texts, that the image

of her covered body takes on a different resonance. Engaged in her os-text again,

Finley's rage against injustice stills her audience once again. She is frenzied,

unrelenting. And then suddenly quiet, and the audience cheer loudly.

 [7. Fill cases with cake mixture]

The point of such a detailed transcription, is to try and articulate the staging of a

performance, which is objectified and objectifying. I want to suggest that Finley's

oscillatory position here is performed through the energies of the semiotic and the

abject engaged by an os-textual practice and the use of food on the surface of her

body. This particular combination engages us in a critique of psychic and material

structures, through the disjunction of her performance practice. Finley positions

herself in-passing, as naked female flesh to be whooped at and eroticised. Once she

embarks on the terrible vocal trajectory of the St. Valentine's Massacre text, it is

no longer possible to whoop and jeer at Finley as a naked woman. In performing

her text the way she does, with the rage and yearning of the semiotic between her

teeth, Finley punctures the film of vision necessary to see her nudity as erotic.

Her assertion of the powerful abjection of a feminine body, through the aural

disrupts seeing through the peculiarly feminine violence of listening. Whatever it is
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this audience hears, it subdues them even from drunken heckling. I suggest their

chilled silence emerges from subconscious recognition, that this is a voice rarely

heard, but remembered nonetheless.

The St. Valentine's Massacre text, takes the romanticised version of St. Valentine's

Day and produces a litany for the unloved. Finley's os-text begins with a

rhythmical repetition, that sets up the mourning energy of her performance:

I was afraid of being loved –

     so I loved being hated

I was afraid of being wanted –

     so I wanted to be abused

I was afraid of being alone –

     so I alone became afraid

I was afraid of being successful –

     so I successfully became nothing

I was afraid of not being in control –

     so I lost control of my life

I was afraid that I was worth nothing –

     so I wasted my body to nothing

(Finley 1990: 116)

Such rocking rhythm, recalls the longing care of the pre-Oedipal period, re-cast as

simmering fury. The unloved, portrayed by Finley here, are on the side of the

feminine. They are excluded from self-possession through an internalisation of

societal expectations of the feminine. This prelude leads into a break with this

rhythm through the energies of a feminine nutritive economy:

I was afraid of eating –
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     so I eat to my heart's content

     so I drink to my heart's content

         I party to my heart's content

         I fuck to my heart's content

         (always with rubbers)

         I spend to my heart's content

         I eat to my heart's content

     and then I puke it all up

         I take laxatives

         and shit and shit and shit and shit

     I'm afraid I shit a long time

     for I'm nothing but shit

     My life is worth nothing but shit.

(Finley 1990: 116/7)

In this os-text, Finley shifts from the opening rhythm, to the violent repetition,

and end-rhyme of the section quoted above. In this passage Finley depicts a

feminine bulimic economy, in which a fear of eating is translated into the ingestion

of food, alcohol, sex and material products, subsequently ejected from the body

through vomiting and defecation. Finley uses the image of bulimia both as a literal

depiction of feminine crisis, and as the metaphor it also is for the violence of

cultural consumption and expulsion. Food during the pre-Oedipal period, is the

prototype of all exchanges with the other, be they verbal, financial or erotic.

Finley's depiction of these exchanges is violently oscillatory. Boundaries are

constantly transgressed, recalling the conditions necessary for abjection, as well as

the undifferentiated realm of the semiotic. The end of this extract, with its

repetition of 'shit' translates all ingestion into waste: "My life is nothing but shit"
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(Finley 1990: 117). In the performance documented on this archival video, Finley

pauses in the middle of her os-text, to smear another heart-shaped chocolate cake

on her body, followed by sugar sprinkles and marshmallows. Tangled in the

ideology of romantic love, there is no food for femininity; instead its

accoutrements of sweet things function as a visual accompaniment to feminine

spectacle, rather than any kind of nutrition. Finley's cessation of her os-text allows

the audience back in to the chatty, frivolous Finley, who gleefully covers herself in

the sugar so representative of femininity itself. Within this context of food/shit

confusion; Finley uses food that looks like shit. Careering once again into her text,

produces the chilling silence of a rowdy audience. Finley implicates them in a

politics of seeing, listening, and consumption. She hands out gifts at the beginning

of her performance, only to rail against the poverty of commercialism in her text;

the gift of her naked body, is similarly recuperated as critical surface, through her

feminine oscillatory practice.

Finley's resistance to coherence stages a body in contradiction; this is true both

within her performances, as well as between her persona(s) during these

performances, and her 'everyday' personality. Several critics and interviewers

remark on this contradiction; on just how 'nice' and attractive Finley is to chat to.

Similarly Finley has sometimes allowed herself to be photographed in traditionally

heterosexualised poses. Hart in her essay 'Motherhood According to Finley' (Hart

1991), analyses an example of this in The Philadelphia Enquirer, April 7 1991, but

there are other examples; The Soho Arts Weekly (Bugarchich 1985), Interview

Magazine (1990) and the New York Post (Milvy 1991). These images contrast
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markedly with photographs of Finley's performance work, with food and fury

flying. Such contradictions play out a field of positions. Hart argues that such

play risks assimilation (Hart 1991), but this underestimates the resistant power of

playing games with feminine coherence. Just as beautiful food turns to vomit and

shit, Finley plays her part in the oscillatory economy of interrogating the

feminine.

 [8. Hand fairy cakes out]

Since 1990, Finley has ceased to use food in her performances, or as dominant

imagery in her text work. Such timing marks the NEA controversy of 1990.

Finley, along with three other artists, had grants withdrawn, for which they had

already been recommended. This was partly a response to an article written by

syndicated journalists Evans and Novack, who had never seen Finley's work, but

who  nonetheless described her as a "nude chocolate-smeared woman" (Evans &

Novack 1990). The article argued that the NEA was asking for trouble by funding

such unworthy work. This was not the first time Finley had been written off by

white male journalists who had never seen her perform. Nor the first time that

such fervour found its energies in Finley's troubling dealings with food. On  June

24th 1986, C. Carr, then a journalist at The Village Voice wrote an article called

'Unspeakable Practices. Unnatural Acts. The Taboo Art of Karen Finley.'26 The

article caused serious rumpus in the offices of The Village Voice, and in a response

the following week (July 1st), Pete Hamill wrote an article called 'I Yam What I

Yam.' This was scathing about Carr's article, and took its title from a description

of one of Finley's performances called Yams up my Granny's Ass,27 in which
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Finley smears tinned yams on her buttocks. Since he hasn't seen Finley's

performance, Hamill imagines that she inserts an entire uncooked yam into her

anus;

I hurried down to the A & P to check out the Yams. There was a pile in the

vegetable bins, fat and brown and knobbly, and as I hefted through them, I

thought: the adorable Karen Finley must use very small yams in her

performance or have a very large anus. You would have trouble cramming

one of these alarming tubers into a  combat boot.

(Hamill 1986)

In this and the Evans & Novack article, the discussion of Finley's use of food in

performance is without reference to her actual practice. In both cases this is able to

sensationalise an element of the work taken out of context. What is important

here, is that this element is food. Finley's use of nutrition as a desecratory

substance, in relation to her feminine body, is the energising trope in  these

discourses. This is the printed version of the text that accompanied Finley's

notorious encounter with yams:

You'll Never Know Your Grandchildren

Till They Take Care of You

When I get my husband his cheesesteak sandwich, just the way he likes it, he turns me

over in the kitchen and he gives it to me in the ass. He says that's the way you deserve it,

baby. That's the way I like it.

❀

So when things get real bad, real bad, dad, dad, I take a can of yams

and I stick it up my granny's ass. She's such a fine granny to humiliate,

she's such a fine granny to torture because she's a mute granny. She's my
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granny. Doesn't make a sound. Her eyes bug out like blue eyes on a rabbit,

like some furry little animal.

I smear her all over with the candied, sugared yams. I turn her over

on her back so the candied syrup sugar yam juice runs down her back along

her spine. I laugh 'cause I never seen my granny this way.

Then I put her under a heat lamp and I let the yam syrup sizzle on

her spine; it boils real nice. She's such a nice granny to torture. She doesn't

make a sound. She's so fine to do it to. Then I put a tab of ecstasy in her

cup of Nescafe every morning and she just looks out and hallucinates all

over me. Hallucinates all over me.

 (Finley 1990: 57)

In this os-text Finley speaks with the voice of abuse. In the appalling, incestuous

violence it describes, Finley transforms the traditional food of the grandmother

into the instrument of her violation. In doing so, she exchanges the dynamics of

food preparation into a depiction of symbolic and literal violence. Finley's

transgression is that she does not clearly depict her narrative as a metaphorical

trope; instead she tells a devastating story of the rape of an old woman. Maria

Pramaggiore suggests that Finley refuses "the mollifying process of metaphors

that encrypt violence." (Pramaggiore 1992: 279). The trouble with Finley's use of

metaphor, is that she confuses the distinction between literality and metaphor.

'Granny' is mute during her torture, as the women so often are in Finley's scenarios

of abjection. These horrific scenes use the imagery of anal rape in both pre-text

and text, as a depiction of patriarchy's violation of femininity. Back in 1986, in the

furore played out on the pages of The Village Voice, such analysis failed to be

heard. Instead Finley's performance, not through viewing, but through hearsay,
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became lodged in the entrenchment of the literal. This crisis floundered in the slip-

up between staged and uttered actions. Finley's text says "I take a can of yams and

I stick it up my granny's ass" (Finley 1990: 57). In performance, Finley

metonymically repeated this by smearing yams on her buttocks. This is work

about culture's waste; femininity itself. Regardless of what did or did not enter

Finley's anus, the very threat of such corporeal transgression (normally the

domain of gay male sexuality, see Hart 1994), through the use of food, assaulted

apprehension. Hart suggests that the furore over Carr's article during 1986,

rendered her spectators, rather than Finley herself, hysterical (Hart 1994: 96). The

impact of these events and the (national) crisis elicited by the NEA actions of

1990, had their affect on Finley. In a 1991 interview with C. Carr, Finley says "If

I'm in there, I lose out. If I'm in there, immediately they'll say 'chocolate-smeared

woman.' I'm really damaged from that" (Carr 1993b: 156). Whatever the reason,

Finley has largely stopped using food in her performances. Discourses of

pollution and scatology make Finley's work difficult. Her beat is the intolerable.

Finley's use of food became popularly caricatured in the Evans & Novack image of

the chocolate-smeared woman. After this, perhaps, it was no longer possible for

food to operate as a disruptive trope in her work. This time, even Finley couldn't

puncture the representative energies of a nation.
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Separately then, they developed the strategy of the terrified. In the face of

contradictory demands that blasted what fragile identities they held, they took a

desperate control. When we look back, it seems an impossible thing that so many young

women died at their own, slow, hand, - simply because any kind of control felt good after

the blizzard of self-loathing. So they murdered themselves slowly, whilst those around

them wept and urged and screamed in exasperation: To eat something: To see their

emaciation. Now, it seems so obvious that these were not wars about food, but wars

about self-love, self-possession, about the taking up of space in the world. For these un-

eating children, the wars we thought were in the streets, on chat shows, in Hollywood, in

Vogue, in the schoolyard, took place instead in their wasting female flesh. Perhaps our

complicity terrified us into strategies of denial: "This was a medical condition, not the

result of a specific moment in cultural history. These women were abnormal, obsessive,

tyrannical in relation to food, not ordinarily 'disordered' like the majority of women in

the west in relation to self-worth, self-entitlement, self-nourishment and comfort with

their own bodies."28 Who amongst us is dying inside? And who will make it material? Who

will speak for this thin, so thin, girl? And if she dies, will I place this text in the place

where her body once was? And are you reading it? Are you reading with your mouth? Will

you taste the words I have written here? If, as I have asked, you come to this place, sit

down together and eat. Slowly. I have seasoned my nouns with coriander and rocket,

dressings spun from lemon juice and balsamic vinegar and a little good oil. Sometimes,

my phrasings slip because of it, but I think it's worth it. The verbs are next. I have made

then out of swimming things, going upstream against the current. Fry the verbs with a

few chopped scallions, just a few minutes on each side. Boil fresh new potatoes, season

and add a little butter. Between paragraphs I have made a sorbet from raspberries and

sugar. You should all have two spoonfuls between courses. This must be taken slowly - let

the ice melt in all of your warm mouths. I am teaching you to love again. I have left the

adjectives for dessert. Here I am most careful. The plum tree concentrates all winter

and spring, to offer these hopeful purple spheres. Make a light pastry with six ounces of

plain flour, three ounces of butter and a tablespoon of caster sugar. Make plum pie and

eat in the garden. When you are finished, there will be no need of my writing, but be

careful to sweep what phrases are left off of the tablecloth before sleeping.
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1 See for example, Irigaray (1981 & 1985), Dinnerstein (1978) and Hirsch (1989).

2 See Klein (1977):
"The first gratification which the child derives from the external world is
the satisfaction experienced in being fed. Analysis has shown that only one
part of this satisfaction results from the alleviation of hunger and that
another part, no less important, results from the pleasure the baby
experiences when his mouth is stimulated by sucking at his mother's
breast. This gratification is an essential part of the child's sexuality, and is
indeed its initial expression."

(Klein 1977: 290, cited in Ellmann 1993: 38)

3 See Whitford (1992c).

4 Such meanings run along the groove of cliché about femininity; pleasured through
giving, associated with food and maternity etc. I want instead to propose that the
negotiation of psychic and cultural meanings in this context, be seen as on the
move, and produced through the tussle of psychic and material realms.

5 This is an entirely different use of the term 'semiotic' than that used to describe a
visual overlaying system, often used to analyse theatre performance.

6 Post-Oedipal access to this period results in insanity.

7 Language stumbles at trying to describe these scenarios; the pre-Oedipal child
does not in fact have a sense of 'self' towards which to 'pull' milk. However, one
can suggest that drives have energies. I want to propose that the drive to feed is a
powerfully positively-inclined drive.

8 See Ellmann (1993).

9 See Grosz (1994) for an elaboration of this dominant binary in relation to
contemporary feminism.

10 See Kennedy (1993) for an excellent analysis of the ways in which law and
femininity play themselves out in contemporary legal, political and social life in
Britain.

11 See Coward (1985) for an extended discussion on how femininity is sought,
bought and packaged.

12 For example, this is Lynda Nead in 1992: "If these artists were claiming that
vaginal and vulvic forms were an innate and natural language for female artistic
expression, as opposed to a political claim to visibility where traditionally it was
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denied, then the work could reproduce the patriarchal definition of woman, as
biologically determined . . . " (Nead 1992: 65).

13 This is Lydia Lunch at the Cat Club in New York, quoted by C. Carr: "Look I
know what you want. You are united in your search for that perfect piece of meat,
the one that cooks, cleans, fucks and sucks . . ." (Carr 1993a: 131).

14 Karen Finley's response to Chicago's Dinner Party, is recorded in an interview
with C. Carr in 1986; "She did not have the conventional feminist reaction to Judy
Chicago's Dinner Party, either. She thought it disgusting – memorialising women's
achievements by sculpting their vaginas on plates. 'Men would never have a show
with, like, Abraham Lincoln's dick on a plate.' She organised a party outside the
Modern (with Bruce Pollack), to which people were asked to bring plates painted
'with their favourite man's prick.'" (Carr [1986] 1993: 129) See later in this chapter
for more on Karen Finley.

15 Pre-fabricated building: These were houses built quickly in post-War Britain to
aleave the housing crisis. They were made from pre-fabricated sections.

16 Interview with the artist, Cardiff 1994.

17 'Elevenses' is the colloquial English name for a morning break, traditionally taken
at eleven am. The break would normally consist of tea and cake.

18 Interview with the artist, Cardiff 1994.

19 The National Exhibition Centre.

20 Interview with the artist, Cardiff 1994.

21 The most well-known of these, was the NEA (National Endowment for the
Arts) controversy of 1990. During this year, Finley became one of four artists
who had their grants rescinded by the NEA after recommendation by a peer panel.
This caused a major controversy over censorship in the U.S. The four artists;
Finley, Holly Hughes, John Fleck and Tom Miller became known as 'the NEA
four'. Finley was also banned by Westminster City Council, London in the
summer of 1987, see Schechner (1988).

22 See for example, Carr (1986), Nadotti (1989), Schechner (1988), Schuler (1990),
Hart (1991 & 1994), Pramaggiore (1992).

23 In Carr's Unspeakable Practices, Unnatural Acts: The Taboo Art of Karen
Finley (Carr [1986]1993), there is a description of an early performance by Karen
Finley and Brian Routh (one of The Kipper Kids), which took place in Cologne at
the Theater for the World Festival, in 1981. According to Carr, who transcribes
the details of this performance from Unsound magazine, (apparently corroborated
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by Finley), Finley had diarrhea during the performance, and periodically defecated
on one side of the stage, into a bowl, Routh then subsequently lapped it up. Such
literalness is not a characteristic of Finley's later work. By performing desecration
through her texts and symbolic acts of 'filthing', Finley engages in a critique of
femininity unlikely in the performance described here. This is because such
literalness is unable to engage in metonymical and metaphorical structures, since
the experience of abjection elicited in an audience is too powerful and simplistic:
the aversion to literal faeces, and worse, their ingestion, leaves no room for
thought.

24 Lynda Hart has drawn on Kristeva's abject as a way to read Finley, in both her
1991 and 1994 articles. Maria Pramaggiore also mentions Kristeva's abject and
semiotic in relation to Finley's work, but only in passing (Pramaggiore 1992).

25 This footage was in the video archive in the Department of Performance
Studies, Tisch School of the Arts, New York University. There is a powerful
difference between watching video documentation, and experiencing a performance
directly. I acknowledge this difference whilst proposing that this analysis is useful
here, because it seeks to interrogate Finley's use of food in the night club
performances of the early eighties. Finley has since ceased to perform in night
clubs, or to use food in her performances.

26 This article has been re-printed twice in book form; see Carr (1993) and Hart &
Phelan (1993).

27 A version of this text is printed in Finley's Shock Treatment as 'You'll Never
Know Your Grandchildren Till They Take Care of You' (Finley 1990: 57).

28 Bordo 1993: 7
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CHAPTER FOUR

Pretty Mouth: The Iconography of the Feminine / Oral

This chapter focuses on the visual representation of the feminine / oral. The

purpose of this analysis is to locate recurrent and transgressive tropes in the visual

field in relation to the female mouth. The sources of this imagery are largely in

contemporary photography, with extended readings of the work of Cindy

Sherman and Joel-Peter Witkin, as well as the work of Eric Kroll, Amelia Stein and

Carolee Schneeman. Reference is also made to fine art in the work of Francisco

Goya, contemporary painter David Salle, and the visual art of Karen Finley.

Hysterical discourse and its use as critical practice and counter-text fuels my

reading of this iconography. The hysteric frequently stages her symptom as oral,

yet the 'cause' is mostly to be found corporeally, elsewhere. This, in part, is why

this particular psychoanalytic discourse is useful in locating an iconography of the

female mouth within western culture. It is also possible to use the slippery

processes of a symptomatic economy as a way to get to grips with the more

transgressive possibilities of the images discussed here. This is particularly so in

the case of Cindy Sherman. My approach in developing this chapter is

interdisciplinary; although it is certainly true that particular disciplines organise

meanings in different ways, the underlying tropic character of these meanings are

often strikingly similar. What is at issue here is how such meanings are made
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through the representation of women and their mouths, and what this has to tell us

about the symptomatic corpus we call culture.

This chapter is organised into three parts. The first section introduces some of the

traditional associations of femininity and orality as they are staged in Goya's Los

Caprichos and Eric Kroll's Fetish Girls. The middle section takes an extended look

at some of the ways in which Cindy Sherman undermines and re-works these

associations, and the last section analyses the work of Joel-Peter Witkin, whose

re-working of dominant tropes is often ambiguous.



Francisco Goya Los Caprichos.

Goya's collection of satirical sketches - Los Caprichos (1799), conjure a dark

world of devouring humanity. Amongst these images are a series of women

depicted as paedophagic witches. In Mucho hay que chupar [Figure 1] (There is

plenty to suck) three caricatured hags crouch beside a basket of dead babies.

Goya's subtitle says; "Those who reach eighty suck little children; those under

eighteen suck grown-ups. It seems that man is born and lives to have the substance

sucked out of him." In English translation Goya's epithet is deceptively

genderless, in Spanish 'Las' ('Those') is feminine. 'Those' who reach eighty and

suck children are sketched as female. The phrase 'those under eighteen suck grown-

ups' is a slippage between 'suck' as a metaphor for being socially dependent upon,

and the suckling of infants - in which case it is the female who is 'sucked.' Goya's

image and its attendant writing, depicts the feminine as suckled by infants but
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which also sucks them. 'She' is both giver and taker of life. This mothering

characterised as it is by benevolence and cannibalism is an oral oscillation, in which

mouths take from the female body, and female mouths take bodies inside them. In

Mucho hay que chupar two  women sit huddled in shawls. Their mouths are

cavernous. One of them gapes wide as she reaches for something in a box offered

to her by her companion. Her open mouth shows us teeth, more ready for eating

than sucking. The woman holding the box, on the other hand, has a mouth which

collapses over toothless gums. She's a sucker. This configuration of the feminine

open mouth in relation to babies is strikingly similar to Witkin's Mother and Child

(see later). Goya is certainly more straightforward about depicting his hags as

malevolent, but both images suggest the dangers of an engulfing oral femininity. In

a subsequent drawing Obsequio á el maestro [Figure 2] (A gift for the master),

Goya draws a group of crones offering a dead baby to their superior. This image

shows four women bending and crouching in subservience to a master (actually

another woman) to whom they offer the child. Since this image is subsequent to

Mucho hay que chupar, we know the child's for eating. Several of the women's

mouths hang open, in what appears to be a combination of deprecation and

hunger. In oral obsequience they offer oral succour to the sucker. In Sopla [Figure

3] (Blow) An old woman holds a child with an ankle and wrist in each hand so that

it farts in a stream of gaseous vapour towards a brasier. She uses the child's body

as a bellows to get the fire going. The epithet of the drawing says "No doubt there

was a great catch of children the previous night. The banquet which they are

preparing will be a rich one." Figures in the background and foreground watch this
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spectacle with open mouths. The old woman who stands and uses the child, has

no breasts - suck she may be about to, but her body is devoid of the organs of

suckling. What kind of mother does this make of her? And what kind of

sustenance is it to be eaten?

These three drawings from Goya's Los Caprichos characterise a femininity which

is the precise other of idealised womanhood. These women are old, caricatured and

orally voracious. Birth, motherhood and breastfeeding are re-drawn here as groups

of baby-eating, breastless crones crouching in the gloom. These images, from the

very end of the eighteenth century, stage an oral femininity typical of the fears

about the female body and its generative capacities. This collection of drawings

were published at the end of  the witchcraft persecutions of the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries.1 The use of children as part of demonic practice would have

been part of vernacular folklore during this time. In a sixteenth century woodcut

illustrating the trial of Agnes Sampson in 1591 [Figure 4], women are shown

offering children to Satan (Kors & Peters 1972: 205). Goya's witches have no such

intermediary - they gather children themselves, and they are for eating not

initiating. In 'The Saintly Excorcist' [Figure 5], a bronze panel from the cathedral

doors at Verona (Kors & Peters 1972: 99), Saint Zeno exorcises a demon from the

daughter of Gallienus. Whilst her father holds one arm, his daughter arches

backwards and vomits the satanic creature skywards. In this image, the female

figure births evil orally: she's got the devil in her mouth. Goya's hags on the other

hand, have innocence in theirs - the new born child, and their acts of paedophagy

transform an act of birthing into lunch. Such an act connects the vagina with the
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female mouth (something we will return to), in a reverse birth. Such grotesqueries

perform fears of female engulfment: if she has birthed us, so she might return us to

that body of hers, and I long for this, and fear it dreadfully.2 Making images like

these I can play out my fears in ink as misogyny.



Francisco Goya & Eric Kroll

Eric Kroll's Fetish Girls is a collection of glossy 'art porn' photography which

stage conventional soft-porn representations of women. I include examples of this

work here in order to analyse some of the ways in which Kroll depicts the female

mouth. Kroll's 'bad boy art' stops short at photographing women with babies in

their mouths, but their mouths are often filled with other things. Kroll's subjects

are staged to conjure male pleasure, whereas Goya's women in Los Caprichos

conjure the appeasement of male fears. Kroll stops-up his women's rosebuds with

objects that infantilise and objectify them, whereas Goya's women are open-

mouthed, gaping for the infants the images imply they will eat. None of Goya's

images show his crones with mouths blocked up with babies, in any similar way

to the gags that Kroll places on and in his female subjects' mouths. Nor are Goya's

women depicted in the act of gobbling on child-flesh. Perhaps these differences

stage something about the approach of fear; Goya's depiction of a hunger in

process, and Kroll's depiction of satiety and sadism in the figure of the gagged

woman. In many ways, whilst separated by nearly two centuries and medium

Kroll and Goya portray similar versions of feminine orality. Both have the other
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as their underside: if she is not youthful, sexually-available, child-like, then she is a

hag and a terrible mother.3



Eric Kroll Fetish Girls

In looking at Kroll's work I want to focus on three versions of feminine oral

occlusion; thumb-sucking, the use of 'branks' (gags that penetrate inside the

mouth), and gags which go across the mouth. All these devices stage femininity as

sexualised in relation to a blocked mouth. The ways in which they do this are

importantly different, and is often to do with whether the woman in question is

penetrated or not, and by whom.

Several of the photographs in Fetish Girls show women with thumbs in their

mouths. This gesture is obviously linked to a staging of the woman as girl-child,

lost somewhere at the oral stage and needing to be 'pacified.' Dora, of course, was a

thumb-sucker as a child.4 There are various versions of these; in one of them the

woman poses in a foetal position, sleeping with her thumb in her mouth [Figure

6]. This is shot in black and white from a vantage point at the bottom of the bed

she sleeps on. Another photograph mimics the same position - the foetal curl /

thumb in mouth, only this image participates more directly in the staging of

femininity as permanently ready for sex. She doesn't sleep this time, she curls up

on shiny orange fabric, her hair falling to the floor. She wears oddly clumpy black

shoes. The curved scar on her ankle repeats the bend of her knee [Figure 7]. There

are other versions of this scenario - lone women semi-naked with digits inside their
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mouth. Some of them look away from the camera, musing, the tip of the thumb

breaching the mouth [Figures 8 & 9]. Kroll's visual rhetoric performs an intentional

confusion between the 'innocence' of childish oral pacification and the sense in

which her own thumbs are a poor substitute for the penis she 'really' desires. This

deictic thumb points into the female body at her readiness to be filled. It hitches

dicks - thumbing a lift to the heterosexual fuck which drives Kroll's photographs.

Kroll's images of women with branks, stage a slightly different dynamic. In these

photographs she is more clearly done to. A leather ball is tied inside the mouth of a

woman in cream satin underwear and gloves [Figure 10]. Gold rope is tied around

her middle and a heavier white rope ties her wrists. Designer SM this might be, but

it's her mouth and the black ball that blocks it, that undermines something of the

kitsch of the pose. In a similar scenario, this time photographed in black and

white, a woman in a hooded rubber suit and platform shoes, is tied up, the thin

rope threaded through a white plastic ball in her mouth [Figure 11]. There is

another photograph, this time of the upper torso of a woman, which is more

menacing than the vogued quotations of the previous two images. Here the woman

looks down slightly, something fills her mouth - it looks like another ball. And

over her whole head, much like the woman in Witkin's Sanitarium, she has a black

mask. This time it is stocking fabric, so we can see her face through its' taut stretch

[Figure 12]. These images block-up the female mouth. In doing so they stage

arousal at her pain, as they close off the terror of her open mouth. Lack as she is,

she has the black hole's tendency to swallow up things around her. In his fantasy

all she wants is to be filled up by him; her pain is really her pleasure. Yet the
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woman in the stocking mask with her bare shoulders and mournful gait, fails at

kitsch. The quote stumbles. Fetish as she is, it is rare amongst this collection in

that it stages her discomfort, more than his.



Cindy Cummings, Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill & Amelia Stein       Triúr Ban

Two photographs in the Irish collection Triúr Ban (Cummings, Ní Dhomhnaill &

Stein 1995) re-work some of these thematics of the gagged female. Triúr Ban is a

collaboration between three Irish / Irish-based women - dancer Cindy Cummings,

Irish language poet Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill and photographer Amelia Stein. In the

diptych Gobán (Gag), Cummings gags herself with muslin [Figures 13a & 13b].

The poem which accompanies these images reads "Gobán an éithigh /a chuireamair

orainn féinig, /  . . . is a sheanachroch thuas is chughatsa san!" (The worst gag / is

of our own doing / . . . and it is to the side of the wall that I'm telling this!). In this

work, the gag at Cummings' mouth and in Ní Dhomhnaill's text is a metaphorical

one; a sign for cultural silence, for the failure or impossibility to voice and act.

Cummings gags herself, Ní Dhomhnaill writes her poem, but speaks it not 'out

loud' but "to the side of the wall." These three women artists compose a haunting

of the Gobán, ghosted by women's complicity in their own silence. Caoimhin Mac

Giolla in her introduction to Triúr Ban suggests that these images point to "the

dangers of a collusive self-censorship" and to the fact that "many women have

found the abuse they have suffered literally unspeakable." In this work Cummings'

barred mouth is staged as a provocative burr to a state of Irish silence. Stein's
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photographs place Cummings in the dark, her flesh muddied with clay. Her closed

and occluded mouth a visual antagonism to the words printed in Irish and English

beside her "Gobán an éithigh / The worst gag."

The collaborative nature of Triúr Ban has important implications for the kind of

art work this is. In this process Stein used a Polaroid to provide instant examples

of the final photograph for discussion. Cummings is artist as well as model, Ní

Dhomhnaill works with the visual artist and the choreographer to develop the

thematic of the image / text. Meanings here are woven between photography, text

and choreography. The second photograph [Figure 13b] is ghosted by images of

women tied up. The important difference here is that who ties her is the woman

herself: Cummings' arms pull the ends of the gag upwards and to the side, whilst

she looks down, cowed like the model in Kroll's photograph of the masked woman

[Figure 12]. In Stein's photograph performed by Cummings, the image of the

woman is haunted by violence. She holds her gag herself, yet it is the ambiguity of

this grasp that makes the photograph unsettling. It suggests self-inflicted violence;

a lonely kind of oral occlusion. In Gobán, Cummings' gesture recalls Kroll's staging

of art-porn at the mouth of women, yet she is differently complicit, and the image

suggests a troubling slippage between individual and cultural quiescence.



Cindy Sherman

Cindy Sherman's production of photographic images often stage the hysterical

feminine, and do so frequently in relation to the female mouth. Elisabeth Bronfen
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suggests that Sherman's use of a hysteric language of the body is an aesthetic

strategy. For Bronfen this performance operates within the counter-directional

oscillation that is typical of the language of hysteria. This oscillation occurs both

across the range of Sherman's work as well as within the images themselves.

Bronfen locates Sherman's work in a "gesture of hesitating between two

diametrically opposed registers - that of pure representation and that of horror"

(Bronfen 1995: 25). The marked shift in Sherman's work between the repeated

mimicry of feminine filmic cliché towards the later work depicting abject disaster

is an unnerving movement. Sherman's Untitled Film Stills quote the visual

iconography of fifties movies with considerable and uncanny skill. These

photographs instil a troubling recognition thwarted by the lack of an original.

Sherman's later work moves away from such quotation and stages rage and

desecration in a powerfully different tenor. These later images frequently use

medical dummies and halloween paraphernalia to represent female bodies. Their

terrain is sullied by vomit, dirt and mould. Sherman's own body is decentred - very

often absent and only present amongst other instruments of bodily simulacra.

Norman Bryson in his essay 'House of Wax' argues that this shift in Sherman's

work is not the abrupt change of tactic it might seem. Instead he suggests that at

the moment when the body is claimed as endless representation, the body instead

"establishes itself as discourse's unpassable limit." (Bryson 1993: 219) Bryson's

analysis of the shift from 'everything is representation' to the rage and horror

elicited by Sherman's later work is insightfully argued. He goes on:
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What therefore comes into play is the reverse of the body's subsumption

into discourse: the perception of the body as symbolically recalcitrant, as

underground resistance from the boundary of the discursive empire. The

discourse that officially carries the body off - abduction as much as

subsumption - stumbles, falters, as it is experienced as running up against

something that eludes the contractual exchange of signifiers: a gravity, a

standing outside of discourse; an ecstasy of the body as that which cannot,

will not, be sublimated into signifying space.

(Bryson 1993:219)

For Bryson then, the abduction of the representational body leads to a critical

impasse, a realisation that something profoundly unsettling resists representation

of the corporeal. For the hysteric what resists representation is her symptomatic

body. Sherman's abject work also owes its charge to a symptomatic economy.

Bryson places her along with David Lynch and Joel-Peter Witkin5 as key

practitioners of Gothic Revival in the postmodern. The symptom (as opposed to

the sign) is

. . . what stands permanently on the threshold of symbolization but cannot

cross over;  . . . a ciphered message, on the verge of passing into

signification and culture yet permanently held back as a bodily

cryptogram.

(Bryson 1993: 221)

The representation of the body in direct mimicry of available engendered roles (in

fifties movies / everyday life) is a psychic and somatic failure. Sherman's later

work approaches this failure not through the 'body-as-resemblance' but as a series
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of stand-ins whose horror is not in their ability to pin-down unrepresentable

abjection, but in their symptomatic heralding of the nausea of the real.6

At the edges of representation or behind it hovers a body you will know

about only because these inadequate stand-ins, which are there simply to

mark a limit or boundary to representation, are able to conjure up a

penumbra of something lying beyond representability . . . the object of

horror (of enjoyment) shown in the picture will always be inadequate to

the affective charge it carries with it.

(Bryson 1993: 220)

The case of Frau Emmy von N., one of Freud's cases of hysteria (1889) reads as a

baroque range of symptoms including hallucinations, stutters and verbal tics

lasting several years. Despite this Freud describes her extraordinary ability not to

make public her profound psychological illness:

During the times of her worst states she was and remained capable of

playing her part in the management of a large industrial business, on

keeping a constant eye on the education of her children, of carrying on her

correspondence with prominent people in the intellectual world - in short

of fulfilling her obligations well enough for the fact of her illness to remain

concealed.

 (Freud 1895: 104)

For Emmy von N., her ability to represent herself to the world as expected is

unafflicted by her severe mental illness. This 'body-as-resemblance' like Sherman's

film stills, quotes skilfully a role already inscribed within cultural discourse.

Sherman's copies have no original. Emmy von N.'s efficient public life has no
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parallel in her private distress. Instead her private body is a series of disastrous

corporeal ciphers. Both women - the nineteenth century widow of an industrialist,

and the artist Sherman move between representation and the symptom (which

resists representation).

Another of Freud's patients, Lucy R., is haunted by a constant smell of burnt

pudding. (Freud 1895: 107) Bryson describes the affective charge of that which

exceeds representation as follows; "the horror is never in the representation, but

around it, like a glow or a scent" (Bryson 1993: 220). Lucy R. is left only with the

scent of trauma.7 For the hysteric to 'get well' she must convert her symptom into

representation as verbal discourse for the listening Freud. Lucy R. and Sherman

smell crisis; whilst the hysteric figures it in her body as symptom, Sherman's

construction of images stage symptomatic bodies as aesthetic strategy. Sherman

and the hysteric perform the disjunction between feminine identities traditionally

offered by Western culture and what feminine subjectivity "actually" is. The

difference is that Sherman participates in this process self-consciously in a way

that Freud's patients did not.8

Freud's analysis of nineteenth century hysterics led to the discovery that they

owed their aetiology to the complexity of sexuality (Freud 1905). He went on to

claim that he found biological 'homosexual' tendencies in hysterics. Lacan shifts

these discoveries away from biology and into language. He translates Freud's find,

the hysteric's sexual oscillation between women and men, into the inadequacy of

gender identity to support the anatomical difference between the sexes. For Lacan
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the hysteric's dilemma lies in her not knowing whether to identify her body with

that of a man or a woman.9 Contemporary popular use of the term 'bisexuality' is

used to refer to a sexual preference for both sexes, yet the hysteric's bisexual

dilemma is characterised by a different kind of oscillation. Her oscillatory sexual

identification is a crisis which Lacan sees as pointing to "the Real impasse that

makes all of language and knowledge a masquerade around a sexual harmony which

is not One" (Ragland-Sullivan 1992: 164). Sherman stages bisexuality by

performing feminine and masculine positions within visual discourse. She does this

with her own body as well as with the monstrous bodies configured from stand-in

parts. There are other images, however, where the mutability of the gender of the

figure in the image is itself troubling, and links with the symptomatic howl of the

body suggested by the advent of the real (" . . . all of language and knowledge a

masquerade . . . "). Untitled, 180 [Figure 14] is one of these. This photograph is a

portrait of a mannequin's face. The 'trouble' with this image is its framing of

undecideability. This is different from the kind of 'trouble' which Sherman's earlier

photographs produced; recognising the authentic fake which is always and never

Sherman is one thing, in Untitled, 180 Sherman organises our looking around an

altered dilemma. Mould surrounds the face and lingers at nostrils and in the place

where the whites of eyes should be. The image is too close - forehead and chin are

cropped. The wide mouth is open slightly and a drip of viscous liquid drips from

its corner. Light falls in a strip across the nose, catching the black discs which

serve for pupils and leaving the mouth in shadow. The horror of this image exceeds

its' frame - since it calls-up the (literally) unspeakable underside of culture. Flesh
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as well as the classic horror film pose are simulated. She / he decays as she / he

looks at us. The fact that this body isn't 'real' offers no protection from what it

heralds. The disaster which glows from or around this image is chilling; the

monstrous underside of the face is mixed up with its' surface, its' symptoms made

abjectly visible by Sherman. Whilst filigree mould creeps from her/his eyes,

nostrils and surrounds the face, something brown and liquid comes from the

mouth. This oral seepage implicates us in its terrible movement, (since this is a

body which quotes the filmic frame as well as resisting it) this liquid should be

blood, but it isn't. The mouth drips representation away from itself. In oral horror

we fail to integrate this image into discourse, and in its stead find ourselves

hystericised in an oscillation between recognition and the uncanny.

In a photograph from the mid 1980s – Untitled, 140, [Figure 15] Sherman uses

herself as model. She lies in the dirt, her pink skin muddied. A tousled curly wig

and the shoulder of a suit mark this female body as conservative, except that is, for

the pig's snout. Sherman combines the register of the eighties businesswoman with

the horror movie. Sherman's staging of trauma begs narrative since we catch this

woman mid-gesture. The woman's eye is watery. Saliva marks a trajectory from

the mouth up in a diagonal towards the cheek bone. We see both of her hands, and

one reaches into the mouth. This image makes literal the metaphor of feminine

insatiability: she's a pig. Although this could be an image of sexual assault, the

snout, tears, dirt and saliva-covered face suggest that this is an image which stages

the bulimic economy. Bulimia's oscillatory movement between bingeing and

vomiting is a corporeal cipher for feminine distress linked (as were Freud's
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nineteenth century hysterics) to contemporary contextual demands on the female

body.10 Untitled, 140 uses horror as well as masquerade to stage the bulimic female

body. The woman in Sherman's photograph has her fingers inside her mouth /

snout, in a gesture which suggests both ingestion and the call of the vomit reflex.

Hers is a peculiarly oral crisis. She lies here in the dirt, not a freak of nature but a

businesswoman, successful like Emmy von N. and Sherman's Film Stills at playing

public engenderment. Sherman's peculiar ability to stage a shimmering between

tenors makes this woman bizarre and ordinary at the same time. Her trauma is a

common one; an oscillation between stories of private disaster and public success.

The fingers reach tentatively towards the mouth in a gesture that approaches the

oral terror that lies there - the feminine horror of negotiating self-worth through the

mouth.

In Untitled, 175 [Figure 16] taken two years later than Untitled, 140 [Figure 15],

Sherman re-works some of the thematic concerns of the image of the woman in the

dirt with a pig snout. Here, the main body of the photograph is taken up with

feminine beach detritus. There is vomit on the towel, chocolate cup cakes covered

in sand, odd squirts of cream. The body's edge is negotiated through the image of

food - in fact sugar uneaten and the eaten returned in vomit. There is almost no

'body' here, but the photograph's construction thematises the absent feminine

body and the common crisis of allowing food to enter and leave it orally. The

mouth we do see in the image is a tiny one. Reflected in the lens of a pair of

sunglasses, a female figure wails with open mouth, empty of food, but full of the

distress orality symbolises for women with eating disorders. This is a profoundly
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troubling image organised once again around feminine oral crisis. In Unmarked

(1993) Phelan discusses Mapplethorpe's haunting photograph of the artist Alice

Neel taken shortly before her death (Phelan 1993: 40). This photograph [Figure

17] captures Neel with her eyes closed and her mouth half-open. The mouth's

gesture is unsettling; Phelan describes it as "(t)he cavernous chasm of the painter's

body" (Phelan 1993: 40-42) and it is here that she locates the photograph's

vanishing point. In Untitled, 175 [Figure 16], the tiny image of the woman

reflected in sunglasses with her mouth open cannot function as the same kind of

vanishing point as Neel's in Mapplethorpe's portrait. Here the mouth is de-

centred, missable and reflected. Sherman clearly stages her work precisely, but she

cannot (if she is in the photograph) model and look through the camera at the same

time. At the moment when Sherman's shutter shuts, she isn't there to see it. Her

photographed mouth depends in part for its meaning on this undermining of the

deific view of the photographer. Sherman uses two lenses - the camera and the

sunglasses, and is almost lost in her oscillation between instruments of looking.

At this stage in her work, Sherman's body is no longer centre-stage, or rather her

cohesive body is no longer photographed in its white and attractive security.

Instead these later photographs dramatise rage and desecration, and in so doing

there is no 'whole' or entirely organic body to be seen.11 These abject pictures

often depict the female body as a series of figurative parts, as bodies that are all

surface, made up of masks, mannequins and stand-ins. Mouths as well as vaginas

gape - in a repetition of the conflation of oral and genital femininity. In this

photograph, the woman's capture mid-agony in the tiny lens, is a feminculus (a
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little woman) which metonymically refers to the detritus on the beach. The beach -

home of the some of the cheesiest cliché's of femininity from Baywatch to Home &

Away12 is here a disaster of bodily fluids and sullied sweets. Abjection is here

staged through the familiar feminine trope of food horror (see Chapter Three). The

reflected scream suggests the peculiarly oral horror that awaits women in

contemporary culture.

Elisabeth Bronfen suggests that Sherman's Film Stills arrest the viewer between

memory and expectation - a memory of having seen this image before and

expectation of what the woman in the image is about to do, "(t)hese women, self-

preoccupied, pausing in mid-sentence, hesitating in mid-action" (Bronfen 1995:

21). In this photograph from the later work, instead of the experience of

recognition lies abjection13 (that recoil from the real). Such abjection troubles us

differently from the  simulacra-anxiety elicited by the early photographs. One of

the characteristics of the real is that it never appears, but nonetheless appals us in

its approach. It retreats as we begin to assimilate the visual stand-in for horror into

representation. As we do so we begin to hesitate between this and narrative

demand - the 'afterwards' that representation allows us to make of this image. In

hesitation we anticipate the missing scene, a scene which is itself a fatal hesitation

between ingestion and vomiting -  a monstrous feminine oral nightmare. And as we

os - cillate, it is her mouth (her 'os') which threatens the stability of our hesitation.

In one of Sherman's more recent works, Untitled, 250 [Figure 18] the photographer

makes a pregnant old woman from plastic body parts. One of the most important
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of Bakhtin's categories of the grotesque was that of the pregnant hag (Bakhtin

1984).14 In abjection, Sherman's figure reclines on a cushion of wigs. Her

nonchalance as she reclines on this simulacrum of human hair aligns her with death,

since the wigs recalls so powerfully the piles of human hair gathered in death

camps during W.W.II Whilst the mouth of the old woman is closed, her vagina

gapes, birthing not a child, but faeces. In this image of death and defilement, there

is a terrible collapse of the generative and the degenerative. In Untitled, 175 [Figure

16], it is the mouth that gapes and vomit which we infer has emerged from it. In

these images of oral and vaginal pollution Sherman troubles our vision into the

staging of a terrible femininity, one made from spare parts, of surfaces, and orifices

which vomit and defecate.

Freud's interpretation of Dora's second dream, is "the one in which a thick wood

(Wald), a train station (Bahnhof), and a cemetery (Friedhof) figure prominently"

(Suleiman 1990: 98). Freud's interpretation begins as follows: "At this point a

certain suspicion of mine became a certainty. The use of Bahnhof and Friedhof to

represent the female genitals was striking enough in itself" (Freud 1905: 119 - 20).

Freud's reading of Dora's unconscious metaphorics link strikingly to this

photograph by Sherman as well as to Anzieu's description of a peculiarity of

"feminine libidinal sensitivity, namely cathexis of the orifices of the body as

erogenous place of passage"(Anzieu 1990: 137). If we look again at Sherman's

unsettling image, these connections to the staging of hysteria resonate importantly.

If for Freud's reading of Dora, the train and the cemetery are metaphors for the

female genitals, Sherman constructs an image which makes these metaphors literal,
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whilst playing them out on a body made from medical dummies and halloween

masks.15 The abjectly pristine plastic faeces, emerge out of the foam vagina

looking very much like a child's train emerging from a tunnel. Yet such innocent

readings are difficult to sustain against the horror of the symbolic implications of

this staging. This vagina is also a cemetery, productive only of waste. This staging

of the intolerable recalls Karen Finley's work, already discussed in Chapter Three.

This is taken from Finley's 1986 performance text The Constant State of Desire:

. . . So I'll roll on mama's belly onto the shag carpeting. She still not looking

at me as I roll up her dress to the small of her back. She still not looking at

me. She still watching that show on incest. And I look at her fat thighs and

ass. Like uncooked bacon. My hands soothe her rumpled dimpled flesh.

My mama! My mama, sweet mama. And I pull down her cotton Carters

all pee-stained. Elastic gone. Then I mount my own mama in the ass.

That's right. I fuck my own mama in the ass. 'Cause I'd never fuck my own

mama in her snatch. She's my mama.

(Finley 1988: 147 - 8)

This text works with similar images of desecration to those used by Sherman in

Untitled, 250 [Figure 18]. In Sherman's image an old woman births faeces. In

Finley's text a son anally rapes his mother. Both images stage female abjection in

relation to the anal-genital area of the female body. Sherman's 'woman' reclines

nonchalantly arms bent behind her head, her eyes meeting ours. Finley's 'mama'

watches television whilst her son turns her over and has anal intercourse with her.

Both artists - Sherman and Finley use their own bodies to stage their art work.

Sherman as photographer and model, and Finley as writer and performer.
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Certainly Sherman's exclusive use of her own body has shifted significantly in

recent years towards the use of bodily stand-ins, sometimes in combination with

her own body and at other times without it. I would still suggest that Sherman's

body haunts all her photographs, including the one under discussion here. When

we read Sherman's work as a whole, her shifting body, whether it is out-of or

partly out-of the frame continues to haunt a reading of these images. There is

never any other 'real' body in these photographs except Sherman's. Untitled, 250

[Figure 18] uses Sherman's repeatedly represented body as a cipher for

understanding - 'she'16 is not there, and in her stead is a macabre stand-in. In her

performance work Finley often plays men. In the visual field, Sherman frequently

does the same. Neither women are interested in 'really' or 'convincingly' seducing

an audience into believing they are men. Sherman's make-up often shows, and

initiated viewers know that her images of living bodies are always her own female

one. Finley makes no gesture either in her visual appearance or vocal tone to 'drag-

up' as a man. Both these women court engendered positions for their political and

artistic projects.17 In the text extract above, Finley "scandalises metaphoricity"

(Pramaggiore 1990: 279). and makes literal the common U.S. expletive

'motherfucker.' In Sherman's image birthing and defecating are confused. In Finley's

text there is a similar confusion; the male child already birthed vaginally - returns

to the female body through his mother's anus in anal rape. The vaginal birthing is

re-staged as anal-rape and defecation. There is an image of defecation in Finley's

The Constant State of Desire which precedes but mimics the dynamic of the rape

quoted in the text above; "In the toilet he slowly drops the turd out of his big pink
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butt. Let it drop, drop, drop and suck the turd up. Let it drop. then suck it up!"

(Finley 1988: 145) A few lines later and we shift into anal rape - another anal

oscillating economy. This bewildering conflation of vaginal, anal, penile and faecal

orifices and objects blur heterosexual vaginal / anal penetration as well as birthing

and defecating in both Sherman's and Finley's work. 'She' is full of shit whilst 'he'

(or his penis) is a shit.

Untitled, 188 (1989) [Figure 19] is a photograph of a blow-up doll. Its use in this

image recalls a similar prop used in Lloyd Newson's dance theatre performance

Enter Achilles18 (Newson 1996). In Enter Achilles, the blow-up doll used as a

stand-in lover and gang rape victim, has a different kind of mouth from the one

used in Sherman's photograph. The mouth of the doll in Newson's production

opens in a perfect circle, ready for penetration. In the opening scene, one of the

men makes tender love to her. He is gentle, giggly and loving. This makes

uncomfortable viewing as he kisses the absurdly open mouth like a Hollywood

hero. This inflatable mouth is obviously designed for his penis, and yet he kisses

it. As he does so, another woman speaks on the answer machine and asks where

he is. He turns up the music to obliterate this speaking female mouth, and

continues to kiss the doll; but her mouth is pertly circular and his kisses

awkwardly negotiate the taut plastic. In Sherman's photograph, the doll arches

backwards recalling the traditional iconography of hysteria,19 but here her mouth

is closed. Her face looks as if it is smudged with lipstick. From a woman? Is this a

lesbian scenario? A figure lies precariously positioned with her, his/her head

between the plastic doll's legs. The two of them are prone on rails (more
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locomotive sexuality). The figure with the doll seems like a man - his trousers are

pushed to his ankles, in a recognisable pose from our cultural versions of sexual

assault. The doll is restrained with ropes, her face closest to us and hanging upside

down. The traceries of kisses echo the 'simulation' of oral sex performed by the

figure lying above her. Mouths and vaginas 'corporeal' and plastic are confused.

Both bodies - Sherman's and the doll's, perch precariously above discarded

commodities, and just as each of these bodies undermine the somatic 'reality' of the

other, so the objects of kitsch below them circulate in an oral economy of

consumption and expulsion. 'She' must be blown-up to reach bodily simulation.

Here she is being 'blown' again by a figure in the dark, someone feigning manhood

or lesbian butch; She(r)man leaves kiss marks on both her mouths.

In another photograph from the mid 1980s, Untitled, 150 [Figure 20] Sherman is

the model again. In a similar gesture to Untitled, 140 [Figure 15] (also 1985 - the

pig snout) she touches her tongue. However in this photograph Sherman isn't lying

in the dirt, she's high up.  A projected backdrop places her above tiny figures in a

park. It might be snowing. Sherman is naked. The tongue is a stand-in, an oral

prop. It's too big for her mouth. The light which catches the saliva on her tongue

also picks up sweat on her face. Or is she wet from something else? Her nakedness

doesn't show her as female. She could be a man.  She looks like a demon. Her big

red tongue is out and little people are below her.

In her collection of art criticism Wet, Mira Schor discusses the work of the

American artist David Salle (Schor 1997). She quotes from Michael Kruger
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describing a day spent with Salle high up in the Alps, during which he draws in the

snow -

. . . David concentrated his attention on the center, where he placed the

gigantic figure of a woman, naked, her thighs spread wide apart. . . . So

there was this splendid body before us, several hundred meters across, and

there were skiers, their tiny bodies wrapped in the most incredible

disguises, registering naked shock . . . The route back down the valley

obligated them to desecrate this naked figure.

(Kruger 1983: 8, cited in Schor 1997: 10)

The case of Katherina in the Studies on Hysteria (Freud 1895: 125 - 134) is also a

story told at height. Freud is on vacation in the Alps when Katherina approaches

him about her distress. For Freud, Katherina's crisis evolves out of the shift of

sexual crises to upper parts of the body, particularly the mouth. This is a

movement upwards from threats to sexual organs to problems with breathing and

vomiting. This reminiscence in flesh, is the symptom. What I want to do here is

bring together these three moments; an anecdote about the painter Salle, a

photograph by Sherman and a case study of hysteria by Freud. All three stage

feminine violence at great height. Freud says of his case - "I was interested to find

that neuroses could flourish at a height of 6,000 feet" (Freud 1895: 125). Salle

draws quickly in the Alpine snow, and skiers have no option but to ski across this

"splendid body . . . several hundred metres across" (Kruger 1983: 8). Kruger says

of Salle's snow etching "David (Salle) was using a symbolic action to liberate the

instrumentalized body from the constraints of economy, to return it to nature"

(Kruger 1983: 8).  Schor's reading of  Salle's essentialising project carried out on
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the bodies of women is brilliantly argued. What I would like to take from her

analysis is the sense in which Salle uses the image of the vagina in the snow to

stage nature run-through by shocked skiers. The snow-cunt is really a country

show. From a patio Kruger and Salle consider the "breathtaking scenery" (Schor

1997: 9) A little under a century earlier and Freud is also looking at the "distant

prospect":

In the summer vacation of the year 189- I made an excursion into the Hohe

Tauern so that for a while I might forget medicine and more particularly the

neuroses. I had almost succeeded in this when one day I turned aside from

the main road to climb a mountain which lay somewhat apart and which

was renowned for its views . . . I reached the top after a strenuous climb

and, feeling refreshed and rested, was sitting deep in contemplation of the

charm of the distant prospect. I was so lost in thought that at first I did

not connect it with myself when these words reached my ears: 'Are you a

doctor, sir?'

(Freud 1895: 125)

Freud is looking at the view and female sexuality in crisis finds him out in his

reverie. For Salle, whose vagina on the hill is (according to Kruger) a return of the

feminine body to 'nature' stills shocks the skiers who have to negotiate her icy

genitals. Salle's retrograde essentialism turns into castration anxiety for the skiers

suddenly faced with the open legs of a woman.20 The scene is comical - as skiers

higher up the mountain notice the snow graffiti beneath them, they still have no

option but to score the sketch with their skis. They slide at great speed towards

the terrible vagina.
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Sherman's Untitled, 150 [Figure 20] negotiates the crises staged by Salle and Freud.

Sherman's staging of herself upsets the dynamic of the scenarios of Freud and Salle

since there is no man in sight with a cigar in his mouth21 (or his trousers) ready to

bring understanding to the female body. Instead Sherman has a tongue in her

mouth that you would not believe. Sherman clicks the shutter and organises her

photographic seduction. She is also high up, but we can't tell if it's snowing or

summer. The back projection shows tiny figures in a park. They seem ordinary

except for the aerial perspective, and the fact that Freud and Salle are 'really' up

the Alps, while Sherman is in her studio in front of a projection. Sherman crouches

in the left side of the frame, her face in shadow, the terrible tongue exhausted from

licking and ready for more. (I make narratives out of patterns of light). She isn't

contemplating the view, instead she looks off to the left, the 'view' is below and

behind her. Of course she isn't looking because as Salle and Freud suggest - she is

the view. She looks like she's been giving voracious wet head to another woman -

you only get wet like that when your head is between female legs. What kind of

feminine suc(k)ubus is she? She sticks her tongue out. It's huge, red and wet. Her

fingers touch it. Or is she a great giant? (Fee Fi Fo Fum, I smell the blood of Cindy

Sherman). Hungry as she looks, is she about to gobble up the people in the park,

who look as big as baked beans? Is Sherman's tongue really in her cheek? And are

my interpretive options of oral sex or oral hunger a different version of a more

traditional slippage - one between oral and vaginal repetition? (And one which

both Freud and Salle are familiar). Is the shock of Salle's skiers not that dissimilar

from Katherina waking Freud from reverie? Bronfen says "the hysterical subject
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can only be represented as one oscillating between various positions" (Bronfen

1995: 22). And I see this image in such oscillation - I recognise her. She is a copy

with no original. I see hysteria from my hysterical position " . . . an effect of

uncanny and irritating recognition that elicits a gesture of counter-direction"

(Bronfen 1995: 23).

For Freud the Katherina case is sewn up in one chat on the top of a mountain.

Katherina has anxiety attacks - vomiting, breathlessness and powerful headaches.

Freud's questioning is neat, he asks whether she has a symptom and usually she

agrees she does:

'And you don't notice anything in your throat?'

'My throat's squeezed together as though I were going to choke.'

'Does anything else happen in your head?'

'Yes, there's a hammering, enough to burst it'

(Freud 1895: 126)

Katherina recalls with Freud's persuasion that her symptoms began when she

discovered her uncle having sex with her cousin. This is later connected with earlier

incidents in her childhood in which the same uncle made various sexual approaches

to her. Freud adds in a footnote to this case in 1925 that the uncle was in fact

Katherina's father. Regardless of this, Katherina is transformed by her talk with

Freud. She is beatific - "The sulky unhappy face had grown lively, her eyes were

bright, she was lightened and exalted" (Freud 1895: 131). In the mouth of this

young woman, the utterance of incest brings her to a miraculous integrated

pleasure  She is the view. Seeing her father and her cousin (her sister?) rutting in
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the dark brings her corporeal reminiscence of other scenes when her father had

wanted to do the same with her. Innocent at the time of what he might want to do,

the sight/site of intercourse brings a sudden realisation which is converted into the

symptom. It is this conversion which is characteristic of the hysteric, and which is

here abreacted by describing the incidents to Freud. When Katherina realises that

these earlier scenes consisted of a sexual threat, her symptoms reproduce this

threat in reverse by making breathing difficult (instead of vaginal penetration), and

staging disgust as vomiting - an oral throwing away from the body.

Of our trio, it is Sherman (in Untitled, 150 [Figure 20]) who so deliciously re-

works the symptomatic orality (linked as it is to sexuality) of the feminine

hysteric. As she does so, she re-negotiates the politics of height and sight, and

makes the mad woman into a hungry photographer. What a sight! For Kruger and

Freud their view oscillates between the mountain and the artist / hysteric. Unsure

of where to look both are snared in hesitation, themselves hystericised by a

confusion about the site of the view. Sherman on the other hand, touches her

tongue and photographs again.



Joel-Peter Witkin

Norman Bryson suggests in his essay 'House of Wax' that the menace of the

symptomatic economy has at its core the axiom "something has gone wrong with

the body" (1993: 221). For Witkin this terrain ventures into the abominable, and

stages the body as "unfathomably afflicted" (Bryson 1993: 221).22 Witkin's work
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is strikingly distinctive. Always in black and white, his photographs stage scenes

of postmodern gothic. They combine the living and the dead as well as the human

and animal. Drawn regularly to disabled or otherwise afflicted bodies, Witkin

makes photographs which disturb the body's classical unity and organisation. His

surfaces are scratched away and painted to produce images which feign age, and

delight in layering.

In defending Witkin's work (a little too much) against accusations of pornography

and violence, Van Deren Coke23 fails almost entirely to analyse the work in terms

of its gendered and sexualised implications. (Well - this is the same man who

suggests putting on a carnival mask to view Witkin's photographs . . . ) Witkin's

work has a tendency to reify the symbolic connections between femininity, orality

and hysteria.

In his 1979 photograph Mother and Child [Figure 21] Witkin stages oral maternal

terror / delight. Reclining with her son, mother and child sit naked but masked. The

woman's mouth is held open in a stark square by dental retractors. The harshly

pulled-back lips reveal braces. The child in her arms is bizarrely masked in a

carnival vizard, his hand inside his mouth. If the mask with the blacked-out eyes

and white lace were not covering his face he would be looking up at her. The

woman's mask looks like the flying goggles of a clown - surreal black circles placed

where her eyes should be. Witkin describes this woman's mouth as follows - "that

armored mouth which I fantasized would make a flayed martyr of some deserving

man" (Witkin: 1976).24 This extraordinary image and Witkin's fantasy stage a

femininity characterised by engulfment, that for Witkin is connected to sado-
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masochistic pleasure. To 'deserve' to be flayed (literally - to strip the skin off) by

a woman's mouth is a particularly crass expression of heterosexual masculine

desire. Its projection merely inverts the dualism of masculine aggression and

feminine passivity. In his fantasy she will eat him alive and only if he's lucky.

Witkin's discourse makes this woman into a monster. His photography however,

does something slightly different. The model's relaxed lounging position, one arm

around the child, the other along the edge of the sofa antagonise the metallicised

mouth and its' artificial yawn. She only roars like this with the help of the

retractors. The dental retractors used in this photograph, are held by the model's

sister wearing long black gloves in the b(l)ackground.25 Macabre as her expression

is, the rest of her body and the way she holds the child undoes some of its charge.

Flying in her goggles into Witkin's lens with her assisted visual cry, she resists

something of his demonising visual rhetoric

According to psychoanalytic theory, it is the child (rather than the photographer)

who is orally fixated, and seeks gratification in the mother's breast. In this

photograph the child has its hand in its mouth, just as Witkin, it would seem, has

had his hand in its mother's mouth. In order to develop into psychic maturity the

child must move away from primary oral fixation, since to remain thus fixated

leaves the individual susceptible to hysterical tendencies.26 So; who is the hysteric

here? Just as classical psychoanalysis leaves out the mother from its tales of

psychic crisis,27 does Witkin do the same, and instead of making a photograph

about motherhood, rather stage the site / sight of his own fixations on orality and

the female body? I wonder. Witkin says of this photograph - "The concept of this
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image is the pain, the wonder, the mystery of having a child." (Witkin 1985: 14)

That Witkin stages 'the pain, the wonder' of motherhood through the image of a

woman with braces having her mouth forced open by surgical retractors is

certainly compelling. Her oral gape mimics the stretch of the vagina during birth.28

The pain evident in having metal instruments pull back oral flesh metonymically

confuses the pain of vaginal birth and its attendant guttural cry. This conflation of

oral and vaginal imagery is symbolically common, and yet Witkin's staging of it

here is odd. In this image the photographer cites the female body once again as a

place of passage (here comes the train again). In this bewildering imagery we

oscillate from our initial recoil at its grotesquery, to a hesitation between this

woman as voracious monster about to eat her baby and a woman in oral torture.

Whereas Sherman stages pain - this model looks in pain. Her 'armored mouth'

emphasises the danger of her orality. It suggests a technology of biting - a feminine

weapon, that unlike masculine armoury is inside her body.29 Witkin's fascination

with this woman's mouth and her orthodontics confuse pain and fury in its

narrative convention. This is a hesitation between the object and the subject,

between torture and liberatory myth. Witkin scratches his negative, scoring the

woman's hair and her shoulder. This is clearly an image organised around a

heterosexual economy, but the shiftiness of her location echoes hysterical

oscillation. Whilst Witkin's skin remains unflayed as he takes his photograph and

marks his negative - it is finally her skin, and not his, that is stripped back, so that

we might look inside her. Her skin that is scored with needles (as he scratches the

negative) which allows Witkin to compose his image. The armoured eye of the
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photographer challenges the woman's mouth as site of martyrdom ("that armored

mouth which . . . would make a flayed martyr out of some deserving man."). The

'circle-in-a-square' of the open mouth mimics the camera and its lens. The 'art-

martyr' Witkin stages a photographic mise-en-abyme between the open mouth and

his camera; he is caught in hesitation between an engulfing visual rhetoric and his

desire to be engulfed by the woman in his image. Witkin titles his photograph

Mother and Child, but it isn't a photograph of a mother and child, it's a self-

portrait. And in this oscillation between engulfment and being engulfed Witkin

stages the mother as source of hysterical oscillation and enacts the same shiftiness

himself.



Lynda Hart's article 'Motherhood According to Finley' (Hart 1991) offers a lively

reading of Finley's The Theory of Total Blame (1988). Hart cites Finley's approach

to her performance work;

In her performance art, Finley has described herself in terms that suggest a

kind of martyrdom as she absorbs, experiences, and transmits the suffering

of a variety of oppressed peoples.

(Hart 1991: 126)

Hart suggests that Finley is another art-martyr. If she is, then she's quite a

different one to Witkin. Whilst I am somewhat troubled by the term 'martyrdom' it

does point to the overwhelming sense of suffering staged as Finley's performance

practice. Witkin's model and Finley perform pain, and both do so orally.
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Hart argues that Finley's production of The Theory of Total Blame participated in

and critiqued classical realism. Unlike Finley's other performance work30, Blame

was written as a realistic play and focused on the family. Hart describes the play

as "unconventionally conventional" (1991: 129) What is interesting here is that

Finley stages her oscillatory prowess in the body of a mother. Like the masochist

(or martyr) 'Irene' (Finley's mother character) never stops preparing food. She

mixes up raw meat, Jell-O and whatever is to hand, to stage an oral disaster, whilst

she orally rants her familial crisis. Finley's mess recalls Sherman's Untitled, 175

[Figure 16] (see above) in its sullying of the site of mainstream fantasy (In

Untitled, 175 the beach and here, the family unit). Hart suggests that, for Irene's

children, their mother's body is a hysterical body because it is the locus for their

'forgotten scenes.' This is certainly the case for Witkin's mother in Mother and

Child. This hysterical dynamic takes place within the body of the family, with the

mother as the symptomatic corpus. Instead of remaining within this family, Irene

takes control of 'her house' and throws her children and husband out. It is not

unusual for the hysteric's trauma to arise from familial sexual trauma,31 what is

unusual about this staging of hysterical discourse is that the symptology is

'abreacted' by physical action (removal of the family) as well as verbal

reminiscence. In Finley's Blame, psychic 'health' arises from the mother talking and

walking her family out of her. This instance of Finley's performance work staging

familial hysteria located in the mother runs in counterpoint to the oscillation

Finley negotiates in her solo performances in which she shifts again and again

between the tenor of her textual howl and an ordinary chat, and between the
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intolerable beat of her performance work, and a 'niceness' in interview /

'attractiveness' in still shots (see Chapter Three). Finley's refusal of a cohesive

identity confounds contemporary culture's locationary demands. Interestingly, it

is Finley's performance work which has often been described as hysterical, and

Finley has sometimes referred to this in the work itself. But actually what is

hysterical about this work is its constant oscillation between tenors. In much the

same way, Finley's installation work is haunted by her absent cry, (and perhaps

by analogy our own absent cry). These spaces are about grief,32 and since Finley

so often stages such grief as uttered textual keening, her absence in the installation

work is quiet only in relation to this cry. The grain of silence is particular. It rings

with her not-crying.

As I have mentioned, Finley works in visual art and installation as well as

performance. Her paintings in Shock Treatment look like hastily-executed graffiti,

except their scenarios are consistently full of pain. The Family That Never Was

[Figure 22] is one of these (Finley 1990: 28). This image is composed of four

heads (a mother, father and two children), all of whom have mouths wide with

wailing. The woman's face dominates the image. The title of the piece runs

trippingly down her profile, the words 'THE FAMILY THAT NEVER WAS' are

about to fall into her mouth. Both adult figures have tongues which emerge oddly

out of their mouths, but it is the woman's tongue that is overwhelming. It comes

from her open mouth like a snake with its jaws open, or perhaps it's just forked:

She's a liar as well as a bad mother. Finley suggests in this image that the crisis of

the family is a crisis of motherhood, and she does so with the mother's gaping
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mouth echoed by her family. She's got something awful in her mouth, - it might be

an animal. This is a haunting we will return to with Witkin's Sanitarium and the

case of Emmy von N.

In a later photograph from 1983, Sanitarium [Figure 23], Witkin again stages a

striking feminine orality. In this image there is another reclining naked masked

woman with something in her mouth. This time we see her in full-length. Above

her a dead monkey hangs from a wall and plastic tubes run from its open mouth

and genitals, join and enter the woman orally. She wears a rubber mask which

covers her entire head, and in the place where her ear should be, there is a bird's

wing.

For Witkin, women's bodies have the remarkable capacity to stand in for neutral

'being-ness' in much the same way that they have functioned to represent liberty

or the three graces.33 Witkin describes Sanitarium, a photograph of a large naked

woman as " . . . a depiction of an egoless being, a shaman in existence here and

beyond" (1985: 16). This 'being' who functions as a mystical tunnel (choo choo)

is, in fact, a woman. Moreover this image stages femininity in much the same way

that traditional iconography has played her, despite its bizarre quality. What I

want to analyse here is the particular conflation of female madness, animal imagery

and performance which Witkin combines in such an extraordinary way.

Emmy von N. one of Freud's early case histories is another woman plagued with

an hallucinogenic zoo. The woman in Witkin's photograph reclines on a couch. Her

naked body in its half-supine, languid pose, suggests sexuality.34 Freud thought
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that the hysterical symptom was initiated by a trauma of sexuality. The

photograph is called Sanitarium. We are left in no doubt from the naming,

iconography and sexual resonance of this image that it stages something about the

trouble with women. It reproduces the psychoanalytic scene in gothic style. It

could easily be a visualisation of Emmy von N.'s worst nightmares - since she, like

the woman in this photograph is powerfully unsettled by animals and mouths:

May 8, morning. - She entertained me, in an apparently quite normal state,

with gruesome stories about animals. She had read in Frankfurter Zeitung,

which lay on the table in front of her, a story of how an apprentice had

tied up a boy and put a white mouse into his mouth. The boy had died of

fright.

 (Freud 1895: 51)

When she's asleep, Freud picks up the newspaper, finds the article his patient was

talking about and reads it, but there is no reference to mice, mouths or death.

Emmy von N. hallucinates an animal inside a mouth attended by death. She speaks

this scene to Freud - utters it in mouth syllables, in the place she has conjured the

white mouse. She's a mouth magician; inside mouths, uttered language, animals and

death suddenly appear. In Witkin's Sanitarium there is no animal inside a mouth,

rather the woman and the animal are linked orally - mouth to mouth, the monkey's

dead and open mouth joined to hers. She also takes its sex into her mouth - again,

not directly, but by the lengthy tubing which links them.  Since the dead simian is

hung above her reclining body and the tubes fall vertically downwards before

joining and entering her mouth, whatever symbolically passes from it to her does

so in that direction. The configuration of tubes, the placing of the monkey and
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human figure mimic the geography of hospital bed and drip, except that is for the

dead animal in the place of essential fluids and the fact that she takes her 'intake'

orally. In Emmy von N.s hallucination the young boy dies. In Witkin's image, it is

the monkey which is dead; the woman takes whatever comes from its' dead body

inside herself orally. She inhales / swallows death.

Emmy von N. is constantly haunted by animals, death and oral symptology. Dead

animals accompany her descriptions of seeing familial corpses. Freud asks her

why she is so easily frightened, and she tells him it began with her brothers and

sisters who regularly threw dead animals at her. She goes on to describe later

traumatic incidents: " . . . when I was seven (and) I unexpectedly saw my sister in

her coffin; . . . when I was nine (and) I saw my aunt in her coffin and her jaw

suddenly dropped." (Freud 1895: 52) After she recounts this to Freud under

hypnosis she "opened her mouth wide and panted for breath." (Freud 1895: 53)

These recollections are recounted to Freud the day before she hallucinates the

white mouse in the boy's mouth. Mouths, death and animals get mixed up and re-

staged in this psycho-somatic conjuring trick. Mouth wide, Emmy von N. repeats

the gesture made by her aunt's corpse and previews the hysterical staging of

reminiscence she performs the following day.

In Witkin's Sanitarium, we find an image clearly structured to connect femininity,

death, orality and the bestial. Witkin says of this image: "There is for me in this

situation a strange, terrible sense of being forced to view the events in rooms of

asylums or places of torture" (Witkin 1985: 16). Emmy von N. is led by Freud to
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view again and utter in language the sites of her trauma. They are, indeed, 'places

of torture' and for Emmy von N. as well as Witkin the symptology of this trauma

is played out in the bodies of women. The difference is, of course, that for Emmy

von N. the symptomatic body is her own and for Witkin it is the body of his

abundant female model. Witkin calls his photograph Sanitarium in what appears

to be an ironic play on tenors of 'health' since the word sanitarium means 'health

resort.' This is not an image which suggests 'health' or its gentle pursuit; rather the

photograph resonates closer to the term 'sanatorium' - a place for the treatment of

chronic diseases. Emmy von N. stays in a sanatorium. Bryson's axiom "something

has gone wrong with the body" (Bryson 1993: 221) should for Emmy von N. and

Witkin be altered to - 'something has gone wrong with the female body.' In

Witkin's image the woman reclines as if she had been schooled in the iconography

of female nudes in art history,35 except that is for the fact that she cannot look at

herself being looked at - her head being completely encased in rubber.36 Like the

woman in Mother and Child her pose confounds what is happening to her orally.

It suggests the inhalation of some exotic opium, rather than whatever 'essence of

dead simian' she takes into her. Her apparent relaxation is disturbing. If she were

more clearly in distress, we might read torture here. Is she complicit? Or rather

does Witkin stage her as complicit? What kind of voyeur does Witkin make of us?

And what has this woman's body got to do with a dead monkey? This simian

transfusion effectively bestialises her in the familiar iconography of sado-

masochism. The rubber mask, her occluded face, the lengths of tubing, ties her up

in SM discourse. Yet Witkin's photograph is something of a slipping knot. Her
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mask, the bizarrely protuberant object at her feet, and her blocked mouth stage the

orthodox in sado-masochism; her fetishized mouth is disturbing but familiar. The

wing at her ear and the dead creature she's joined to, however, are a different kind

of strange. Does Witkin make of her a 'zooborg,' a human / animal hybrid? Or is his

art-house black-and-white technique a thin veil for the staging of woman as

bestially and insanely Other. Is she, finally, just an animal?

Emmy von N. is constantly plagued by her zoöpsia (animal hallucinations).

Toads, snakes and monsters with beaks attack her, 'dreadful animals' appear and

disappear, worms come out of pin cushions. Her bestiary, as Catherine Clément

suggests, could be the familiars of a sorceress were Emmy not such a victim of

their thrall (Cixous & Clément 1975: 11). Clément's paraphrasing of the Emmy

von N. case makes this hysteric not only plagued by animals, but one herself -

"from time to time, she makes a strange clucking with her tongue like the final

sound of a mating grouse." (Cixous & Clément 1975: 4). Emmy von N.: the

clucking excited  bird. Untitled, 140 [Figure 15] is Sherman's image of woman as

animal, as she lies in the dirt with her pig's snout. (see above) The characterisation

of femininity as bestial haunts Witkin's image. The model's mouth and the mouth

of the monkey are similar in colour tone though not in oral gesture, since she sucks

and he gapes like a gargoyle.



Carolee Schneeman, the U.S. film-maker and performance artist, is best known for

her work in the 1960s and 70s, particularly the film Fuses (1964/5) and the
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performance Interior Scroll (1975). Schneeman continues to work into the nineties

and it is her work from 1991 that I want to discuss here. Infinity Kisses is a series

(numbering in their hundreds) of Polaroid photographs which document

Schneeman kissing her cat.

I sit in the Live Art Space at the Ferens Art Gallery, Hull. It's 1992 and Carolee Schneeman

is giving an illustrated lecture. Towards the end of the session she gets on to the cat

kisses. There were two cats - one she felt reincarnated as the other (Cluny then Vesper).

Each cat wakes her with a morning kiss, and each morning Schneeman snaps it in Polaroid

with an outstretched arm. Hundreds of mornings like this - feline to female, tongue to

tongue. She describes her research into the cats of Ancient Egypt - cat goddesses,

thought to have magical powers, other women from history known to have had cats as

lovers. I feel my gathered students of drama take in a slow breath.

Rebecca Schneider, in her analysis of this series of photographs and the video of

the same events, Vesper's Stampede to My Holy Mouth [Figure 24] (also 1991),

suggests that Schneeman's critical and artistic innovation in this work lies in her

staging of bestiality as (literally) everyday (Schneider 1997: 47). The 'ordinariness'

of her lovemaking to the cat is able to undo (for Schneider) some of the

conventional charge of the traditional lovemaking scenario - the "patriarchal,

heterosexual imperative which drives our mainstream narrative structures"

(Schneider 1997: 46). In Vesper's Stampede to My Holy Mouth and Infinity Kisses

Schneeman replaces man with cat and upsets the symbolic scales:

As opposed to the historical fetishization of woman as desire in a

heterosexual paradigm (she is his desire), Schneeman, involved with her cat,

becomes overtly "marked" by her own "base" desires, - she has desire and

they are base.

(Schneider 1997: 47)
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Now, Schneider argues here that Schneeman's cat-kisses allow her to be located as

'having desire' as opposed to being it, but I think she's miaowing up the wrong

tree. Schneider's analysis relies for its efficacy on Schneeman and her cats37 being

full sexual 'lovers.' And this, to be frank, is hardly the case. Instead these are

explicitly oral exchanges. Infinity Kisses stage exactly that - kisses. The cats wake

her from sleep - and put their mouths inside hers, and both Schneeman and her cat

tongue each other - orally. What doesn't happen is any genital contact, or much (as

far as I can see) beyond the kisses. Unlike the women in Goya's Todos Caerán

[Figure 25]38 (All Will Fall) who sadistically poke sticks into the anus of the

chicken-man, Schneeman makes no genital/anal contact with the cat, nor does she

allow the kitty near her own genitals. I would agree with Schneider that

Schneeman's work often produces anxiety because it shows no anxiety; the cat

kisses in their quotidian repetition are oddly ordinary, but I think her argument

fails to analyse the import of these exchanges as oral. After all, the two relevant

works here are called Vesper's Stampede to My Holy Mouth and Infinity Kisses.

Schneeman takes the cat's mouth in her own; this is an oral eroticism. Schneeman

kisses pussy in a deliciously Queer semiotics.39 Schneider wonders whether the

cats  are male or female, but I think since Schneeman is kissing a cat (how Other

can you get?), and only kissing it, its sex isn't hugely relevant. She licks pussy

regardless. What is relevant is firstly that these are not 'staged' photographs, but

documentary evidence of a daily ritual, and secondly that in her kissing Schneeman

re-works some of the thematics Witkin and Emmy von N. raise in relation to
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mouths, animals and femininity. For Schneeman, having the cat in her mouth holds

no horror at all.



The visual iconography of feminine mouths has much to tell us about the

traditions and transgressions of contemporary Western culture. This staging of the

oral is often symptomatic of more general notions about the nature of the

feminine. The hysteric's symptom is shiftable, but her 'trauma' is more entrenched.

The location of female bodies as oral conduits for cultural malaise ghosts the

readings of the images analysed here. She's mouth-trouble.
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1 See Anderson & Zinsser (1988), Vol I: 161 - 73 for a useful summary of
witchcraft persecutions in Europe during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

2 This troubled longing, is of course the yearning for the pre-Oedipal period. For
masculinity, accession to the Symbolic demands a more complete separation from
the mother than the daughter. This is because the little boy must differentiate
himself from his mother in order to establish gender identity. In these images, such
yearning is appeased through depicting femininity and the maternal as abject; he
need not, of course, yearn for this.

3 These are binaries that Irigaray would describe as 'minus A' to man's 'A'. See
Chapter One for an elaboration of this position.

4 Freud uses the fact that Dora was both a childhood thumbsucker and
remembered sucking at her nurses breast, to suggest her unconscious fantasy of
performing fellatio on Herr K or her father. According to Freud, it is the excitation
of the oral over the genital zone, which is suggestive of Dora's psycho-sexual
havoc (Freud 1905). For the hysteric, sucking one's thumb can prove symbolically
disastrous, whilst for Kroll the same gesture is symbolically efficient.

5 David Lynch & Joel-Peter Witkin are both contemporary U.S. artists. Lynch is a
film maker, Witkin a photographer; see the end of this chapter for an analysis of
Witkin's work in this context.

6 Bryon's locating of the 'real' is helpful here; "The primary action of the real is
never, of course, to appear: when it dons a form (monster, alien, vampire, corpse),
it is already safely within the space of the representational. The action of the real
is simply that it moves close, moves too close. The hard nucleus of that which
resists symbolization comes toward the subject as a curvature in the space of
representation itself, as a dread that infiltrates the image and seems to shimmer
outside and behind it" (Bryson 1993: 221).

7 The fact that this aroma is of burnt food, is not noted by Freud as particularly
relevant to Lucy R.'s case. See Chapter Three for more on food in relation to
femininity.

8 I am indebted to Elisabeth Bronfen's 'The Other Self of the Imagination: Cindy
Sherman's Hysterical Performance' for articulating this difference in this way
(Bronfen 1995: 21).

9 See Ragland-Sullivan (1992a) for a summary of psychoanalytic thought in
relation to hysteria.

10 See Chapter Three.
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11 This recalls the fragmentation of the feminine body described in Chapter Two;
the figure of Cerezita in Cherrie Moraga's Heroes and Saints (1996) and of 'mouth'
in Samuel Beckett's Not I (1984).

12 Baywatch is a US television action series, set amongst the life savers of a
Californian beach. One of its original actors was Pamela Anderson. Home & Away
is an Australian soap, set in a beach town on the pacific.

13 See Chapter Three for a detailed examination of Kristeva's analysis of the abject:
"It is not lack of cleanliness or health that causes abjection but what disturbs
identity, system, order. What does not respect borders, positions, rules. The in-
between, the ambiguous, the composite" (Kristeva 1982: 4).

14 See Chapter Five for an elaboration of Bakhtinian theory & carnival in relation
to the feminine/oral and the os-text.

15 There is a similar conflation of vaginal and locomotive imagery in Finley's The
Constant State of Desire in which a 15 year old is gang-raped by a group of youths
in the subway: "Until they discover my secret of being born without a vagina.
They throw me onto the train tracks with their embarrassment and the train rolls
over me" (Finley 1988: 145).

16 I don't mean by this any essentialised version of Shermanite femininity, but
Sherman's successive stagings of femininity as an endless series of representations.

17 See Chapter Six for analysis of Laurie Anderson's practice of 'courting
engendered positions', this time through the trope of ventriloquism.

18 Enter Achilles choreographed by Lloyd Newson and DV8 Physical Theatre was
first performed in London in 1995. This production was later made into the film.

19 See The Nightmare, (third version) 1790 - 91 by Henry Fuseli, A Clinical
Lecture at the Salpetrière 1887 by André Brouillet and Pinel Delivering the
Madwomen of the Salpetrière 1878 by Robert Fleury. Dianne Hunter in her essay
'Hysteria, Psychoanalysis and Feminism: The Case of Anna O.' suggests that the
similarities in pose in these paintings comprise a system of gestures "based on and
perpetuat(ing) a mythic and iconic tradition." The women depicted in these
paintings all arch (sometimes impossibly) backwards; since they are either prone
or about to be, such an arching pushes their half-naked breasts upwards. Their
mouths (as in Fuseli and the Fleury) are half-open (Hunter 1985: 113).

20 Freud claims that  the sight of female genitalia causes castration fright for the
male (Freud 1927: 145-59).

21 In Schor's quotation of Kruger, Salle begins painting "without removing the cigar
from his mouth" Schor 1997: 10 (Kruger 1983: 8).
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22 This corporeal violence recalls the character of Cerezita in Cherrie Moraga's
1996 play Heroes and Saints (analysed in Chapter Two), who is only a head.
What has 'gone wrong' with Cerezita's body is a symbolic depiction of
environmental, social and sexual violence. See Chapter Two.

23 Van Deren Coke in his introduction to Joel-Peter Witkin: Forty Photographs
(Witkin 1985).

24 This extract from Witkin's thesis is quoted by Van Deren Coke in his
introduction to Joel-Peter Witkin: Forty Photographs (Witkin 1985).

25 "During the photographic session I found that the retractors could not supply
enough stress to hold her mouth open to the extent I desired. I therefore had her
sister (who came along to care for the needs of the baby) put on long black gloves
and located her in the black background so that she could force her sister's mouth
open to its extreme" (Witkin 1985: 14).

26 Judd Marmor in his essay 'Orality in the Hysterical Personality' analyses this
connection between oral fixation and tendencies towards hysterical symptology:
"These clinical aspects of the hysterical character - its resistance to change, the
immaturity and instability of its ego structure, and its close relationship to
addictions, depressions and schizophrenia - are all, it seems to me, best explained
on the basis of deep-seated oral fixations" (Marmor 1953: 661).

27 Classical Freudian / Lacanian psychoanalysis has little place for a theory of
motherhood. The resolution of the oedipal complex, for example, depends upon a
movement away from the mother-child dyad in order to accede to adulthood: She
is to be outgrown. See Segal (1992) for a more detailed analysis of psychoanalysis
and motherhood.

28 It also links to the assisted opening of the vagina with a speculum, and seems to
add to the suggestion  that you need technology to get a good look inside a female
body. See Terry Kapsalis' Public Privates. for more on the technologies of
gynaecology (Kapsalis 1997).

29 This also links to the myth of the vagina dentata - teeth inside the vagina, ready
to devour whatever enters the female via this route. David Cronenburg's film Dead
Ringers (1988) the twin gynaecologists make bizarre tools to open up the body of
the mutant woman. Though we never get to see this woman's vagina gaping from
these tools, its affective charge is something similar to that of Witkin's Mother and
Child.

30 See Chapter Three for an extended analysis of Finley's os-textual performance
practice.
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31 Many of the cases in 'Studies on Hysteria' (Freud 1895) suggest a sexual and
familial cause for their symptology, see for example, Katherina: 125 - 35, and
Elisabeth von R.: 135 - 181.

32 For example - Memento Mori, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles,
1992 and Written in the Sand, The Cornerhouse, Manchester 1994. Both
installations focused on public rituals of grieving.

33 See Marina Warner's Monuments and Maidens (Warner 1985) for a more
detailed analysis of the ways in which female forms are used in public art.

34 The representational economy of naked female bodies inscribes such nudity as
equalling sexuality. Whilst this is only generally true, it is overwhelmingly the case
in popular images of naked women. See Berger (1972) & Nead (1992).

35 See Man Drawing Reclining Woman by Durer 1471 - 1528, Reclining Bacchante
by Trutat 1824 - 1848, Nell Gwynne by Lely 1618 - 1680, The Venus of Urbino
by Titian 1487 - 1576, and Olympia by Manet 1832 - 1883. See Chapter Three of
Berger's Ways of Seeing (Berger 1972: 45 - 64).

36 This is also the case for the woman in Mother and Child. See Berger (1972)
("Women look at themselves being looked at" Berger 1972: 47) and Nead (1992)
for more detailed analyses of representations of the female nude.

37 This is first Cluny and later, after Cluny dies, Vesper.

38 'Todos Caerán' is part of Goya's collection of satirical sketches - Los Caprichos
(1799).

39 Vernacular language makes the cat (pussy) into female genitals.
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Carnival Oral: Rose English

This chapter focuses on Rose English's trilogy of performances, collectively

named The Beginning of Love.1 This trilogy consists of three shows; Walks on

Water from 1988, The Double Wedding 1991, and Tantamount Esperance of

1994. The first part of this chapter introduces the work of Rose English, and the

trilogy of works that comprise The Beginning of Love. This is followed by an

examination of the recent work of Geraldine Harris on Rose English (Staging

Femininities: Performance and Performativity, Harris 1999) Mary Russo's work

on the female grotesque (The Female Grotesque: Risk, Excess and Modernity

1995) and Pamela  Robertson's work on feminist camp (Guilty Pleasures:

Feminist Camp from Mae West to Madonna, Robertson 1996). The last part of the

chapter makes use of this analysis to give a reading of The Beginning of Love as

an example of os-textual practice. An interview with Rose English is used in this

analysis and included in the thesis as Appendix C (English 1994a).



During the time of the large scale performances that comprised The Beginning of

Love English became known for a particular brand of spectacle. This was a

spectacle that gave back the dated pleasure of the carnival to an audience hungry

for the thrill of it - the trained skill of the acrobat, the magician, of children

dancing. English's brilliance was to tap into this grand delight in the stuff of

pantomime and burlesque, and craft it shot-through with philosophical critique.

This combination of spectacle and analysis combined the traditionally popular
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with the language of an intellectual elite. English heard the obsessions of

deconstruction, and set them running in a manner that refused the highbrow

seriousness of so much critical theory. That the first two of these shows were

funny, indeed - very funny, meant that English had made work that confounded

every cliché about what  performance art was.2 English had produced three major

works which looked very much like theatre. They took place inside theatre

buildings, they had large casts, they were rehearsed, there were scripts and actors

were expected to learn lines. The ideas that Western culture had about what

constituted performance art, and women's performance art in particular were

missing: No angst-ridden solo performance. No personal revelation. Instead

English stood wry and in control at the centre of her performances, she was

confident in the face of their constructed failure. Here was collaboration; a delight

in the artifice of theatre, in spoken text, in the possibilities of improvisation with a

pleasured audience. English smiled in the glint of her abundant sequins. Her work

in these three productions have the flavour of coming newly to the dust of theatre

tradition, and this makes a difference to the kind of work this is. These shows take

their pleasure, but seem constantly surprised by the conventions used to do it, by

the outrageous conceit theatre has to 'pretend' a world unto itself and its audience.

For English, this is no disaster, her wit is grand enough to meet such creaky

tradition head on. She revels in it. She wakes up our kitsch pleasure in painted

back drops, in mirror balls, and gives us spinning extraordinary bodies. She makes

performances which take pleasure in their failure to reproduce our traditional

fictions, whilst at the same time staging bodies which confound the limits of the

performing body itself.

in the US, people say to me regularly "is that her real name?"
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THE BEGINNING OF LOVE:

Walks on Water Hackney Empire Theatre Nov 1988

The Double Wedding The Royal Court / Barclays New Stages Festival July 1991

Tantamount Esperance The Royal Court / Barclays New Stages Festival June 1994

Walks on Water is published in a Methuen collection of the same name (Levy

1992), The Double Wedding and Tantamount Esperance are unpublished.



The Performing Chapter

This chapter does not replace the three performances it refers to, nor is it an

accurate record of them. The delight and tragedy of performance is always that it

is constantly just gone from us.3 It resists documentation in a way that often

tempts an obsessive detailing of what happened on that night. This thesis is a

thing you have in your hands (or a thing you have touched). It will not disappear

once you've read it in the same way that performance does once you've seen it. I

imagine a book that would do that - that you would lose once you'd read it once in

a capricious mimicry of performance. And since this is a chapter about magic, I

conjure such a book - a book which does a disappearing act. And how would you

read if the process of reading was also a process of textual dissolution? What is it

about this joined pile of pages you're looking at that makes it resist time and

death? I imagine a text that turns to water through the process of being read;

another that bursts into flames. Would this book succeed in "enact(ing) the

affective force of the performance event again" (Phelan 1997: 12) if it could really

do any of these things, or is my writing about them enough?

There was something odd about the book. Occasionally she noticed strange little shrugs

- wriggles that shimmied meaning from the shoulders of words. As she came towards
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the end of the book, the text began to glimmer more steadily, until it was difficult to

decipher one word from the next. She struggled over the last lines of the final page.

Once she had her meaning, glistening ink slipped quickly into ink. She watched the

extraordinary spectacle on the desk in front of her as words and images slipped and

collided. Shafts of iridescent light escaped from its movement. She was suddenly cold.

Beneath her, the book became a spectacle of sequins, wrought impossibly from ice.

They spun on their own axes, tripping and skidding delightedly, until they melted from

their own heat.

Her cheeks flushed, and the book was gone.

How do I write a loving writing about The Beginning of Love? A critical writing

that loves? That wants to spin by its mouth and speak at the same time?

There was a writing that loved. Got up and got down to it. Instead of pinning (pining)

its subject to the page like a specimen, it danced with it - knew the taste of its own

ink.

The two of them danced text to text, thrilled at their own pleasure.

I want to tell you secrets that print refuses. What is it about the written part of

performance that makes me want to keep it, to love it, to make many copies to

pass to you? Why is writing privileged so much over the other elements of

performance? The sound of voices, the co-ordination of choreographed bodies, the

spectacle of magic, of the joke, of our laughter on that night, of silver sets that fall

away with the suddenness of love (this is The Beginning of Love), the brilliance of

conjuring and the failure of artifice. And why in this first year of the third

millennium are we so pleasured by spectacle as much as its failure?

She dreamt the impact of the book before she carved it out of the coils of words piled

beside each other in the red notebook. It was to be a spectacle; the book would break

into its three parts, turn twice backwards and re-assemble itself. Trickeries. She picked

up the pen and began to write. The other women watched her, and wondered at the

strange beauty flooding the girl's face.
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Coming to Writing

I came to Rose English interested in her as a woman artist who wrote texts as well

as uttering them herself in performance. I had a hunch that in this negotiation of

writing, performance and femininity lay a vein of something crucial for women's

art practice.  This is something I later developed into a theory of the os-text (see

Chapter One). The meanings conjured by English in these shows have a great deal

to do with the use of writing and uttered language, and especially in her

willingness to see her script either as a point of departure, or as a complete

structure. English was always funny - she already had a faithful following in

London well before 1988, and it was her hilarity that people remembered. These

earlier shows were often solo or small scale. What a written script enabled in part

was a larger cast and a more technically complex endeavour. It also meant that as

English moved closer to theatre she upturned many of its historical failures - such

as the dearth of women playwrights, lead roles for women and female directorial

control. She also marvelously confused categories, including those of the writer,

the actor and the stand-up. English's particular brand of diva-dom hyped-up and

parodied the authority of a woman who was an actor-director-writer. This

twinkling version the nineteenth century actor-director, added writing and

wryness to her historical precedent.

I'm sitting on the bus on the way to Nick's and Rose gets on. It rains. We wear macs. We

get off and walk down the wrong street; in the place of Nick's house is another house

with the right number. We look around and walk back to the main road and further

along to the right street. The right house and the right number. We come here to make

a book. We sit again in the front room on sofas. I drink tea from a delicate cup. Rose

drinks coffee. We talk about the weight of paper and photographs and the design of

text. In her hands the idea of this book becomes a beautiful thing. Not a record of

events that happened, but a new thing, another way to perform again the

performances that make up this trilogy.
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Rose English came to the written text late in her performance practice. As a

performance artist of more than twenty five years, her early shows contained no

writing or speaking. English connects this to her own background in Fine Art -

"language is not the currency of the visual arts, why I don't know, because I

absolutely love language, and I love the act of speaking" (English 1994a: 324).4

Much of the pleasure of this trilogy is related to English's innocence of theatre,

and the delight in her discovery of its conventions.5 Her first use of language

came in an early show called Rabies performed at The Roundhouse, London in

1976. Rabies was a collaboration between Sally Potter (now a film director),

English and Jackie Lansley. In this performance Potter spoke a monologue, whilst

Lansley and English performed an improvised dialogue in which they discussed

their costumes in gruff "grand-old-man-of-the-theatre" voices (English 1994a:

324). This verbal drag was not accompanied by any costume at all - English was

naked. The playful disruption of theatrical tropes in this piece; actorly voices

punctured by nudity, prefigures English's strategy in her later performance work.

Rabies was English's first foray into the pleasures of performed speaking. Some

years later English did a performance in New York called Adventure or Revenge.6

This was a solo performance in which she played a patrician character in doublet

and hose and improvised an hours spoken performance. English found "the

complete terror of this profoundly exciting" (English 1994a: 324 - 5). She

describes doing this in the liveness of performance as an enabling "sweet

dynamic" (English 1994a: 325).

Subsequent to these early spoken performances, English felt a sense of loss that

she didn't record these shows in any way. What began as a remedy to a sense of
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loss, became in effect a writing technique. Using an old comedian's trick, English

began audio recording her verbal improvisations, then transcribing them and

altering them. This technique developed, and by about the fifth night of an

improvised show English would have what constituted a script. This process of

'coming-to-writing' is an extraordinary one. This is a writing that comes from the

mouth in the moment of performance. A writing which begins in the 'sweet

dynamic' of speaking and becomes a text only gradually through a process of

recording, listening, writing and performance. This writing 'sweet' with

performance becomes another re-heard performance, and then another, until the

writing steadies itself in a dialogue between the pleasurable terror of live

performance and a listened writing. This is a writing that needs performance to

become itself. This is the os-text.

The writing practice that English used for the trilogy of texts that make up The

Beginning of Love developed from the improvised solos of her earlier work. For

the first two works English cast the shows first and wrote texts for those people.

These were texts open to improvisation in performance, and contained sections of

highly metaphysical language as well as the colloquial chat that became her

hallmark. The last show, Tantamount Esperance, adhered oddly to the

conventional theatrical demand for fiction; a bounded script (no improvisational

departures) and characters. English wrote the text entirely in the highly

metaphorical language which had acted only as a refrain in the earlier shows, and

she auditioned for actors. What kind of curving trilogy was this?
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The title of this trilogy of shows comes from the middle Act of Walks on Water,

which is called "The Forest: The Beginning of Love." In it English describes the

hurricane of 1987;

Rose:  . . . Last October a great wind blew and we all thought it was the

end of the world and how nearly we all fell in love with each other in the

face of imminent destruction!

(English 1992: 20)

For English, the hurricane is a literal recent event, as well as a metaphor for the

sweeping of English culture with a right wing hysteria embodied in the passing of

Clause 28 (part of a British government bill to prevent the 'promotion' of

homosexuality). In Walks on Water the wise trees of the forest (a chorus of twelve

men) lean to prevent being felled by the 'ill-wind,' whereas English says she tends

to 'fly into the eye of the storm.' In the second act of Walks on Water, Love nearly

begins in a forest during a hurricane. Such a beginning is very much like all the

beginnings in this trilogy; another failed romantic spectacle. Such spectacular

failure is shot with ironic glee in Walks on Water and The Double Wedding, but is

melancholy in Tantamount Esperance. Part of the reason for our pleasure in such

failure is due to its constant refusal in displays of extraordinary spectacular skill.

This is inherently part of the discourse of these productions, and, interestingly, the

element a printed version of the texts has most difficulty including. 'Love' in this

trilogy is an oscillatory pleasure; it winks at its own playful occupation of the

space of romance. As it burlesques love, so it also inscribes pleasure in another

rhythm. Such a posture, I will argue, is a characteristic of feminist camp.
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The uttered language spoken before audiences in 1988, 1991 & 1994 strove to

achieve meaning, even while deconstructing the means used to achieve it. The

silent spectacular bodies in this trilogy of work (Teresa in Walks on Water, The

Nebulae / The Viscera and The True Adagio in The Double Wedding, The

Magicians, El Alma and The Aerialist in Tantamount Esperance) succeed where

speaking fails. It is as if speaking on stage in a theatre is already a kind of failure,

and that in the gathering of this realisation, English ends with Tantamount

Esperance, an elegaic text dense with wordiness and melancholy in tenor. What

could shift English from pleasurable balloon-bursting, through genre-nostalgia to

Tantamount's fugue? This shift is a shift to the inside of fiction, a gradual turning

toward the seduction and defeat of theatrical narrative. In the first of these shows,

English is 'Rose', and her fellow performers are also known by their 'real' names.

In The Double Wedding performers are still referred to by 'real' names, but also

have named roles, and in the last of the shows Tantamount Esperance there are

only character names and no one is ever called by their own names: Fiction has

fully arrived.

English's diva in Walks on Water is thrilled in her discovery of the grand conceits

of theatrical fiction. Her delight is infectious as she serenades the audience for

their long bus journeys, sets her chorus of twelve men dancing, and gets on her

showgirl outfit for her finale, despite being wet from walking in the water.

English's perspective is voyeuristic of spectacle from the perspective of spectacle.

In The Double Wedding this shifts. Rose is no longer simply 'Rose' but 'The

Hostess / The Hermit', and instead of the (single) double and male chorus of

Walks on Water, English has a cast entirely composed of doubles - seven in all;

The Hypnotists, The Camera Men, The Fake Adagio, The Nebulae, The Viscera,
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The True Adagio, and The Figment to pair with English herself. All six of the

actor-doubles (The Hypnotists, The Camera Men, The Fake Adagio) mimic Rose

in Act II - trying to become her, in a pastiche on the aerial skill of Teresa from

Walks on Water - who performed spectacle after spectacle which English took

credit for. This excess of mimicry, of repeating again what English is, clutters the

stage with pantomimic simulacra; copies of copies, which are themselves doubled.

Such a strategy engages us by using proliferation as a puncturing device. English's

oscillatory pleasure in making many as a means to undo, is performed with the

zeal of farce and the wry skill of a mature artist.

In Tantamount Esperance, games of doubling are wrought differently. English's

drag as the Victorian gentleman Tantamount, resists and redoubles notions of

plurality. Is 'she' two? With none of her familiar games with theatrical fiction,

Tantamount / English's doubling of character upon actor (our most familiar

theatrical conceit) is unfamiliar and unsettling. This fiction is sealed up - English

doesn't wave from any fissures, as she has done in her earlier work. We grieve

twice over the mournful Tantamount (double grief from unsteady doubling) - once

for the figure in this weighty narrative, and then again for the diva Rose, who has

always promised grand hilarity in her performances up to this point, and is lost to

us here. Yet bodies spin impossibly before us, people walk on air. These are tricks

that confound gravity and philosophy and antagonise Tantamount's funereal

failure with resistant flourish.

Rose's stunts fail; she cannot walk on water, find the definitive double wedding or

explain the nature of the soul.
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So here begins love, in pleasure and failure, in irreverence, camp and seriousness.



What place has love in critical writing, beyond a definitive, contextualising zeal?

Is it only an affront to weave theory in the wake of practice? Is it a nonsense to

speak of critical romance?

(she fell in love in theory)

In this next section I shift gears to engage with critical writing on Rose English, as

well as theoretical proposals which I think may offer productive readings of

English's work. I focus primarily on three theoretical texts by Geraldine Harris,

Mary Russo and Pamela Robertson. Harris's work is the only one which addresses

Rose English's work directly. Because of this I engage in some detail in her

analysis of English's The Double Wedding. I go on to suggest Mikhail Bakhtin's

category of the 'carnivalesque' as a resonant trope for viewing and writing about

English's work. Mary Russo extends Bakhtin's work through an engagement with

gendered identity. I am particularly interested in Russo's proposal of the 'aerial

sublime' in relation to English's work. Finally, I focus on Pamela Robertson's

work on feminist camp, to suggest that such a trope might be the most useful way

of engaging with the practice of Rose English, and that Russo's 'aerial sublime'

might be inflected provocatively in English's work.



Geraldine Harris         Staging Femininities.
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There is very little critical writing on Rose English's work. Geraldine Harris's

recent book Staging Femininities (1999) however, devotes one of its chapters to

the middle show of this trilogy; The Double Wedding. Harris suggests that the

lack of critical writing on Rose English is the consequence of her work not being

overtly feminist:

. . . the noticeable critical neglect of a practitioner like Rose English in

Britain may have been exacerbated by the academic practice of collecting

women's work together under the rubric of 'feminist theatre'.

(Harris 1999: 6)

Harris suggests here, implicitly, that English's work is not considered feminist.

Whilst it has not been the focus of this thesis to claim any of the artists I examine

as feminist or otherwise, this point made by Harris suggests something of the

complexity of the operations of the term. Practitioners like Karen Finley and

Cindy Sherman clearly engage in the tenets of gendered identity in their work, in

a way that Rose English and Laurie Anderson do not.7 Caricaturing feminist

politics for the sake of a quick point, the likes of English and Anderson are

consequently less likely to be claimed by a feminist camp, be that academic or

otherwise.8 For English, I want to suggest that the operations of her work as

exemplified by the trilogy of shows The Beginning of Love, engage in another

kind of feminist camp (see later).

Harris's work is concerned to locate English's practice within the tenets of

postmodernism,9 feminism and deconstruction10 (which can be considered part of

postmodernism). Her analysis of The Double Wedding, is read through Derridean

deconstruction, Lacanian psychoanalysis, and feminism as well as other
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theoretical positions. In what is an important contribution to writing on British

female performance artists (Staging Femininities contains sections on Bobby

Baker as well as Rose English), the chapter on Rose English is amongst the most

dense and difficult to grasp. Harris acknowledges the irony that a very funny show

has resulted in a complex and rather unfunny analysis. She herself comments on

her own 'smarty pants' theory and the fact that her argument may well be

'irritating.' Nonetheless, Harris's point is a difficult one to make without engaging

in such 'smarty pants' theory, since she seeks to argue that English's work is open

to analysis from a range of theoretical strategies, as well as proposing the

impossibility of securing final meaning on any as a consequence of

deconstruction. Since English's work, and The Double Wedding in particular, is

itself interested in interrogating different strategies for developing meaning, the

meeting of Harris's argument and this show were bound to result in a wrestling of

meaning-chasing, like a fight on the bathroom floor over the soap. Whilst I

acknowledge the profound importance of deconstruction within contemporary

critical thought, meaning, I would hazard to propose, is made. I want to pursue its

moving processes, navigate its location, give my writing as a participant in its

development. This is meaning on the move.

In her chapter on The Double Wedding, Harris makes use of Derrida, Plato,

Artaud, Nietzsche, Benjamin, Brecht, Baudrillard, Lacan and Butler. This is nine

major theorists in a thirty page chapter. The desire to secure meaning, so clearly

resisted and parodied within The Double Wedding as a thematic, nonetheless

seems to drive Harris's argument.11 The overwhelming amount of theory in this

discussion leaves almost no room for the actual show. Such neglect compounds

her arguments, when quick summaries from The Double Wedding serve fleetingly
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to make them. Another criticism is that this writing does not engage with the

range of genres used in the show, particularly the dancing body. Indeed Harris

goes so far as to say that the problem of securing meaning is compounded by the

show's multimedia format.12 I would suggest that this isn't meaning compounded;

this is the meaning of the show.

The first part of Harris's chapter offers three readings of The Double Wedding.

Harris uses contrasting groups of theorists in order to make the point that the show

is open to interpretation from a range of positions. However, in the ensuing

density of meaning-negotiation, points about the show itself get made very

quickly. The Nebula and The Viscera from The Double Wedding, for example,

serve Plato as an example of the mind / body split. In performance, The Nebula

are two female acrobats and The Viscera two female ballet dancers. The fleshly

intensity of both these endeavours seems to me to compound any reading of them

as indicative of a mind / body split.13 Instead, as very often in this show, English's

oppositional naming of these pairs as dissipated (The Nebula) and fleshly (The

Viscera), only operates at the level of the text, and in playful counterpoint to the

highly trained physicality of these women in performance. Furthermore, Harris's

association of the non-speaking elements of The Double Wedding, with apparently

Dionysiac impulses14 actually reifies a mind / body distinction more than English

could be said to do. This is because Harris does not engage on a critical level with

the intelligence of physicality, and doggedly pursues references made by

characters, primarily on the level of the script. In some sense, Harris follows

Derrida's lead on this who makes regular use of terms from dance and

choreography to describe the operations of différance, without ever engaging in

the intellectual discourse (or practice?) of dance itself.
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Such concerns continue to fire Harris's argument as she proposes The Double

Wedding as an example of the operations of Derridean différance. We rapidly shift

from the character of the Figment, whose name means 'no-thing', to the True

Adagio. Harris defines 'adagio' as follows; "an adagio refers not to a 'thing' but  a

musical term for a 'movement' " (Harris 1999: 94). These two 'no-things' (The

Figment and The True Adagio) according to Harris might constitute a marking of

"the 'appearance' of The Double Wedding as a quotation of itself, inside itself"

(Harris 1999: 94). This is because they refer to 'no-thing' except past and future

meanings; "the double movement or 'spinning' of the signifier by which meanings

proliferate and final meaning is constantly deferred, so that ultimately no-thing or

meaning is ever made present" (Harris 1999: 94). In the show itself The Figment

is a male ballet dancer, and The True Adagio are a pair of professional ice skaters.

An 'adagio' in this context of dance and physical skill does not refer to a musical

movement, but is instead a dance term meaning a slow piece of choreography.

Adagios are the most physically demanding of dance vocabulary, because they

require complex muscular control. Once any kind of consideration is given to the

dancerly basis of the referents in Harris' argument it is difficult to imagine how

either The Figment or The True Adagio could refer to 'no-thing' except on the

level of the text.

In developing her argument about how this show engages with the tenets of

deconstruction, Harris uses a scene towards the end of The Double Wedding in

which Otto, Harry (The Camera Men) and The Hypnotists argue over whether the

Lido15 scene 'shrieks' of homosexuality or heterosexuality. In her commentary,

Harris glosses over the puncturing interruption (and physical collapse) of the Fake
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Adagio / Dew when he says "We are not good enough dancers!" (English 1991:

58). Of importance here is that the Fake Adagio / Dew is played by the dancer

Nigel Charnock. Harris omits stage directions in her quotation (nor does she

include a description of stage action in her analysis), so that it isn't clear that the

other half of the Fake Adagio / Dawn, played by Wendy Houston (another dancer)

performs high-kicks following each of her questions, as she descends the on-stage

steps. Such omissions elide the physicality of this scene, whilst leaving textual

commentary in place. Without Charnock's melodramatic collapse, and Houston's

parodic showgirl routine, Harris's argument only operates, once again, at the level

of the text. It doesn't engage in the woven discourse clearly performed between

the failure of dance as a counterpart to the failure of linguistic and theatrical

meaning (sexual and otherwise) to reproduce its own fictions. The (only)

performance of The Double Wedding took place at The Royal Court, London in

July 1991 as part of the Barclays New Stages Festival. A London audience

familiar with London-based performance work in 1991, would have known DV8's

work as a dance company which regularly explored issues of sexuality, and Nigel

Charnock as one of its openly gay performers. Wendy Houston was also a

performer with DV8. This complicates the reading of this scene with insider

knowledge that nonetheless impacted on the playing out of meanings in The

Royal Court of 1991. Such intertexts trouble this scene, by confusing 'real' and

performed sexualities; the intense physicality of DV8's work with the kitsch

entertainment of a 'showbiz routine.'

The Double Wedding is partly a joke on the self-referentiality of so much critical

theory. Ironically, it clearly parodies the kind of analysis Harris has written here;

densely knowledgeable, tracing operations of meaning through theorists known
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for their own difficulty, and reproducing that difficulty in its own complex

argument.

Harris notes in Chapter Two of Staging Femininities that Rose English has often

been likened to a drag queen, i.e. a man dressed up as a woman (Harris 1999: 55 -

6). She herself notes the similarity between Rose English's costume in The Double

Wedding and an outfit worn by the African American drag artist RuPaul (English

1999: 55). In the chapter on The Double Wedding, Harris proposes that this 'effect'

which she sees as extending beyond the figure of Rose English, is the result of the

operations of phallic authority, staged as fictional, such that gendered identity

itself, as much as any other kind of authority, is brought into question. In Chapter

Two, Harris suggested briefly that this 'drag effect' in English's work might be the

result of openly gay performers, such as Nigel Charnock, participating in her

shows (Harris 1999: 56). I think that subsuming the 'drag effect' under a general

phallic disruption and / or proposing that Charnock's open gayness may have

produced it, underestimates the importance of such an effect in the production and

viewing of this work.



My analysis of Harris's work suggests that whilst English clearly refers to the

tenets of deconstruction within The Double Wedding, using it as an analytical tool

to examine her work results in a mise en abyme of theory at the expense of The

Double Wedding itself, and particularly its performing bodies. Additionally,

Harris's work does not focus on the operations of writing within English's

practice, despite the fact that one of my criticisms is that her analysis often slips
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into textual rather than performance analysis: Harris makes no comment on the

particularity of English as a writer / performer. I am keen to locate English's os-

textual practice as a performance practice. English's trilogy The Beginning of Love

is unusual in the terms of the os-textual practice proposed in Chapter One because

whilst English writes and speaks her own text, she also has a company of

performers about her who also speak her text. In my analysis of this work I am

concerned with the ways in which the os-text operates in a context of other

speakers, and in how such a writing practice impacts on the broad range of

meanings resonant within the shows. Since this trilogy of work is so crammed

with spectacle and popular conjuring tricks, it begs a theoretical strategy that

might engage with its circus sensibility.



A girl jumps differently . . .

- Soren Kierkegaard16

Rabelais and His World Mikhail Bakhtin & The Female Grotesque   Mary Russo

Interestingly, Harris does not mention the work of Mikhail Bakhtin or the

carnivalesque in her analysis of Rose English's work. This is surprising

considering how full of carnival tropes English's shows are, and how much

dialogic play takes place between popular and official forms.17 Like Kristeva's

semiotic – the carnivalesque (according to Bakhtin) is only intelligible as a

potentially transgressive trope in relation to 'official forms' (or in the language of

psychoanalysis 'the Symbolic'). Bakhtin, in his introduction to his study of

Rabelais identifies three forms of carnival folk culture; ritual spectacles, comic

verbal compositions, including oral and written parodies, and various kinds of
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billingsgate (oaths, curses and marketplace speech) (Bakhtin 1984: 37 – 8).

English's performance practice characteristically contains spectacles of trickery;

magic tricks, acrobatic feats and other displays of performance skill (tango, ballet,

ice skating etc.). Her work also includes oral and written parodies (the os-text), as

well as her departure from such texts in the form of improvised banter with her

audience, which bears at least a passing resemblance to Bakhtin's 'billingsgate'.

None of which makes her work into carnival, but it does suggest that the

carnivalesque operates as a key trope within her work. For Bakhtin, carnival

laughter is regenerative and communal. Whilst I couldn't suggest that English's

shows necessarily brought about regeneration and community spirit, I would say

that the laughter experienced as a communal endeavour in my witnessing of

Walks on Water and The Double Wedding was a powerfully memorable exercise

in mass hilarity. I will return to this point later in my analysis of Robertson's term

'feminist camp.' The important point in Bakhtin's analysis of carnival forms is that

in the oppositional play with official forms, new possibilities for speech and social

performance might arise. Mary Russo puts this as follows; "Carnival and the

carnivalesque suggest a redeployment or counterproduction of culture,

knowledge, and pleasure" (Russo 1995: 62). Bakhtin's thesis locates such

carnivalesque transgression within the literary works of Rabelais. I am interested

in Bakhtin's proposal of dialogism as a key animating factor in the operations of

the carnivalesque, and in proposing its presence in the performance work of Rose

English. English's dialogism in The Beginning of Love is multiple. Popular and

official forms are juxtaposed between textual and improvised speaking, between

highly metaphorical language and colloquial chat, between verbal and physical
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'stunts', between theatre and performance art, between writing and speaking,

between the failure of fiction and the success of carnival trickery.

stop showing off Julie

Mary Russo's work on the female grotesque extends the discourse on

carnivalesque forms by proposing the operation of gendered identities in relation

to carnival. Following Russo, I want to suggest that English depicts identity in

general and femininity in particular as a 'stunt.'18 In her book The Female

Grotesque: Risk, Excess and Modernity (1995), Russo suggests that femininity is

often depicted as a 'stunt.' This term functions like one of Derrida's 'undecidables'

because it contains in itself the meanings for both spectacular performance and

grotesque under-growth. Such contradictions embody the slippery operations of

the feminine. Such 'stunts' are characterised by spectacular success and displayed

failure.19 Russo's development of the term 'stunt' in this way, resonates

importantly within English's work. Russo is particularly interested in the

operations of flying as an operational trope within the feminine stunt. The

Beginning of Love is a-flutter with flying things: Rose descends from the flys,

Teresa ascends; there are double somersaults, characters who walk on air, or spin

horizontally across the stage, or by their mouths from a sanga bisz.20 This is work

which is in love with the stunt of flying, and almost all of these air-bound

creatures are women. Hélène Cixous says in 'The Laugh of the Medusa' that flying

is a woman's question (Cixous 1981). In French, 'to fly' (voler) also means 'to

steal'. What is it that might be stolen whilst in flight? Is it something connected to

the slippery operations of the 'stunt' itself? Is the 'thrall' of such stunts anything

more than wonder at such physical exuberance? Or might it be that such
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physicality performs our own longing for flight?21 And what kind of feminine

danger do such stunts constitute in literal and symbolic realms?

Russo proposes the category of the 'aerial sublime' to suggest an embodiment of

possibility and of error; "a consideration of the technologies of spectacle as multi-

vectored . . . The emphasis on aeriality  (rather than  loftiness) is meant to

introduce a principle of turbulence into the configuration of the female /

grotesque" (Russo 1995: 29).22 Within Rose English's work, I want to suggest that

the operations of aeriality works to undo the processes depicting femininity as a

stunt at the same time as they display its thrilling success. This is because the

flying bodies within The Beginning of Love are gasp-inducing to witness, but take

place only in dialogic relation to English's 'scrupulously fake'23 diva performance:

Rose cannot walk on water or fly across water falls, but she conjures such aerial

failure in a context of thrilling aerial choreographies.24

I want Mary Russo's 'aerial sublime' to perform as good a theoretical stunt for me

in these pages, as it purports to do in the air. But this stunt, like those of Russo's

aviatrices, seems likely to fall. Russo's 'aerial sublime' comprises all kinds of

feminine flying things; such sublime flight operates as an exalted parallel to the

depths of feminine grotesquerie.25 And in the end, I'm not sure this works for a

discussion of Rose English's work. This is because, we are not dealing with

images of aerial femininity used or easily read as iconographic, in Russo's

modernist sense.26 The aerial femininities in The Beginning of Love are not

monuments to universal categories. Instead they are 'quoted' examples of showgirl

stunts, framed by the proscenium arch. The aviatrix is far more susceptible to

symbolic colonisation, because her frame is the firmament itself, and of course the
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femininity which binds her into flight but not (apparently) symbolic mobility.

Perhaps English needs her own version of theoretical turbulence to meet her

blustery practice; something tuned to her particular brand of aerial frivolity. Such

air-borne playfulness, weaves its flight around an os-textual and ensemble

performance practice. Like discrete quotations, the female acrobats, magicians

and dancers in these shows, rarely disrupt the boundaries of their discipline. As

such they rarely speak. This operates to sustain their quoted skill in the realm of

the stunt. Teresa in Walks on Water is the exception to this, because she tells Rose

at the end of the show that she's fed up with being an acrobat and wants to be a

comedian instead. If we ask again, what it is that might be stolen whilst in flight,

perhaps it is precisely this – irony. Perhaps this is the 'principle of turbulence' that

such an aeriality requires to recuperate feminine flight from the dull predictability

of iconic femaleness. Beyond Teresa's outburst, the turbulent women in Walks on

Water and The Double Wedding, perform their stunts in dialogic play with Rose's

diva performances. Their aeriality is plural – each stunt is both a skilled spectacle

as well as a joke about femininity being akin to a circus trick; learnt and

performed before the audience of culture.27 In Tantamount Esperance, such

turbulence is calmed because there is little irony in this show, and therefore less

dialogic play between the os-textual / ensemble practice and the aerial

performances. What kind of stunts then, are these? A flight less plural? A

spectacle without a joke? An intellectual kind of magic that leaves us hungry for

the giggling doubleness of irony? Has this show de-camped?

Within The Female Grotesque Russo is concerned to propose ways to engage with

femininity which problematise the opposition between the spectacular and the

stunted.
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Rose English does not overtly engage with the grotesque, bodily or textually in

her work. One of the reasons for this is that the work operates within a camp

aesthetic. Her practice in The Beginning of Love indicates a passion for the stuff

of carnival; magic, acrobatics, flying, juggling and dance, all staged in relation to

philosophical questions over the nature of performance, remembering, being and

loss. But this is never abject work, never grotesque in any obvious sense. This

uneasy carnivalesque that eschews the underside of celebratory excess will lead

me, finally, to Robertson and her work on feminist camp within film. This is

because camp, and feminist camp as Robertson proposes it, seems to me to offer

the most productive critical tool through which to engage with Rose English and

her os-textual performance practice.



What's feminist camp? is it somewhere they send men in the summer?

Pamela Robertson       Guilty Pleasures

In  Guilty Pleasures, Pamela Robertson proposes the term 'feminist camp' to

describe a performative strategy as well as a mode of reception. In her

introduction, Robertson traces the history of 'camp' and its primarily gay male

associations. Susan Sontag's Notes on 'Camp' (1964) defined camp as a failed

seriousness, a love of exaggeration and artifice, the privileging of style over

content, and a love of double meanings. Robertson suggests that 'the camp effect'

occurs when cultural products of an earlier period have lost their power to

dominate cultural meanings, and become available in the present: "Camp

redefines and historicises . . . cultural products not just nostalgically but with a

critical recognition of the temptation to nostalgia" (Robertson 1996: 5). Cultural
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claims that camp is the sole province of gay men are met by Robertson with a

discussion of the exchange between gay men's and women's cultures. She draws

attention to the oddness of the generally accepted fact that regular 'borrowing'

from women's culture by gay men's culture, only happens in one direction; "In

other words, that gay men appropriate a feminine aesthetic and certain female

stars but that women, lesbian or heterosexual, do not similarly appropriate aspects

of gay male culture" (Robertson 1996: 5). Robertson goes on to underline camp's

tendency towards a misogynist slant, citing critics who propose, for example, that

female stars, "as images adrift in the culture, lend themselves to acts of

imaginative borrowing and refurbishing."28 Robertson goes on to suggest that it is

possible to reclaim camp as a political tool, and rearticulate it within the

theoretical framework of feminism. Robertson does not claim feminist camp as

'straight' or 'lesbian', rather she proposes the term 'queer' as similar to its

operational location. This term functions for Robertson as "a discourse or position

at odds with the dominant symbolic order . . . which . . . can account for feminist

aesthetics and interpretations that are simultaneously non-gay and not

stereotypically straight" (Robertson 1999: 10).29

In tracing the operations of gender parody within feminist critical theory,

Robertson cites work which proposes a 'making strange' of female stereotypes

through a process of 'double mimesis' or parodic mimicry. This includes work by

Mary Ann Doane (Doane 1987), and Judith Butler (Butler 1990 & 1993).

Robertson notes the dangers of proposing an over-simplified 'un-doing' of the

processes of engenderment through homosexual drag (a concern Harris also

mentions in relation to Butler's work [Harris 1999: 55 – 9]); "drag reveals the

performative status of gender identity, but it cannot effectively dismantle gender
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identity" (Robertson 1996: 11).  Same-sex female masquerade, in opposition to

drag, performs a dissonance between she who masquerades and the role she plays:

"The concept of the masquerade allows us to see that what gender parody takes as

its object is not the image of the woman, but the idea – which in camp becomes a

joke – that an essential feminine identity exists prior to the image" (Robertson

1996: 12). Robertson asserts that in order for the masquerade to become a defiant

rather than a placating gesture, it must be parodic. She proposes camp as one

possible politics of gender parody.

In relation to camp and female spectatorship, Robertson proposes that the

vigorously debated problem of the female spectator of film30 might have

similarities to the camp spectator who "ironically enacts the female spectator's

mobility through a double identification that is simultaneously critical of and

complicit with the patriarchal organisation of vision and narrative" (Robertson

1996: 14). Such a reading against the grain, to create a distance between oneself

and one's image, might account for the pleasure of masquerade for the viewer and

performer. In her development of a specifically feminist form of camp

spectatorship, Robertson is concerned to find a way to name female spectating

pleasure that avoids its theorisation as passive duping by a dominant aesthetic, or

as solely residing within an audience itself. Camp offers a way to negotiate these

positions, through passivity and activity, affirmation and critique. Robertson's

proposal of feminist camp spectatorship is a way to claim camp's parodic play

between subject and object;

  . . . in which the female spectator laughs at and plays with her own image

– in other words, to imagine her distancing herself from her own image by
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making fun of, and out of, that image – without losing sight of the real

power that image has over her.

(Robertson 1996: 17)

As mentioned earlier, in her book Staging Femininities, Harris describes watching

a RuPaul Christmas special and being struck by the similarity between his drag

costume, and the outfit worn by Rose English in The Double Wedding (Harris

1999: 55). A photograph of English in this outfit adorns the front of her book.

Similarly, Robertson's chapter on Mae West is prefaced by a photograph of the

actress from a publicity still. Having Robertson's book open and Harris's book

beside it, the similarity between the costume, and physical demeanour of both is

startling. Both wear iridescent, figure-hugging dresses which splay out to the floor

beneath the knees, and both hold their arms out to the sides, in a gesture of

display. In her book, Harris pursues the similarity between RuPaul and English's

outfits by documenting newspaper articles which explicitly or otherwise refer to

English as a drag queen. Betty Caplan writing in The Guardian compares English

to Danny La Rue,31 similarly Claire Armistead, also writing in The Guardian,

says that English "wears her frocks with the irony of a drag queen."32 As

mentioned earlier, Harris suggests that the reason for these readings might be

partly accounted for by well-known gay performers in her pieces. Quite how this

might result in several critics describing English herself as a drag artist is not

clear. Similarly, later in her book, Harris argues that the 'drag effect' of English's

shows are the result of a more general claiming of phallic authority which is

simultaneously undermined. Again, as I mentioned earlier, I think this analysis

resists engaging with the 'drag effect' in English's practice as a major element in

the production and reception of this work. However, if we read Harris's comment
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about English's claiming of phallic authority as a claim inflected specifically

through camp, then it becomes a more compelling proposition. My interest here is

to pursue these readings of English as a drag queen, through Robertson's proposal

of feminist camp, and in relation to her readings of the 'star text' of Mae West,

who in many ways operated performatively in a similar way to Rose English.

At the Circus Space, Martha does Mae West impressions, and we giggle.

Mae West, like Rose English, was regularly referred to in the popular press as a

drag queen. Robertson traces the misogynist and feminist readings of this, and

suggests that what all these accounts fail to acknowledge is the degree to which

West actually modeled herself on contemporary female impersonators, an effect

which was recognised by contemporary audiences (Robertson 1996: 29).33  As a

young woman, West performed in small-time vaudeville; importing the "rhetorical

directness and 'awarish' sexuality of burlesque" (Robertson 1996: 29) into her

song and dance routines. Robertson suggests that West's use of the tradition of

burlesque and of female impersonation as part of her persona were well-developed

before she got to Hollywood, and that she explicitly understood these tropes as

camp.

Mae West's early films were all set in the 1890s, in a gesture which recalls

Robertson's "critical recognition of the temptation to nostalgia" (Robertson 1996:

5) as a definitive characteristic of camp. The same could be said of English's work

in The Beginning of Love, since all three shows refer nostalgically to earlier

theatrical and filmic forms. English's shows were also dependent on the

personality of the star, in much the same way as the 'star text' of Mae West. Mae
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West became enormously popular during the 1930s and 40s. Robertson suggests

that this was a popularity amongst women as much as men, and that the reason for

this was a recognition of the skillful quoting and puncturing of categories of the

feminine. Robertson suggests that as a "female female impersonator West

represents an instance of deliberate and ironic female masquerade" (Robertson

1996: 33). Importantly, this is only able to be read as camp because it parodies

drag. Robertson goes on to suggest that West's popularity amongst women might

be aligned with camp practices because of "the female spectator's extracinematic

practices of copying, consumption and imitation, and her cinematic identification

with West as spectacle" (Robertson 1996: 49).

Rose English also had a faithful London audience during the time of the

performances of The Beginning of Love, who, I would suggest, 'received' her

performances in much the same way as Mae West's audiences received hers. One

major difference is that English does not play on sexual double entendre: English

camps up performance, whereas West camps up femininity.



At the National Sound Archive where I review the videos of these productions it is Walks

on Water which has me giggling helplessly with my hand over my mouth trying to be

quiet because there are other listeners all around me. Windsor Davies, the actor who

played the Seargent Major in It Ain't Half Hot Mum, touches my arm and asks me if I'm

alright.

He thought I was sobbing. And that sets me off again.
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WALKS ON WATER34

In this first play of the trilogy, English establishes the tenor of her large-scale

performance work. Whilst the latter two shows were produced for The Royal

Court, Walks on Water was made for the Hackney Empire Theatre, a variety

palace designed by Frank Matcham. In the grandness of this space English

constructed a three-act play of epic scale. Using the operatic breadth, width and

height of this proscenium stage, English stands unashamedly at the centre of it,

grinning. English casts herself as the lead, but has a miraculously skilled 'double'

(Teresa) to perform acrobatic feats. She has a supporting chorus of twelve men,

who play sage fathers in the first act, trees in the second and water sprites in the

third (complete with blue spangly swimming trunks). Bodies fly up to the Gods,

the chorus echoes English, and dance at her beckoning.

English's chorus of men recalls Greek tragedy but they are actually closer to

chorus girls than choric Greeks. In the 'domain' of Act One, with its painted

backcloth of symmetrical classical architecture interior with deep perspective, the

chorus enter in pairs wearing red togas, huge white wigs and beards. They gather

like a meeting of kings to sit on a circle of thrones, but actually Rose is the queen.

They speak chorically like a chorus should, but also complain to Rose about not

being understood;

Stuart: You don't understand.

It's our role to amplify you.

To make what you're saying seem bigger, more important.

(English 1992: 7)
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And even when they get to do what they feel a good chorus should and issue a

warning - Rose refuses to take heed;

Chorus: Beware!

Rose: No I won't!

(English 1992: 8)

All of the chorus (all twelve) are the fathers of daughters, and English makes this

process of handing the fathers their daughters much of the action of Act One.

Though a humorous image, it is also a tender one; a multiple paternity in which

fathers cradle their baby daughters sitting together on stage. There is an odd

contrast between the formality of the setting, the intimacy of these actions, and the

regular verbal haranguing by English. In Act Two, set in the forest, the chorus

become trees. Like a musical number from the 1940s, twelve men in trunk

dresses, twig headdresses and holding a twig in each hand perform the 'dance of

the trees'. Only just managing to suppress their own giggles the chorus file in a

sprightly dance, first upstage, then mid-stage, before scattering so that Rose can

say "A great big forest seems to have grown up suddenly!" (English 1992: 18).

The chorus which features so prominently within Walks on Water is a burlesque

version of the female chorus which was such a regular part of earlier popular

theatre forms. This was performed and (largely)35 read as camp because it clearly

quotes an earlier form whilst drawing attention to its own failure to repeat it. The

pleasure, clearly observable in performers and audience alike, is partly the result

of this parodic play. It is gorgeous, because, ludicrously, a version of such a thing

would once have been taken seriously, but it is also pleasurable in itself. In Guilty

Pleasures, Robertson examines the Busby Berkeley sequences in Gold Diggers of
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1933, and suggests a way to read them from the perspective of feminist camp.

Busby Berkeley was a US film choreographer well-known for his extravagant

spectacles, which used hundreds of identically dressed female performers to

compose geometric and swirling forms. Robertson's summary of critical work on

Berkeley indicates that from a feminist perspective, most critics dismiss these

images as machinic and objectifying (Robertson 1996: 65). Robertson suggests

that the interplay of primary and secondary diegesis36 within the Gold Diggers of

1933 works to undermine the apparent objectification of these images. In Walks

on Water, English's chorus, gesture at but fail at objectification. Berkeley's scenes

in Gold Diggers, are, interestingly, supposed to illustrate stage performances.37

This is Robertson:

Berkeley's extraordinary fluid camera movements, dissolves and match

cuts dismiss the fiction of theatrical space and live performance altogether.

Yet the numbers still open and close with establishing shots of the theatre

audience, who presumably provide a relay for our look. However after

watching a Berkeley number, a dizzying enough experience for a film

spectator, the follow-up shot of a theatre audience politely and

appreciatively clapping comes like a jolt, reminding us of how far

removed we are from them. It is impossible to imagine what show they

have seen. Without the benefit of extremely rapid set changes, a theatre

with rotating overhead seats, and an audience willing to take miraculous

leaps of faith, the notion that a Berkeley number could ever be a live

performance falls apart.

(Robertson 1996: 64)

Such excessive voyeurism is parodied within Rose English's Walks on Water, in

her (albeit rather more modest) chorus of twelve men. In some sense, English also

produces a show in which "the notion that (it) could ever be a live performance
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falls apart" (Robertson 1996: 64). Her audience was delighted at her attempt to

reach the excessive heights of a Berkeley number with her chorus of twelve men.

Just as it is clear that  Berkeley's numbers could never be a live performance,

English similarly dismisses the fiction of theatre in her attempts to walk on water,

engage in double somersaults, fly across waterfalls. The double identification

offered by Robertson as a characteristic of feminist camp reception, operates

within English's work because stunts are seen to succeed only through the

elaborate assistance of doubles, choruses and trampolines, but also because they

do succeed; in the remarkable actual waterfall at its end, and Teresa's miraculous

leap above it; in Rose's actual somersault across the stage.

At the centre of Walks on Water is a revelling in theatricality; a joke about the

artifice of theatre.  The action of the title 'walking on water' makes its appearance

in the third act, English, described by Deborah Levy as "a glitteringly costumed

show-woman, six foot of immense charisma and wit" (Levy 1992: viii), attempts

the impossible and tries to walk on water, saying:

Oh! (Surprised)

Well. (Trying to sell them the idea.)

What do you think about that?

Not bad, eh?

It's a reinterpretation

Called 'Walking in the Water'

(English 1992: 26)

Not even six foot of Rose English, however much glitter she has on her costume

can walk on water; but she can re-interpret, and she can use her remarkable

presence and wit to do so.  On one level, her whole show is set up, and even
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named to bring her to this pool in Act III, and her attempt to walk on the surface

of the water. Up till now, theatrical effects of the grand scale, and the faithful

Teresa have provided much of the spectacle.  But here, English is alone, and the

promised spectacle, and all her revelling in the suspense of attempting it, bring her

damply to fail.  It is a triumph nonetheless, as she asserts her powers of

interpretation and re-interpretation.  The corporeal English may not be able to

perform the impossible, but she nonetheless has agency; is at the centre of her

text, speaks her words herself, and both enjoys the vastness of the spectacle, and

the popping of its balloon.

The backdrop in this act (Act III) is painted with a vast waterfall.  Later in the

same act, English uses an old theatre technique of altering the direction of lighting

to make a solid surface (in this case the painted waterfall) translucent to reveal

something behind.  English uses this technique to reveal a real and huge waterfall

behind the painting of the artificial waterfall.  In this display of spectacle, English

brings real water into an Act repeatedly preoccupied with pretending there is

water, even insofar as having the all-male chorus of water-sprites "do a dance

indicating the fall of water" (English 1992: 27, stage direction).  The revelation of

the 'real' waterfall, recalls English's earlier commentary about the 'inside' on the

'outside'; since neither waterfalls are really 'real' waterfalls, both 'pretend' to be the

outside on the inside of a theatre.  Such a revelling in the conceit of artifice is a

camp gesture. English repeatedly draws attention to the audience's usually silent

complicity in suspending their disbelief at such stage conventions, and because

she has done this, the playful performance of the waterfalls operate within a camp

mode of reception and performance. We have been caught accepting that this (the

painting, and the fall of real water) could represent a waterfall, and the play on
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their reality / artificiality, is a joke on the audience's love of exaggeration and

artifice, of style over content.

At the end of this act, as her cast leave complaining that they've seen it all before

in Showboat, Teresa, Rose's silent stunt-woman, has this exchange with the

solitary English:

Rose: Wait!

Don't go!

Don't you go!

Where are you going?

Theresa: I don't want to be an acrobat anymore, Rose.

Rose: You don't want to be an acrobat?

Theresa: No!

Rose: What do you want to be?

Teresa: I want to be a comedian.

Rose: So do I!

(English 1992: 31)

What kind of difference is it between an acrobat and a comedian? Is it the

difference between being the instigator of camp, rather than its subject? As I

suggested earlier, is irony exactly what might be stolen whilst in flight?

English has a literal double in this show, one that is mostly silent, but physically

miraculous; she can do tumble after tumble, somersault over a chorus of twelve

men, jump through burning hoops, yet English constructs a choreography which

has Teresa exiting, as Rose enters breathlessly to take the applause.  The

seamlessness reserved for film, of editing in stuntwomen / body models / dancers

to appear like the lead actress, is parodied here. The whole machinery of the
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traditional theatre is hauled into action, to construct and support English's

presence, in a parody of Hollywood musicals. In The Double Wedding, Rose will

get a little closer to film.



This is a movie of a screen play of a book about a girl

Sheryl Crow, The Globe Sessions

THE DOUBLE WEDDING38

The Double Wedding is the second show in Rose English's trilogy The Beginning

of Love. It was performed in The Royal Court, London in 1991, as part of the

Barclays New Stages festival. The Royal Court is a smaller theatre than the

Hackney Empire where Walks on Water was performed. Researching for The

Double Wedding, English and Simon Vincenzi39 went travelling in search of

excitement. They were curious about the relationship between theatre and cinema

and what happens when one form falls in love with another; when theatre really

wants to be cinema and cinema really wants to be theatre. English was also

interested in the concept of believing in fiction, particularly what she describes as

the curious physiological agreement you have to make as an actor to

embody a fiction . . . what a generous and complex decision this is to

make, and what a curious one it is, and what happens to all these embodied

fictions in the ether over the years?

(English 1994a: 3)
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 Such embodied fictions would come to haunt English in quite a different way in

Tantamount Esperance, but within The Double Wedding English wittily undoes

theatre of its conventional fictions, through a flirtation with film.

The Double Wedding is a quest for the double wedding of its title. It is already a

doubling of pairs before the performance begins; a doubling of closures. As a title,

it appears simple, direct, and one might expect there to 'be' what it announces.40

But there is no double wedding beyond the attempt to retrieve it. In repeated

reminiscences, frequently verging on the nostalgic, the cast try to summon some

aspect of this originary double wedding, yet everyone remembers it differently,

forgets parts, speaks of different versions. The loss of a single coherent, locatable

meaning, and the endless hope for its retrieval, has marked some of the most

important twentieth century theoretical work. For Derrida such a meaning was the

'transcendental signified', the still figuring of full meaning, and meaning in

language was always the antithesis of the achievement of this; endless play,

deferral, disruption.41 For psychoanalysis, and for Lacan in particular, the loss of

coherent, locatable meaning is a characteristic of the psychic subject herself, who

is always split and yearning for the loss of originary one-ness (the semiotic / the

Real).42 In The Double Wedding, transparent truth is marked as an illusion, and

mirrors this search for identity - which is always incomplete. Truth feigns

presence - is a bad actor. English stages The Double Wedding as 'theatre', self-

consciously revelling in its conventions of mimesis. By doing so, English places

these questions over the nature of meaning within a practice which has a troubled

relationship to the real / Real (transparent, objective reality and Lacan's notion of

Full Being). Mimesis describes a version of performance that distinguishes the

actor from her role, the original from the staged fiction. In The Double Wedding,
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English blurs these distinctions, as well as foregrounding them. In her opening

monologue, English promises "To take (us) beyond belief" (English 1991: 3). This

is the language of the ringmaster whipping up awe; the hyperbole of music hall,

but we are already beyond belief - there is no artifice here that does not want to

reveal itself as well as seduce us. The slips and starts and forgettings in The

Double Wedding, are not 'really' so, but are written and rehearsed as this, and only

'pretend' to be 'real,' participate in the conventions of theatre at the same time as

disturbing them. Whilst I haul up the likes of Derrida and Lacan in the service of a

show which, like contemporary critical theory, seems to have 'lost its centre', the

conscious pleasure and pleasuring of this work reads differently once such

concerns are seen through the hyperbole and understatement of camp practices.

Such processes are clearly always double, seeking to playfully inhabit the false

dissonance between identity and artifice. The Double Wedding, for all its apparent

doubles, versions and re-makes, might be said to operate as precisely this: The

double wedding of camp sensibility in performance and reception.

The Double Wedding then, is excessively filled with doubles; there are two

hypnotists, two cameramen, two members of the Fake Adagio, two nebulae, two

viscera, and two members of the True Adagio. I am interested here in the parallel

pairs that make up the Fake and the True Adagio.43 English purposely uses the

term 'adagio' (see earlier) which refers to a slow, often lyrical dance, usually

between a man and a woman, and often including spectacular lifts, as the hinge

for her naming of these pairs. The Fake Adagio are involved in endless discussion

about the nature of their dance. At different points, neither of them are quite sure

they are even in the show at all. They talk much more about dance than they

actually dance. The True Adagio, in contrast, simply present their ice dance.
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Situated at the finale of the performance, the True Adagio perform a stunning duet

on a circle of ice. This pair are 'really' Olympic ice-skaters; Paul Askham and

Sharon Jones, they never speak, are named as 'True,' and, so the implication goes,

are somehow originary. The Fake Adagio, in contrast, don't quite make it; they are

disruptive, frequently make false starts, get depressed and fail to appear. The

irony here (as mentioned earlier in my discussion of Harris's reference to the Fake

Adagio), is that the Fake Adagio are both 'really' dancers; Nigel Charnock and

Wendy Houston. Both Charnock and Houston have worked extensively with

DV8,44 and are well known as accomplished dancers, and for the extremes of

physicality in their own work and in their work with DV8. Sophie Constanti has

described Charnock as an "incurable masochist," (Constanti 1994: 330) English

wryly refers to this when she introduces him within The Double Wedding as

'overenthusiastic.' "He is overenthusiastic," she says, "but it is just an act" (English

1991: 5). 'Really,' English suggests, Charnock feigns extreme physicality; it is a

frippery, a mask. Real exhaustion, real risk, the catching of flying bodies,

repeated falls; English cunningly places this practice in the realm of theatrical

convention, where characters ask each other "(w)ere you really writing then, or

pretending to write?" (English 1991: 18). As I have argued earlier, an audience's

insider knowledge and recognition of Charnock and Houston produces their

performances in The Double Wedding through a camp sensibility of performance

and reception, not because they are associated with gay performance work, but

because their playful failure to secure the fiction of danced identity operates in

double counterpoint to their known violently physical and chilling work. Such

knowledge is, of course, not available to all audience members, but such is the

characteristic of camp spectatorship (see note 31).
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The following speech is spoken by Charnock at the end of Act One, as English

passingly refers to the Fake Adagio as "re-creating the great adage from the

original production" (English 1991: 37). In fact half of this adagio (Charnock) is

obsessing about dance discourse, whilst his partner (Houston) continually falls

asleep;

THE FAKE ADAGIO / THE DEW

It's not just that I'm tired of dancing. It's not just that I'm physically tired.

It's that I'm mentally exhausted. I've been thinking about dance so much

recently that I've worn myself out. I'm tired of talking about dancing. I'm

tired of watching dancing. I'm tired of dancing. I'm tired of reading about

dancing. I'm tired of listening to dance. I'm tired of anticipating a dance.

I'm tired of the after effects of a dance, the residue. I'm tired of the

preparation to dance. I'm tired by the lack of preparation. I'm tired, I'm

exhausted by my own stamina! The thought of my own energy wears me

out! Even the idea of recovering from my dance fatigues me. I feel

mortified! Mortified by my own exhaustion!

(English 1991: 38)

Here, an overload of verbal discourse on the dance has somehow cancelled out the

possibility of the dance itself. And yet we know this is a dancer who speaks this;

we know he dances, even as he verbally refuses it here. Charnock's repetitive

litany of uttered dance refusal parodies the intensity of his dance performances in

his own work and with DV8. It is clear from this passage more than most, that

English wrote this part for Charnock. What might constitute the 'fakeness' of this

dancer within the fiction of The Double Wedding, might be the inability of

performance itself to reproduce the 'fiction' of gay identity, as much as the fiction

of the perfect or 'true' adagio, as much as the 'fiction' of deconstruction itself; "I'm

tired of the after effects of a dance, the residue. . . "
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In 1994, Charnock ventured into television, playing a character dying of AIDS in

a film made for Channel Four called Closing Numbers (Cook 1993). It would be

easy to assume that participation in TV realism would be a less physical option

than Charnock's usual performance work, but interestingly, Charnock was asked

to diet radically for this performance, in order to achieve the body of someone in

the advanced stages of AIDS. This is a stark contrast to the games of pretence at

play in The Double Wedding. For Charnock in Closing Numbers, mimesis is a

process of wasting flesh. In The Double Wedding, mimesis itself is an impossible

feat; what is wasted isn't flesh, but fiction – fleshly, verbal and os-textual as it is in

performance. The Double Wedding always wants to reveal as well as seduce,

television realism is only interested in seduction, - wants us to confuse this sign of

a dying fragile body, with one that is 'really' dying.

The other half of the Fake Adagio, Wendy Houston, has a different relationship to

fiction in The Double Wedding. Whilst Nigel talks and talks, she slips into sleep,

although this is, no doubt, feigned sleep. Here, not only is she speechless, but she

doesn't even figure in consciousness. Houston is both inside a structure of

discourse (The Double Wedding itself) and outside of it. She operates as a

character fictionally sleeping, but also as the only woman with a speaking role,

apart from Rose English. Towards the end of The Double Wedding, in the Lido

scene, Houston enters as a showgirl, high-kicking between sentences, in a parody

of Busby Berkeley extravaganzas. Absurdly unlike a Berkeley scene, however,

each of Houston's kicks are accompanied by a question about the homosexuality

or heterosexuality of the scene. When English demands to see the whole scene

again, everything runs smoothly, except that Houston fails to appear, and the row
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of characters (including Charnock) gesture hopefully in their white suits, towards

the place of her expected entrance. The absence of the intellectual showgirl, marks

the feminist camp centre of these shows, since she is both present and absent, both

an image and a thinking creature; part of the game of artifice, and part of its

failure.

English ends Act One with a monologue in which she says, " . . . you just have to

be tremendously tenacious and hang on for dear life in the face of fiction."

(English 1991: 41) After she says this, one of the nebulae flies in, hanging by her

teeth and spinning from a 'sanga bisz'. In this context of staged interrogations, we

are primed to ask questions (" . . . you get what you interrogate for" Phelan 1993:

125); the blurring of boundaries shifts the resonance of this woman's silent

spinning. Unmarked by spoken discourse, her spinning body drills a fissure in the

arguments over the nature of fiction and artifice. She is 'really' hanging from her

clenched mouth, like a circus version of Wonderwoman, she spins unbearably,

hangs on (literally) for dear life. Not only does this spinning woman remain

unmarked by written / spoken text, but the very act (and it is 'an act') of

suspending her body weight from her clenched teeth, means that there is no room

for speaking. Quite literally, a metal plug is in her mouth; she clasps her teeth

around it. Her open mouth would end the spectacle. This is a marvellous and

uncomfortable juxtaposition of discourses. Her body achieves the implied

perfection of ballet, and does not touch the ground at all, but the effort of

transcending the stage floor means that she cannot speak, is mute in the face of

fiction.
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TANTAMOUNT ESPERANCE

The final show in this trilogy of work is Tantamount Esperance. Like The Double

Wedding, Tantamount Esperance took place in The Royal Court, London, this

time in 1994. The performance was not received with the same positive response

as the first two shows. Harris summarises this; "the show was generally received

by reviewers as a rather solemn, if not pretentious affair" (Harris 1999: 58). Of all

the shows, Tantamount is more resistant to a reading through the processes of

feminist camp production and reception. This is largely due to its marked lack of

parody compared to the other shows. Without humour, camp has trouble

operating, might even become sinister rather than playful. What remains,

however, is a show shot with trickery, and air-borne stunts. But such flight leaps

differently. This is because the dialogism between ironic banter and the perfect

stunt, so apparent in the first two shows, is largely absent. Does the cessation of

this dialogue mean that the grip is loosened on whatever might be stolen whilst in

flight? Or is it simply that another kind of meaning operates here, wrought from

the space between the os-text / ensemble text and spinning fantastical bodies?

Tantamount Esperance is a musing on the nature of magic. Over nine nights, five

magicians meet to show their conjuring. This is a millennial meeting, and

Tantamount is the master magician on trial for his treatment of Imogen Grave - a

woman he found floating in space. The text is constructed in repeated fragments -

Espiritu echoing Tantamount, and the same phrases picked up by other characters.

We learn other things about Tantamount; that he was seeking someone to teach

his secrets to, and that such secrets are intimately connected with an

understanding of the soul.
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For this show English spent time researching flying techniques and magic -

meeting magicians and going to magicians' conventions. During this time, she

came across a photograph of a man called Horace Golding, supposedly the man

who invented the trick of sawing a woman in half. English discovered that he

dreamed the effects of his conjuring first and then worked out how to achieve

them. In the photograph, English describes his face as 'beatific' (English 1994a:

320) because he is doing the thing he loves. Such beatitude finds its way into the

text of Tantamount Esperance as one of its recurrent motifs.

In Walks on Water and in The Double Wedding, English wrote soliloquies that

opened and closed each show in a highly metaphysical, dense language. In

Tantamount Esperance, all of the written language is written in this tenor, a result

English describes as "a complete surprise" (English 1994a: 318).  English wasn't

sure if this dense text was actually performable, but felt that the only way to

"pump air into this incredibly dense speech" (English 1994a: 318) was in the

production. English produced a layered, tightly-choreographed performance shot

with physical / verbal riddles and conjuring acts.

In many ways Tantamount Esperance is the most difficult of the shows, because

its text is a dense play on language itself. Whereas in Walks on Water and The

Double Wedding it is the conceit of theatrical performance which concerns

English, in Tantamount Esperance it is performed speech which she searches for

secrets. This means that the text is full of archaic words which function more as

objects of verbal gymnastics than as referents. Reading the text of this show

requires frequent dives into the dictionary. In the show itself, of course, there is no
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time for such linguistic reflection. In performance, spectacles of utterance

interplay with conjuring tricks as if there were no difference. An antiquated word

uttered in this show becomes a verbal prop, a trick akin to Fluke's coloured

handkerchiefs pulled in torrents from her mouth.

coruscate v. To give forth flashes of light; to sparkle, glitter, scintillate. [Latin

coruscare, to thrust, vibrate, glitter.]

legerdemain n. 1. Sleight of hand. 2. Any deception or trickery; hocus pocus. [From

Old French leger de main, "light of hand."]

prestidigitation n.  manual skills and dexterity in the execution of tricks; slight of

hand. [French, from prestidigitateur, juggler, probably alteration by association with

preste, nimble and Latin digitus, finger].

Postmodern theory's debunking of the transcendental signified - that place of

ultimate, complete and innate meaning, is here re-drawn as an elegy of theatrical

loss.

Language mourns the loss of its secret, whilst the illusionist holds hers dear.

Imogen: . . . the secret, Espiritu tells me, is that there is no secret or if

there is it is that the secret is that we are not supposed to be able to keep

the secret that there is no secret.

(English 1994b: 29)

Imogen Grave's best trick is to "deflect attention away from what it is (she's)

doing" (English 1994b: 10), but this is not the trick that Tantamount taught, since

the magic he showed her, she already knew. Like a failing uncle, Tantamount's

gifts to the young Imogen are the things she already has. The troubled patriarch

gives Imogen her name but not an education in physical and spiritual conjuring.

Indeed the 'graven image' which is the secret contained in her name (a secret I tell
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you - but 'Imogen' is also "of doubtful etymology" [Partridge 1992: 151]),

suggests that her particular crisis is to be fixed in the field of the visual; stuck like

an accidental idol. Such stasis is a kind of death, another riddle contained in her

name (Imogen Grave).

In this performance, notes are passed, burst into flames and reappear. On the third

night, Fluke flies in upside down and in diagonal and passes the travelling note to

Imogen, "Imogen: . . . avoid symmetry she (Espiritu) told me in a private note,

which I delivered to someone else, hoping to hear it said back to me" (English

1994b: 12). Caught in her own image, Imogen's hope (her esperance) is to hear the

note said back to her. She longs for the written secret to be uttered in her hearing,

like one enamoured of the os-text.

In Tantamount Esperance, tricks mesh with spoken text without departing from

fiction. Another character, Vanitas Splendide swaggers purposefully, slicks back

his bald head, waits as if on a dock with one foot on a block. But he can't do

magic. He fights with his hankies, tells us of the perilous duet between himself

and Epitome, but cannot bring his conjuring to its dénouement. As this fourth

night ends, Espiritu flies out backwards with Fluke in contrary diagonals. Espiritu

cries "this is against my better nature" (English 1994b: 25) whilst Fluke says

nothing but erupts reams of silver ribbon from her mouth, like a spectacular

tongue.

On the sixth night, Vanitas tries to levitate Epitome, and fails. On the seventh

night, the night of Tantamount's trial, the magicians succeed in levitating Epitome

as Tantamount cries "the souls of the dead are in the very drapes of the stage"
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(English 1994b: 38) just as Epitome had done on the fourth night (English 1994b:

19). Tantamount's cry is one of loss. In the passing of the text fragment from

Epitome to himself, he loses her and in the place of her speaking voice is a draped

body floating in air. This 'very drape' as well as those that surround them are

ghosted spectacles. In his cry Tantamount mistakes illusion for metaphor and

grieves.

The ninth night is a revelatory spectacle.  Abruptly after the eighth night,

Vincenzi's silver curtain falls to the ground to show us the brick walls of The

Royal Court and the three fans which billowed them. The suddenness of this fall

and the emptiness and ordinariness of a stage which has been so full of performers

and magic is stunning.



After the frivolity and fun of Walks on Water and The Double Wedding,

Tantamount Esperance was an uncompromising show. Unlike the two earlier

productions, English never stepped outside of her scenario with colloquial chat.

Instead she played a male character, a haunting contrast to the female divas of the

first two parts of the trilogy. Interestingly, when English literally plays a character

in drag, she loses the camp effect of the earlier two shows. This is because,

ironically, the character of Tantamount is played 'straight.' English never

comments directly or indirectly, on the dissonance between her apparent sex and

her performed character. This is why it is less possible to read this production

through camp processes. This is not to say that English didn't take a camp

pleasure in dressing up as a Victorian gentleman; she comments on the process of
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casting the show that she sometimes thought she might play Imogen Gray "but the

temptation of wearing a beard got too much" (English 1994a: 322). But such

pleasure is not made available to the audience because it isn't offered in

performance. After playing so many indomitable women she became interested in

playing a character "riddled with doubt" (English 1994a: 319). English admits that

the two earlier productions were much more immediately appealing, and that

Tantamount Esperance is inherently a funeral.

At the end of The Beginning of Love another kind of dialogism occupies the space

of performance. This is not between ironic banter and the perfect stunt, but

between dense spoken text and silent conjuring / acrobatics. In Tantamount

Esperance bodies float in the air, with and without wires, inside and outside of the

text.45 Other bodies somersault effortlessly, sometimes with the deftness of trained

muscle, other times with waist-clamped apparatus that set them spinning

perilously across the stage. The spectacle of such performed display suggests a

mute but nonetheless articulate pleasure. Such a pleasure is part of audience

reception, as well as a performative strategy. These tricksters are quietly, even

smugly accomplished. Those performers who speak, however, negotiate a knotty

narrative with difficulty rather than aplomb. These un-speaking bodies and their

trained physical perfection metaphorise into the success of the secret, of a

physical splendour which indeed seems thrilling beside the melancholy of the text.

Tantamount: What is wizardry we wonder?

We who have never seen it

(English 1994b: 5)
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Conclusion

What kind of trick has this chapter been? Did you gasp at my theoretical leaps?

Applaud at this magical production of writing in the place of conjuring? Do you

believe such a text will disappear as you finish its conclusion?

 (twinkle twinkle)

English's carnival-oral practice in the trilogy of shows that make up The

Beginning of Love, challenges theory as much as performance practice. I like a

trick which resists my explanation. Geraldine Harris suggests that English hasn't

been analysed in performance criticism because she doesn't make overtly feminist

work. I think it might be because English troubles theory as much as practice in an

original and resistant vein. My criticism of Harris's analysis of The Double

Wedding is largely to do with what I see as her failure to meet the circus frivolity

of English's practice. This is a common failure in performance criticism, one

enamoured of too much theory and not enough sweat, so that the meeting of

critical writing and art practice becomes a turgid affair. We who write theory

could learn something from English's intellectual vaudeville. We could learn that

such a writing is simply another kind of stunt, one that might leap or crumple

depending on the trope of irony. Such a writing might provoke an intelligent kind

of playfulness within theory – one politically skilled and wise in twinkling. A

serious thing. Believe me.

Harris suggests in Staging Femininities that the tendency in the press to liken

English (in the first two shows) to a drag queen is the consequence of the

operations of phallic authority, staged as fictional, such that gendered identity, as
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much as any other kind of authority, is brought into question. (Either that or it was

Nigel's fault). Robertson's 'feminist camp' is another version of staging fictional

phallic authority in a different critical language, but one that seems to me to

address the playful doubleness of these shows. Robertson's work on the operations

of camp sensibilities in relation to femininity / femaleness suggests something of

the exclusivity the term has come to possess in relation to gay male cultures. Her

argument that the female spectator can laugh at and play with her own image

"without losing sight of the real power that image has over her" (Robertson 1996:

17) suggests a shift in my analysis – to that of the audience. My focus in this

thesis has not been on questions of audience reception, but since the most

compelling critical category  I have found for this work operates in a double

dynamic of performative strategy and audience reception, I am led back to the

theatre seat. In the viewing of The Beginning of Love, the double identification of

the audience in 1988 and 1991 (Walks on Water and The Double Wedding) was

clearly apparent. Insider knowledge of English's shows provided another layer of

meaning to this work, which meant that some jokes were only open to audience

members who knew of the performers.46 But beyond this, my "memorable

experience in mass hilarity" (attending Walks on Water and The Double Wedding)

took place because we recognised the tropes of theatre, musical and film that

English parodied. We adored her dominant show girl demeanour and her

outrageous showgirl outfits, because they held up a certain kind of femininity for

our pleasure and critique. English is experienced by the audience as a drag queen

because she, like Mae West, perform a certain kind of excessive femininity. I have

suggested that this is a version of  'feminist camp' because it deploys double intent

in its performance, and it is apprehended by the audience in a similarly plural
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way.47 The difference between them is that West's performance used drag to

perform a femininity of sexual excess whilst English parodies performance. This

is still camp, but it moves closer to Harris's suggestion of a general challenging of

phallic authority, (including gendered identity) (Harris 1999: 56). This is also why

West's practice was much more focused on Mae West as a persona, whereas

English sets up her performances to parody performance styles beyond (but

including) her own persona.

All of which brings us to the troubling figure of Tantamount Esperance. With all

this talk of drag, it would be much neater if this figure confirmed my theories of

feminist camp, especially since English finally gets into conventional drag and

plays a man. Instead, my theory, like this show, stumbles. As Tantamount,

English doesn't allow us parody, and in doing so, she also refuses us a camp

reception. Watching Tantamount Esperance in The Royal Court in 1994, was an

intellectual, but not a witty affair. Part of this apprehension of failure was the clear

expectation that English would give us more of the same. And English resists this.

Instead she provides us with a performance about the failure of drag as well as

magic; a work about the intricacies of language and conjuring; a work which

longs for the puncturing fall of its own curtains to end this melancholy affair.

In The Beginning of Love, English's ensemble and os-textual productions weave

utterance and textuality through a carnival of stunts, which include femininity and

performance in their repertoire. English structured her audience response in the

original productions of Walks on Water and The Double Wedding as feminine,

because she allowed them to recognise and enjoy, as well as critique forms of

identity and theatre.48 This does not operate in the same way in Tantamount
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Esperance, because this show did not allow camp irony to operate within its

parameters. This meant that the playful aerial stunts in Tantamount were less

critically pleasurable, because they only operated as themselves; physical

acrobatics rather than part of a depiction  of the 'double stunt' of femininity and

performance. English's work in this trilogy is still extraordinary. The practice

exemplified in The Beginning of Love is a cacophanous, ambitious and unlikely

splicing of popular entertainment and the avant-garde, that produced a highly

original take on performance and critical endeavour.

At the trilogy's end, there is one more trick - a leap out of theory into the air! You

will need a trapeze, a pair of wings and some silver sequins. Sit on the trapeze.

Hold the trapeze rope with your left hand at shoulder height, grasp the trapeze bar

beside you with your right hand. Flex your left ankle. Fall backwards, letting go

of your left hand, and catching the bar with your left foot. You should be hanging

from the trapeze by your right hand and your left foot. This is a half/angel. If you

fall you will need the wings. As you ascend sprinkle silver sequins over your

audience.
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In the beginning

was love
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1 The collective name for these three works was not publicly advertised. In
negotiations for the publication of these three texts as a trilogy, Rose English
named them The Beginning of Love (author's discussions with Rose English). This
collection has not yet been published.

2 English was well-known within the London scene of the 1970s and 80s as a
performance artist. The Beginning of Love was her first large-scale engagement
with theatre as a genre. See Appendix C.

3 "Theatre continually marks the perpetual disappearance of its own enactment"
(Phelan 1993: 115).

4 This and subsequent quotes from Rose English are from an interview with the
artist conducted by me in 1994 and included as Appendix C. Page numbers refer
to this Appendix.

5 Geraldine Harris notes this comment made by Rose English, in relation to this
'discovery' of theatre: "we thought it was something new, but actually we
discovered it had been going on for thousands of years and had been called
theatre" (Armistead (1992), cited by Harris 1999: 31).

6 Franklin Furnace Gallery, New York, 1981.

7 I will be analysing the work of Rose English in relation to feminist camp,
however, this is not the same thing as claiming that her art work is feminist. Part
of this argument is that English does engage in the tenets of gendered identity. My
point here is that this is simply less obvious a point of interrogation than for the
practice of artists such as Karen Finley and Cindy Sherman.

8 I am very much aware that feminism does not manifest itself as a series of neatly
defined 'camps.' My point here is not to pursue these depictions, but to indicate
why it is more straightforward for feminism to investigate work by Karen Finley
and Cindy Sherman.

9 Geraldine Harris gives a useful summary of indicators of postmodernism and
performance as part of her introduction to Staging Femininities;

". . . these productions are hybrids, both multimedia and fluctuating
between various genres of visual and performing arts. They are eclectic in
terms of borrowing from other, past texts and performances, employ irony,
parody and pastiche, paradox and contradiction, and while they
deliberately play upon intertextuality, they are also self-reflexive and self-
referential. They eschew linear narratives, operating through juxtaposition
and collage, and resist the production of fixed or single meanings or
reading positions."

 (Harris 1999: 7)

10 Deconstruction is a major movement within contemporary critical theory,
primarily developed within the work of Jacques Derrida, in which 'meaning' is
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said to be made only through constant repetition and difference, without any final
meaning ever being secured. This is because there is no 'transcendental signified'
which might anchor 'full and complete' meaning. Derrida's term for the shiftiness
of meaning is 'différance'. See Derrida 1978a.

11 Harris several times refers to tracking down meaning, or to the impossibility of
offering a "single, authoritative interpretation of this piece" (Harris 1999: 87).

12 See Harris 1999: 87

13 See my 1995 article 'Text and the Dancing Body' for a more detailed discussion
of these two pairs of performers in The Double Wedding (Gilson-Ellis 1995).

14 In Staging Femininities Harris suggests the elements that favour an Artaudian /
Nietzschean  (both of whom theorise the Dionysiac as an anarchic energy in
opposition to official forms) reading for The Double Wedding; "the title, the
emphasis on the beautiful, fleeting and illusory nature of the piece and on non-
verbal forms of expression" (Harris 1999: 89) [my emphasis].

15 The Paris Lido was an elaborate theatre in Paris,. It became well-known for a
form of popular entertainment, derived from burlesque and Music Hall. It
normally contained female semi-nudity.

16 Quoted by Mary Russo (Russo 1995: 44), whose citation comes from Catherine
Clément in Opera or the Undoing of Women (Clément 1988: 78).

17 This is also a characteristic of postmodernism.

18 This links to my analysis of feminist camp later in this chapter, in which
femininity is parodically quoted as a 'stunt' in a context of circus spectacle.

19 Russo describes this as follows;
"The double meaning of the 'stunt' bifurcates the notion of the
extraordinary into 1) a model of female exceptionalism (stunting)
described by Amelia Earhart as comparable to tightrope walking and
elaborated in her memoirs as metonymically related to female flying, and
2) the doubled, dwarfed, distorted (stunted) creatures of the sideshow
which stand in as representations of a well-known cultural presentation of
the female body as monstrous and lacking (one has height, the other does
not)." (Russo 1995: 22 - 3)

20 A sanga bisz is an instrument inserted into the mouth, to allow perfomers to
spin by their mouths in circus and carnival performance.

21 Russo cites Michael Balint on this;
"What Balint is evoking . . . is, in effect, a new extroversion of the
spectator – performer relationship as the passive spectator leaps,
imaginatively at least, out of his seat and into the 'spectacle without a
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stage,' thus creating a new and split subject of spectacle and a new
sociality."

(Russo 1995: 38, referring to Balint 1959: 31)
Russo suggests that Balint's evocation of a shift in roles between performers and
spectators in the carnival scene "effectively modernises the discourse of carnival"
(Russo 1995: 38). This is important in relation to the work of Rose English
because her work is clearly not actually a carnival, rather it uses carnivalesque
tropes within a performance practice, which takes place (mostly) behind the
proscenium. It also suggests a possible mode of reception for English's work.

22 Russo is keen to retain the processual nature of the grotesque body as theorised
by Bakhtin whilst her 'principle of  turbulence' seeks to trouble the static and
universalistic version of the feminine which Bakhtin leaves securely in place
(Russo 1995: 29).

23 I take this term from Russo, who takes it from Gayatri Spivak (Spivak 1983:
186, cited by Russo 1995: 68). ( . . . stealing is a woman's question).

24 Such 'diva – dom' is only performed with irony by English in Walks on Water
and The Double Wedding. Tantamount Esperance displays a different kind of
dialogic play (see later).

25 Russo suggests that the raising of femininity to the heights of cultural
iconography (made to represent progress, modernity and freedom) is a symbolic
twinning to the stunted depictions of the feminine grotesque. See Russo 1995: 24
– 5.

26 See Russo 1995: 17 – 51.

27 Russo suggests that "the practice of stunting belongs to the improvisational, to
the realm of what is possible in the moment" (Russo 1995: 22). In the realm of
circus performance, anyone who's ever been on a trapeze knows that this is
ridiculous. Such performance requires detailed rehearsal and precise timing.
Improvisational play, whilst reaching for the arms of a swinging partner, or
spinning from one's mouth, is likely to prove physically as well as symbolically
disastrous. Within English's practice in Walks on Water and The Double Wedding,
there was a great deal of improvised banter beyond the script, but the stunts
performed as part of these performances, do not have the same kind of leeway to
play beyond what was planned.

28 Wayne Koestenbaum, 'Callas and Her Fans,' Yale Review 79, no. 1 (May 1990):
13 – 14. Cited by Robertson 1996: 6.

29 Robertson cites Alexander Doty's definitions of 'queer' as similar to her own in
relation to feminist camp; "[T]he terms 'queer readings', 'queer discourses', and
'queer positions', . . . are attempts to account for the existence and expression of a
wide range of positions within culture that are 'queer' or non-, anti-, or contra-
straight" (Doty 1993: 3, cited by Robertson 1996: 9).
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30 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to entirely rehearse this debate here, but as a
summary, Laura Mulvey's influential "Visual Pleasure" article (collected in
Mulvey 1989) proposed that dominant film-making structured viewing around a
'male gaze', subsequent theorists have wrestled with this depiction, often trying to
carve a space for female pleasure in viewing film. Robertson summarises more
recent work as trying to give the concept of the female specator historical
specificity and ethnographic inflection. Robertson suggests that the crucial
problems facing feminist film theory are (i) trying to rescue some sort of pleasure
for the female viewer, (ii) develop ideas around spectatorship as a process of
oscillation between the textually constructed "female spectator" and the context-
specific female audience, and (iii) re-think ideas of ideology, resistance and
subversion (Robertson 1996: 13 - 4)

31 Danny La Rue was a well-known British drag artist. Caplan (1991), cited by
Harris 1999: 56.

32 Armistead (1992), cited by Harris 1999: 56

33 Robertson cites the female impersonator Bert Savoy as one of West's
influences. George Davis would later compare West to Savoy and end by saying
that West was "the greatest female impersonator of all time" (Davis 1934).

34 A version of this section on Walks on Water appeared in my 1996 article 'New
Women Performance Writers: Rose English and Holly Hughes' (Gilson-Ellis
1996).

35 Robertson acknowledges that camp spectatorship is not available to all viewers;
there must be those (hypothetical or literal) members of the audience who view
the performance 'normally' (Robertson 1996: 16).

36 Diegesis refers to differing strands of form within a single production. The
(apparently) primary diegesis of this film is a narrative about out of work
actresses during the depression. Berkeley's choreographies comprise the
secondary diegesis, as they (again, apparently) illustrate the stage shows the
young women are involved in.

37 Interestingly, English wrote a film with Sally Potter and Lindsay Cooper called
The Gold Diggers (English 1983). The film does not relate directly to The Gold
Diggers of 1933, but does contain thematic similarities to The Beginning of Love;
these include a dancer who keeps forgetting her dance as soon as she sees the
audience, a woman who watches a play depicted as a silent film, who later
becomes one of the characters in this same play / film. There has been no detailed
analysis of this film in relation to English's work.

38 A version of this section on The Double Wedding appeared in my 1995 article
'Text and the Dancing Body: Rose English and Laurie Anderson' (Gilson-Ellis
1995).
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39 Simon Vincenzi was the designer for all three sections of The Beginning of
Love.

40 Any audience member who knew English's work would be aware, as with the
title of Walks on Water, that her titles often have an ironic relation to the show's
content.

41 See note 10.

42 For a good introduction to Lacan see Lacan 1978.

43 Harris also analyses the True Adagio (see earlier and Harris 1999: 84 - 6).

44 The following articles give an introduction to Nigel Charnock, Wendy Houston
and their work with DV8: Constanti 1988 & 1994, Meisner 1990, Peppiatt 1984.

45 I mean by this that such carnival stunts are sometimes performed at the same
time as dialogue / monologue, and at other times they are performed when no one
speaks.

46 See earlier section on Harris's Staging Femininities for an example of audience
insider knowledge at the original performance of The Double Wedding.

47 This is not the same thing as claiming either Mae West or Rose English as a
feminist.

48 In much the same way as Robertson's version of the feminist camp spectator of
film.
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CHAPTER SIX

Loa and Behold: Laurie Anderson

Telephone call from RTE (Radio Telefis Éireann – Irish National Television)

RTE: We're doing a millenium special, and we heard that you work with dance and

technology. Do you have something that you're working on at the moment?

JGE: Yes, we've just finished making The Secret Project.

RTE: Right. And is it about the future, you know, space?

JGE: Well, no. It uses poetic text and choreography to explore the idea of the secret.

It's quite tender.

RTE: Right.



In this last chapter I bring together much of the thinking developed during the rest

of the thesis to bear on the meeting of performance, technology and femininity. I

do this here with specific reference to os-textual practice, and the work of Laurie

Anderson. I develop the category of the os-text in relation to femininity and

technology, particularly with regard to the operations of live and recorded

utterance. I also locate these discussions in relation to my own practice. Some of

my examples are clearly os-textual in that they involve an artist writing and

performing her writing in live performance. This chapter also analyses practice

which involves writing / performance in recorded media. Such a stilling of voice

is not straightforwardly os-textual since the os-text does not involve live

performance. In the grasp of technology, however, such written / voiced energies

might perform other kinds of oscillatory transgressions.1

Anderson (like Rose English) has been a performance practitioner for over twenty

five years. Unlike English, however, Anderson's work has produced a significant
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body of criticism. Part of the reason for this is Anderson's mobilisation of the

distinction between popular and art worlds.2 Much of this critical writing on

Anderson focuses on her understated disruption of gendered positioning and her

use of technology as thematic and material instrument.

This chapter attempts the unlikely wrestle between femininity and the promises of

the new technoculture. It takes as its focus the meanderings of orality and

textuality. It sees promise in the fallen moment between listening and looking; in

the ravishing drench of voice.



Margaret Morse in her essay 'What do Cyborgs Eat' (1994) examines

contemporary negotiations of the machine / human relation.3 Morse follows the

thread of a contemporary desire to be done with the 'meat' of corporeality in the

thrall of immersive technologies. Morse's analysis of 'oral logic' examines the

structural dynamics of this relation between humanity and technology. She links

the zeitgeist passion for immersion in a digital sea to the psychoanalytic category

of the oral phase. The combination of a feminised space of submersion and a

rejection of the corporeal (also a feminised cultural space) suggests trouble indeed

for a feminist politics of performance technology. Dangers abound in attempting

to wrestle with these categories, since arguing either for the body as an especial

feminine space, or for the logics of engulfment reify existing gendered tropes. The

refusal / rejection of the body in cyberculture wreaks of rejection of aspects of the

feminine, whilst at the same time the logic of submersion is a fantasy of feminine

engulfment.4
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Nell Tenhaaf negotiates similar ground in her essay 'Mysteries of the

Bioapparatus' (1996) when she draws parallels between femininity's relationship

to the corporeal and new technologies:

The familiar feminine condition of being too close to and too distant from

the body, constrained by its material reality yet psychically open to

penetration, could be said to characterise the experience of being in

cyberspace.

(Tenhaaf 1996: 52)

For Tenhaaf, femininity's symbolic gymnastics are also those of cyberspace. She

goes on to suggest that cyberspace "implies a feminisation of the symbolic order

and of subjectivity" (Tenhaaf 1996: 52). If this is the case, then what has such a

feminisation got to do with femininity itself?

Sadie Plant picks up this troubled relationship of femininity and technology in her

book Zeros and Ones (1997). Plant undermines the traditional dramaturgy of

femininity and technological change. Instead of seeing women as victims of

technology or its symbolic other, she details their historical intimacy. She argues

that they have tended machines for generations, the operators of looms,

typewriters, computers and switchboards. The suggestion that the rhythms of

femininities worked out over centuries are the rhythms of the new technoculture,

also implies that testosterone-laden strength and singular knowledge is a fast

waning commodity in the dissipative, associative, fragmentary, hypertextual

structures of cyberculture.5

In these scenarios femininity is figured symbolically as the realm of the rejected

and the desired, as well as materially lacking at the traditional centres of new
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technologies - not directors of companies or managers, but typists and

telephonists, in which their prevailing peripherality over decades and centuries

ironically trains them comprehensively for the new cyberculture. Such

positionality is characterised by plurality, by an ability to be literally and

symbolically in two places at once.

Case has a sense of this positionality when she brings in a discussion of voudou

practice and the vever into her analysis of spatial relations (Case 1996: 51 - 6).

Conceptions of femininity within the new technoculture are contradictory in

relation to space, (just as they are in relation to the corporeal6); the feminine

comprises virtual space itself and what must be disavowed in order to accede to

such a realm. The analogy between voudou and virtual systems is that both access

other kinds of space. Case proposes such an analogy as counter to what she sees

as the retrograde logic of Euclidean space.

Case summarises Euclid in relation to the 'point' in her discussion of bodies,

technology and space; the point "performs its Euclidean distribution of space

across the body and through the body into surrounding space" (Case 1996: 50). It

does so by creating what Allucquère Rosanne Stone perceives as "relentlessly

monistic articulations of physical and virtual space that law and science favour"

(Stone 1995: 42, cited by Case 1995: 50). This singular negotiation of literal and

virtual worlds functions only for a body configured as masculine. The feminine

operates obliquely to such a paradigm, since it clearly exceeds the singular

Euclidean point of negotiation between virtual and corporeal worlds. In Case's

argument, it is precisely this oblique relation to space that suggests femininity

might be re-thought progressively in these realms.
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Case is not the first to engage Afro-centric practices in relation to new

technologies.7 She contextualises her gesture within what Mark Dery terms

'Afrofuturism' (Dery 1993). Case is drawn to the voudou vever because it

practices a "complex signification of space" (Case 1996: 52) which pre-dates

eurocentric scientistic rational conceptions. The vever is "a figure drawn to chart

the particular course through space that the need of the moment would employ to

evoke the appropriate spirit" (Case 1996: 54). Case reads such figures as

sophisticated contingent spatial negotiations that challenge the kinds of space

organised by current software. The vever accesses these windows of space (the

loas8) through the dancing body. These vevers are;

 . . . figures for the communal dance to work with, producing "possession"

by the loa - a term that signifies the way the body opens as a window into

the virtual space. The practice of "dancing space" plants flesh at the root of

spatial relations.

(Case 1996: 55)

Case suggests that the voudou vever resists both the seductions of immersion (no

bodily boundaries) and the easy dismissal of the 'meat' of corporeality (entirely

bodily bound) through the multiple dancing body. The vever in Case's argument,

is a cipher for spatial relations in the new technoculture. The configuration of the

body and virtual space as integrated plural motifs, suggests a way of thinking

about space and technology able to engage progressively with femininity. Case

proposes the voudou vever as a talisman "to be held in the techno-imaginary to

ward off the piercing Euclidean point" (Case 1996: 56). Case's 'talisman' is

intended to operate for queer (lesbian) cultures as a mobilising image; a

provocation for a more complex, body-acknowledged engagement with the new
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technoculture.9 But I want to do a different thing. I want to propose the voudou

vever as more than just an amulet for the techno-imaginary; I want it as practical

spur in the actual doing of plural dancing as it grazes and produces provocative

space. Like the best arguments, I want to forge a practice which resists the easy

difference between material and symbolic realms. I want to extend the talisman

for dancing bodies into one for dancing uttering bodies (she cries and shouts as

she dances, she whispers, gasps, stuns you with her composure,10 gnawing

narrative she swings away from you). I want to propose utterance and movement

as a single thing that sweat-sound provocative space into being in one gesture. I

want to cry out that the voice operates in such a context as the 'loa' itself. It does

this by weaving a connection between the antitheses of flesh (Gibson's 'meat') and

the bathing pleasure of voice. In a subversive conjuring trick, the voice as loa

asserts the possibility of a progressive space for femininity in the new

technoculture.

I would like fables of the unbounded body to abound in cyberspace

Nell Tenhaaf Mysteries of the Bioapparatus  (Tenhaaf 1996: 68)

We whisk such tales into being; corporeal and temporal boundaries shimmer in

our breath. This is enchantment. Here, between seeing and hearing slips a curving

navigational wisdom. Listen. If we see this body before us, what could unbind its

boundaries? (voice, in playful engagement with new technologies). If we hear this

body before us, what could unbind its univocality? (games with time and space

wrought with BIG EYES). She speaks in blood and tongue, weaving gesture and

breath and utterance into a single thing. Winding time along veins, she plays with
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present speech and the speech of another time. And in this flurried turn the body

opens as a window into virtual space, through the loa of voice.

Loa and behold.

I'm forging fables. Believe me.



Derry derry ding dason, My name is John Cheston

We wedon, we woden, we wedon, we woden

Bim boom, bim boom, bim boom, bim boom11

What has a  woman's voice got to do with the tending of machines? 'Derry derry

ding dason' is a round sung in twelve parts. Its sound mimics the rhythm of the

moving loom around which it was composed and performed as a work song. Here

is a nineteenth century loa – a communal singing and moving (weaving) in

relation to new technologies. Its interlocking rhythm in twelve movements

conjures the heft and pulse of interlacing threads, and the interlacing women who

wrought cloth and song from community; met the space of work with an

invigorated feminine space of embodied voice.

This musicality of the interaction of woman and machine arose again in the

training of secretaries where women were taught to type in rhythmic patterns,

"Words per minute, beats per minute, the clatter of the typist's strokes, the striking

of the keys, thump of carriage return marked by the ringing of a bell at the end of

every line" (Plant 1997: 118-9). And then the rhythms of the switchboard

operator; constant greeting and plugging in, listening to conversations and

chatting between calls - the electronic negotiation of speaking voices. She has

always been accused of talking too much, of being a nag, of going on. She has his
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voice in her ear dictating letters, translating utterance to the pressing of keys.

Dictaphone. Her skills are unimportant, apparently. Supportive, but not at the hub.

She doesn't speak into his ear, and send his fingers flurrying over lettered buttons.

Henry Sayre in his analysis of Laurie Anderson's United States (Sayre 1989)

suggests something of the typist's lack of agency when he says of her work ". . .

the peculiar lack of an organizing consciousness, of an inner essence, in her

narratives . . . is the most destabilizing element in her work" (Sayre 1989: 148).

Such nomadic text-telling is structurally similar to the texts of the typing pool,

produced by women moved around an organisation to listen to telling in order to

produce text.

I want to suggest that such moving telling (this is meaning on the move) is a

characteristic of art practice which engages with technology and the feminine

through the use of the voice as loa. Such shifting embodied utterance provokes the

production of different kinds of space. The writing of texts in relation to the pang

of telling is a characteristic of these voices. Such a pang is often os-textual (the

writer is also the one who utters the text in performance); the drench of voice is

capable of different poetries in the breath of writing. This winding of

voice/writing/body nudges odd geographies out of the new technoculture,

resisting and redoubling its symbolic logic.

Case's discussion of the operations of the voudou vever focuses not on

performance in particular, but on the new technoculture in general. This chapter's

focus is  technology and performance; some of my examples use technology in

live performance, others engage technology in installation spaces, or digital

platforms such as CD-ROM. It is my proposal that whatever the different formats
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for performance, the operations of femininity in relation to the space of new

technologies are progressively engaged through the model of the voudou vever,

and specifically the voice as loa. Within live performance, the os-text is able to

operate in an oscillatory economy between writing and the voicing of that writing.

In performances, or media which involve recorded written / voices, the same

oscillatory prowess is not able to operate in the same way. However, in

progressive play with new technologies, other kinds of oscillation might be

negotiated between writing, the byte and the tongue.

Case's argument emphasises the communal nature of the dancing figures operating

through the cipher of the vever. Since my analysis is focused on performance, the

nature of plurality is different. In such contexts, multiplicity might operate

through the many 'users' of installations composed from intelligent environments,

or through the 'driving' of CD-ROM art works. Within performance, plurality is

often engaged within the dynamics of the practice itself, both in terms of multiple

performing bodies, and through the weaving operations of femininity, technology

and voice. Such 'community' also operates across the dynamic of audience and

performers. Case's 'case' still operates fruitfully in such contexts; a mobile

understanding of plurality grazes voices and flesh to trouble conceptions of space

as well as femininity in the new technoculture.



What is particular about the operations of voice in performance in relation to

technology? Frances Dyson in her essay on sound and cyberculture 'When is the

Ear Pierced?' (Dyson 1996) suggests that radio produced intimate voices through
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the use of microphones at close proximity. Such voices "gave the listening

experience a particular authenticity" (Dyson 1996: 78). Dyson goes on to analyse

the difference between such live uses of microphones, and the operations of

recorded sound:

Recorded sound cannot claim the so-called authenticity of direct, live

transmission, since the recording is tied to neither the here nor the now of

the sonic event but rather to a system of representation guided by

technology.

(Dyson 1996: 87)

I want to use Dyson's comments to analyse the operations of recorded and live

voice in our dance theatre production The Secret Project. Sections of The Secret

Project intonate space through the textures of live voice (amplified through a

headset microphone) and recorded voice (sampled and triggered by motion).12

Such a spatial intonation resists the distinction between live and recorded media;

the voice speaking live before you, and the voice sampled and triggered by

motion, is the same voice. Because the live voice is amplified, it sounds

qualitatively the same as the recorded voice. Both 'tongues of text' operate

together through a choreographic practice of moving / speaking. In this practice it

isn't always clear when I utter text, and when I trigger a pre-recorded sample. The

apprehension of such a process is troubled by the knowledge that there are too

many voices for this one performer to be articulating them all 'live'. Yet they 'fit'

with her body – pulses of movement are accompanied by flurries of text. Such a

practice fables the unbound body into being through the loa of voice. It disturbs

the distinction between live and recorded media by asserting the presentness of
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utterance in mouth and flesh, as well as preserving a sense of another temporal

operation within the sound world.

When we were at an early stage of research for The Secret Project, we developed

our use of the motion-sensing software 'BigEye' using colour as a trigger. This

meant that we told the camera to 'see' the movement of a particular colour. The

colour we chose needed to contrast strongly to other colours in the visual field.

This involved us in experiments with brightly coloured gloves, scarlet lipstick and

orange vests. On the computer screen, we drew boxes for our trigger to 'hit'. We

played with various operations of trigger – text relation. I moved from

performance space to the computer screen and back again checking 'where' the

triggers were. My choreography was beleagured by these attempts to 'hit' triggers.

Sampled texts blurted their voices into awkward space. This failure is a failure

which Case traces in her discussion of Euclidean space. Our triggers, like the

Euclidean point, were only able to articulate a monistic relationship to space.

Voices were either triggered or not triggered; boundaries of screenic boxes

entered or not entered. Such spatial and performic negotiations are unable to vever

provocative space because they cannot engage with the grain of utterance and

physicality. When we shifted to using motion as a trigger, we began to develop a

practice which could engage in the internal ache of movement and utterance; a

practice which could operate like the voudou vever and allow the body to open

into different kinds of space; a practice where she could use both her tongues to

engage the voice as loa.
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one tongue for tasting

and another for speaking

there's no fork here

just two

I know you'd like a tale of natural and synthetic

or a tale of splitting and engorging

but I've only something more confusing

there are two tongues here

one for tasting

and one for speaking

it's true there are tiny

thread wires

spun throughout

and speaking has a greater range

and tasting too

but I could not tell you which was first

which she was made with

which she made herself

the design is creative

and intelligent

each will move up or down and lie still

If the other is on high

but there are other times

when silicon muscle webs

work on oral opera

she has two tongues

and sometimes uses both

to her advantage

somehow her widened

taste buds shot with pixels

improve her speaking tongue

and the two articulate their differences

with skilled co-ordination

to see her speaking with her mouth full

is a fine thing –

(little iridescences here and there

light the half-light in murmurs)
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Dyson uses the trope of 'ventriloquism' in her discussion of sound and cyberspace

to describe the relation between visual and sound worlds in film; "This

'ventriloquism' . . the synchronisation of voice and moving lips (lip sync)

reproduces a phonocentric unity of the viewing subject" (Dyson 1996: 83). Such a

unity is precisely what is disturbed in a practice of weaving live and recorded

utterance in performance. Since the 'charge' of such a practice lies in this

confusion of live and sampled voice, this is also a practise which resists

documentation on video. This is because, when both voices are 'recorded' (as they

must be on video), the tangling of time and space through voice fails. On video,

she only has one tongue; her soundtrack could be pre-recorded rather than

produced by her moving body. In this sense, the 'ventriloquism' of cinema serves

to still our plural work into singular phonocentricity.13

I am interested in pursuing the trope of 'ventriloquism' further. This is partly

because the figure is important in relation to the work of Laurie Anderson, but

also because its practical 'throwing' of voice troubles Dyson's 'phonocentricity' in

a different key.



The ventriloquist throws her voice from her own body to that of a puppet. She

performs an odd stunt; she feigns unutterance whilst manipulating the mouth of a

mannequin. Such a game of vocal shifting is an agreed fiction. Whilst it is always

clear that there is only one uttering body, the success of the act lies in its ability to
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convince us of a conversation between two characters. In literal space, these

performative games function in the oscillation between a singular bound

phonocentric body, and the plurality of two voices and two bodies.

Like a ventriloquist, I've been throwing my voice

Long distance is the story of my life

And in the words of the artist Joseph Beuys

"If you get cut you better bandage the knife."

(Anderson 1994: 261)

Anderson's interest in the shifting of voices, bodily, electronically and poetically

has been a consistent thematic in her work over more than twenty five years. The

figure of the ventriloquist puppet embodies this interest; it performs the anxieties

around bodily and corporeal confusion that technology heralds. This is only

latterly digital technology. In the text above, written in 1975, the technology is the

telephone – the protagonist's voice is thrown long-distance. This elliptical text

uses the trope of the ventriloquist to suggest something of the corporeal

bewilderment of being able to speak, but not touch, long distance.

Anderson has produced art work that includes performance, installation, drawings,

books of poetry, songs, a CD-ROM and television appearances. The disciplinary

reach and scale of this work is remarkable. Despite this, Anderson's work coheres

in its consistent engagement with orality / textuality in relation to technology as

theme as well as vehicle of performance.14 Ventriloquism and the ventriloquist's

dummy as metaphor and literal figure, recur within her work in all genres; as a

doppelganger in television chat / art shows15; as performer in live performance16;

as a different version of 'voice throwing' in her use of the vocoder to lower her

voice to a masculine tone17 (also in live performance); as a metaphor for her use
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of the violin18; as title, character and object in the CD-ROM Puppet Motel

(Anderson 1995).



In this next part of the chapter I want to follow the adventures of the ventriloquist

and her puppet, and suggest that as a thread through Anderson's work, they

comprise a productive series of examples of the ways on which femininity is able

to engage with technology in performance through the trope of the voudou vever,

and specifically the written / uttered voice as loa.

Anderson trained as a violinist as a child and her use of the instrument in its

original form, and in a wide range of digital variations has been a characteristic of

her work since she performed Duets on Ice in 1974/5.19 The depiction of the

violin as a little feminine body, who might be made to 'sing' by a good player,

operates curiously in Anderson's work because she makes this problematic

metaphor distinctive by characterising herself as a ventriloquist, and the violin as

a puppet.20 What is compelling about this is that some of Anderson's violins

actually play voices. Such a practice makes the weary metaphor literal in another

vein. In her 1986 production Home of the Brave, the tape bow violin 'plays' a

sample of William Burroughs saying "listen to my heart beat." Anderson lingers

over the details of Burrough's intonation, repeating sections, hurrying some and

slowing others down. Such a use of voice operates to unsettle masculine vocal

authority, since Anderson 'speaks' with Burrough's voice; she crafts its rhythms

anew from his original ones; she careers along his tongue with her electronic

bow.21 What kind of vever is this? Is it one that steals Burrough's voice to wind its
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tone in the breath of femininity? One in which Anderson, like the good

ventriloquist, throws voices to produce a different kind of space?

Anderson uses another kind of electronic 'voice shifter' in her use of the 'vocoder'.

This is an instrument that lowers the voice an octave to produce a masculine tone.

Anderson made extensive use of this during her performances in the 1980s, and

referred to her resultant 'male' voice' as the 'Voice of Authority.' Several critics

have been drawn to this aspect of Anderson's performances. Jessica Prinz argues

that Anderson's shifting of voices in her texts, and vocal range via the vocoder,

undermines the hegemony of any one position. For Prinz, such a position

constitutes a refusal of binary structures, through the continual setting up of

"dialectical oppositions that sustain oscillations between opposites" (Prinz 1991:

125).22 Philip Auslander suggests that Anderson's use of voice is "vertiginous

even for herself" (Auslander 1994: 80). Auslander argues that Anderson's plural

vocal positioning results in multiplicity without agency; "These voices are no

longer her own, yet they do not belong to an identifiable Other; they belong to no

one" (Auslander 1994: 80). I think both these positions dilute the operations of

voice and technology in Anderson's work by making similar points in different

ways. Prinz' depiction of Anderson's practice as an oscillatory economy that

resists binary distinctions, cannot account for Anderson's strategy of manipulating

meaning through metonymic understatement. Making meaning on the move, does

not imply that meaning isn't made, or that it is permanently 'put off'.23 Auslander's

argument simply wrests voices from Anderson – they apparently "belong to no

one." Who, I wonder, is the ventriloquist here? And who the puppet?
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Anderson's playing at masculinity, is as self-conscious a trick as the ventriloquist

throwing her voice into the puppet's mouth. Like the ventriloquist, she never

seriously expects us to be convinced of her staged fictions. The simultaneity of the

vocal filter in live performance undoes the charge of such 'authority' because we

witness the vocal trick before us.24 Anderson's use of Burrough's voice on the tape

bow violin, and her use of the vocoder tread similar ground. These are feminine

voices, despite their apparent masculinity. This is because they pose at authority

like good puppets. The style of Anderson's ventriloquism is to resist overt agency,

in order to allow her voices to speak. But this isn't a lack of agency, but one wise

in femininity's askance authority.



'The Pillow Speaker' is a performance piece documented in Anderson's book

Stories from the Nerve Bible (Anderson 1994: 28). In it, Anderson places a small

speaker (designed to be inserted in a pillow for nocturnal language acquisition)

inside her mouth. Anderson connected the speaker to a cassette deck which played

music and her own voice. She altered volume by opening and closing her mouth.

This early piece negotiates voice and utterance through technology and the female

body in a similar way to the tape bow violin and the vocoder. 'The Pillow

Speaker's' 'loa' is conjured not through vocal transvestism, but through a playful

dislocation of live and recorded speech. Anderson 'speaks' before us; when she

opens her mouth, her words get louder, when she closes it they are muffled. At the

same time, she cannot speak, because the little speaker 'gags' her. Such a trick

'throws' Anderson's voice, electronically into her mouth once again, and like a

good ventriloquist, she can speak without moving her mouth. 'The Pillow Speaker'
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brings a charge of liveness to the recorded voice, and an inflection of the recorded

to live utterance. It performs brilliantly the negotiation of femininity and voice, by

plugging her in to articulate language at the cost of her own damp vowels.



In a piece from the performance series For Instants (1975), Anderson sat cross-

legged in front of a candle, in a spotlight. A sensor was aimed at the flame. When

she spoke, the flame moved in and out of the sensor's range causing the spotlight

to flicker (Anderson 1994: 114  - 5).25 In this early work, Anderson connects the

rhythm of her live utterance with the rhythm of illumination. This connects the

realm of hearing with the realm of seeing, and makes of them a single gesture. If

she is silent, we can see her; but if she speaks, she disappears.

In 'Tightrope', one of the sections from the performance Stories from the Nerve

Bible (1992), Anderson stands in semi-darkness and catches a slender red laser

beam in the palm of her hand as she speaks this text;

In this dream I'm on a tightrope

and I'm tipping back and forth

trying to keep my balance.

And below me are all my relatives,

and if I fall I'll crush them.

This line, this bloodline,

the only thing that binds me

to the turning world below and

all the people and noise and songs and shouts.

This long thin line, this song line, this shout.
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This thin tightrope, this tightrope made of sound,

This tightrope, so thin,

made of my own blood.

(Anderson 1994: 81)

Here, Anderson troubles the Euclidean precision of the laser beam with spoken

poetry. Voicing in the darkness, she makes of the laser a metaphor and a

performer. Anderson's steady syllables weave the grain of flesh upon the point,

conjures of it a tightrope, a bloodline, a shout. She vevers another kind of space

whilst she has technology in her hand ("a tightrope made of sound"). She brings a

melancholy humour to technology by embracing it, and by depicting it as a poor

circus act.

In both these works, Anderson voices in relation to technology as a way to

perform the promises and failures of the technology / femininity knot. Both these

pieces make work out of 'bad synching', either through the dissonance of utterance

and light,26 or through the symbolic dissonance of high technology and family;

"It's a kind of timing, a kind of synching that's been getting into all the songs I

have been writing lately" (Anderson in Goldberg 1976: 20). Both these works use

technical skill / spectacle (the red laser) to trouble their meanings. In the piece

from For Instants, Anderson can be heard but not seen. In 'Tightrope' Anderson

chooses semi-darkness to inhabit the interstitial space between hearing and seeing.

Neither of these pieces explicitly engage with the trope of the ventriloquist, but

they serve as a performative segue for the puppet's argument.
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Anderson's most well-known use of the 'puppet' trope in performance, is during

the opening of Home of the Brave (1986). Anderson's film made this material

accessible beyond the original performance in the mid 1980s.27 Like the use of the

vocoder in general (also used here), this performance has been the regular subject

of critical writing.28 Its appeal lies in its combination of costume (including a total

head mask), masculine voice, odd dance, and a lecture (in vocal drag) on digital

encoding.

Anderson had seen a reconstruction of some Oskar Schlemmer dances at the

Guggenheim Museum in New York, (presented by Deborah McCall) prior to

working on Home of the Brave. Anderson describes Home of the Brave as

"Flintstone Kabuki crossbred with the Bauhaus" (Anderson 1994: 211).

Schlemmer's influence on Anderson is clear, both in this comment and in her

description of the way his masked figures were designed / how they moved

(Anderson 1994: 218). Unlike most of Schlemmer's costume designs, there is no

radical alteration of the shape of the body in Home of the Brave, but the

minimalism of the facial features does recall Schlemmer's  work, as does the

geometric two-dimensional choreography. In her desciption of the Schlemmer

dances, Anderson refers to them as 'robots.'

Anderson's dancing body opens her film Home of the Brave. Her body in

silhouette moves wildly, to a regular funky beat. She plays on her own two-

dimensionality; in wide seconds, she swoops, wriggles, presents her palms to us,

finds right angles at knees and elbows. In front of thirty foot of blue glow,

Anderson dances like a shadow-marionette. Anderson draws the bow across her

violin, and as she does so, lights draw up and reveal her wearing a lycra face
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mask. Her eyes are buttons, her nose a triangle, her mouth a lipless hole. When

Anderson speaks it is through the vocoder. This female body is effaced first by

shadowing, then by mask and subsequently by altered voice. The effect of these

layers of concealment is a curious kind of drag. Moving further downstage, she

begins a prologue, in which she introduces the numbers 'one' and 'zero'.

Now first let's take a look at zero. Now nobody wants to be a zero. To be a

zero means to be a nothing, a has-been, a clod. On the other hand,

everybody wants to be number one, the winner, top of the heap, the acme.

And there seems to be a strange kind of national obsession with this

particular number. Now in my opinion, the problem with these two

numbers is they're just too close, leaves very little room in there for

everybody else. Just not enough range . . . because what we are actually

looking at are the building blocks of the modern computer age.

(From 'Lower Mathematics' Anderson 1986)

Like her later work 'Tightrope', this sequence inhabits an interstitial space in a

context of mathematical clarity. In 'Tightrope' this is a red laser beam. In Home of

the Brave, it is the binary logic of digital systems. Anderson describes these

contradictions in her ironic text, and performs them by playing at puppetry.29 This

mannequin dances in the borderlands of gender identity by concealing her face

and voice through a 'neutral' mask and a masculine voice. In this performance,

Anderson extends the use of the vocoder into physical drag. Yet this is not

masculine, instead it effaces clear signs of femininity and masculinity to throw her

voice from corporeality onto the impossible binaries of technoculture.
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Later in Home of the Brave Anderson smiles at us with a light in her mouth. Her

glowing grin parodies gladness; the 'twing' of bright cheerfulness redolent of

commercial images of femininity. The light's wire trails from her mouth like the

wire from the mini speaker in 'The Pillow Speaker.' In her book Stories From the

Nerve Bible, Anderson juxtaposes this image of the electronic smile with an

image from United States 3 (1983) of a plug socket. Like Anderson's smile, the

plug's orifices glow (Anderson 1994: 174).  In placing these two images one

above the other, Anderson produces a diptych of faces, in which mouths become

plug-ins for electricity. The penetrative economy, so familiar to femininity, is cast

here as electronic, and the feminine body / mouth as a little plug socket. This

image is used again, over ten years later, as an icon in Anderson's CD-ROM

Puppet Motel (1995). These little plug faces function as escape holes for the

navigator in virtual space. This most ordinary electronic junction, leads us home.



In this next section of the chapter I want to move on to examine the operations of

text and voice in virtual performance spaces – the space of CD-ROM. My focus

in this section is Anderson's Puppet Motel. The performances in this CD-ROM are

not os-textual because the medium isn't live, but Anderson still writes and

performs all her texts, and locates them in a context of virtual space. Whilst the

recorded nature of the medium restricts the oscillatory possibilities of the voice /

writing tangle, within the space of new technologies, another oscillation operates

to affect other spatial possibilities. This is connected to the fact that these texts are

written and spoken by the same person (in Anderson's case, often many times in

live performance before they reach Puppet Motel). It isn't any voice that can
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operate to unsettle the spatial paradigm of new technologies, it is (most often) a

voice rocked on the tongue of writing, and such a voice knows its writing best, if

its corpus writes as well as speaks.

I begin this section by examining the kind of space that might be conjured in these

realms; I use essays which engage with virtual reality  rather than screenic space

to assist me in this. There are profound differences between a work which

attempts to conjure virtual reality (Like Mother Tongue, see later) and screen-

based work on CD-ROM (such as Puppet Motel). However, since critical

discourse around digital space is more sophisticated in relation to the 'augmented

reality' of VR, these arguments complement my discussion of screen-based work.

Additionally, a conception of 'different kinds of space' (in a context of

technology) ciphered from moving flesh through the loa of voice, might operate

as powerfully in live performance, as within installation, or screen-based work, as

within VR.



As discussed earlier, Case proposes the voudou vever as a 'map' for sophisticated

contingent spatial negotiations that challenge the kinds of space organised by

current software. My own argument extends Case's point to assert voice as the loa

in these relations (i.e. voice as 'cipher' for the way the body opens as a window

onto virtual space). As we shift here from the realm of live performance to that of

recorded performance, and from stage space to cyberspace, my thesis of the voice

as loa operates directly in a context of digitally organised space. Such spaces often

struggle to meet the grain of voice. The proposal of the body and virtual space as
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'integrated plural motifs' falters when such visual space stumbles at plurality itself.

If the voice operates as a loa in these contexts to produce different kinds of space,

they do so in a way that reinforces the particular failures of visual over vocal

worlds. Her textual tongue, woven through these spaces, weaves a connection

between flesh and utterance. Her lick makes space for the feminine, but what 'she'

tastes is often no space at all.

fluidly then

(look down)

I moisten the space

between your

small fingers

and that

plate of buttons

south of you

corpuscle

to pixel

Simon Penny in an essay called 'Virtual Reality as the Completion of the

Enlightenment Project' (Penny 1994) argues that the space of virtual reality

largely lags behind the imagination of its attendant cultural thrall. This essay was

written in 1994; six years ago (I write this in 2000). In the world of new

technologies six years is equivalent to many decades prior to the digital

revolution. Nonetheless, Penny's essay remains relevant in many aspects. Penny's

thesis is that the revolutionary rhetoric around the advent of virtual reality largely

conceals traditional conceptions of space and identity.30
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Penny makes the same point as Case in relation to the limitations of the kinds of

space organised by current software. Even more interestingly, his argument uses

an example of dancing bodies as a way to imagine a contrary conception of space:

But what if VR had developed in a culture with a different attitude to the

body? Take for example, this discussion of Indian dance: "The sense of

space was wholly different . . . no long runs or soaring leaps or efforts to

transform the stage into a boundless arena, a kind of metaphysical

everywhere . . . but content with the realm of the body, comfortable with

dimension and gravity, all ease, all centred." The teacher of this dance

technique described the attitude to the body thus: "no sense of elevation or

extension . . . body self-contained . . . inwardness, inwardness . . . In

Hinduism, there is no beyond."

(Penny 1994: 239 [Wetzsteon 1992])

It is more than a little compelling that Penny and Case independently express their

sense of the limitations of digital space, through a proposal of the transgressive

possibilities of non - Western dance forms (Case through the African cultural

practice of voudou, Penny through Indian dance).31 Whilst Case uses the voudou

vever to propose a mobilising image for engagement with new technologies,

Penny leaves his own question ("what if VR had developed in a culture with a

different attitude to the body?") largely unanswered beyond his provocative

example of the Indian dancer.

Earlier in the same essay, Penny describes digital space in a context of classical

mechanics:

On a technical level, the grid (and polygonal construction within the grid)

radically limits the possibility of constructing organic, amorphous forms.

It privileges clean, crystalline, coherent, independent forms. . . this space
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is the space of classical mechanics (which) resolve the messy, complex,

and overlapping world into clean, self-contained mathematical objects,

like the polygonal bodies floating in virtual space.

(Penny 1994: 233)

Let's compare this description with a footnote from Brenda Laurel's book

Computers as Theatre (1993).

Using computers to store recipes is one of the oldest jokes in the personal

computer business - in the early days, that's what all marketing executives

thought women would do with them. The obvious drawback is that cookie

dough, pasta sauce, and other goo-based substances will get all over the

keys when you try to retrieve a recipe file. A speech interface is the

obvious solution, but it would seem that the marketing executives haven't

thought of that one yet.

(Laurel 1993: 174)

Penny and Laurel's descriptions seem to me to sum up much about the

contemporary wranglings of femininity and technology. If femininity is

caricatured as approaching the terminal covered in 'goo-based substances' how

might 'she' engage in 'polygonal construction within the grid'? Indeed.

Jeanne Randolph in her essay 'A City for Bachelors' (Randolph 1996) analyses the

virtual reality project Archaeology of a Mother Tongue by Toni Dove and Michael

Mckenzie (1993). This is a piece made in the early years of VR, and certainly the

dissonance described here is partly consequent to this, but I would argue that the

points made here to do with the contrast in visual and sound worlds are too

frequent an observation to be only the result of an emergent technology.
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throughout the piece there is a contradiction between the purity of the

image world and the organic disintegration expressed in the aural world . .

(Randolph 1996: 223)

. . . in the visual field, the skeleton of the virtual city remains fleshless and

unredeemed, a dreamlike condensation in an aural envelope of voices.

(Randolph 1996: 225)

I want to suggest a connection between Penny's crystalline spaces, Laurel's joke

about a 'speech interface' and these comments on Dove and McKenzie's VR

project. Whilst it is clear that Randolph's description of the "purity of the image"

accords directly with Penny's "crystalline spaces," what is less clear is how Missy

Cooking Disaster might connect with "an aural envelope of voices." It seems to

me that the messy dynamics of cookie dough and pasta sauce on keyboards is an

unwitting depiction of a fable of the unbound body (slipping from literal to

symbolic realms). Its drowning of technology with the dynamic of 'goo' has

everything to do with the operations of voice as loa. Laurel suggests (for different

reasons) a 'speech interface' in this context of viscous disaster. This makes every

kind of symbolic sense – since voice, like cookie dough, gets 'all over the keys.'



Laurie Anderson's CD-ROM Puppet Motel is composed of Penny's 'crystalline

forms.' This aesthetic is largely the result of Anderson's collaboration with Hsin -

Chien Huang (the designer of the digital spaces). Sites range from the specific

detail of virtual rooms, to more abstract spaces where shapes and bodies float.

Anderson's characteristic of contrasting high-tech with her haunting, understated

os-texts is reproduced here. The female speaking voice is a constant refrain.
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Anderson's voice is also framed by another chorus, this time of digital voices -

recorded phone messages, computer warnings, which make more stark the

contrast between the corporeal and the electronic. Many of the rooms in Puppet

Motel are places of half-light peopled with odd bodies - ventriloquist dolls, little

computer-generated puppets, shadows across windows. The corporeality inscribed

here is fragmented, absent, or depicted in puppet form. Such absence is negotiated

in the dialectic between all of Anderson's voices (her 'ordinary' voice, her

masculine 'Voice of Authority,' the voices which speak her texts at digital

command) and the 'clean, crystalline, coherent, independent forms' that comprise

the visual spaces. Such vocality conjures flesh and fleshlessness in the puppet's

ghosted space. There is something about the particular impact of rendered images

which makes it un-surprising that there are no bodies here: Cubes, spheres and

other surfaces are 'perfect.' In retaining a computer-generated aesthetic, Anderson

makes room for no body, at the same time as her multi-tongued voice orients such

'empty space' in another key.



In the following analysis, I want to focus on the operations of voice and the

ventriloquist's puppet in Puppet Motel. In general, no one is home at the 'Puppet

Motel,' which isn't surprising considering it's a lodging for mannequins.

The ventriloquist's dummy in Puppet Motel is a troubling presence, since it both

lies in the half-light like the dummy it is, and speaks to us with no operator to be

seen. Here Anderson cheats at ventriloquism - her voice speaks as if from the

puppet, but since she isn't visible and the medium isn't live, her voice doesn't need
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to be 'thrown.' Instead her voice is a digital pattern programmed into synchronicity

with the animated puppet. Nonetheless, the figure of the ventriloquist's dummy

alone is haunted by voicelessness. Only in 'The Green Room' does the

ventriloquist puppet speak to us directly. 'The Green Room' is traditionally the

space where  actors get themselves ready before performance; a sort of

'performance waiting room.' It is curious then, that this is the only space in which

the puppet speaks. Anderson reinforces layers of agency by giving the puppet the

masculine 'Voice of Authority' and providing it with a microphone similar to the

one Anderson wears when she is speaking in performance using the vocoder. So

the puppet performs authority in the off-stage space, through vocoder, microphone

and animation. In the end, however, the puppet is something of a bad actor.

Anderson makes of 'him' an emcee for the green room and the overall CD-ROM

("have you been to the waiting room yet?"), she fixes him within the tenets of

realistic acting. The puppet's clumsy efforts to introduce events in 'The Green

Room,' suggests something of the awkwardness of this space. Unlike most of the

rooms within Puppet Motel which tend to cohere thematically, 'The Green Room'

is an uncomfortable rag bag of events. These include details of 'Vent Haven' a

museum of ventriloquism, navigable from the map of the US on the wall of the

room; video clips from the US art show 'Alive from Off Center' showing

Anderson and her digitally diminutive 'clone'; a mock advertisement for 'mac

make up'; a design for a piece of street sculpture involving marble and red water.

In the abrupt shifts of topic and tone in this room, puppets watch puppets, and the

ventriloquist dummy acts as crass prompt for what might be possible; "would

somebody get the phone?" At one stage the puppet's mouth gets stuck open and

'he' stutters trying to request assistance until we click to unlock his jaw. Ironically,
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in a space that promises a provocative playfulness with voice and puppetry, 'The

Green Room' is something of a retrograde space, in which a metonymy which is

so unsettling elsewhere in the CD-ROM, is replaced by the clumsy metaphor of

acting.

Puppet Motel has thirty three rooms ranging from ouija board spaces to phone

rooms, to an aquarium, to a motel room. In one of these rooms a tape spins in the

darkness, and a computer-generated voice repeats in litany "love me, love me,

love me, now." Time passes oddly; the light from a high window sweeps the room

like the passing of cars in the night, or like days rushing by. This place suggests a

melancholy sexuality wrested from bodies; the mannequin (the puppet of the title)

lies in the half-light stuck between romantic phrases and a lost body. If you go

into the mirror, Anderson tells a story of seeing lipstick kisses accumulate on the

mirror in the office of a psychiatrist she visited. Her doctor can't see the kisses

from where he sits, and it turns out that his twelve year old daughter has been

coming in and kissing the glass. Anderson traces here an adolescent sexuality

inscribed in tricks of light and mirrors. This site is far more evocative of

technology's engagement with femininity through the trope of the ventriloquist

puppet, and the loa of voice, than the irritating chit chat of the puppet in 'The

Green Room.' In the shadowy space in which the puppet lies discarded, seen and

then unseen as the light shifts, Anderson's 'ordinary' voice, weaves with the

mournful repetition of longing spoken by no one at all. This is a site in which

voicelessness and corporeality meander in the darkness. Easy delineations of 'real'

and 'digital' are disrupted by the icon of the turning tape which reminds us that

both these voices are wrested from bodies, like the silent puppet discarded in the

shadows.
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Anderson uses computer generated voices in several of the sites within her CD-

ROM. Like the voice requesting to be loved in 'The Mirror Room' described

above, Anderson purposely sets these voices running along the language of

romantic love. In their uncanny intonation, such voices articulate a specific loss;

one aching between desire and technology. Their longing negotiates voice and

voicelessness in steady syllables. Their gesture is on the side of the feminine, both

because they set meaning running, and because they irritate the physical clarity of

Huang's spaces at the same time as re-inscribing their perfection. Such feminine

voices have no body, just as their words speak of love lost and yearned for. What

kind of 'loa' is this? One which troubles the distinction between corporeality and

the digital, and produces an interstitial space of cyborgian grief.

In one of the rooms navigable from 'The Phone Room', Anderson and Huang

design a space which stages the world wide web. Using simulated perspective, we

stare down girders hanging in space, telephones sweep up and down the inside

surfaces. Anderson again uses the computer-generated voice software, this time to

speak the lyrics to an old song – "Listen to the music, the sweet sweet music" in a

'female' voice. The effect is similarly mournful to other times the digitised voices

are used. Here, such melancholy arises because the voice recalls the literal singing

bodies and acoustic musics of another time. In counterpoint to this, a 'male' digital

voice hurriedly reads the complexities of rushing urls (web site codes) which

move quickly towards us. This demonstration of breathless precision draws

attention to the digital nature of the reading voice. Its performance has neither the

ache nor the grain of corporeal voices, or the traceries of poetic text. Anderson's

small narratives, to be found here beneath two images of the world - one
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spherical, the other flat, vevers the corporeal into this space. Her stories of

ordinary confusion in cyberspace and outerspace bring lost flesh to this site. The

perfection of Huang's design, and the computer voices, all grate troublingly

against the imperfection of experience  described in Anderson's texts.

'The Conversation Room' is another of Huang's sleekly drawn three-dimensional

spaces. In a long room, single male and female figures stand equidistant from a

glowing light bulb. The figures are little mannequins, icons of femininity and

masculinity, similar to the inhabitants of a chess board. This site is unusual within

the CD-ROM because it uses a ('real') male voice as well as Anderson's own, and

not the computer-generated voices of elsewhere. Here Anderson weaves a scene

of heterosexual love and loss. She does so using the two voices in counterpoint,

one line each. There are several scenes. In the first we can hear text whispered

very quietly by the two voices:

in our sleep

as we speak

listen to the drums beat

as we speak

(Anderson 1995)

The scene is programmed so that if we bring the male figure closer to the light,

then the text gets louder and more audible, and the same for the female figure. In

the next scene, the light flickers, and there is an empty chair and shirt in the place

of the two figures. What follows is a series of phrases which are spoken by

Anderson and the male voice, one word each, one after the other. The texts are

sound byte clichés of romance and tragedy. Both the space and these tired and

recognisable sound bytes have the mournfulness of simulacra. Anderson's use of
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such text and image present the surface of such interaction. The voices skilfully,

but a little falteringly share the intonation; they recall the computer-generated

software struggling similarly with the space of voicing. The grain of these voices,

inhabiting the same sentences, suggest the tension of two bodies, eager to pick up

the next word from the other.

Did she fall or was she pushed?

Your shirt on my chair.

I'll be with you, I'll be there.

I'll never leave you.

Your shirt on my chair.

Come here little girl, get into the car, it's a brand new cadillac, bright red.

Hey, haven't I seen you somewhere before?

Despair in my heart, bright red.

Your words in my ears.

I'll be with you.

I'll never leave you.

(Anderson 1996)



There is a site in Puppet Motel which is a wall of plug sockets, whose orifices

glow in the darkness. Anderson uses the image of the plug socket in United States

3 (1983), and in the diptych of 'faces' in Stories From the Nerve Bible (see

earlier). In Puppet Motel, the metaphor of these sockets as little feminine oral

orifices is made explicit, by giving them voices - voices which are Anderson's

own unfiltered syllables. Our cursor is a circular torchlight, which lights up the

angled wall of sockets. As we illuminate each socket, so we hear a whispered

story. These voices in the dark tell strange, elliptical tales; a story about
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interviewing John Cage, another about 'doing things by the book,' another again

about walking and falling at the same time.32 Here Anderson performs multiple

whispered voices, through mouths of socketry. Her tales shift from spare poetry to

garbled excess. These are voices whispering in the walls, repeating their litanies

until we click on one of them to be taken elsewhere. Such a staging of femininity

sums up Puppet Motel well, because these voices utter a plural whisper, from a

space of 'elsewhere.' Such ventriloquism throws and multiplies voices to make

many 'mouths' speak. By doing so, their utterance vevers another kind of space;

one secreted inside feminine mouths, and ghosting the peripheral in the space of

perfection.



. . . cyberspace beyond its business uses, can invoke a parallel and

sometimes a transcendent or spiritual world that revives the dead or the

spirits of things in the limbo of the possible.

(Morse 1996: 206)

CD-ROM as a platform for art practice allows its audience to negotiate the

geographies of its construction through the medium of the computer. Users decide

where to go and how to interact. But in the end, all they touch, is a computer. One

of the characteristics of emerging technologies is the elimination of duration and

the collapse of time into real time.33 I want to end this chapter by asking what

such digital prowess might weave with us, out of the box again, and into spaces

which an audience can inhabit directly. Can such cartographies, as Margaret

Morse suggests, 'revive the spirits of things'?

At the chapter's end, I want to tell you a ghost story.
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In the middle of our dance theatre production The Secret Project, there is a story

called 'Snow Ghosts' (see Appendix B). This is a story about falling. In writing

this text, I was interested in the moment of slipping as a provocative place for

femininity. I wrote this narrative in the first few days of arriving in the Canadian

Rockies. Its turns are redolent of the place of writing – snow, pine, valleys, coffee

in diners. In the curve of such geography I wanted to conjure a magical space for

the sideways energies of language and the feminine. This is 'Snow Ghosts.' When

Richard34 arrived, and we began to work in the studio, one of the first things we

did was record this story. This was Easter 1998. The recording session was one of

those odd times when we 'got it' in one take.

Eighteen months later we are back in Banff35 on our final production residency for

The Secret Project. Richard and I know that we will use 'snow ghosts' in the piece,

but we are not sure exactly how. I thought I would perform the piece live. But

Richard has a strange suggestion; that we should simply play the recording. I am

hesitant – the story is seven minutes long; I worry that we'll lose our audience.

Richard persuades me. He writes a musical score that opens and closes the work

and erupts in the middle. I suggest darkness, and tiny glimpses of falling caught in

the light at brief moments. We try it. It's a risk - making our audience sit in the

dark for seven minutes listening to a story. But we go with it.

(Sit in the dark and listen to 'snow ghosts' now.

If there's no darkness, you could make some under your closed eyelids)

In the performance of The Secret Project, this story forged a fable of unbound

bodies in a context of multi-tongued dancing women. It allowed our audience the
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pleasures of cyberspace in literal space, by being engulfed in the darkness by

sound. We make a space for  the femininity of hearing in a context of the seeing /

hearing of our moving bodies and technology. The "source beyond the field of

inscription" (Dyson 1996: 87) of recording, is for me, a memory of my first few

days in Canada, of a text that fell out of me like a tripped-up thing. (And I hear

this in the taste of the particular recording). For the audience, amplified voice has

been woven in the textures of live and recorded tenors throughout the piece, so

that time here is both undone and reinforced of the charge of presentness.

Whether this voice is 'beyond the field of inscription' or not, is secondary to the

communal listening in the dark that attends its apprehension. I bathe you in my

vowels. What kind of haunting is this?

In The Domain Matrix, Sue-Ellen Case quotes Verena Andermatt Conley on the

space of narrative in a context of new technologies;

By way of feminists such as Hélène Cixous, through geographers,

philosophers and culture critics, time and again we hear the need for

becoming in cultural contexts of resingularisation through storytelling,

narrative or poetry. Through voice, storytelling brings the body, or one's

story into History. . .  it reopens onto space in time, away from

technological reduction into grids . . .

(Conley 1993: 88, cited by Case 1996: 108)

'Snow Ghosts' attempts a strange spell. It tries to conjure utterance as a "limbo of

the possible" (Morse 1996: 206). It uses text as a cipher to produce 'other spaces'

through the loa of voice. Its storytelling "brings the body . . . into History . . . it
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reopens onto space in time, away from technological reduction into grids . . ." I'm

forging fables. Believe me.



Alongside the performance of The Secret Project there is an installation version of

the work. This is composed of a series of apparently empty boxes, which contain

adapted motion-sensing systems, similar to the ones used in the dance theatre

production. 'Users' are invited to explore the interior of these boxes with their

hands. As they do so, they trigger little sound worlds – a box of gasps, fragments

of a story, poetry. These are empty boxes which contain textual ghosts; ghosts you

can find if you touch them, weaving words from air. Such spaces revive the

'spirits of things' through text, voice and touch. We bring ghosts to your fingertips

by connecting their gesture to the pang of utterance. These are spaces that unsettle

the difference between listening and moving; spaces which trouble voices out of

'empty' space.
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It's 1995. I sit with Robert36 in New York. Grief sleeps in his face, as if he had been

made up to look older. This was my father, he says. He goes on to tell me about

working with Anderson. He calls me the next day and says "I spoke to Laurie today".

Laurie and fathers seem to haunt me. At The Lincoln Centre, where I have learnt

bureaucracy by heart, I overhear the pages repeat to newcomers; "These stacks are

closed". I am given the wrong file by one of the pages, and inside is one small yellow

newspaper clipping, which says;

ACTRESS DIES AFTER 5-STOREY LEAP, Miss Lauri Anderson, twenty-three years

old, of 115 East Eighty-sixth Street, died in Mt. Sinai Hospital early yesterday

morning of injuries which she received when she jumped from the window of a

fifth-floor apartment . . after appearing in musical comedies in New York, she

obtained work as a stenographer.

The clipping is dated March 25th, 1932. In another century Laurie Anderson appears in

musical comedies of her own making; sixty dollars a ticket and on Broadway. One

woman and forty tons of equipment. I think of a photograph of an old man clutching a

cat and smiling, and of a woman who jumped out of a window. Laurie Anderson eludes

me; I try to locate her, lay out meanings, and still I leave town before she arrives.

So here is revolution, in the braid of voices, text and technologies. Through such

practice, different kinds of spaces are spectred into consciousness. This is the loa

of the os-text, conjured through the plurality of moving bodies.
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1 Earlier versions of this chapter have been published as 'Get Your Feminism off
My Floppy: Seedy Roms and Technical Tales' (Gilson-Ellis 1998), and as 'Girling
Troubled Spaces: Choreography, Writing and BigEye' (Gilson-Ellis 1999).

2 Anderson is a 'Warner Brothers' recording artist, and has produced over ten
albums under the Warner label. Despite this, she is still described as a
performance artist rather than a musician in promotional literature.

3 Johannes Birringer introduced me to this essay during our performance project
'Lively Bodies - Lively Machines' at Chichester in 1996. See Birringer 1998: 105
– 44, for an analysis of this project.

4 William Gibson 's description of the body as 'meat' (1984) and the heralding of
VR (virtual reality) as the loss of the body, is accompanied by the characterisation
of cyberspace as a "female realm of pure body" (Morse 1994: 163). Morse
suggests that "cyberspace is a largely male domain where gender constructs under
critique in other spheres of contemporary society return with a vengeance" (Morse
1994: 168).

5 This is the same point as Tenhaaf makes in her earlier article (Tenhaaf 1996:
52). The difference between the two arguments is that Plant focuses on material
historical processes and Tenhaaf on symbolic. This is a difference between
women and femininity. The fact that the two accord in their conclusions, seems to
me to make both more compelling.

6 This is because space and the body in these relations are both characterised as
feminine.

7 Case borrows the terms 'voudou vever' and 'loa' from African cultural practices
with an acknowledgement of the colonial dynamic of such a gesture. She does so
with the aim of 'queering' the discourse around 'performing lesbian at the end of
print culture' (Case 1996: 51 - 6). Whether such borrowing is legitimate is a
complex question. Using non-Western tropes to progress thinking around Western
technoculture, could be said to be a revolutionary gesture, it could also be said to
reinforce the dynamics of colonialism. I would argue that prohibiting areas of
thinking / practice from discourse is more disturbing than making intelligent
contextual use of such material.

8 William Gibson uses the voudou term 'loa' in Count Zero (Gibson 1986). Stone
summarises Gibson's use of the term usefully; " . . . certain emergent phenomena
in the Net – sentient beings which are unwarrantable to human or machine agency
– are in fact loas. This raises the question of whether the loas invaded the net, or
originated there, or manifested as a consequence of distributed human
expectation. (Stone 1995: 188). Case extends this fictional use of the term in her
proposal of the voudou vever as a 'talisman' for engaging with the space of new
technologies.
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9 Case's connection between the operations of the voudou vever and queer culture
seems to me to be the weakest part of what is a compelling argument. It isn't clear
to me how the operations of 'queer' are specifically configured in relation to a
plural, fleshly dancing.

10 “The stunning composure of Hand Fall . . . the work of Jools Gilson-Ellis. . .
For something so intimate to become so declamatory on stage takes the dancer
into a new relationship with her body and her audience, and for this vision alone
Solo Independents would have to be welcomed." 7th March 1998, Mary Leland,
The Irish Times. Review of Hand Fall, solo choreography.

11 This song was taught to me by a group of women in Totnes, Devon who were
part of a choir called Global Harmony. These women told me that 'Derry Derry
Ding Dason' originated in nineteenth century weaving mills tended by women.
This round is sung in twelve parts and mimics the rhythms of loom and shuttle.
My citation for this song, like my learning of it, is a heard thing; understood
through the sharing of rhythms and stories. I place it here as example in content
and transmission.

12 See Chapter One for an introduction to this practice.

13 This is exemplified by the video documentation of The Secret Project included
as part of this doctoral submission. See the chapter's end.

14 "Well I do always want to be in control; that's part of the joke: you use
technology to criticise it" (Anderson 1994: 234).

15 In the video 'What You Mean We?' Anderson invented a digital clone; this was
a diminutive masculine version of herself who performed in conversation with the
full sized Anderson. The first appearance of this 'clone' was on a talk show hosted
by Spalding Gray in 1986, later the pair of them hosted the US art show Alive
from Off Center (Anderson 1994: 85 & 219). A video from one of these
introductions appears in 'The Green Room' of the CD-ROM Puppet Motel (1995 –
see later). This 'clone' figure operates somewhere between the 'vocal transvestism'
of Anderson's use of the vocoder (see Prinz 1991) and the ventriloquist's puppet.

16 Anderson dresses up as a puppet in the opening sequence of the film Home of
the Brave (1986); a ventriloquist's puppet plays a miniature violin in Stories From
the Nerve Bible (see Anderson 1994: 37).

17 See Anderson 1994: 150 – 2

18 Anderson compares her use of the violin with the ventriloquist's use of the
puppet. The section of her retrospective book Stories from the Nerve Bible on the
violin is called 'the Ventriloquist's Dummy' (Anderson 1994: 33 – 8).

19 Duets on Ice was a street performance (performed in Genoa, Italy and New
York City): Anderson played a violin which had pre-recorded music playing from
within its body (the 'Self-Playing Violin'). Anderson accompanied this music with
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her live playing. She did all this whilst wearing ice skates whose blades were
frozen in  a block of ice. The concert ended when the ice melted and she could no
longer stand on the blades (Anderson 1994: 39 – 45). In this work from the mid
seventies, Anderson weaves two tongues of music from the body of the violin;
interrogating the difference between live and recorded sound in a similar gesture
to some of our text work in The Secret Project (see earlier).

20 A distinction  that may well be embedded in the 'violin as woman' metaphor;
such a metaphor operates only from a masculine position – the player will coax
voice out of 'her', with trained skill, just as the ventriloquist gives the dummy
speech. Anderson's re-drafting of this metaphor makes explicit the gendered
coding in the original.

21 Auslander also analyses Anderson's playing of Burrough's voice on the tape
bow violin. He argues that "The gender and cultural politics of Anderson's
appropriation of Burrough's voice . . . are complex to the point of undecideability.
We might be tempted simply to say that the appropriation and manipulation of a
prominent male artist's voice by a woman artist constitutes a political statement in
itself . . ." (Auslander 1994: 121). O I am tempted Philip. My argument here seeks
to locate Anderson's gesture in a specific context of feminine vocal engagement
with new technologies, and as one example amongst many of the use of the voice
as 'loa.'

22 Prinz goes on to say that Anderson "sets up a continuous binary opposition that
fluctuates between male and female without resolution and without priority . . . all
discourses (male and female, verbal and visual) become 'other' or (alter) to each
other in a way that undercuts and denies hegemony to any, Anderson transgresses
both the 'laws of genre' and gender" (Prinz 1991: 135).

23 See Derrida (1978a) for an analysis of meaning production apparently contrary
to what I suggest here. I would argue that acknowledging that meaning cannot
reside inherently within language (Derrida's term for such 'kernal-meaning' is the
'transcendental signified'), does not mean that meaning isn't made. My proposal of
'meaning on the move' discussed in Chapter One, does not cancel Derrida's thesis,
rather it re-drafts it with femininity on its tongue.

24 Auslander phrases this nicely: "By distorting her voice but speaking as herself,
Anderson sets up a genuine ironic distance from what she says . . ." (Auslander
1994: 64).

25 This is the text Anderson spoke in this piece;
"I don't understand film time. I live by the Hudson River, and a lot of boats
go by and I spend a lot of time trying to film them. I set up a camera by the
window and every time I hear a horn, I run to the camera, but it's almost
always too late: and they have gone by, and this is the kind of footage I
have. It's a kind of timing, a kind of synching that's been getting into all
the songs I have been writing lately. It's like walking up the stairs in the
dark and you think there is one more step than there actually is, and your
foot comes pounding down on the top step – it's that gap between the last
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real step and the one that you think is there that is in all the songs. All the
songs sound like they have their centres missing . . ."
(Goldberg 1976: 20)

Anderson's performance connects a sense of having just missed something /
absence with not being able to be seen whilst speaking. The spotlight, like her
camera, always 'misses the boat' and fails to capture what it apparently seeks.

26 Anderson's text spoken during this piece from 'For instants' is also about 'bad
synching', see above note.

27 There are, of course, important differences between live performance and film,
and I do not intend to deal with these here, but nor do I wish to elide their
significance. One of the criticisms of Home of the Brave was that it retained too
much of the concert format, and failed to become truly 'a film', instead it
mimicked a documentary style, with many shots framing the performance as if
being seen from the audience. These factors contributed to the critical failure of
this film, but assists me in my analysis here.

28 For example; Lehmann (1986), Prinz (1991), Auslander (1994).

29 This is a point that Auslander makes; "Anderson not only describes the leveling
of cultural binaries implicit within the epistemology of digital technology but also
enacts it' (Auslander 1994: 118). I am interested in how this double interrogation
is wrought through the figure of the puppet.

30 Penny quotes Nell Tenhaaf on this:
"The philosophy of technology . . . has been articulated from a masculinist
perspective in terms that metaphorise and marginalise the feminine. In real
social discourse, this claiming of technology has been reinforced by, and
has probably encouraged, a male monopoly on technical expertise,
diminishing or excluding the historical contributions of women to
technological developments." She goes on to assert that this invisibility of
the feminine calls for "a radical reconstitution of technology," but we must
ask ourselves whether the architecture of the machine and the premises of
software engineering themselves are not so encumbered with old
philosophical ideas that any such "reconstitution" would amount only to
surface decoration."

(Penny 1994: 238, [Tenhaaf 1992])

31 Case does not mention Penny's essay in The Domain Matrix (which predates it)
(Case 1996).

32 Several of these texts have been used in Anderson's earlier work in other
contexts. For example, the 'walking and falling' story, was originally used in
United States, and released on the album Big Science (Anderson 1982). This
recycling and reworking of material is a characteristic of Anderson's work.

33 See Mary Anne Moser's introduction to Immersed in Technology: Art & Virtual
Environments (Moser 1996).
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34 Richard Povall – co-artistic director with myself of half/angel, our performance
production company.

35 This is the Banff Centre for the Arts, Department of Media & Visual Arts, who
were co-producers of The Secret Project. We did a series of pre-production
residencies at Banff during 1998 / 9 before our final production residency in
August / September 1999. The work premiered at The Eric Harvey Theatre in
early October 1999.

36 This is the writer Robert Coe. Anderson says this about Coe in her retrospective
book Stories from the Nerve Bible:

"I met Robert Coe in 1979 and it was the beginning of a long series of
collaborations. Robert worked as a dramaturg on many projects ("United
States," "Mister Heartbreak," "Empty Places," "Stories from the Nerve
Bible"). He helped me with the broadest concepts as well as the tiniest
details, shifting words in songs, suggesting lines, Shakespeare quotes,
statistics, and helping me edit whole notebooks into their final song forms.
He would sit and listen to endless takes of songs and suggest changes that
always seemed to sharpen the meaning. In "Let x=x" for example, he
changed "Several moons are out tonight" to "Satellites are out tonight." 

(Anderson 1994: 169)
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CHAPTER SEVEN

She wrote the sixth gladly – pushed on by the energies of her mind and blood; walking

off with a broad scarf and the tussle of thinking in her step. But the seventh got on

without her, and it was loud. She focused on weaving loose threads, rattling arguments

until they felt sturdy, checking notes. But always in the background was the noise; the

exultance of glad rows, hushed gasps, giggles, the sound of equipment being moved. It

irritated her;

it sounded as if they were having such a good time.
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CONCLUSION

the moveable anchor of writing . . .

The proposal of the os-text theorises marginal practices within feminist

praxis. It offers a framework for existing performance work, but it also (crucially),

suggests a potential for developing these kinds of practices. Why is the os-text so

compelling an idea? Because it fully inhabits writing and speaking as active

processes in a single practice. Because it resists and revels in the ingrained

differences between the realm of written language and the realm of oral language.

Because it proposes that a revolutionary practice has sometimes emerged, and

may well develop from infusing writing with orality's energies and passions

(Salvaggio's "Hearing the 'O'", Cixous' passion for voice), as well as infusing oral

language with the moveable anchor of writing. Such a proposition combines

Cixous' and Salvaggio's longing for writing to be infused with the pleasures of

voice, with a resistance to the unformed rambling discourse of the hysteric or the

gossip. Instead it combines both in a loving gesture. It combines both because

feminine things are skilled chatterers who know well how to bend tools to their

own ends; they might resist writing's demand for formality more easily. And

remember; feminine things aren't always girls. And this isn't a game of territories.

I want to see new meanings forged in os-textual practice. I long for the raveling of

writing and voices to perform different kinds of agency. I want to hear and not

just read passions of the voice, through writing, through voice, through writing . .

.
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If os-textual practice were a plait or a braid, then there would be three parts to

wind together. One is writing, another is voice, so what is the third? The third

strand is always time. Sometimes this is the immediate, present tense of live

performance. In such a space, intonation, heat, light, pleasure, and rhythm are

only for us in that space at that time. Sometimes it is past time – when the os-text

is recorded, in a CD-ROM for example. Here the space is profoundly different. In

such spaces os-textual practice performs the presence of the absent body through

the cipher of voice. Why does it matter that such a voice is os-textual? It matters

because the 'moveable anchor' of writing gives voice a steered agency. It matters

because in os-textual practice the writer is also the one who speaks. It matters

because writing's energies infuse voice with a different sound.

New technologies provoke new possibilities for the differences between live and

recorded os-textual voices. Such potential reflects my own desire to resist the

difference between voice and writing and movement. In my own practice, such

braids sometimes weave together two times – the lost time of recorded text, with

the immediacy of live utterance.

The voice is a bridge between internal and external realms. Voice is the sound of

breath occluded and vibrating between vocal cords and formed by shapes in the

mouth. Tongue to teeth, breath to heart. How do I locate writing in the body?

Perhaps writing's organs are metaphorical, and therefore shiftable between stories.

Perhaps writing's corpus is closer to my fingers because I type my writing? Closer

to my eyes because I see my writing? Closer to my mind because it is discovered

there? Are these hopeless questions? started too late? doomed to another thesis?

another book? another poem? I wonder. Suffice it to say then, that writing has a
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flesh, but because it is metaphorical, metonymical, I cannot tell you in which

organs it moves.  But I can tell you that within os-textual practice writing surfs the

corpus along the breath of utterance. That is why I can say that I have my text in

my mouth, between my teeth, and jostled on my tongue. Just as writing gives

utterance a moveable anchor, so utterance gives writing a corporeal map.

afterwards

I lean forward

and cough up

ink

and spit

and semi-colons;

In my practice, which is a choreographic as well as an os-textual one, I navigate

writing precisely through its lack of a dominant fleshly place. Writing's space in

my os-textual performance dancing, is every muscle, every twist. I place

articulation at the site of physical gesture. I allow leaps to interrupt sentences. I

curve flurries of poetry from my own arching chest. Voice is the movement of air,

made to stumble by half-moons of flesh. The os-text is the movement of text,

made to stumble through its own authorial body. And sometimes, such stumbling

is miraculous.



So let me gather my threads and conclude: This thesis examines the feminine /

oral in a range of contemporary art practices. It seeks to herald possibility beyond

its descriptive and analytical zeal. It is a hopeful thesis; one shifting from the

corporeal intelligence of my own performance practice, through a poetic

counterpoint in the body of the text, through analysis to the possibilities of the
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drench of voice / text / technology. I seek my questions in the practice of writing

and performing, in feminist theory, in dramatic text, in the trope of food, in the

visual, and in the work of women performance artists. The radical potential of the

os-text is performed and argued here, in my own work, as well as in the work of

Rose English, Karen Finley, Laurie Anderson and others.



In my own practice the os-text operates as a playful and mournful conjuring of

texts / voices in the space of performance and CD-ROM. I am interested in

conjuring provocative ghosts as thematic and means of performance. In Karen

Finley's work, the os-text operates as textual, vocal and physical transgression

through her desecratory use of food, and other tropes of excess. Rose English's os-

textual practice negotiates ensemble and camp / carnivalesque tropes; her

irreverence shifts os-textual transgression onto the form of theatre itself. Her work

offers a critique of theatricality. Laurie Anderson os-texts are set running in the

breath of technology. Her CD-ROM Puppet Motel, like English's Tantamount

Esperance produce mourning operations of voice / text; failures clasped in spaces

which cannot embrace the feminine and forms which stumble at irony.

Here is the os-text turning in your ear and tangled in your eyes.

Here is the feminine/oral – a claiming of the connective density of femininity and

orality across disciplines and forms.
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I craft this text in a space of absence. By bringing together operations of the the

os-text (and the feminine/oral) I articulate their dissonant presence across genres.

The similarities of these symbolic operations have perhaps been overlooked

precisely because of this range of disciplines. My gesture is to mark this space of

omission, to whip up trouble in discourse through another kind of poetic

dissonance, to provoke possibility in critical writing and practice, to make more

possible an engaged practice – a writing, which resists the easy distinction

between ideas and sweat. Flying is a woman's question, and stealing too. I want

such leaping to be robbed of its conventional fall. I want to speak with my mouth

full. I want to write with my mouth full. I want to write and speak at the same

time. I want to carve poetic voicings in the space of the new technoculture. I want

to fly with my mouth full, but instead of the spinning apparatus of the sanga bisz

in my mouth, I want the os-text to turn me in the air.



So what of this is original? How does it constitute a contribution to knowledge?

Through wickedries of all kinds, through its position of femininity, wrought

wildly from disparate things; through laughter and pleasure; through its gorgeous

approach to the academy, red skirts flying; through impossible wisdoms; through

the audacity of thinking in such spirals; through seeing straight lines in carnival;

through the love of voice (as Cixous taught me); through hearing and making and

forging in textual and performance spaces; through love.

This is the beginning of love; loa and behold.
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APPENDIX   A

Texts from the CD-ROM mouthplace.

(Gilson-Ellis & Povall [Hanover, NH: Frog Peak Music. 1997])

all texts by Jools Gilson-Ellis

note: There are eight sections in mouthplace, navigable from sewing stitch

icons on the opening page. Sections are not titled or numbered within the CD-

ROM. This written version of the texts, uses titles and numbers for each section

as follows; 1. Saliva; 2. Needle; 3. Speech; 4. Sex; 5. Mother; 6. Mad; 7. Food;

8. Singing.

1. SALIVA

This is the place

This is the place on your face that I sail from. This is the place I tumble from, dive and

sing from. This is the place. This mouthplace. I throw-up cackles, like armfuls of crows,

and then the slap and calm of mouth flesh. Spittle runs inside my gobbish sentence. I

trail damp words. And this is the place on my face that I sail from.

Are you reading me?

Are you reading me?

Is it my mouth that you think of?

Do you read me?

Semi-colons;

Afterwards,

I lean forward

and cough up

ink,

and spit,

and semi-colons;

Spit poem

Who spat at me?

There will be no spitting.

Remember this.
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He spat at me.

She spits.

Spitshot

Nasty stuff gob. Don’t put it on your contact lenses. I know you do. Disgusting. If you’ve

got phlegm, you can only cough it up in private, otherwise you’ve got to swallow it. It’s

salty and tastes like snot, because it is. I know you know this. You must never never

spit at anyone. It is unspeakable. If you spit in someone’s face it is even more

unspeakable. The liquid you make in your mouth must properly stay there. Don’t get

gobbish on me. Otherwise there may be dribbling. Dribbling on the keyboard is

dangerous for the electronics. It is important not to spit at the keyboard. Spitting is

also dangerous for the electronics. It is also unspeakable. If you spit on someone else’s’

keyboard, it is even more unspeakable.

Did you spit?

I turned to look at you, and you turned away, spat in the gutter, glanced once again at

me, and smiled. Once you’d left I scooped up the saliva and found trails of sentences

mingled together. I laid them out end to end, and they said: “I didn’t know how to say

this, but I am full of singing. I like walking in the city. Clubs and films. I have nothing to

say to you, but my moods are articulate.”

Hand

I take my saliva in my hand and touch you. I have done this for years and I am well-

practised at keeping the liquid in my hands, before finding you. I like the wetness. I

take my hand to my mouth again. My breath is steady and deep, and I guide you here.

Words trickle between my fingers, and leave ink stains.

Expert

You trail saliva towards me, in glistening lines. I long for this, you fool. Clear

directions; something that points. Seen here, your precise lines draw me like Gretel

after sugar. Quieten down now, you mouthed me after you, and I’m coming, despite

the wet. Let me haul you in to this great mouth of yours. O I like it here. Your wet

mouth strings lined with bubbles, spun like spiders. Expert.

gob. v. Slang. To spit. To fling saliva forcefully from the mouth. To spit. (Middle English

gobbe, lump, mass, from Old French gobe, mouthful, lump from gober, to swallow,

gulp).

gob. n. Slang. The mouth. (Scottish and Irish Gaelic gob, beak, mouth).
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spit n. 1. Saliva, especially when expectorated; spittle. 2. The act of spitting. 3. A

brief scattered fall of rain or snow. v. spat or spit, spitting, spits. 1. To eject from the

mouth. 2. To utter in a violent manner. 3. To express contempt or animosity by or as if

by spitting. 4. To make a hissing or a spluttering noise. 5. To rain or snow in light

scattered drops or flakes.

spit n. 1. a slender, pointed rod on which meat is impaled for broiling. 2. A narrow

point of land extending into a body of water. v. spitted, spitting, spits. To impale on

or as if on a spit.

spit infinitive. grammar. An infinitive verb form with saliva interposed between to and

the verb form. usage. The spit infinitive is not a grammatical error, and it has ample

precedent in literature. But it is still avoided where possible by many writers and

editors.

2. NEEDLE

Needling.

Needling. I lick the thread, and guide it through. I am steady, calm, vicious. Here it

goes. I should diffuse bombs, brave detailed interrogation. This needle, deep-sung

silver, red and dreadful thread, licked into shape. I kiss this point backwards into line.

I wound, dig and pull.

Squeeze my spittle.

And sew on.

Their threads trail like precise spittle.

Witch

They look for the witches with needles. They come with their wrath and their

certainty, and prick us, all over our bodies. We jump at first, and give them shots of

our blue eyes. But then we tire, and they find some small place on our backs where we

don’t feel their tentative, slow-plunging stabs. And we are done for. Needles have

proved us witches, and when they slap us smartly across the face in announcement, we

vomit needles at their feet, glance up at their fear and spit the last ones into their best

eyes.

What happened here?

What happened here?
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Who sewed this?

Did you stitch me up?

These are games of needlework. Unlikely, and calculated.

In war, the women would embroider the faces of their captors slowly closed. Though

they selected colours that befit the time of year, and spent time on their designs, their

silk would clot into a sewn frieze of black red. These bodies were sent back across the

border, strapped to floating biers.

If you look inside the mouth of a man, whose face has been embroidered, you will find

his tears collected in clear lozenges, hidden beneath his tongue.

Embroider: To embellish with fictitious details and exaggerations.

I did this,

in this place,

I did this.

Feminine Words

I need oil knead

I need need These are feminine words.

I needle needle

Shin

I warned you of this, she said, and we peered at the tiny bulb of blood at one end of

the bump. And she will tell you later, and over the years, that she had to hold you

down because they were short-staffed, whilst they sliced open your shin, and removed

the broken-off needle. They took that needle away and used another to sew-up my

child-flesh, and then brought another, to plunge into my skinny arse. Pick up needles if

you drop them, or they multiply.

Looking Down

When I look down, I can see the women working. I know it is them, because their heads

are bowed, but they are not crying. I can see small movements. They all sew by hand,

without speaking. Some are seated on kitchen chairs, others half-curled in sofas.

Fingers fold hems, and hold pins in their mouths. Others catch runs in tights. Delicate

works. There are women working with heavy fabric, they stroke the needles through

their hair to lubricate them. Others sew through sandpaper, and then hold burning
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matches to the tips of their needles. And then it goes dark, and when I look down, I

taste burnt fibres, and the slim danger of needles in my mouth.

Deft

Can you do this for me ? I take the red cotton and the needle. I lick the thread to

pertness, and guide it through the eye, catch the damp fibres on the other side, pull it

through, and give it back to her. She smiles, and touches my fingers as she takes the

needle. Needles should have mouths, not eyes, she says.

Needles have mouths not eyes. Remember this.

needle v. needled, needling, needles. 1. To prick, pierce or stitch with or as if with a

needle. 2. Informal. To goad, provoke or tease. 3. Slang. To increase the alcoholic

content of. 4. To crystallise into fine pointed spicules.

sew. v. To thread saliva through metal. sewed, sewn, sewing, sews. 1. To make

repair, or fasten with a needle and thread. 2. To furnish with stitches for the purpose

of closing, fastening or attaching.

sew up. v. Informal. To control.

sewer. n. One that sews.

3. SPEECH

Knickers

This is my language.

I’ve got literature down my knickers,

and alot of noise in my mouth.

Answer

I have meaning under control. I can lap it up and spit it out at you. No resonance,

nothing left over. No wastage. No rippling. Chewing verbal clauses, I decide: Choo.

Choo. Sound and meaning clash and have it out, and come up with the answer every

time. I’m an expert.

Rhubarb Poppy

She gives me Rhubarb Poppy, Brilliant Coral and Super Poppy
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And then she leaves.

But she leaves me with marks on my lips -

splashes of shock-bright cream

that make me smile

sooner.

Fury

Fury present

I burst.

Tears falling I shout after them,

stumbling words that

can’t fit between how much I hurt

and the place where my tongue is.

Fury past

I burst.

Tears falling I shouted after them,

stumbling words that

couldn’t fit between how much I hurt

and the place where my tongue was.

This is half-time.

Remember this

Speaking again.

I spit into my fingers,

touch your tongue,

and you speak again.

Split.

Speaking is a splitting I can’t speak of.

Smiles

I’ve got smiles on my lips.

articulate. v. 1. To make art with hinges. 2. Art that accommodates abrupt changes in

direction. n. The shapes of sounds inside the mouth. adj. 1. Skill with language and

meaning. 2. Lingual dexterity. 3. Precise tongue work.
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chatter. v. To make quick sense.

gossip. v. To negotiate verbal allegiances.

meaning. v. To squash precision out of chaos.

nag. v. nagged, nagging, nags. 1. To pester or annoy by biting, from Old Norse gnaga

to bite. 2. adj. The inability to listen to a woman speaking.

scold. v. To scald with hot tongues, from Old Norse skald poet.

speaking. v. To take narrative between the teeth.

4. SEX

Kisses

My project is working out what my mouth is for:

I’m plotting for kisses.

I stage my kisses:

I kiss myself right on the mouth.

Half-Kisses

your little kisses

little half-kisses

ached-for breaths of skin to skin

I am half-surprised

you ever came to me

woman.

Small

you felt so small,

like a bird.

I thought I would break you.

Mouth Joke

Bill and Ben are in bed, Bill says to Ben “lubba, lubba, lubba, lubba, lubba, lubba” and

Ben says, “If you loved me you’d swallow it.”
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Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha Ha

Warning

This is a seedy rom.

So just be careful.

This is not to be taken

internally.

Keyboard

Kiss every key on your keyboard tonight. Take your time, and if your lips can’t hack the

precision, try a little lick. Linger on Enter, unlock those caps with a rich lick. Tinker

with both your controls, so that they lose it. Drop a tab on your fab tab key.

Screen

Lick the screen

between these two bars

to move on.

Spit at the green box to go,

Spit three times

anywhere you like

to come.

Compact

What a compact little disc this is.

silver, circular slither,

spinning hopefully.

Bless it

Little Miss Muffet sat on her friend Susan.

Close Quiet Steady

Your close quiet steady breath turns me rollercoaster-aching.

I am flooded

and fall inwards and outwards at the same time.

You kiss me across a guarded border,

and I kiss you right-on back, and sink to your jeans,

where I dive, popper-busting for your polite folds of ocean.

You are wet and wide for me

and I yearn tonguingly for more of this delicious place
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and go get it.

O you taste of aching answered.

I fold over you so you can catch me; thank girls for skirts.

Popperless you find me,

stretch aside my M & S best,

so your eager tongue will find me too.

O we are sailing here.

We rock this mouthplace.

Our mouths are full of certainty today.

This is definitely the place.

We fuck with conviction.

Our clitori bashed with mouthpleasure.

This is definitely the place.

Kissing You

I’m kissing you.

I give you kisses.

I’m kissing you.

laughter. n. Noisepleasure in the mouth.

clitorise. v. To fill with a desire to lean towards..

clitoris. n.  A small erectile organ at the upper end of the vulva, expanding into a great

web deep into the female hips. From Greek kleitoris, “small hill,” from kleinen, to

lean, incline.

5. MOTHER

Boy

And what boy is it that you bring into the light?

She hovers on the brink of birth

like someone stranded.

She strides across fields, talks with her mouth full and giggles like her girls.

We embrace and he lies curled between us,

upside down and stubborn.
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Threshold

Runs

She runs

I call after her

But she still runs

If she runs and I call again

She will stop and turn

Giggle and then run again.

Her name in my mouth catches her

Taylor

I hold her crying in one arm, and with the other melt frozen breast-milk under hot

water. She roots for me; her not-mother. Distracted I let her nuzzle my nipple. She

calms momentarily and tries to get a get a hold of a teat she needs. Her small head

moves excitedly from side to side looking for the right connection, and doesn’t find it.

Only when she cries again, do I look down and see my breast, exposed, and wet with

baby saliva.

Laughing

Hey, Elsie,

I wanted to come,

dressed in summer colours,

bright and flashing,

my arms full of perfect globe chrysanthemums,

and my heart smiling.

I wanted to celebrate your life with you today,

as well as grieve.

I wore black, but I’ve got really flowery knickers on,

and I can hear you laughing.

mothering. v. To give sustenance from the body to the mouth of offspring.

mother. n. 1. One who feeds. 2. One who mops mouths with saliva. 3. One who cleans

teeth. 4. She who fills, maintains and cleans children’s mouths.

mom. n. 1. She who is there for you. 2. She who is gone from you. 3. She.
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mum. n. The female origin of all our bodies.

keening. v. To grieve with the mouth.

6. MAD

Hummingbirds.

I jumped in with my lips clenched, gasped at the cold, and a swarm of hummingbirds

flew out of my mouth.

Bruises

I’m bruised

I’ve got bruises

They’re deep and slow

Like drugged hornets

I’m body-stuck

And hurt in slow motion

Nothing

Writing has nothing to do with my mouth.

Get it out of here.

Get it out of me.

Mad

If I open my mouth, baby stereotypes jump in and behave badly.

This place

This is further than I remembered. Wasn’t this the place we stopped before? Isn’t this

the border? Weren’t you unsure in this place before? Weren’t you coming to this edge

when I arrived? I came here once before, and it was further than I remembered this

time. It’s quiet here. I like the peace. But you can only say that in hindsight. Did you

reach this place another time? Were you asked to come here? Threshold. I am full of

uncertainty today. Did you arrive before me? Were you here before the others? I can’t

see the edge. I can’t remember what we decided about this place. I know we once

thought that there were many borders. But this is the border we always reach. This is

the only place like this. Come with me again. Is this the place we decided on? Is this a

fine place? Did you like it here? Were we together? Were you frightened? And did we go

close together, or one at a time? Who was first? Do you remember this? Is this a place
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you remember? We approached calmly. Did you see me walking?  Were we close? And

cold? This is difficult today. You slept and we came here. To this place. I longed for

this. This was the place. We were sure. I was sure. We were sure together. But borders

have frightened me before, and it is happening again. Is the place?

Circus Mouth

I write this down for you. You should be careful of this. There are flights inside my

mouth. There are dashes for cover, falls, skids, and arching, swinging bodies turning in

the mouthair. If I open my lips, there will be chaos once again. There have been easy

yawns, which have ended in catastrophe. And I have reached today by keeping the

carnival in my mouth, sealed-up and swirling. There is terror and pleasure in this wet

place of mine; this cave gated by molars. If I were to floss I would loose a small city of

circus workers. Sometimes I feel them shrieking and giggling at each other. They are

tyrannical at pleasure. They strive for perfection for no audience.

I’m falling silent

I’m falling silent.

She doesn’t speak today.

Words are failing me.

Pretty Mouth

This is not a pretty mouth

This is not a pretty mouth, or a place I know.

Slipping.

When I speak,

pieces of air slip

out of place.

Secrets

You keep secrets

in your mouth.

I see them

folded,

tiny pieces of

white paper

covered in plastic

tied

to your back

teeth.
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Bad Mouth

I’ve got a bad mouth

crammed with badness

and I bad-mouth with it

it sends them through

flung doors

tear-charged and flushed with heat

and I grin

and do it again

Bite

Try not to bite the servants Jenny.

girlness. adj. she is hysterical full of girlness she strains and gabbles and we slap her.

globus hystericus. n. my womb is reaching into my mouth I am choked up with it it

stays there like a clenched fist and makes my eyes smart.

hystericise. v. To try and make sense. hysterical adj. 1. To make no sense, or to make

too much sense. 2. Frightening. hysteria. n. Female madness.

sensible. adj. not to be hysterical not to be hysterical as in the word hysterikos the

greek for womb suffering not to suffer in their wombs not to care not to bother the

men because they want to think of other things and do not want to take the women

seriously. (quote from Susan Griffin I like to Think of Harriet Tubman).

7. FOOD

sugar honey

sugar, honey, sweetie, treacle,

sugar-candy, pumpkin pie,

sweetheart, sweetie, popcorn-Jeanie,

you’re the cookie in my eye,

Wanna eatcha, wanna eatcha,

let me munch your nougat sky,

tutti-frutti, syrup-Sue,

Wind me in, I’m comin thru.
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Polite

Close your mouth when you are eating.

And don’t speak with your mouth full.

Always be clear about your directions.

If necessary bring a compass to the dinner table and face north.

Speaking travels from inside the body, to the outside. (Northerly)

And food travels from outside the body, to the inside. (Southerly)

If you become confused about directions during dinner,

then make use of your compass, and check your notes.

Some dinner guests are like dentists.

They will ask you questions when your mouth is full.

Try scowling.

In extreme situations, it is possible to reply immediately and heartily to such questions,

making sure that small pieces of food are thrown into the face of the appropriate

guest.

If this does not work, a more skilled insult, will emit the projectile food at the moment

that the guest opens her mouth, such that the missiles land in her mouth.

If many guests insist on asking you questions whilst your mouth is full, try using plosive

phonemes such as ‘b’ ‘p’ ‘k’ and ‘g’ to explode larger pieces of chewed food over a

range of offending guests, as you reply.

This is a place of danger

This is a place of danger. And I bring you here to set you out in safety. You must sit

with others, and together tear things with your teeth. Each of you will sit armed with

knives. Violence is kept at bay by vigilance, and rule-abiding. If your elbows rest on the

table, it will be thought you are readying yourself for attack, and you risk death. You

must speak to the others, but not whilst you use your teeth for grinding. It will frighten

them to see such things. Do not leave before they are all over with their mouth

business. This is a game of lasting cunning, and if you leave, the lot of them will be out

of balance, and close to danger.

Half of a quarter
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I have a bread roll each day. Sometimes I can manage all of it, but more often it is a

half, or a quarter. Other days it is a half of a quarter.

I’m alot bigger than I look. I’m alot smaller than I look. For looking makes me. I am at

sea in here, and navigation has been a problem for years.

After Orbach

When I deny my hunger, my feelings of helplessness are dulled because I feel in charge.

A distressed eater, I am trying to enter and disappear from a culture which derogates

and deifies me. I want to speak with my mouth what it is I need to say, rather than

relying on what does or doesn’t go into my mouth to do it for me. I starve amidst

plenty. I strive for invisibility, and wish to be seen. I have been prepared for a life in

which I continue to service the needs of others, and teased by the possibility of leading

a life of my own. I live with a tension about my place in the world. My body is an object

of alienation, fascination and desire to myself, to women and to men. I have been

unable to develop an authentic sense of my needs, or a feeling of entitlement for my

desires. I have come to depend on the approval of those to whom I give. I have come to

know that the food I prepare for others as an act of love and an expression of my

caring, is somehow dangerous to me. My psychological symptoms express the ideas this

culture has about itself. Eat it up luv.

[adapted from the introduction to Orbach, Susie. Hunger Strike: The Anorectic’s

Struggle as a Metaphor of Our Age. (London: Penguin. 1986)] adapted and used with

permission.

Suffragette

"On the third day the two doctors sounded my heart and felt my pulse. The senior told

me he had no alternative but to feed me by force. . . Presently I heard footsteps

approaching, collecting outside my cell . . . The door opened - not the doctors but a

crowd of wardresses filled the doorway. I could not use my missiles on them; poor

tools! Yet nervously the hand that lay on the basket clutched a shoe and it fell amongst

them as they closed with me. I struggled but was overcome. There were six of them all

much bigger and stronger than I. they flung me on my back on the bed, and held me

down firmly by shoulders and wrists, hips knees and ankles. then the doctors came

stealing in. Someone seized me by the head and thrust a sheet under my chin. My eyes

were shut. I set my teeth and tightened my lips over them with all my strength. A

man’s hands were trying to force open my mouth; my breath was coming so fast that I

felt as though I should suffocate. His fingers were striving to pull my lips apart - getting

inside. I felt them and a steel instrument pressing around my gums, feeling for gaps in

my teeth. I was trying to jerk my head away, trying to wrench it free. Two of them
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were holding it, two of them dragging at my mouth. I was panting and heaving, my

breath quicker and quicker, coming now with a low scream which was growing louder.

“Here is a gap,” one of them said. “No here is a better one. This long gap here!” A stab

of sharp intolerable agony. I wrenched my head free. Again they grasped me. Again the

struggle. Again the steel cutting its’ way in, though I strained my force against it. Then

something gradually forced my jaws apart as a screw was turned; the pain was like

having the teeth drawn. they were trying to get the tube down my throat, I was

struggling madly to stiffen my muscles and close my throat. . They got it down, I

suppose, though I was unconscious of anything then save a mad revolt of struggling, for

they said at last: “That’s all!” and I vomited as the tube came up."

(Sylvia Pankhurst describing force feeding in Holloway prison, 1913.

She was imprisoned for breaking the window of an undertakers.)

Pankhurst, Sylvia. The Suffragette Movement. (London: Virago. 1984) used with

permission.

Devouring

Give it to me give it to me give it to me give it to me. My full mouth is like gates

falling, boundaries crashing, cattle stampeding. I’m fucking hungry and fucking angry. I

rage down corridors of heaving fridges, slamming doors. Feed me. No communion here

sweetheart. On screen. At your beck. I eat fridges for forgiveness. No satiety here,

Susie. Only devouring. Only devouring. Give it to me give it to me give it to me.

Be very very scared.

You should be very very scared.

I could eat you up.

If you aren’t scared,

you’re easier to catch.

eating. v To have pleasure in the mouth.

anorexia nervosa. n. A woman’s confusion about how much space she may take up in

the world.

bulimia n. A woman’s difficulty with giving to herself.

dessert. n. Female relationship to deserving.
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8. SINGING

Singing. v. To have joy in the mouth.
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APPENDIX   B

Texts from the dance theatre production The Secret Project (1999)

all texts by Jools Gilson-Ellis

note: This appendix contains texts written for the dance theatre production The Secret

Project. Not all of these texts were used in the final performance. Texts which were used

are asterixed.

out loud*

tell me

say it

out loud

bring it

into the

light

that secret

the one

left over

that omission

you made

that thing

you

never said

I want

the knowledge of

it

in me

press it damply

out of you

tongue to

teeth

breath to heart

say it

out loud.

twice turning*

(inbreath) (inbreath) trip, shift to side. over slow, down. (breathe) runs, slipping up

over. over down. (outbreath). fall (breath). down and wide. singing out over wide, to
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the left. wide. ocean. I have you. I'm falling. (outbreath) (two small sighs overlapping)

sings, root of her, (outbreath). touchlight, falling, waterlight, over. ache. high, falling

and over (escapes) (small breath). seeming. shift and echo to the side. twice turning.

fly lightful, air wards, cleanly (breathe), small flicks passionful. keep sky, out over

down. aches two. light folding over. small secrets, up over down. twice turning. stop

(outbreath) (outbreath)

squeak

here

coiled

in

squeaky

silence

is your

small

secret.

wind ghost*

In the night, winds rise in her. They rush skin-close, and find the space of her. Warm

blizzards arch in her chest, and her breasts swell and turn tender. Her belly answers

the hefts of small gales - air filled with ochre leaves, turning on itself. She turns as the

airs in her move. Leaf winds curve her a belly to meet her high breasts. Small breezes

trace the surface of her skin, and when she wakes, she is plumly ripe and ready to

birth. But before breakfast, she is tiny again. The flatness of her stomach inside her

jeans. Her breasts are two handfuls again. And tenderless. This is an air haunting. She

is nightly flooded with gusts that curve her from inside out.

light hunger

she clamours

for dipping

rays

glows beneath

doors

small girls

who cry light

into the air

(the crash of

noon heatlight

startles her

but)
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brightness shifting

across soup

tangled in hair

at anyone's heels

brings her

running

following

light's trails:

light hunger.

listen

un-heard

she hears

& I listen:

her fluttering

the half-falls

and the shadows

passing.

anchor

here she falls

underfull

& gulping.

We could go

together,

She and I

I've braveness

here

an anchor

belly-wide

and smiling

too soft

I'm the secret

spun in

detail,
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my hand clasped

sometimes gleefully

sometimes

in pain

between my

careful

thighs,

or pressed

to your

too-soft

mouth.

must

there must be

shadows

on his body,

quiet

hauntings.

does she

feel

them?

are there

breaths

in the night?
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creature

when I kiss

her

a heavy creature

in my belly

gets up

& turns over

(close to her

slender body)

handstand

small white fluffy

sperm

fall here

from the sky

women & girls

who bleed

are careful

not to do

handstands in

the snow

without their

knickers on

kiss

your forehead

didn't deserve

kissing

nor your

small

hands

let me tell

you

I set you

apart.

palm*

if you're falling

so is the snow
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perhaps

you will also

melt

in my palm

didn't tell

the one

half-heard

& falling

here behind

your tight

eyes?

bursting secret's bubble

secrets are only secret

because they can be told

if I never tell you

if I never tell you

or anyone

is it still a secret?

if you know

there is

a secret

but don't know

what it is -

that's the pleasure

knowing it

bursts

secret's bubble

pop

but there are other secrets

deeper than knowledge

fleshly

and curled in sinews
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view

these are

games

for jesters

now you see

it

now you

(small breath)

hide

and go

seek

(outbreath)

gone from me

before I see

and unsayable

as soon

as I press

sound between

this mouthflesh

(inbreath)

snow ghost*

Walking slowly in the snow, she trips. When she looks to see how she stumbles, there is

nothing there. No root or stone. She walks on. The light shifts and moves across the

tree line, blinding her a little. She trips again, as if over a branch or a rock, but the

path is smooth with compressed snow.

Later, she sits in the valley café drinking tea, and Joe comes in & moves into the booth

across from her. "I'm not falling" she says. "I know" he says. "It's snow ghosts, tripping

me." "I know" he says & turns to order coffee.

Ice.
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When the trees fall there are two sounds - the moist wrench of ripping wood flesh, and

then the brittle shattering of the ice as it hits the road. Inside her, something falls

away.

She gets up to leave.

As she walks past the booths, snow falls from the air & settles on the tables. Customers

stare at the snowflakes on their bacon.

snow queen

ice maiden

how lean

and how laden

are these times?

how full

and how slow

are the rhythms

of your heart?

The girl-children skip in the bright sunlight. Two holding the ropes and three of them

waiting to skip, another jumping in the whipped up snow. But they all sing the rhyme,

heavy with its beat. The jumping child stamps on the rope with two small booted feet

on the thump of 'these'. As she looses it the tempo rises and she jumps double-time

before leaving the lemon space of the turning rope on the last word.

heart.

And another of them runs in.

snow queen ice maiden.

Skipping is not a game for snow.

Out from the café and off along the snow paths. She begins to run.

I hear your

smile

but see only

your breath
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in the

ice-air

Running is not a game for snow.

And she falls, this time.

Not the stumbles and trippings she had been used to, but a turning, aching fall. Inside

its arch a huanted language moves from her.

Snow falls. Thinner than earlier, but steady. It's movement groundwards not unlike the

falling of words from her turning body.

I'm not falling

I know

It's snow ghosts

tripping me

I know

(Falling) As she falls she remembers how the sap from the pine drips. At the Valley

Café, customers catch honey on spools. They twist it greedily before letting it fall into

their coffee. She still falls. The logic of gravity and grammar evades her.

The girl-child waits for dusk. Bored, she picks at the half-solid drips on the tree beside

her. The smell of the stickiness between her fingers storms her from ennui into the

memory of summer. Its' heat hefts her small body - sunned rock and the fragrance of

pine. The force of the turning memory slaps breath from her, and she falls backwards

into the snow. The sound of warm earth, dull and reliable after the treachery of ice.

(I'm falling) (I have you)

Glimpses. Sunlight. Honey drips down the outside of mugs in the valley. As the child

hits the ice-warm ground, so the turning ceases. The two of them at either end of the

valley, suddenly still in the snow. The woman and the girl feel the warmth and wetness

off blood.

Five small girls in the town stop their skipping and clutch the blossoming red between

their legs. Five small girls run to their mothers in tears.

One girl lying in the snow bleeds and begins to laugh, small muffled giggles at first and

then a rolling laughter, untroubled and sparkling.
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One woman lying in the snow laughs out loud.

I can speak two languages at once

I weave writing into air-flung space

from body to bodies -

Wisdom of throat's knowledge of writing.

Temporal snares that catch the pang

of listening

to this voice

in this space

at this time

For this time

only.

Come write with me, in half-breaths

Come listen to the taste of voicings

Here in the almost-light

Twinkling skills we share and snare

hair-breadth of game to game

(Sleeping in the curl of a moving tongue)

Here is your hand in mine,

and here is the other tickling me

Wickedry. Listen.

sleepless

I shudder

orange fright

in under-gut

storms

gulps of adrenalin

heartbeats in

fingertips

(frighten -

ings)

chest-held

heat;

risen

cords of
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muscle-flesh

hold me

to the bed

I stain

cream linen

with the uneasy

curls of

ripening

plum-bold

fears.

heart*

my small heart

flying towards

the finish line

without me

lingua*

secrecy n. condition of being secret.

secret adj. about 1378, hidden, concealed, private; borrowed from Old French secret

concealed, private, learned, borrowing from Latin, and borrowed into English from

Latin, secretus set apart, withdrawn, hidden, originally past participle of secrenere to

set apart.

an earlier form secre, with the meaning of a prayer said in a low voice, found in Middle

Enlgish about 1300, borrowed from Old French secre, variant of secret secret. n.

secretive adj. 1464 secretife secret, hidden, formed from Middle English secret adj. +

ive. The current sense of having the habit of secrecy, not frank and open, first

recorded in Charlotte Bronte's novel Villette (1853). This sense if a back formation from

the earlier secretiveness (in phrenology) quality or state of being secretive (1815)

formed from secret + ive + ness, patterned on French secretivité.

also rarely of time

also rarely of movement
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APPENDIX   C

Rose English Interview - 29th October, 1994

with Jools Gilson-Ellis

yarn n. 2. Informal. A long complicated story or a tale of real or fictitious adventures,

often elaborated upon by the teller during the telling.

Jools Gilson-Ellis: I’m very interested in the ways in which you came to writing

as part of your art practice. What kinds of processes do you use to develop textual

work in relation to performance?

Rose English: I’ve found that with every single show the technique has changed

and it has developed from the last time around. All the early shows I made, way

back in the beginning, didn’t feature any writing, or speaking either. They were

entirely without any spoken word. And they were, I guess, like that because I had

a fine art background, and for some reason language is not the currency of the

visual arts. Why, I don’t know, because I absolutely love language - the act of

speaking, but it seemed like an anathema in that world. At the time I didn’t

consciously realise this. I had been making shows for quite a long time that didn’t

feature either speaking or writing in any way, and then, almost by accident, I used

improvised speaking in a performance. In fact it was a collaboration with two

other artists; Sally Potter, who is now a film director and Jackie Lansley who at

the time was a dancer, and the three of us had collaborated on a number of

performances. And this particular one was a performance called Rabies. Sally had

a soliloquy that she spoke at the beginning, I remember, and Jackie and I had a

dialogue in which we discussed our costumes, (which in my case was no costume

at all, I was completely nude), and we both adopted these masculine voices and

had this conversation. It felt really liberating. The dialogue was entirely

improvised, although we’d explore similar themes every night.

JGE: How did you alter your voices?
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RE: We both put on gruff male voices, sort of grand-old-man-of-theatre voices. It

was delicious, we could digress at length with these voices on. And that gave us

the taste, and how very tasty it was, because I hadn’t been really attracted to it

before, but I found that I really enjoyed it. And then some years later, after using

speaking on a number of occasions, I ended up, quite by accident, having to do a

solo. The other two (Sally Potter and Jackie Lansley), dropped out, and I decided

to go ahead. It was in New York, and I decided that I would speak in this

performance. At the time, the idea of doing a solo was an anathema to me, and so

was the idea of actually speaking to an audience on my own. By accident I ended

up in the situation where I was going to do both. This was a performance called

Adventure or Revenge. Again, I adopted this male personae, a bit like Hamlet - a

patrician sort of persona. I just adored it. It was a complete pleasure and

completely the opposite to what I expected. I loved addressing the audience in a

very direct sort of way. And found that they laughed. Again, everything that I said

was completely improvised, this time for an hour - just speaking from the top of

my head. There was something about the complete terror of doing that that I

found sort of exciting. This was also to do with the act of doing something live at

its most minimal. The thing that’s most peculiar about it, unlike doing something

on your own in your room, is that there is an audience, and they are bringing their

own thinking to a situation which gives it an arena in which you’re agreeing to

address yourself, and they are agreeing to witness it. That’s a very sweet dynamic

within which to speak, and it can assist the thinking you have as a speaker, rather

than the expectation that people have that it’s going to hinder it. On the whole the

audience are there to be illuminated rather than anything else. Their attention

heightens the situation.

So those were the first forays into language. It all came from speaking as you

noticed. And then, after a number of times using language in this way, and finding

it very exhilarating, - even illuminating myself from what I said, I sensed a sort of

loss afterwards, because I didn’t record these early performances. I knew of this

old technique used by comedians, - they’d switch on a tape recorder before going

on stage, and record their act to hear the infinitesimal changes they’d need to

make in their timing. So I began to record my performances, and then I’d

transcribe them. I’d read them back, and then I’d sort of think, I might change
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that. Eventually it became a text, a working document. And gradually, as I started

to make performances that had longer lives - not one night, but maybe sometimes

for three weeks, I’d find that after about the fifth night, I had sort of found them,

that the performances had arrived. The document that I had wouldn’t be what I

said verbatim every night, but the structure had been arrived at.

JGE: It’s wonderfully curious that this coming to writing is the reverse of much

traditional theatre practise, which starts with the text and takes it into

performance. You’ve described a process of writing which begins with

performance. There seems to be a cluster of women who write texts and perform

them, who all have a background in fine art. I’m thinking of women like yourself,

Karen Finley, Laurie Anderson and Holly Hughes, all of whom are graduates of

fine art: I’m intrigued by the connection. What I find exciting about your work,

and the work of these women, is that the writing of a text to be uttered in

performance is a choice. In much theatre training, speaking and the use of written

texts, are largely an inevitable consequence of the practise.

RE: Yes, that’s interesting. There is a choice. For me, there is a love of language

that I think has to be there, that I think makes you want to speak.

JGE: I’d like to move on to discussing in more detail your writing process as it

developed in your more recent work. Perhaps we could start with The Double

Wedding.

RE: Yes. The Double Wedding (1991) was the second in a trilogy of work, which

I completed with Tantamount Esperance (1994). The first part of the trilogy was

Walks on Water (1988). Tantamount Esperance was the most densely written

from the beginning, and was very different from The Double Wedding, which was

preceded by a very long period of research. Simon Vincenze, the designer and I,

did quite a bit of travelling as part of this research, - we wanted to find

excitement! We were looking at the relationship between theatre and cinema,

searching for this idea of what happens when one form falls in love with another,

i.e. when cinema really wants to be theatre, or when theatre really wants to be

cinema. We came across actual concrete examples of these peculiar sort of love
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affairs, and the work that I then wrote was informed by that. But it was also

informed by the fact that I had been wanting to look at the concept of believing in

fiction, and the curious physiological agreement you have to make as an actor to

embody a fiction, which is different to when you are a performer, when you are

not necessarily embodying a fiction. What a generous and complex decision this

is to make, and what a curious one it is, and what happens to all these embodied

fictions in the ether over the years? So I chose very particular sorts of performers

to work with.

JGE: Did you know who would be in your cast before you wrote the text?

RE: Yes, I sort of cast it, and then wrote for those people, and with Tantamount, it

was the reverse. I wrote it and then cast it. In the performance of The Double

Wedding there was some improvisation around the text during performance. But

with Tantamount there was absolutely no improvisation at all, and I didn’t step

outside of the scenario once. The language was very dense, it was sort of like

metaphysics on toast the whole way through. Tantamount was very different the

way it turned out; it was a complete surprise, even to me. I had no idea whether

this dense language would be performable, but I was very compelled to try it. I

felt that it had to be floated by the actual production; the performance had to be

the thing that pumped air into this incredibly dense speech. So that’s why it had

this quality of everything happening in this very layered way in terms of its

staging, - nothing ever stops. You just couldn’t listen to that density of language

all the time, and it didn’t matter. I hoped people would just drift in and out of it.

And so it was a very different process of writing.

JGE: You must have had very different responses to these two performances?

RE: Yes. The Double Wedding was much more immediately appealing. It was

more recognisably funny, and I did think that Tantamount had no laughs in it at

all, that in fact, it was inherently a funeral. It was an elegy, and at a certain stage, I

thought that that was what it is, and that there will be people who will be

disappointed by that, and perplexed, and perhaps angry. But I think that it is the

nature of work that it has to lead you on.
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JGE: It has to change.

RE: It has to change. You just have to take these steps, and perhaps the whole

thing will be a disaster, but you have to do it.

JGE: Yes, I didn’t recognise you for the first twenty minutes of Tantamount.

RE: Oh, really! How amazing! You didn’t think I was man did you? Because my

voice hadn’t changed.

JGE: I don’t think I thought you were actually a man, I just had no idea it was

you. Not living in London, I hadn’t seen any of the publicity for the show before I

arrived at the performance. I’m thinking of the photograph of you dressed as the

character Tantamount, which was on the poster, and given away as postcards in

the foyer at the Royal Court. Perhaps my misrecognition was to do with how

much I have been seduced in the past by the kinds of women you often play; such

hyped-up female glamour! To see you as a Victorian gentlemen, and more

importantly, to see you sombre, led me not to see you at all. It was really very

curious. The performance left me eager to see it over again; it was such a

spectacle, and yet I found myself wanting to listen to more of the text.

RE: It was quite an uncompromising show, I think, and I think that’s what people

found puzzling about it, because I’ve always provided a sort of punctuation

before, and there wasn’t this time. So often things can become divisive in their

own right, and you are just holding on to them because they are a sort of

trademark, and I suddenly became uninterested in that. After playing so many

indomitable characters, I really relished someone who was actually riddled with

doubt, you know, had feet of clay.

JGE: The physicality of Tantamount was wonderful, I really enjoyed that. I was

fascinated by the detail of your hand movements. How long did it take you to

write the Tantamount text?
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RE: Well, let me think! I always find it really useful to do a period of research

before beginning writing, and I’d been fortunate before the last three shows, of

getting some development money for researching particular things. With

Tantamount it was researching flying techniques, and magic. I did that with

Jonathan Graham, who did the rigging and the flying for the show, and I worked

with four acrobats, including Jeremy who was the man who did the spinning, and

we went and practised. We began on All Soul’s Eve, 1993. We went down to

Fowey to some people who have all the gear, and they let us work in their space.

We started off flying. It was much easier because everything was to hand, and we

videoed alot of stuff. I tried out a whole bunch of ideas, and Jonathan was trying

out different technical devices and things like that, and we had a very good time.

Around that time I was also meeting with alot of magicians, and talking to them,

and going to magician’s conventions. I had a research assistant who found out

about these sort of events. That was how I met Paul Keeve, who is the male

magician in Tantamount, and shortly afterwards Pam Leflook, the female

magician. I did alot of talking to them, and alot of reading about magic. One of

the early things I had been looking at was this photograph of a man called Horace

Golding, who was a magician at the turn of the century. He is supposed to have

invented the trick of sawing a woman in half. And this was a wonderful

photograph of him where his face is transformed. He sort of looks like an angel

because he is doing the thing he loves, - conjuring. He was this very big man, and

his face has gone beatific, and he is doing a trick with handkerchiefs.  It was a

very inspirational photograph. I discovered afterwards that he never planned his

tricks, he always dreamed them first, then he’d work them out afterwards. He’d

dream the effect, then he’d work out how to do it. So all of this was going on, and

around about December I started to write, and rented a room to write in. I had a

sort of visual script first, and then I began to write, and it started coming out in

dense metaphorical language. In the other shows, I always had a beginning and

end soliloquy, which was in this sort of metaphysical language, and then

everything else was in this much more colloquial speech. But this time, none of

the colloquial speech was coming out, it was like the soliloquies all the way

through. So after a while I just thought; well, that’s it. That’s the way it’s

materialising. And I did a first draft. I had to go away to Australia for a couple of

months, and I cast half of the show as much as I could, before I left, and then I
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went off on tour in Australia, performing an old show My Mathematics. There

was a two week break in the middle of it, I rented somewhere, and wrote the final

draft and sent it back here.

JGE: Did you show drafts of the text to anyone, or did you complete it and then

work with it in rehearsal?

RE: Whilst I was actually writing it, I’d meet with Simon Vincenze the designer,

and Ian Hill, the composer would come in and read it as it was developing. Simon

always asks incredibly pointed and apposite questions about it, and that,

somehow, is extremely useful. I find I can show him the most sketchy fragment of

something and he will know what it’s about, and so he’s got a particular nose.

When I was casting it, because I did cast in quite a traditional way, unlike in other

situations where I have written for the people, I got people to read when they were

being cast.

JGE: Auditions?

RE: I did auditions, yes.

JGE: How did that feel?

RE: It was great. I’ve been in that situation myself - being auditioned, and it’s a

very matter of fact thing. I don’t know, some people enjoy it, some people don’t.

Some people read well, some people don’t, it’s very interesting. It seems that a lot

of actors, wonderful actors, have a real problem with actually reading from the

page. And yet they’re wonderful, really wonderful. Somebody will have a real

difficulty, and yet when they are memorised, they make the language their own, it

actually just flies. But other people are very adept at reading from the page, like

musicians, I guess.

JGE: I’m quite surprised that the research for Tantamount started off with magic

and flying techniques. After I saw the piece, I half thought you had gone and

researched a lot of philosophy, and come at it from that sense. And you didn’t. It
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seems as if it was almost the other way around; you researched magic and flying,

and wrote a philosophical text. Would you agree?

RE: Well, yes. I do find the best way to think is to almost go and do the opposite,

and then you perceive the profound in the practical, you know, in the technique. I

do really like, sort of sniffing around really esoteric texts, but I don’t do that at the

same time as researching practically. I tend to do it in-between things. I can’t say I

never read any philosophy because I do. I’m not particularly well-informed about

it, my reading’s somewhat haphazard. I tend to let my nose lead me to things.

JGE: I’ve written about Walks on Water, as you know, and you’ve seen the

article. I’d be interested to hear whether you had any thoughts about my writing

about your writing, particularly because I didn’t see the performance, and so

worked from the text alone.

RE: I found it really pleasurable to read, it seemed that you got so much from just

reading one text without having actually seen the show. I just find that terribly

affirming to the strength of a text; that it somehow carries a life in its own right. I

thought it was very perceptively written and I found your comments and

observations very illuminating and pleasurable to read. And I liked the fact that

you read the stage directions as poetic texts as well, and that you also commented

on how they therefore made the performance rather challenging to repeat, and that

somehow I was suggesting that all these things should be there, in fact those

things were there - they would be written in afterwards, after the show had

actually been constructed. I found it very illuminating, very close to reality.

JGE: Since Walks on Water was published, have you had any applications for

rights to re-stage it?

RE: No, I haven’t. I would find it very pleasurable. I have no idea who. I perhaps

have a fantasy about the London Transport Players? But I think people feel that I

have a sort of presence that adds something to the work, that somehow gives it, I

don’t know, there’s something that’s present. But I don’t preclude the idea of the

work happening without me. Certainly with Tantamount, I wasn’t sure if I’d be in
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it at all. I didn’t know until quite late in the day that I was actually going to play

Tantamount. I sometimes thought of being Imogen Gray, but the temptation of

wearing a beard got too much.

JGE: Are you interested in any of your other work being published?

RE: Oh yes, I am very interested in it. I would love for Walks on Water, The

Double Wedding and Tantamount Esperance to be published together as a trilogy.

A lot of people ask to read them, and I would love for them to go out into the

world, to resonate.

JGE: Did you enjoy the kind of precision that Tantamount must have demanded?

Presumably you were less able to be flexible with the script in rehearsal?

RE: Well, yes. I just really relished this idea of something that was highly worked

and highly rehearsed. It had to be completely choreographed, because we were

occupying every millimetre of space. The Royal Court is such a small space for

such a large cast. Tantamount was really very traditionally blocked in a way that

other things I have done haven’t been. It demanded a particular sort of directing,

that was much more precise than one that I have used before on other things. It

was one that some performers enjoyed and others didn’t. Some were used to a

looser way of working, but the nature of that show demanded a different

approach. Yes, with that show I was wanting to do that. But with other things I

have been wanting to explore a collaborative relationship with the cast, and I have

worked with people who have been more comfortable with improvising, more

comfortable with arriving at a structure where things can go off in any number of

directions. The experience I have had of working as an actor, in particular in

straight drama and working on classic text, I have met those who are not

comfortable with improvising. I used to think that it was something that, given the

opportunity, everybody could do, and everybody wanted to do, and I had to

concede that some people actually hate doing it, and that they don’t flower or

flourish from it. When I was working on The Double Wedding, I did a workshop

about six months before the show. I was trying out a lot of ideas in

improvisations, and there was one actor in particular who was miserable with the
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improvisation exercises. Overnight, I wrote some text and gave it to him, and then

he came alive. I could see that some people just don’t like improvising. And

because I did want to work with him, I just had to get it together at my end to

enable him to flourish.

JGE: It’s interesting that you’ve mentioned this difficulty with having no text at

all, and earlier, you mentioned problems some actors have with reading from a

text. One seems to be about the difficulty of making the connection between

written language and the body, the other about yearning for the relative precision

of that connection. Written text seems to have a very curious relationship to the

actor’s body. I wanted to move on to the writing written about you, particularly

academic writing. How do you feel about being the object of academic interest?

RE: Well, I’m quite intrigued by it really. It’s very flattering that there’s an

academic interest. I suppose I resist all sorts of dichotomies between things. It’s

very easy to fall into being the delinquent artist under the scrutiny of the

academic, and you know, it isn’t like that; there’s not a clear delineation. So no

it’s quite a new adventure, I haven’t got a final take on it really.

JGE: Finally, I wanted to ask what you are working on at the moment, and what

your thoughts are about where you go from here?

RE: Well, an old show of mine, My Mathematics, which is a trio with a horse and

Ian the composer, who plays accordion, is in the process of developing into a

much larger scale work for ‘97. It will probably have seven horses, and in

essence, be more of an opera. So that’s on a very slow burn. In the meantime I am

thinking about what sort of work it is I want to make. Something was completed

with Tantamount, and I’ve been thinking about the reality of producing work

independently; whether I want to go on doing that, or whether I want the support

of an institution, i.e. a theatre to commission and take charge of the actual

producing of the show, and how to make that happen. That’s what I’m up to at the

moment.

JGE: Thank you.
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